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Robert S.C . Gordon 

Pier Paolo Pasolini and the Work of Subjectivity Abstract 

This dissertation examines the work of Pier Paolo Pasolini through the diverse forms and 

operations in which subjectivity presents itself and determines the orientation of his 

aesthetic, cultural and ideological practice. It develops a model of the work of 

subjectivity which is then applied in tum to the three major areas of his life and work. 

Part I examines his activities as an intellectual operator, or cultural activist, which show 

him using and creating opportunities for self-promotion and self-expression in a wide 

range of intellectual arenas, each with its own audience and professional obligations. Part 

II concentrates on his poetry, which is seen as a privileged locus of aesthetic self

expression, and identifies a subtle pattern of shifting modulation of imagery and 

vocabulary, which is constantly renewed and transformed by use in different contexts. 

And Part III analyses his semiological theory and practice of cinema, showing how the 

totalising nature of representation which attracts him to cinema overshadows the play of 

variation and formal patterning in poetry, and thus regularly displaces the locus of 

subjectivity away from the films themselves and towards ancillary discourses. The 

dissertation demonstrates that Pasolini consistently manipulates the formal characteristics 

of the idioms, media and genres in which he works, creating multiple dynamics of 

variation in each. This particular variatio, which Pasolini came close to theorising in his 

formulation of 'sperimentalismo', is shown to be the vessel for the implicit and never

fixed work of subjectivity. The complex interplay between form and subjectivity, which 

emerges from the close detail of the analysis, is posited as an interpretative key to 

Pasolini which challenges more direct and superficial critical commonplaces, such as the 

dichotomy between 'passione e ideologia' suggested by Pasolini himself and followed by 

many since. 
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Abbreviations and References 

Works by Pasolini are referred to by title only, with the following abbreviations: 

Poetry: 

MG 
Ceneri 
L'usignolo 
Religione 
Rosa 
Trasumanar 
NG 

La meglio gioventu, Florence: Sansoni, 1954 
Le ceneri di Gramsci, Milan: Garzanti, 1957 
L' usignolo de/la chiesa cattolica, Milan: Longanesi, 1958 
La religione de/ mio tempo, Milan: Garzanti, 1961 
Poesia informa di rosa, Milan: Garzanti, 1964 
Trasumanar e organizzar, Milan: Garzanti, 1971 
La nuova gioventu, Turin: Einaudi, 1975 

iii 

Page references for MG and NG are to NG; for L'usignolo to the 1982 edition,LGli 
struzzi, Einaudi; and for Ceneri, Religione, Rosa and Trasumanar to Le poesie, Milan: 
Garzanti, 1975. 

Others: 

EE 
SC 

LL 

Vangelo 

Edipo 

Empirismo eretico, Milan: Garzanti, 1972 
Scritti corsari, Milan: Garzanti, 1975 (Gli elefanti, Garzanti, 
1990) 
Lettere luterane, Turin: Einaudi, 1976 (Gli Struzzi, Einaudi, 
1980) 

Il Vangelo secondo Matteo, film 1964; screenplay Milan: 
Garzanti, 1964 
Edipo re, film 1967; screenplay Milan: Garzanti, 1967 

For details of first editions and editions cited of other works by Pasolini, see 
Bibliography 1. 

References to secondary sources are given using the Harvard (author-date) system. 
Full references are given in Bibliography 2. 
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Introduction 

Across all the multifarious and frenetic experiments in form which make up the 

aesthetic and ideological history of Pasolini' s work, two major unifying factors resist 

its primary impulse to dispersal and disunity. The first is the permanence of 

experimentation itself. In three important essays written for Officina between 1955 

and 1957, Pasolini explores and attempts to define what he terms 'sperimentalismo'. 

In 'Pascoli' (1955, Passione e ideologia, 263-71), he finds in the eponymous poet a 

contradictory juxtaposition of stasis - 'tendente patologicamente a mantenerlo sempre 

identico a se stesso, immobile' (266) - with 'uno sperimentalismo che [ ... ] tende a 

variarlo e a rinnovarlo incessantemente' (ibid.), and a series of 'tendenze stilistiche' 

which are the source of his latent influence on the 'Novecento'. Already, Pasolini's 

interest is in the dialectic between stasis and renewal, rather than innovation as an end 

in itself. Furthermore, Pascoli's linguistic experimentalism is characterised, 

negatively, as 'sempre in funzione della vita intima e poetica dell'io' (271). Pasolini 

returns to this notion in his 1956 survey 'Il neo-sperimentalismo' (466-79), where he 

identifies three new tendencies in contemporary poetry - the pathological or 

expressionistic, the hermeticist and the style of a new, formalist 'impegno' - all 

innovatory, but nevertheless conditioned more or less consciously by the dominant 

poetics of 'novecentismo' . He reserves his most personal and intense comments for 



the poets of the first type, including Leonetti, co-editor of Officina and long-standing 

friend, and, in particular, the young Massimo Ferretti: 

II suo sperimentalismo non e altro che i1 suo attaccarsi alla vita: un solo 
gesto, cioe per valere deve essere sempre diverso. Inoltre appunto 
perche la vita lo esclude e lo isola, il 'segnato' la ama di un amore piu 
forte: e la ricerca di continuo, nella sua monotonia si rinnova 
incessantmente. (470)1 

Again, stasis ('monotonia') is indivisible from renewal, and both are conditioned by a 

profound affinity for 'la vita'. As so often, the portrait is also a self-portrait, and 

Pasolini' s final essay ('La liberta stilistica', 1957, 480-87) confirms as much. There, 

he sets out an alternative to the illusory and prosaic 'liberta stilistica' of 

'novecentismo' in 'un vero e proprio sperimentalismo [ ... ] intimo a sprofondato in 

2 

un 'esperienza interiore, non solo tentato nei confronti di se stessi, della propria irrelata 

passione, ma della stessa nostra storia' (482). The essay ends with an admission that 

a new freedom, beyond its philological and ideological 'verifica continua' (486), 

would return inevitably to the expressionistic: 

ma sappiamo che, alla fine, la serie di esperimentazioni risultera una 
· strada d'amore - amore fisico e sentimentale per i fenomeni del mondo, 

e amore intellettuale per il loro spirito, la storia: che ci fara sempre 
essere 'col sentimento, al punto in cui ii mondo si rinnova'. (487) 

This is not a clarion call to 'Make it New', but instead a particular synthesis of desires 

which encompasses the idealistic and the ontological, shadowed by the materialistic 

and the erotic; a dynamic impulse for renewal in which the 'monotonia' of motion is 

more important than the telos of innovation; a process underpinned at every stage by 

subjective conditions. 

The dominance of the subjective is the second major unifying factor in 

Pasolini' s work. It is the contention of this thesis that Pasolini' s experimentalism and 

1 On Pasolini and M. Ferretti, see Mercurio, 1989. 



his theorisation of it - not only in the specific instance of the essays cited, but 

throughout his aesthetic, critical and political practices - act as a channel for an 

economy of subjective processes which subtend a fortiori any attempt to interpret his 

work, and which have not as yet been sufficiently elucidated. 

Several critics have noted and indeed lamented the predominance of self

contemplation in Pasolini. Barberi Squarotti, writing on the poetry, is perhaps the 

most eloquent and damning of these: 

Non c'e, nella vicenda poetica del novecento, un poeta che, come 
Pasolini, piu tenacemente abbia interrogato il proprio 'io', piu a lungo 
fermandosi a contemplarlo, ammirarlo, esaminarlo, analizzarlo e 
sezionarlo per poter poi mostrarne al di fuori le viscere dolenti, che 
chiedono comprensione, affetto, pieta. (Barberi Squarotti, 1983, 206)2 

He goes on to read the various stages of Pasolini' s poetic development as an unending 

litany of confession, appropriation, narcissism and 'protagonismo' . Life is laid bare: 

'cio che conta e essere nudi, cioe non tacere e non nascondere nulla di se. [ ... ] al di 

fuori dell ' "io" non c'e possibilita di fare poesia' (ibid, 209,214). As a result, his work 

is little more than 'recitazione' (226). As one might expect, the polemical nature of 

the case simplifies and distorts, but also contains elements of truth. In an attempt to 

reduce all Pasolini's poetry to an operation of the ' io', Barberi Squarotti equates 

markedly divergent phenomema without appreciating the tensions and webs of 

relations which connect them as autonomous features. Hence the impulse to 'non 

tacere nulla di se' is not simple or transparent, but a highly rhetorical strategy which 

veils the textually confined nature of the 'io' which is also discussed.3 The 

quantitative mass of self-reference picked out here can only be arrived at by 

2 See also, among others, Asor Rosa, 19693, 349; Larivaille, 1985, 145; Borghello, 
1986, 110-11; Fortini, 1977a, 170. 

3 Fortini, 1987a, 139; 1987b, 213, insists that Pasolini's apparent 'nudita' is pure 
rhetorical illusion. 



neglecting the primary processes of qualitative juxtaposition, infiltration and synthesis 

of different aspects of subjectivity which complicate and stimulate the poetry. Barberi 

Squarotti comes close to admitting as much when he ends his article on a declaration 

of difficulty: 

la retorica ingente, che Pasolini usa per dichiarare e confessare l"io', 
oggetto e soggetto unico di poesia, e, tuttavia, anche il segno della 
difficolta, oggi, di ricostituire la poesia come voce esclusiva dell"io'. 
(226) 

Those primary processes are not so concerned with the worn d' Annunzian 

question of the relationship between life and literature. Instead, they map out the 

trajectory of a subject, or subjects. Again, several critics have appreciated the need to 

trascend the old categories: 

Uno dei refrains piu usati e quasi proverbiali a proposito di Pasolini e 
quelif della scrittura autobiografica: un proverbio, dunque un mito. E, o 
come tutti i miti, da ridimensionare [ ... ] non si tratta di autobiografia; 
piuttosto il codice espressivo di Pasolini va ridefinito come codice 
dell' autobiografismo. (Casi, 1990b, 23) 

the specific series of contradictions [in Pasolini' s films] and their 
shifting boundaries [ ... ] must be understood as produced by the insertion 
of Pasolini-as-subject [ ... ] into a multiple set of economic, political and 
ideological contradictions and struggles which locate Pasolini as a 
subject-in-history. (Willemen, 1977, vi)4 

But few have followed up such insights with a sustained attempt to analyse these new 

categories and their implications for a reading of his work. The major exception is to 

4 See below Bibliography 2.0. Pasolini criticism can be divided into three broad 
categories: (i) the first general assessments appeared in the early sixties, heralded by 
Fortini's influential 1959 essay 'La poesie italiane di questi anni' (Fortini, 1987ff 96-150 
[132-44]) and crowned by the major works of Ferretti (19742; 1st edition 1964) and Asor 
Rosa (19693; 1st edition 1965); (ii) a period of diffuse and often confused hagiography 
followed Pasolini's death; (iii) a final phase of more rigorous academic analysis was 
opened with Santato, 1980; Brevini, 1981b; and Rinaldi, 1982. To some extent, the 
parameters for intepreting his work were set by, on the one hand, Ferretti, with his strong 
sense of a pathetic dualism extended from Pasolini's own 'passione e ideologia' dyad, and 
on the other, Asor Rosa, who inserted him into a broader phenomenon of populism, and 
developed an articulated critique of his aestheticising, and at heart 'decadentista', 
(pseudo )ideology. 
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be found in Rinaldi, 1982 and 1990, which together make up the most impressive and 

comprehensive contribution to Pasolini criticism todate.5 Rinaldi treats his poetry in 

particular as a vast self-portrait which is always also an exploration of its own 

production: 'sono i testi di una formazione letteraria ma anche raccontano quella 

formazione che costituiscono' (1982, 5). Hence his project, formulated a posteriori, is 

clear: 

Non conviene dunque fare la storia di Pasolini, ma piuttosto quella del 
soggetto poetico dei suoi testi. Anch'essa ha le sue avventure, gli 
scacchi, le fughe: storia non di Pasolini ma della sua figura autoriale, 
del suo rapporto con il testo, storia del soggetto dell'enunciato, del 
soggetto dell'enunciazione, sul filo di un commentario. (1990, 24) 

This formulation allows him to chart a strong narrative development for the subject, 

following its absences and presences, its initial 'grande progetto autobiografico' (1982, 

6), its fading into phantasm in Ceneri and triumphant return in Religione, followed by 

its dispersal in Rosa and final dysfunctional collapse in Trasumanar. His approach to 

and readings of these poetic texts have provided a primary interlocutor for this project. 

However, the strengths and exhaustive detail of Rinaldi' s approach also leave him 

open to criticism. His decision to follow a strictly chronological sequence in the 

monograph reinforces the narrative compulsion of his commentary, and thus tends to 

create a story of a subject as a discrete, even if textually based, entity. The analysis 

of the oeuvre as a unified body founded by a subject risks reconstructing the subject 

as the author of that oeuvre, reinforced by psychoanalytic vocabulary (via Lacan and 

5 Rinaldi, 1982, is a full monograp,p covering all aspects of Pasolini' s work. Rinaldi, 
1990, gathers together a number of suJtementary articles and general considerations, and 
includes a sequnce of chapters which examines 'il soggetto e la poesia' ( 45-76, 99-132, 
155-90). 



Kristeva).6 Rinaldi largely avoids this risk by the acute detail of his 'commentario', 

but, as a result, his more general assertions are less confident, preliminary rather than 

conclusive (e.g. 1990, 93). Furthermore, he is less compelling on Pasolini's non

literary work, and neglects somewhat the significance of his activity beyond writing 

and film-making, perhaps owing to his tendency to construct the subject as narrative 

through primary textual analysis. 

6 

This thesis builds on the possibilities suggested by Rinaldi, but departs from it 

in significant ways which define the terms of a new interpretative approach to 

Pasolini. First, it sets his poetry (Part II) alongside equally important surveys of his 

cinema (Part III) and his work as an intellectual agent or activist (Part I). This has the 

virtue of qualifying the vision of the subject as a purely literary construct with its own 

narrative, and of amplifying its field of action. The textual subject can thus operate 

beyond the literary, and acquire meaning in relation to a number of external discourses 

- and indeed is conditioned to do so, as Rinaldi's 'fuga delle generi' suggests (1990, 

. 27-44). Furthermore, the relations between the three areas, both as understood by 

Pasolini and as revealed by analysis, emerge as a play of analogy and oblique 

distinction, and thus extend the possible mechanisms through which the subject is 

predicated onto discourse. Secondly, although each part, and in particular Part I, 

inevitably retains a chronological foundation, the three parts are intended as a triptych 

structured on the patterns and contours of those subjective mechanisms rather than on 

linear sequence. Within Part II, for example, focus is placed on four concurrent and 

constantly interpenetrating aspects of poetic subjectivity, each with its own, often 

6 For example, 'la figura dell'autore Pier Paolo Pasolini [ ... ] produce scandalo e 
meraviglia'; 'la sfilata [dei generi], la dinamica dissolutoria della carriera pasoliniana, 
avviene sempre dentro il contenitore dell'autorialita'; 'la nozione di soggetto, di autore' 
(Rinaldi, 1990, 30-31). 
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illusory history, in formal and associational development, rather than on a single 

narrative of authorial evolution. Finally, and most importantly, the subject is not seen 

as a discrete entity to be located as present, absent or veiled in language. These 

effects, which undoubtedly exist, are instead read as symptoms of a process of 

complex interrelational signification, with no single origin or cause, which is termed 

the work of subjectivity. 
J 

In order to set clear parameters for the notioi subjectivity adopted as the basis 

for what follows without provoking elaborate and insoluble theoretical quandaries, I 

have borrowed a tactic used by Heath, 1991, who sets out his understanding of the 

subject under six glossed, gnomic statements. The following five statements are, then, 

not intended as a simplification of the issues involved, but rather as a declaration of 

the conditions and assumptions under which this interpretative project is undertaken. 

1) Signifying practices produce relations of subjectivity. This is Heath's fifth 

statement and for our purposes it highlights two aspects. First, all signifying practices 

produce such relations, including cinema and including the broad category of what 

Pasolini was wont to call 'l'azione' , or 'il pragma' or 'il fare'.7 This throws a broad 

semiological emphasis on the issue, and suggests that there is no single, simple 

discourse in a text which determines subjectivity, but a multiplicity of different 

mechanisms of signification, even within a non-literary text, and even beyond the 

textual. Hence different signifying practices produce different relations of subjectivity. 

In all that follows, it is assumed that subjectivity operates under conditions set by the 

specific collection of often external signifying practices at work in any activity. 

Secondly, subjectivity is produced in and through relations. That is, it exists as a 

7 See, for example EE, 211; I! caos, 230. 



pattern of interaction between the living individual and the (textual) subjects defined · 

by Benveniste, 1966, as the 'sujet de l'enonciation' (speaking subject) and the 'sujet 

de l'enonce' (subject of speech), to which one might add what Silverman, 1983, 43-

53, calls the 'spoken subject' - that locus of subjectivity which is perceived by the 

reader or spectator as the subject and which constructs him or her in its image, 

through a process of suture. 

2) The work of subjectivity is a process which tends, or desires, to produce a single 

subject.8 This distinction has already been drawn with reference to Rinaldi above. 

8 

In so far as there is a phenomenon which looks like an 'authentic' subject located at 

many points in Pasolini's activities, it is a construct which refers back to the processes 

of its own conception, not directly to an 'authentic' external referent (Pasolini 

himself). One can and indeed must talk of a subject, therefore, but always as a 

symptom, or a signified of a set of prior relations. The work of subjectivity thus 

tranforms those relations into a stable symbol of themselves which, by its stability, is 

marked as incomplete, or arbitrary. In this transformative sense, an analogy might be 

drawn between the work of subjectivity and Freud's 'Traumarbeit', which transforms 

or distorts latent content into m4{nfest content.9 It will become clear that Pasolini 
J 

presents an ideal example of a work always in process, tending or desiring an end 

which is always a further beginning (or secondary signifier). He himself was drawn 

8 On the historical difference between the terms 'subject' and 'subjective', see · 
Williams, 1976, 259-64. 

9 See Laplanche and Pontalis, 19734, 112,505, who note that Freud located the 
'essence du reve' in dreamwork, not in the latent or manifest content. Similarly the 
essence of the work of subjectivity is in the process of transformation, not in a posited 
individual or a constructed single subject. 



to imagery of work, as the name of the journal Officina and a series of projects in the 

1960s entitled 'Laboratorio' suggest. 

9 

3) The subject is multiple, mediated and lacking, and aspires to unity, immediacy and 

plenitude. This statement follows in large part from the first two, and derives in 

particular fromp Lacan's reading of Freud. 10 It encapsulates the tragic paradox of 

subjectivity, experienced at several levels (conscious and textual) by Pasolini, that the 

lack which forms and defines the subject, and thus is the necessary condition for self

know ledge, is also that which prevents it remedying its incompleteness. As a result, 

tokens of 'full' subjectivity are actually arbitrary, and oscillate between poles of stasis -

a fixed subject is a strong subject - and mobility - a fluid subject is living and 

immediate, and stasis is death. 

4) The author is not dead. 1) to 3) might be taken to imply a preclusion of the 

figure of the individual around whom all these fragments of subjectivity cluster. 

However, the author remains an important actor, even if not in the most direct 

manner. Barberi Squarotti was right to emphasise that Pasolini often casts himself as 

a split subject, or an ungraspable subject, or a subject alienated by other discourses 

and by others. These roles act as strategic markers of presence and of a resonance 

between patterns of thought and of subjectivity. They act as a channel for the direct 

impingement on the latter of external discourses from ideology and knowledge, to 

10 Lacan, 1977, uses Plato ' s Symposium and its mythology of original hermaphrodite 
wholeness to formulate desire as an inscribed desire of a lack. The subject is split 
between the Imaginary and the Symbolic, through the trauma of self-differentiation at the 
mirror-stage. On the Lacanian subject, see Belsey, 1980, 60-1; Silverman, 1983, 149-93; 
Bowie, 1991. Similarly, Kristeva, 1974, posits an immanent duality in the subject-in
process between the symbolic and the semiotic, mediated at the 'thetic'. See also 
Kristeva, 1980; Moi, 1986. 
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language and history. The individual, according to Althusser, is constantly 

'interpellated' as a subject by these discourses (1971, 121-73), but the work of 

subjectivity shows the process of interpellation not to be so monovalent. Pasolini as 

an individual in his conscious self-positioning through writing and other activities acts 

upon the external discourses, absorbs a transformed notion of them into his signifying 

practices. This has the important effect of displacing our interest in Pasolini the 

author away from his explicit statements - his political position, his literary 

judgements etc. - and towards his deployment of them in certain forms and arenas 

which relate to and inform the patterns of the work of subjectivity. 

5) The work of subjectivity is never done . The processes of transformation and 

deformation of subjectivity are in a constant state of flux, with no prospect of actual 

Tesolution, whereas the (constructed) aspiring subject constantly posits an end. 

Furthermore, the work is never done in that it is not a mass of ill-found, chaotic 

material, acted upon, or done, by a well-disguised agent. It works to produce meaning 

for subjectivity and to produce a subject or subjects, but is itself neither subject nor 

object. The locus of its operation can thus be identified, in the interstices of other 

material, but not its actual presence. It, more than Pasolini, is unrecognisable (cf. 

Rinaldi, 1990). 

Issues outlined, and by no means resolved, by these statements will be 

constantly raised again by the analysis of Pasolini's work which follows . . As already 

noted, it will be divided into three parts. 

The first deals with what is termed Pasolini' s cultural 'activism', and consists 

of two sections: first, a survey of his career as a writer as a partial study of his role 
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within an arena of culture, operating under conditions of varying contractual and 

commercial control, but also of his appropriation of these operations in order to 

position himself as a subject in a certain context; and secondly, an analysis of the 

seven major activist initiatives undertaken by Pasolini as an intellectual. Again these 

are examined for the operations of subjectivity of which they are vessels. 

Part II focuses exclusively on his poetry as a paradigm of his literary activity. 

The exclusion of narrative and theatre from this part, and thus in large measure from 

the thesis, is motivated on the one hand by the privileged. nature of lyric poetry as a 

traditionally conceded space for apparently unmediated self-expression, reinforced by 

Pasolini's own use of the term 'poesia' as a general label of authenticity (as in 'il 

cinema di poesia '), 11 and on the other hand, by the somewhat sporadic nature of his 

commitment to novels and plays, and even more to their publication. 12 The four 

currents into which the discussion of poetry is divided are autobiography, history, 

figuration and the particular nexus of imagery around the body and the father. 

Part III takes Pasolini' s theory and practice of cinema as a radical, but flawed 

evolution of Parts I and II. Cinema transforms his relationship with culture through 

its complex collective, industrial and commercial mechanisms which shatter the 

traditional 'high ' cultural ambit inhabited previously. But it also represents an attempt 

to salvage the poetic project through what he perceives as its new, more ' authentic' 

11 Authenticity has been a key word in Pasolini criticism since Fortini' s influential 
assertion that his poetry worked through 'una autenticita attraverso l'inautentico' (1987a, 
139), thus correcting Pasolini's own consistent claim to be viscerally driven to express 
an authentic self and reality. 

12 See Bibliography 1.2 and 1.6. Pasolini at times saw theatre as a continuation of 
his poetry: eg. Lettere II, 602. For studies devoted specifically to the theatre, see 
Groppali, 1979; Barberi Squarotti, 1980; Gatt-Rutter, 1984; Van Watson, 1989; Casi, 
1990c. 



language. The analysis will focus on direct and indirect processes of subjectivity 

identified in aspects of authority, textual genesis, metaphor and film-time. 

12 

Each of these three parts necessarily develops a separate vision of subjective 

work, and hence stands as an autonomous study of a particular aspect of Pasolini' s 

work. The unitary aim of the project as a whole, however, derives from the multiple 

levels of analogy and interaction between and within the different mechanisms. It will / 

become clear that even those mechanisms are prone to the law of 'sperimentalismo' 

which governs his aesthetic practices. They too acquire their foundation in meaning, 

not only through their primary operation in any given text, or at any given moment, 

but also through the dialectic between them, the form of their expression and their 

different manifestations in different forms. Thus, a new founding dyad for Pasolini's 

work may be posited, to replace the conventional dualism based on 'passione e 

ideologia', between the two factors which unify through constant displacement: formal 

experimentalism and the work of subjectivity. 



PART I 
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The Work of Subjectivity in the Arena of Cultural Activism 

The on-going elaboration of subjective coherence through the construction of aesthetic 

texts as pretexts for unfettered self-expression is a standard conceit of the (post-Romantic) 

artist. Indeed, it might be said to be a defining privilege of the aesthetic to delineate a 

space in which the contingent speaking subject inscribes and anchors itself as the subject 

of speech. However, this process is conditioned and informed by the non-autonomous 

processes of insertion into infrastructures of exchange and promotion, of aesthetic 

production as public 'activism', in a culture industry.1 Debates over the role of the 

intellectual could be said to centre on the tension between these two aspects, and the 

ideological determinants of their relation. 

Pasolini indulged in constant and varied cultural ' activism'. 2 Not only did he 

have to deal with the publishing and cinema industries, as a client or contractual 

employee, somehow reconciling such subordination with the aura of authenticity which 

1 See Adorno, 1991. 

2 An indicator of the changing nature of Pasolini's activism is the radical shift in his 
conception of culture itself, from the aspiration to traditional 'high' culture apparent in his 
early letters and journalism, to his absorption of Gramscian ideas of national-popular culture 
along with the broadening vision of his dialect researches in the 1950s, to the eventual 
abandonment of Gramsci and increasing interest in an anthropological definition of culture 
as a defining system of habits and customs (see SC, 45, 211-12). 
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was fundamental to his aesthetic practice; but he also remained almost permanently active 

in the contingent and necessarily inauthentic practice of journalism,3 from his earliest 

'public' cultural project - the planned poetry journal Eredi - to his notorious newspaper 

campaign of polemic and provocation in 1973-75. Risks of ideological and aesthetic 

compromise abound, but the potential for reinforcing the agency of the subject through 

the encounter with superstructural apparatuses is equally great. Thus Pasolini's governing 

dictum here becomes: 'non avere paura mai della sede'.4 

This section will examine in turn the two principal features of Pasolini's activism. 

First, it will follow the chronology of his career as a writer of literature, concentrating on 

the metier rather than the aesthetic object, on the significance for questions of subjectivity 

of publication, of success and how it is perceived and received, and of the degree of 

control over the self and its image which is afforded to Pasolini. The partly expository 

nature of the exercise will act also as an introduction to the second section, which will 

consider in detail seven important journalistic projects between 1942 and 1975. In each, 

Pasolini positions and repositions himself, implicitly and explicitly, as an autonomous 

voice set against the different 'sedi' where it is heard. In conclusion, Pasolini's cultural 

activism will be assessed as both a practical and innovative, if flawed, contribution to the 

'questione degli intellettuali', and as a basis for the dense network of strategies of 

subjectivity in his poetry, discussed in Part II. 

3 'Journalism' is here taken to include work for literary journals as well as for 
newspapers and magazines. 

4 See Fortini, 1977b, 87. 
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1. The Metier of Writing 

One of the remarkable features of Pasolini's literary oeuvre is its ever-increasing 

awareness of the function of poetry; it develops into a meta-poetry, which struggles to 

find a place and meaning for poetry within the °:~x of socio-economic reality. However, 

his early letters, with their passionate exchanges of poems and resoconti of formative 

readings, with their proliferating projects for essays, books and treatises, show a highly 

traditional literary formation,5 fed by an ambition to succeed both literarily and in formal 

institutions such as GUF and GIL.6 One of these projects was the never-realised review, 

with its explicitly conservative title Eredi, planned in 1941-42 with Francesco Leonetti, 

Roberto Roversi - later co-founders with Pasolini of Officina - and Luciano Serra, out of 

which came the private publication in Bologna of Poesie a Casarsa.7 The first reviewer 

of Pasolini's work, Gianfranco Contini, could not have been more auspicious of success, 

greeting 'la prima accessione della letteratura "dialettale" all'aura della poesia d'oggi, e 

pertanto una modificazione in profondita di quell' attributo'. 8 The most significant aspect 

of this first publication is its use of dialect, with all its esotericism, but also its latent 

5 See Lettere, I, 15, for one of many examples; and cf. 'io vivo [nel] vecchio mondo · 
umanistico, sia pure in crisi e cosciente della crisi' (/l caos, 75) .. 

6 Respectively, 'gruppi universitari fascisti' and 'giovani italiani del Littorio' . 

7 Each member of the group published a collection: Leonetti, Sopra una perduta estate; 
Roversi, Poesie; and Serra, Canto di memorie. 

8 Contini, 1943, now in Borghello, 1977, 119-22. The first reviews in Italy were by 
Antonio Russi (Primato, 1 July 1943, now in Russi, 1967, 38-43) and Alfonso Gatto (La 
ruota, I, 1943). 
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political impac1 in the context of fascist hostility to linguistic pluralism.9 The ease 

with which Pasolini adopts a range of idioms, absorbs eclectic literary influences, and 

generally experiments in genre and style'. points to a significant mode of operation on 

a cultural level whereby range is valorised above expertise - a humanist model of the 

intellectual rejects the post-Romantic model of the intellectual as specialist. However, 

this is not only conservatism. The value of eclecticism is mediated by a simultaneous 

identification of the eclectic with the poetic. The two are synthesised into an implicit 

notion of the subjective. The universalism of the humanist intellectual is thus 

replaced by a subjective 'coscienza' which will later tend towards identification with 

an historical 'coscienza'. The dualism of this relationship reaches its apotheosis in 

Pasolini's work in the opposition between 'passione' and 'ideologia' of the 1950s, but 

it also governs the mediation by economic factors of cultural agency. 

Before 1943, Pasolini 's practice of literary production is economically 

unproblematic, 10 innocent of systems of exchange and of the potential threat to the 

subject from institutional culture. In this artisanal mode of production, the social role 

of the poet is at its most redus_ed and elitist, hermetically sealed in an unquestioning 

exclusivity. The first signs of a considered transformation of this model 

9 In fact, Pasolini began writing in Friulan a short time before publication of the 
book (Lettere, I, xxxvi-xxxix). He had planned an Italian collection entitled I confini. 

10 Even his ambition for success is innocent, not yet coupled with struggle, as a 
strain of imagery around 'la vittoria and 'la sconfitta' in later poetry suggests (see 
below p.105). The child-like joy of his reaction to Contini' s review is emblematic: 
'Chi potra mai descrivere la mia gioia? Ho saltato e ballato per i portici di Bologna: 
e quanto alla soddisfazione mondana cui ci si puo aspirare scrivendo versi [ ... ] ormai 
posso benissimo fame sempre a meno' (Siciliano, 1981a2, 86). But in a contemporary 
letter to Serra, the darker side to success already looms: 'Per due giomi sono stato 
felice; ed ora comincio ad avvertire l'ombra dell'"excelsior'" (Lettere, I, 138). 

I 

I 
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into an historically and economically contingent one coincide with the choice to publish, 

and to publish in dialect, thereby entering a limited public sphere which integrates t~e 

poetics o~ the text by its very spec_ificity. The following year sees the first signs of a 

future political militancy in Pasolini, developing out of his teaching experience in and 

around Casarsa, 11 which will lead to his growing involvement in the promotion of 

Friulan culture and to his brief period of active membership of the PCI before his 

expulsion in 1949. However, this evolution never alters the consistently literary and 

circumscribed nature of his involvement. 

The position of L'usignolo, published in 1958 but made up of poems from 1943-

49, is ambivalent. As will become evident, 1958 was a pivotal year for Pasolini, and 

there is no question that the book was to a large extent a retrospective re-writing of an 

earlier experience. In L' usignolo, the easy slippage between idioms fails, and the choice 

of 'lingua' as opposed to dialect becomes an increasingly suffered one, constituting a 

major subordination of the free play of the subject to an external imperative. The barrier 

between alternative media for expression threatens the integrity of subjective discourse, 

and much of Pasolini's incessant shifting between genres, languages and techniques 

(Rinaldi, 1990, 27-44) can be seen in this light as an attempt either to dismantle such 

barriers and create a totality which clusters around a unifying centre of the 'expressive' 

11 On the role of pedagogy in Pasolini see Zanzotto, 1977, and Golino, 1985. Both 
argue strongly that it is paradigmatic of the whole range of Pasoliili's literary and cultural
political activity, combining models of didacticism and enlightenment with love, both 
Platonic and erotic. See, for example, 'Dal diario di un insegnante', ll mattino de[ popolo, 
29 February 1948, and later, SC, 206. 
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speaking subject, or to valorise the dynamic of transition across such barriers as the locus 

of subjective coherence. 12 

Pasolini continued to publish poetry only in plaquettes or in journals, if at all, and 

this remained the case well beyond his move to Rome in January 1950. He did ~ 

attempt to find a publisher, 13 enter for and win several minor prizes, and initiate literary 

friendships at a very high level, but his poetry remains personal and largely in diary form, 

his experiments in dialect(s) and in Italian continue, and his narrative projects proliferate 

from the works set in Friuli, none of which was published at the time (II sogno di una 

cos a, Atti impuri and Amado mio ), to the Roman sketches which will constitute Ragazzi 

di vita, Una vita violenta and Ali dagli occhi azzurri. 14 All this activity demonstrates 

the survival of a broad freedom or lack of restraint in the essentially private expression of 

· a personal voice. 15 

The period 1950-54 in Rome marks a hiatus in Pasolini's career. He struggled to 

survive in awful private teaching posts, lived in the run-down slums of the 'borgate', 

12 Totality must not be ahistorical, however: cf. 'E' tutta la vita che mi oppongo agli 
intellettuali che presentano la propria esperienza come "totale" e quindi "metastorica"' (/l 
caos, 99). 

13 L'usignolo was almost published by both Mondadori and Bompiani as early as 1950, 
with the help of Giacinto Spagnoletti and Vittorio Sereni. See Lettere, I, 387-82, 395. 

14 On Pasolini's first encounter with Rome, see Baranski, 1985b, and De Nardis, 1977, 
67-103. 

15 Atti impuri and Amado mio are derived from actual diaries kept by Pasolini, of which 
Naldini, 1989, makes extensive use. The diary form in early Pasolini, in plaquettes such as 
Diarii (1945), Dai diario (1945-1947) {1954) and Roma 1950. Diario (1960), as well as 
prose and the passionate, confessional style of his early letters are .all the more significant 
since they determine elements of his late public writing. Fortini describes a norm for the 
mature Pasolini in which 'il massimo dell 'impegno si destina alle scritture pubbliche il 

· minimo a quelle private' (1988, 383). See also 'Lettera aperta a Silvana Mangano' (II caos, 
78). 
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which became personally and artistically paramount for him, and simultaneously began to 

find success in established cultural arenas, publishing articles, reviews, poems and stories, 

getting to know a wide range of literary friends, from Bassani and Attilio Bertolucci to 

Moravia and Morante, and laying the foundations of the work which would bring him 

such success from 1955-60. The philological research for the dialect of the Roman 

novels was complemented by the preparation of the two anthologies, Poesia dialettale del 

Novecento (1952) and Canzoniere italiano (1955), both published by Guanda.16 

However conditions of economic hardship marked a new stage in the relationship between 

the expressive subject and its creative project. The unmediated alliance between the two 

is now threatened by the prior need for income. Aesthetic expression in high cultural 

forms is no longer simply a compliant instrument for the subject's narcissistic exploration 

of itself. Furthermore, and perhaps more significantly, this distancing of 'pure' culture is 

· also immensely seductive and, for Pasolini, explicitly erotic, through the immediacy of 

the impure. The naive, headlong immersion in the erotics of poverty at the expense of 

the preservation of high cultural values is shown with stark clarity in a letter to Nico 

Naldini of February 1950, which warrants extensive quotation: 

Caro N., 
ricordi il protagonista di Sotto il sole di Roma? Ebbene suo fratello, 

di diciasette anni, molto piu bello di lui e divenuto il mio amico. Ci siamo 
incontrati_ ieri sera per opera di un dio. Non ho dormito niente, sono 
ancora tutto tremante. Mi occorreranno dei soldi: prendi un pacco di libri 
(edizioni Laterza, filosofi) e con una scusa vai a Padova a vendeme per 3 o . 

16 The former was co-edited by Mario Dell' Arco, although Pasolini complained that 
Dell' Arco 'non possiede un minimo di dignita: fino a consentire di mettere il suo nome in 
un libro fatto tutto e completamente (anche nel senso manuale) dame' (Lettere, I, 468-69). 
A third, less successful anthology appeared in 1961, co-edited with Moravia and Bertolucci 
for Garzanti, but again with the detailed commentary by Pasolini, entitled Scrittori della 
realta dall' VIII al XIX secolo. The three would later collaborate on Nuovi argomenti. 
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4 mila: immediatamente, e poi spediscimi i soldi [ .. . ] Allora mi 
raccomando. Roma e divina. Bisogna assolutamente che lavori e che 
guadagni molto. 

Ciao P.P.17 

The highly charged passion of the opening sentences is juxtaposed with the desperate 

need for money, to which the erotic impulse seems bound and former cultural value 

subordinated. Indeed, the 'divine' erotic encounter - 'per opera di un dio' - coincides 

with a powerful seductiveness of the act of gain - 'Roma e divina. Bisogna [ ... ] che 

guadagni molto' . However, Pasolini avoids the danger of a subordination of cultural 

value by its reduction to a means of support by allowing his previously firm notion of 

culture to absorb the fascination of gain. The potentially alienated object is salvaged by a 

shifting of the centre, as the subject perceives it. The marginalised self (homosexual, and 

worse pederast, poor, exiled from party and home) reinforces its status through an attempt 

to drag the locus of culture to itself. Hence, Ragazzi di vita relocates literary discourse 

ahd language in the mock-epic quest of the 'ragazzi ' for the grail of ' la grana'. 

Economic motivations thus actually reinforce and transform the notion of culture. It is a 

process of shifting absorption that will become characteristic of modes, delusive and 

otherwise, of dealing with threats to the autonomy of the cultural subject by allowing the 

cultural dynamic of the self to remain apparently private. 

In 1954, the precarious and contradictory privacy of the self begins to crumble 

definitively. Two events mark this important change - the publication of MG in a 

Sansoni ' collana' presented by Roberto Longhi's Paragone ('da considerare la mia prima 

17 Lettere, I, 407. Fortini, 1988, discerns a failure in Pasolini to reconcile the erotics 
of money with a Marxist analysis of systems of exchange. The issue surfaces in Pasolini's 
poetry in the long poem 'La ricchezza' (Religione , 145-99). 



opera pubblicata' Lettere, I, cxxix), and his first screenplay collaboration, with Giorgio 

Bassani, for Mario Soldati's La donna de! fiume .18 The first event transformed the 

scale of Pasolini's relation with the reader. Success such as this was a move towards an 

autonomy from immediate material worries - although this was only fully achieved in · the 

1960s, but it brought with it a move away from the artisanal, inter-personal subject-reader 

rapport, to a public, mediated and in the final analysis semi-industrial one. Similarly, his - -
first entry into film-making, coupled with the confirmation of a monthly income from 

Garzanti's advances on the manuscript of Ragazzi di vita, merged his income-source 

(previously teaching) with his primary ambition, aesthetic production, so that Naldini 

(quoting Pasolini in part) can describe it as 'questo lavoro improvviso, che "per lucro" 

andava sognando da anni' (Lettere, I, cxxviii). 19 But again, scriptwriting brought 

frustrating problems of increased levels of mediation or alienation from the industrially, 

collectively produced finished work: 

I1 lavoro di uno scrittore peril cinema puo essere bellissimo [ ... ] Purtroppo 
si lavora in mezzo a gente ignorante, stupida, che non sa quello che vuole. 
Uno scrittore sceneggiatore non dovrebbe neppure sapere che esiste una 
produzione o un noleggio: dovrebbe lavorare col regista e basta. (ibid. 
cxxvii-iii) 

The period 1955-60 is again and again touted as the moment when Pasolini held 

centre-stage in Italian culture, and a moment which he never managed to transcend. 

Ragazzi di vita and Una vita violenta achieved substantial critical acclaim, despite the · 

18 
For a full list of Pasolini's screenplay collaborations, see Betti and Thovazzi, 1989, 

203-5. 

19 
In Pasolini's correspondence with Livia Garzanti after 1954 there is a tension 

bet~een cinema-work for money (' il mio lavoro falso' Lettere, II, 388) and literary projects 
which suffer as a result: see Lettere II, 102, 113, 126-27, 232, 274. 
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between .cinema-work for money ('il mio lavoro falso' Lettere, II, 388) and literary projects 
which suffer as a result: see Lettere II, 102, 113, 126-27, 232, 274. 
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prosecution of the former.20 Officina seemed to offer a genuinely fresh approach to the 

politics of writing. Ceneri won praise from all quarters as an historically significant 

departure from the post-war debate between neo-realism and second-generation 

hermeticism (Brevini, 1981b, 199-200). The ambitions of the young Pasolini to succeed 

in the arena of traditional high culture find themselves fulfilled totally, but at that very 

apotheosis the moment of 'frattura' in the subject-culture rapport occurs and marks the 

conception of a different and more complex status for the subject. And thus it is perhaps 

not only the quantitatively high level of presence which draws critics to this period, but 

also in part the seeds of transition and fragmentation which are germinating beneath the 

. sweet sod of success. 

For a time, then, the name Pasolini becomes marketable as an intellectual force. It 

is this cultural demand which determines the final appearance wit~ Longanesi of 

L' usignolo in 1958,21 the year after Ceneri and eight years after rejection by several 

other publishers; which guarantees immediate approval from Garzanti for the sequel to 

Ragazzi di vita; and which makes viable the collation of literary-critical articles into book 

form, Passione e ideologia, also with Garzanti. Beyond the various merits of each, the 

quasi-archaeological presentation of juvenilia, of writings on literature, and interest in any 

work which bears Pasolini' s name, indicates a meteoric promotion into the ranks of the 

20 On reaction to Ragazzi di vita, see Borghello, 1977; Brevini, 1981b, 156-57. The 
reaction to the Roman novels coincided to some extent with the 'caso' over Pratolini's f,( 
metello (1955) and the end of neo-realism, and with the (re)publication in 1957 of Gadda's 
Quer pasticciaccio brutto de via Merulana. Cadioli, 1981, 46-51, notes that none of these 
reached the level of bestsellers after 1958 (e.g., II gattopardo). 

21 Garzanti reluctantly let Pasolini out of his contractual obligation so that he could help 
his cousin Naldini at Longanesi (Lettere, II, 364-73). 
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contemporary canon. Membership of the canon brings with it a certain privilege of 

status, a caste identity and solidarity with intellectuals which both limits and protects the 

stability and autonomy of the first-person voice - the canon thus works as an institution, 

comparable to a co-operative or Gentleman's club, wherein its collected members are also 

its legislating body. The status thereby acquired functions independently of political 

concerns because of economic incentives and the tendency to collective promotion with 

any such canon. One of the criticisms levelled at Officina by Ferretti is precisely that the 

prestigious 'ospiti' (almost all contacts of Pasolini's) were accepted before any 

intellectual or ideological criteria for their co-operation were considered. 22 

The traumatic end of Officina in 1958, broadly coinciding with a series of events 

which include the death of his father, the publication of Una vita violenta and the 

subsequent failure to complete a planned trilogy of Roman novels, and a certain loss of 

poetic vein after Ceneri, suggests that 1958-59 marks a watershed in Pasolini ' s progress. 

Before 1958-59, he separated the literary as a safe-haven, even when threatened on a 

social or political plane. His defence against the accusation of 'corruzione di minori e 

atti osceni in luogo pubblico' in 1949 was weakly based on an appeal to the influence of 

reading Gide. 23 His witnesses in the trial for obscenity against Ragazzi di vita ( 4 July · 

· 1956) included Carlo Bo, Pietro Bianchi and written testimony from Ungaretti, Contini, 

De Robertis and Schiaffini - and his co-defendant Livio Garzanti. After 1958-59, for a 

22 See Ferretti, 1975, 33-47. 

23 A defence later turned against him by the PCI, keen. to reject 'le deleterie influenze 
di certe correnti ideologiche e filosofiche dei vari Gide, Sartre, di altrettanto decadenti poeti 
e letterati', Ferdinando Mauro, L' U nita, 29 October 1949. On Pasolini and Gide, see Serra, 
1979. 
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combination of historical and subjective reasons, he begins to be distanced from the high ' 

collective of intellectuals, and to perceive the institution of culture and its denizens as 

alien. 

The end of Officina also shortly precedes the move into film-directing (Accattone, 

1961), which marks a fundamental break with organs of traditional high culture as a 

primary means for self-expression and self-location, and a loss of prestige in those 

circles.24 From 1960 to 1975, Pasolini was more or less constantly planning, shooting 

or promoting his own film projects, whilst recourse to literature became more sporadic. 

The process of film-production, with its reliance on an equipe rather than the lonely artist, 

on the crucial enabling figure of the producer, and on the pragmatic and technical 

problems of production, promotion and distribution, inevitably transformed Pasolini's 

relation with the aesthetic project. The implications of this radical move for the work of 

subjectivity will be examined in detail in Part III, but here three broad points can usefully 

be made. First, Pasolini had relatively little difficulty in adjusting to the strictures of 

production. After an initial failure to secure backing for Accattone from Fellini, he was 

well served by a series of loyal producers, despite constant legal difficulties .25 

Furthermore, with some significant exceptions, he felt well able to control sufficiently the 

work of production - from actors to editing to music and costumes - to manipulate film as 

24 Volponi, 1977, 19, suggests that cinema diverts Pasolini's attention from 'serious', 
literary pursuits - 'comincia a studiare meno, a leggere meno [ ... ]ea scrivere meno poesie'. 

25 Alfredo Bini produced all Pasolini 's films until and including Edipo (see Uccellacci 
e uccellini, 225-28), after which a variety of producers took him on, such as Franco 
Rossellini (Teorema, Medea, Il Decameron) and Alberto Grimaldi (I racconti di Canterbury, 
Il fiore delle 'Mille e una notte ', Salo). 
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a viable medium for self-expression.26 Secondly, the tensions created by the problems 

of film-production were exploited and promoted by Pasolini in theory and in practice, and 

used as vehicles for that very process of self-inscription which they would seem to 

undermine, thereby maintaining the model of shifting absorption noted above. Finally, 

although only the trilogy made substantial amounts of money from box-office receipts, 

from the outset the scale of investment of time and money was markedly different from 

his literary activity. This ironically opened the possibility for at least some aspects of the 

latter to return to more private modes of production. Poetry after the interval of the 

1950s is once more independent of sources of income and complications of alienating 

exchange, although it cannot regain the primacy of original innocence.27 

The two major poetry collections after 1961 - Rosa (1964) and Trasumanar (1971; 
-:# 

both Garzanti) - were relatively neglected by reviewers (Brevini, 1981b, 353f04).28 

The solidarity of the contemporary canon seems to have faltered, perhaps because of his 

move 'down' into cinema. Siciliano makes the same point in reference to the reception 

of Teorema: 

fti accolto dai critici [ ... ] come fosse un treatment e null'altro: uno 
stratagemma di ex-narratore preoccupato, occhio al mirino della camera, di 
farsi vivo nell'arengo letterario. (1981a2, 381) 

26 Of the various unrealised projects, only II padre selvaggio and San Paolo appear to 
have been blocked by production objections. In the first case, the trial of La ricotta was to 
blame, and in the second what the note to the published screenplay simply calls 'vicende 
personali e ostacoli oggettivi' and later 'il preventivo di spese' (p.169). As with the 
'Orestiade Africana' project, the problem seems more practical than prejudicial. 

27 On the retrospective transformation of poetry by cinema, see II caos, 48-50. 

28 Pasolini finally fell out with Livio Garzanti over what he saw as the poor, promotion 
of Trasumanar, EE and Calder6n, and in 1973 shifted allegiance to Einaudi (Sigliano, 
1981a2, 440). LL was however published by Garzanti, and Schwartz, 1992, 66t,'°'suggests 
that he intended to return to Garzanti with Petrolio. 



Furthermore, after the relatively brief enthusiasm for publication as the telos of 

aesthetic enterprise, its determinant function now diminishes once more. Whilst 

27 

Pasolini's presence in the promotional arenas of culture (prefaces, promotions, festivals, 

interviews, films) grows ever larger, his private, self-sufficient literary voice withdraws, 

or better, regresses. He re-works a Friulan novel into Il sogno di una cosa (1962), 

collects fragments of his Roman prose in Ali dagli occhi azzurri (1965), and publishes the 

collection of essays EE ( 1972) more as a gesture of closure than of polemic. 29 In each 

case the present explorations of the subject are only implicit at best, and making public is 

now synonymous with retrospection.30 Even the burst of activity-on this level in 1975 

conforms to this pattern - NG is a reworking of MG, La divina mimesis a project largely 

elaborated in 1963-65, and Calderon, a play first written in 1966-67. These are not 

'interventi', culturally present, but nostalgic (even if the nostalgia is perverted, as in NG) . 

The exposition of a subject's dialogue with its own past, as opposed to any dialogue with 

a present other, is indicative of a lack of faith both in the present and in the possibility of 

actual dialogue in literature.31 A further loss of faith coincides with the abandonment 

of Gramscian aspirations to a 'cinema nazional-popolare' after 1967, and a withdrawal 

into a 'cinema impopolare' (Betti and Thovazzi, 1989, 109; EE, 273-80). The hijacking 

29 'esso [EE] si presenta come disperatamente inattuale ' (Lettere, II, cxli). 

30 As ever, exceptions exist, such as L' adore dell' India. However this is a collection 
of travel articles first published in Il giorno in 1961 and published by Longanesi to exploit 
the marketability of Pasolini's name and to help Naldini again; all the more so as the book 
is an account of a trip taken with Moravia and Morante, and the diary of the former had also 
just been published. See Golino, 1985, 241-43; Bongie, 1991, 208-10. 

31 
The contrast with the impact on present political and social debates of SC and U -

beyond literature, built on an anthropological rather than humanist reading of culture - could 
not be greater. See below, 2. 7. 
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of his anti-poetic diatribe '11 PCI ai giovani! ! ' by L' Espresso in 1968 also confirms the 

untenability of meaningful and controlled intervention through poetry. The subjective 

voice has been forcibly removed to a metahistorical level. Both NG and La divina 

mimesis are in some way posthumous - the former metaphorically, the latter both actually 

· and fictionally32 - and it is tempting to see the posthumous as an image of the 

metahistorical stasis of the subject, complementary to Pasolini's view of editing (EE, 243-

45). Editing, like death and the ordering and interpretation of self necessary to rework 

old texts for publication ('edizione'/ editing), implies the acquisition of meaning through 

loss of subjective control, through surrender to stasis. 

This static view of the role of literary writing finds its complement in two aspects 

of Pasolini's intellectual activity after the early 1960s. First, he remained immensely 

fertile in his written artistic production, despite a reluctance to make this public (Lettere , 

II, 624-26). Beyond the plays, translations and stories eventually available in book form 

(including the recently published Petrolio), numerous unrealised film projects and a 

planned 'collana' of Greek or Greek-style tragedies (ibid. 607,644), his unpublished works 

from this period include songs and plays for Laura Betti, a ballet with songs entitled Vivo 

e coscienza,33 a verse noveVscreenplay Bestemmia, and a collection of 118 sonnets and 

fragments for Ninetto Davoli, L' hobby de/ sonetto, a twenty-seven-page poem-sequence 

entitled F. Furthermore, the series of screenplays and set-diaries that Pasolini did publish 

after 1960 represent a new model for the book - a transitional, forward-projected 

32 'egli [l'autore] e morto, ucciso a colpi di bastone, a Palermo, l'anno scorso' ('Per una 
"Nota dell'editore'", '1966 o 1967', La divina mimesis, 61-62). 

33 He contributed to volume Giro a vuoto. Le canzoni di Laura Betti. See Bibliography 
1.12 below. 
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testimony of work-in-progress preliminary to the 'real' object, the film itself. Rosa and 

Trasumanar also contain several elements of work-in-progress, and La divina mimesis is 

little but that. By repeatedly offering such texts for publication, the aesthetic status of 

publication itself is further modified. If the personal texts display an impulse towards 

retrospection (and ultimately death), these contingent works, rooted in the future, reclaim 

a vitality for the word by using the model of mass production - 'usa e getta'. Riskily 

exploiting the market economics of publishing, he re-assigns a subjective value to the 

texts, albeit on a lower level, by making them witnesses of another vitality, located in a 

different cultural realm, or indeed in an imaginary space, never more than potential. 

It would be absurd to assert that Pasolini withdrew from public life in the 1960s 

and 1970s. His public profile was vastly more prominent, due to his involvement in a 

genuine mass-distribution medium and his appearance in scandal after scandal in various 

mass-circulation newspapers and magazines. But the difference was qualitative as well as 

quantitative. From the high cultural establishment figure, however marginalised, sought 

after by institutions for allied promotion of his work, his relation with culture now 

fragments vertically (into 'lower', mass-produced culture) and horizontally (across a range 

of contingent 'interventi', as book reviewer, writer of prefaces, director of 'collane' and 

later columnist). This is paralleled by an increasingly frustrating awareness of stability, 

of a 'sfasatura' between himself or his aesthetic trajectory, and that of a booming culture 

industry spawned by neo-capitalism - and this problem becomes central thematically to 

his poetry. The economic/industrial now threatens to absorb the aesthetic in a fatal 

reversal of the model of shifting absorption for sustained subjective autonomy outlined 

earlier - but the structure of interaction remains identical, one of increasingly apocalyptic 
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integration but not of actual apocalyptic isolation,34 and the most extensive evidence for 

that integration is to be found in Pasolini's journalistic activism. 

34 Cf. Eco, 1964. 
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2. Projects in Journalism 

There are seven journalistic arenas in whi.ch Pasolini attempted to set a stage and find 

an audience for his voice and his opinions over the period 1942-75. Although these 

institutionalised and at times contractual collaborations largely ignore the vast field of 

occasional articles, interviews and declarations over the same period,35 they 

illuminate the work of subjectivity involved in the significant coming to terms with 

each 'sede' qua institution. They are as follows : 

1) The journals of fascist youth organisations, 1942-43. 

2) The cultural politics of Friuli, 1943-49. 

3) Officina, 1955-59. 

4) Vie nuove, 1960-65. 

5) Nuovi argomenti, 1966-75 . 

. 6) Tempo illustrato, 1968-70. 

7) Corriere della sera (and others), 1973-75. 

35 For these 'articoli sparsi', see the first section of the bibliography below. 
Descrizioni di descrizioni collects the weekly book reviews for Tempo illustrato, 1972-74. 
Portico della morte offers a range of articles from 1942-71, selected by C. Segre. Several 
periodicals not covered here regularly accepted articles by Pasolini at different stages in 
his life. For example, La fiera letteraria continued to collaborate with him from an 
article, 'L'ispirazione nei contemporanei' in May 1947, to an interview in November 
1974 ('Questo cinema "scellerato"'). Paragone was also a loyal journal, publishing 
poems from 'L'Appennino' (Magrini, 1986) to 'll mondo salvato dai ragazzini', and his 
ill-fated attempts at Dante criticism in 1965-66 (EE, 85-125). Rinascita was the arena for 
a debate on the 'questione della lingua', prompted by Pasolini' s article 'N uove questioni 
linguistiche'; see Cadioli, 1985, 15-107; Segre, 1966. In 1974, he even had a short-lived 
film-review column with Italian Playboy. On Pasolini's essays, see Williams, 1986. 



2.1 The Journals of Fascist Youth Organisations, 1942-43 

The role played by Pasolini in the two Bolognese periodicals, Architrave 

organised by GUF, and Il Setaccio (GIL), was minor, and the journals 
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themselves were only two of a large range of similar initiatives which 

characterised a late attempt at systematic direction of youth culture on the part of 

the fascist government and in particular Giuseppe Bottai. 36 In practice, the 

flourishing of such reviews provided a focus for a radical 'fascismo di sinistra', 

which was in fact the route for many young intellectuals towards outright anti

fascism. This experience, then, constitutes for Pasolini a first entry into public 

writing which nevertheless retains several characteristics of private exchange. 

Pasolini stands for no pre-conceived political dogma, other than a superficial 

acquiescence to the status quo, and indeed displays little more than a basic need 

to explore the possibilities of collective expression whilst not threatening the 

introversion of his aesthetic experiments. Despite or perhaps thanks to this, his 

few articles show very clearly a model of inscription of the subject which, much 

elaborated, will recur in his later, more ideologically aware writings. 

In a number of lucid articles, mostly in Il Setaccio, the young Pasolini 

confronts the debate over the 'questione degli intellettuali', which had resurfaced 

at a national level over the problem of the appropriate role for the intellectual in 

the war campaign.37 Although Pasolini's readership was minimal, his attempt 

36 Bottai, as Minister for National Education, was responsible for the campaign, but 
Galeazzo Ciano and Mussolini himself, 'Principe della gioventu', were fervent supporters 
of the initiative. See Zangrandi, 1962; Addis Saba, 1973; Folin and Quaranta, 1977. 
Pasolini was more involved with II Setaccio than Architrave, due to his official position 
as 'vice consulente' . 

37 Bottai was again the instigator of the debate, in Primato. See Mangoni, 1977. 
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to delineate a space for a collective and yet individual voice shows the same 

synthesis of poetic subjectivity and rhetorical force which will characterise much 

of his political writing up to and including the polemics of 1973-75. 

The first of these articles, 'I giovani, l'attesa', in the opening issue of /l 

Setaccio, November 1942,38 consists of a confident account of the position of 

the young through the transitional yet static notion of 'l'attesa': 

Coscienti che, prima di essere degni delle nostre speranze, dovremmo 
segretamente patire in intensita tutte le distese esperienze di chi ci ha 
proceduto, non abbiamo nemmeno timore di ammettere l 'impotenza, o, 
almeno l'acerbita di questo nostro stato d'attesa. (49)39 

Their position is in hiatus between a past which must be suffered before the coming to 

fruition of a potential energy, vaguely denoted as 'l'attuazione': 

e ora posta in noi giovani la nuda responsabilita di non tradire il nuovo 
senso della vita [ ... ] anzi di approfondirlo, scavarlo, ridonarlo alla storia 
come purificato attraverso la completa attuazione. (50) 

, Of paramount importance here is the implicit idea of a cultural locus in a state of 

continuous becoming based on an instinctual dialectic between past and future. In an 

image which extends that dialectic metaphorically to include interaction between body 

and mind, Pasolini shows how the very nature of 'l'attesa' renders its moral and 

emotional foundations ambivalent: 

Siamo,}orse, come l' atleta la cui forza corporea non esulta in grida o 
gioia ma si concentra e si mobilita in uno spasimo che solca di rughe il 
bel volto giovanile; quando l' atleta si abbandona alla gara, non spera di 
vincere, ma e preso da una delusa e ironica amarezza. Se vince, non sa 
valutare la vittoria, che gli altri esaltano, e pensa quasi tremante, benche 
pieno d 'orgoglio, all ' avvenire. (ibid.) 

The sustained fascistic vocabulary of physical force, but also of suffering, in this 

passage echoes the emphasis elsewhere on the 'duro mestiere, di conoscerci, e 

38 Pasolini had already contributed to Architrave in May 1942. 
39 Page references are to Ricci, 1977. 
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conquistarci [ ... ] Fatica, estrema autoconoscenza, travaglio interiore individuale e 

collettivo, sofferta sensibilita critica, saranno gli attributi del nostro nuovo entusiasmo' 

(ibid.).40 Again, the very foundations of Pasolini ' s later realism and his 

phenomenological semiology of film derive from the transformation or substitution of 

the bodily for intellectual praxis: furthermore, the association between that privileged 

materiality and the present (through presence), caught between nostalgia for the past 

and despair for the future, develops into a major aesthetic and intellectual thread of his 

work. 

A final important feature of this putative youth manifesto is its persistent use 

of the first person plural. A rhetorical device used with some force, the 'noi' shows 

the writer asserting an explicit collectivity of the young, speaking with one voice - a 

collective subjectivity. The consequent valorisation of youth - another constant in 

Pasolini's work - provides an autonomy of voice for the subject within a clearly 

identifiable group. Such a strategy is not yet motivated by any traumatic imperative 

for shelter from a hostile 'other' in a stable group identity. On the contrary, here it is 

a declaration of infallibility in so far as it confidently reconciles two apparently 

exclusive conditions - the individual and the group. Nevertheless, the strategy is little 

altered by the addition of that trauma, when the group identified with becomes the 

marginalised ('sottoproletari') or the persecuted ('omosessuali', 'ebrei', 'negri'), and 

when the autonomy achieved is precarious, to say the least. Here, however, the 

synthesis is perfect: 'noi non vogliamo avere un nome: o meglio, ciascuno di noi 

vuole avere il proprio nome' (51). Pseudo-groups such as intellectual movements, or 

40 As already noted, imagery of victory recurs throughout Pasolini' s poetry. And 
cf. II caos, 96. 
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'ismi', are superseded by objective divisions such as age, but also, more boldly, 

nationality (before ideology): 

Come non siamo fascisti, se senza mutare il senso della parola, 
possiamo chiamarci italiani, cosi non vogliamo chiamarci, 
genericamente, ne moderni ne tradizionalisti, se modernita e tradizione 
non significano altro che viva aderenza alla vita vera. (51) 
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When membership of a collective is objectively determined, the autonomy of the self . 

('avere il propio nome') is synonymous with anonymity within that (un-named) group 

('non vogliamo avere un nome'). Hence, the writer can coherently represent a first 

person plural whilst working in isolation: 'noi sentiamo che la nostra ricerca ulteriore 

dovra svolgersi in solitudine' .41 

As a final indicator of the untraumatic stasis brought about by this lack of 

agonistic division of subject and object, the article concludes with a statement of 

serene humility, and perhaps complacency: 

non abbiamo proprio niente contra cui batterci [ ... ] Non chiediamo altro, 
a noi stessi, che di essere dolorosamente coerenti alla nostra sofferta . 
attesa, e, agli altri, di non umiliarci nei nostri altissimi impegni. (52) 

The themes and strategies exemplified in 'I giovani, l'attesa' recur in and 

inform all Pasolini's articles for II Setaccio and Architrave. The idea of ' attesa' and 

of hiatus reappears in the poem-dialogue 'Consolazione' (66-68), in imagery such as 

'l'incerta luce dell'alba che e tuttavia una certezza del giorno' ('Cultura italiana e 

cultura europea a Weimar', 68-7142) - an echo of the Ungaretti epigraph to 'I 

giovani, l'attesa', 'Dolorosi risvegli' - and in the dialogue 'Le piaghe illuminate': 

II Santo, meditando, dice: Tutti gli uomini dormono. Nel pallore 
mortale che precede il risveglio, anche l' adulto e inerme, ma il sonno lo 
protegge. (77) 

41 On solitude in Pasolini's poetry, see below pp.103, 111, 149, 175. 

42 In II Setaccio, n.3, January 1943, but also published with few variations in 
· Architrave, August 1942. 
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Chino il capo e obbedisco. Tutta la mia esistenza si e incenerita, 
poiche io credevo il mio silenzio preghiera, ma tu [/' Arcangelo] dici 
che era attesa. Andro dove tu mi guiderai, nei luoghi dove la tenebra si 
altema al sole luminosissimo, gelando le lacrime nel paziente riso degli 
uomini. (79) 

Here and elsewhere, 'attesa' is associated poetically with solitude, as it was 

conceptually in the earlier article. But in a more directly cultural-political sphere,43 

the most significant of these pieces show Pasolini manoeuvering between a dark 

humanist view of the intellectual and a veiled anti-fascism, which increasingly became 

the norm in GUF and GIL activities in 1942-43.44 

Towards the end of 'I giovani, l'attesa' Pasolini had explicitly expressed his 

support for the cultural initiatives of Giuseppe Bottai ('ci sentiamo perfettamente 

sicuri dell'opera illuminata del Ministro Bottai', 51). The brief for Primato, Bottai's 

studiedly open-minded review, was to promote a new sense of civic importance in the 

Italian intellectual community, 'la loro funzione [ ... ] e [la] loro missione nella societa 
9 

nazionale' (Bottai, 1940). It presented op-rbition views in often polemical counterpoint 

· to official positions - Giaime Pintor was among the wide range of contributors - and 

thereby captured the imagination of many of the radical members of GUF. It is no 

43 At this stage Pasolini ' s aesthetic work dominates the nascent semi-political 
concerns shown in these articles. Although this is precisely the period in which he is 
preparing Poesie a Casarsa (Lettere, I, 127-43: early versions of two Friulan lyrics appear 
in II Setaccio, 56,91,172-73), they remain largely immune from intrinsic politicisation. 
However, there is a definite symbiosis in the ' translation' of the imagery of the Italian 
dialogue poems (often between the subject split in two) into the comunicative language 
of politics. To give one example, 'Ultimo discorso sugli intellettuali' (79-81) ends a 
forceful argument against the use of intellectuals for propaganda with a long parenthetical 
'prose poem' on the ineffable pain of war. The brute juxtaposition of the two registers 
extends and elaborates the political point through the aesthetic. The articles of literary 
and artistic criticism, on the other hand, seem to be wholly academic exercises, based on 
a morality of 'pure' poetry. 

44 II Setaccio ceased publishing after the fall of Mussolini in July 1943. The last 
was n.6, May 1943 (the last Architrave was in June 1943), to which Pasolini contributed 
a poem, one piece of art criticism and one of literary criticism. A further issue had been 
prepared, but the articles have not since been published. 



surprise, then, to see such praise from Pasolini together with statements verging on 

anti-fascism ('come non siamo fascisti [ ... ]'), or the implicit critique expressed in 

'Filologia e morale'45 - 'ora da molte parti - e ancora privatamente - si avverte una 

mancanza di una matura e alta civil ta che ci raccolga' - or the powerful blast at 

European fascism in 'Cultura italiana e cultura europea a Weimar': 

l 'odiema cultura europea si e venuta automaticamente maturando, al di 
fuori di quasiasi finalita politica, quasi a dimostrazione della liberta 
della creazione poetica e dell'amore alla poesia, non legata a nessuna 
ancora propagandistica. (68)46 
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The more complex and articulated semi-political, semi-poetical 'Ragionamento 

sul dolore civile' (56-58) moves beyond questions of simple approval or disapproval, 

and gives an early example of the reasoning through contradiction so ubiquitous in the 

mature Pasolini (even the title - 'ragionamento [ ... ] dolore [ ... ]' - points to this). The 

poet sees himself as isolated - 'questa solitudine, questa turris ebumea' - by a sense of 

, the infinite47 from both the 'umili ed affanose tradizioni dell'esistenza famigliare' 

and the infinite itself: 'L'infinito [ ... ] ora giace stanco e chiuso nei propri confini,48 

davanti a noi che non abbiamo un gesto o un grido per cancellarlo o conquistarlo' . 

Isolated in time and space, the poet nevertheless aspires to 'civilta': 

45 Architrave, III, n.l, 31 December 1942: now in Ricci, 1977, 168-71. 

46 The nature of Pasolini's view of fascism at this stage is unclear. Whilst in 'Al 
lettore nuovo' (Poesie, 1970, 7) he claims to have been freed of a natural fascism on 
being introduced to Rimbaud in 1937 (corrected to 1938-39 in Siciliano, 1981a1, 79,82), 
his Jewish friend Giovanna Bemporad recalls his absolute lack of questioning of the 
morality of fascism as late as 1943 (ibid. 83-84, and Barnaba Micheli, 1986). Clearly, 
the imagery of several of these articles is within the fascist tradition, even if in some way 
ironised, or undermined. · 

47 The reference is clearly to Leopardi. The presence of Ungaretti in these pieces 
has already been noted. Beyond the cultural identity gleaned from contemporary debate, 
Pasolini shows equal energy in creating and legitimising an identity through interaction 
with the literary tradition. 

48 See note 9 above and much of the 'Dialoghi e figure' (62-68). 
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li [gli uomini] assumiamo, parte della nostra stessa natura, ad un 
amore che da egoistico [ ... ] diviene civile. Al di la di ogni schema 
idealistico o superumanistico, in questo e da riconoscere una sorta di 
cosciente umilta. (57) 
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In locating himself in such a 'deserto', where spiritual 'fratellanza', rather than the 

power of an epic heroism, guides events or history, he can safely depoliticise or 

deflate the grand themes of Man's adventure - 'l'ignoto, la gloria, i viaggi, la lotta, la 

patria, Dio'. He elaborates on the penultimate, explaining the possibility of a poetic 

patriotism for 'chi la [la patria] ama'. He thus reduces his audience to a 'Happy Few' 

- 'mi rivolgo a chi puo intendermi', 'a coloro che sono coscienti e quindi 

responsabili'. Verging on a Crocean-idealist view of history, he claims that 'piu che 

le vite offerte [ ... ] verra a contare davanti alla storia, la possibilita di amore che la 

patria avra ottenuto dagli uomini' .49 

These explicitly elitist images of culture and of the role of the intellectual seem 

to contradict the tendency against division and agonism discerned earlier, but the lack 

of a concept of struggle or opposition, learned later from the revolts against the ' lodo 

De Gasperi'50 and from his first institutional rejection in 1949, inevitably brings 

with it a static conservatism which is neither revolutionary nor reactionary. Hence, 

even ideas close to a primitive materialism ('la genesi di una civilta nasce da profonde 

ragioni umane, _e poi pratico-economiche', 'Filologia e morale') remain very much 

couched in a predominant humanism, which carries with it a hierarchical sense of the 

relationship between intellectual and society. 'Filologia e morale' continues 'e il 

contributo che noi letterati potremo arrecare [ ... ]' making a privileged collective of 

49 On Pasolini and Croce, see Baranski, 1990. 

SO See Siciliano, 1981a2, 155-63; Naldini, 1989, 126-30. 



intellectuals, as he had done with 'noi giovani', but with no spirit of humble, 
$ A..-.~ 

retrojective submission.51 Most blatantly of all, he quotesl Modigliani: 

'La vitae un dono dei pochi ai molti: di coloro che sanno e che hanno 
a coloro che non sanno e che non hanno': questa frase di Modigliani 
dovrebbe toccarci nel piu profondo della nostra coscienza di 
intellettuali. ( 169)52 
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As before, this hierarchy has some mitigating aspects. The 'civilta' aspired to must 

involve 'un definitivo progresso morale, politico, intellettuale' (ibid.). But in practice, 

the literary-aesthetic almost always dominates. The articles of this nature in Il 

Setaccio and Architrave find their unity in a value-system based on 'purezza', in a 

typically hermeticist sense.53 Furthermore, just as 'solitudine' was turned 

paradoxically into an index of collectivity, of 'civilta' itself, so the Happy Few are 

humbled, and brought closer to a broader social reality through a topos which was 

biographically and philosophically crucial to Pasolini, pedagogy: 'educare; sara 

,questo forse il piu alto - e umile - compito affidato alla nostra generazione' (170).54 

Through such a vocation, the artist can aspire to the the high task of the expression of 

shared truth, suggested by Grierson: 

51 He even criticises now those who use the collective 'noi' for pure rhetorical blast: 
'A coloro che di continuo mettono avanti il "noi giovani" o "la nostra nuova 
generazione", noi suggeriamo di guardarsi un po' indietro'. 

52 This elitist notion, and the Dantesque phrasing of it, remain with Pasolini even 
into the late 1950s, and can be seen at the base of the accusation of 'distacco' levelled 
at Officina. There, it is part of a network of metaphorical associations - between 'avere' 
and 'sapere', but also the notion of 'la storia', of the exclusion from the latter by dint of 
a lack of the former. The alliance of the intellectual with the Lumpenproletariat becomes 
a poetically fraught cognitive exercise: 'Regredire tra chi non sa e dame testimonianza 
di fronte a chi sa, non rientra nei nostri doveri, non e una delle possibili nostre azioni? 
[ ... ] lo - a cui ti rivolgi - non sono uno di color che sanno?' (to Fortini, 3 December 
1956, Lettere, II, 255). See also the poems 'Una polemica in versi' (Pasolini) and 
Fortini's reply 'Al di la della speranza' (Ferretti, 1975, 256-70). 

53 See, for example, 'Per una morale pura in Ungaretti', 53-55. 

54 See note 11 above. 
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'L'opera dell'artista e di dare espressione individuale e bellezza formale 
a un complesso di sentimenti e pensieri comuni che egli condivide col 
suo pubblico, pensieri e opinioni che per~ sua generazione hanno 
validita di verita universali' - Grierson. (169) 

Finally, any pomposity of tone is undermined by a constant sense of transience. 

The value assigned to youth per se is always secondary to the inevitability of its 

passing. In 'Cultura italiana e cultura europea a Weimar', this sensibility to time is 

applied to literary tradition to produce a near-Barthesian notion of 'revolution 

permanente': 

La tradizione non e un obbligo, una strada, e neanche un sentimento o 
un amore: bisogna ormai intendere questo termine in un senso 
antitradizionale, cioe di continua e infinita trasformazione. (69) 

And in 'Filologia e morale': 

le presenti condizioni della vita, che vuole essere vissuta intensamente, 
ma tuttavia, con la coscienza della sua contingenza. (170) 

noi suggeriamo [ai giovani] di guardarsi un po' indietro, e rabbrividire 
al silenzio mortale che ha lasciato dietro di se ogni polemica, ogni 
recrudescenza culturale, sia in favore del contenuto che in favore della 
forma, o di qualsiasi altra questioncella retorica. (168)55 

Taken as a whole, these articles do not form a coherent, continuous or even 

developing discourse. They are littered with unintentional contradictions and with 

boldly assertive oxymoronic syllogisms.56 They show a certain rhetoricism and lack 

of focus, resulting in an acceptance or abstraction of the status quo, and an assertion 

of continuity within historical change, despite latent anti-fascist tendencies. But this is 

55 On memory, see 'Ragionamento sul dolore civile', but more interestingly the 
distinction drawn between narrative 'rievocazione' and 'ricostruzione' in "'Dino" e 
"Bigrafia ad Ebe'" (72-77). Nostalgia for a lost past is central to much of the Friulan 
poetry of this period, and is also a constant theme in letters to Serra and Farolfi (e.g. , 
Lettere, I, 13~35). 

56 See, for example, 'Filologia e morale' (168-71) and '"Umori" di Bartolini' 
(Architrave, II, May 1942: Ricci, 1977, 165-67) which, respectively, mock and embrace 
attitudes of 'moralismo'. 



only one side of the picture. Beyond such value-laden assessments there is an 

articulated attempt to inscribe the voice of the self into a cultural context at the 

overlap between the 'questione della gioventu' and the 'questione degli 
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intellettuali'.57 The implicit strategies of inscription, which have been outlined here, 

found those of later cultural 'interventi', well beyond the ideological epiphany of 'la 

scoperta di Marx'. On the one hand, the subject emphasises its absolute claim to 

isolation, and hence to full autonomy of identity, and on the other, it draws in to its 

sovereign sphere a certain non-threatening collectivity (youth, intellectuals) through 

total - narcissistic - identification. Through such a bridging identification, the subject 

perceives no discontinuity in its relation to culture, synchronically or diachronically, in 

social or political terms. The object, incarnated as Culture, ennobled by the 

aspirations to 'success' of the subject, is thus paradoxically contained, much as 

'l'infinito' became a source of moral catharsis through being 'chiuso nei propri 

confini'. The strategy achieves an equilibrium, expressed in the notion of 'attesa' and 

ever-deferred 'attuazione'. The political consequences are inevitably conservative, 

denying the force of dynamic change (revolution), but the Bergsonian sense of 

potentiality, or perpetual becoming, of a present ever-waiting/expecting, opens the way 

for an unorthodox transitional role for the intellectual as guardian of the potential 

energy for future change. Furthermore, the confused aspiration to a non-literary 

function for the self, accompanied by a note of suffering ('dolore civile'), 

complements 'l'attesa' through a further potential conjunction of the subjective and 

objective. The contrast between, and conflation of, the potential for stasis 

57 . See sources in note 36 above, and also Bertacchini, 1980, 148-61. 
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(Thanatos)58 and the potential for dynamic change (Eros) leaves the intellectual 

subject either as a (potential) Pandora's Box, marked by a desire to find the infinite in 

all apparent closures or barriers, and therefore never to be threatened by the limits of 

any objective matrix, or, at worst, as a subject with a micro-arena, located at a 

pseudo-centre: 

Ci siamo messi in un nuovo moto [ ... ] un moto d'amore [Eros] (che a 
noi sembra nuovo, anzi e nuovo, perche se cosi non fosse un passo 
dell'esistenza umana sarebbe inattuato), simile a quelle che spinse la 
misurata anima greca a mari ignoti, al pedion pletos aperon che estinse 
Bruno nel rogo o Battisti nel patibolo [Thanatos]. (57) 

These strategies become necessarily more strained as external institutions 

impinge on Pasolini's freedom to create such a centralised/centralising space for 

cultural expression, and as the possibilities of containment within subject-controlled 

limits become ever fewer. The tragic equilibrium of this early period will later itself 

be the object of retrospective attempts at reconstruction and liberation. 

2.2 The Cultural and Regional Politics of Friuli, 1943-49 

In the period of the civil war, after his escape from Livomo and military service under 

the Germans in September 1943, Pasolini developed further his already strong 

attachment to Friuli. Particularly significant was the setting up of a peripatetic school 

for local children whose education had been interrupted by the war. With the help of 

friends, he taught literature and classics, and encouraged his pupils to compose poetry 

58 For a fascinating analysis, verging on the necromantic, of Pasolini' s obsession 
with death, see Zigaina, 1987. 
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and music.59 From these classes a formal society for the promotion of the local 

Friulan culture emerged. According to Naldini, the notion was discussed as early as 

October 1943, but the opening issue of the group ' s first initiative - Stroligut di ea da 

I' aga - appeared in April 1944,60 with Pasolini's programmatic statement 'Dialet, 

lenga e stil' .61 The 'Academiuta di lenga furlana' was formally founded on 18 

February 1945, and provided a meeting-place for the small group and guests to read 
their own poetry and play music. In August 1945, the 'Academiuta' was re-defined as 
a vehicle for public promotion of Friulan culture through the publication and 

translation of poetry. After two issues, Stroligut di ea da I' aga became simply Il 

Stroligut (n.1, August 1945). In October 1945, Pasolini also joined the 'Associazione 

per l'autonomia friulana'. At private expense, and 'fuori commercio', several 

plaquette volumes by Pasolini and others appeared under the auspices of the 

'Academiuta', including Diarii (December 1945), I pianti (September 1946) and Dov' e 
la mia patria (1949, illustrated by Giuseppe Zigaina).62 The group entered into 

lively debates with the more conservative institutions of Friulan culture, such as Ce 

F astu?, broadened its brief to include the promotion of Catalan and other subjugated, 

minor Romance languages, and /l Stroligut changed once more into Quaderno 

romanzo (first and only issue, n.3 [sic], June 1947). Pasolini signed the foundation 

manifesto of '11 Movimento Popolare Friulano per l' Autonomia Regionale', and his 

59 See Naldini, 1989, 62ff. 

60 The name was in contrast to the Udine-based, established journal Strolic fur/an, which published five of Pasolini's poems from 1946-49. 
61 On the political-cultural implications of Pasolini's theories on dialect in this period, see Brevini, 1979, and Guagnini, 1976 and 1982. 
62 Poesie was published in August 1945 by the Stamperia Primon, S. Vito al Tagliamento, shortly before the re-foundation of the 'Academiuta', and may be considered a prototype for the later volumes. 
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activities now extended across involvement, through critical, political and narrative 

pieces, with regional newspapers (Liberta, Il mattino de! popolo, Il messaggero 

veneto63), organisation of events in his own 'casetta' in Casarsa, increasing 

commitment to the local PCI,64 entry of several poems and books for literary prizes 

(including early versions of parts of L' usignolo ), composition of a number of Friulan 

and Italian plays performed by his pupils (including I Tures ta.I Frul and II 

cappellano, later Ne! '46!), and a growing range of correspondence and friendships 

with other intellectuals (including first contacts with Roman circles).65 

This period sees a notable increment of public activism, cut short to all but 

nothing by the trial, expulsion from the PCI, and the subsequent flight to Rome. 

Pasolini clearly develops a collective, albeit highly localised, political outlook, 

perceiving the prospect for dynamic change through a sentimental militancy, typical of 

the time, which marks a break from the purely aesthetic and passive 'attesa' of his 

writings in /l Setaccio. In most repects, his major concerns remain literary even 

now,66 and his politicisation comes about through his concern with a literary dialect, 

which was in fact a hybrid of his own creation. Nevertheless, from its status as a 

63 Golino, 1985, 20-31, examines a series of four articles for Il mattino de! popolo 
from 1947-48 on experiences of teaching, where Pasolini theorises on the neccessity for 
the actual child-not to be confused with the ideal, pure child within the adult, for the 
teacher to stimulate curiosity through 'scandalo', 'rivelazione' and 'drammaticita', and 
to become a 'mezzo non gia fine d'amore ' for the students. The public role of much 
later work is already present here in nuce. 

64 The date of Pasolini's official enrolment is in some doubt, but was probably 
towards the end of 1947. In 1947, his regular collaboration with Liberta, a CLN organ, 
came to a halt, and in February 1948 he resigned from the 'Movimento Popolare 
Friulano' . See Bandini, 1977, 25-26; Naldini, 1989, 124,131. 

65 For further details on this period see Bandini, 1977; Naldini, 1989; Siciliano, 
1981a2; and AA.VY., 1976b. 

66 Even in the report of his expulsion from the PCI, although secretary of the local 
party branch, he remained 'il poeta Pasolini'. 
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precious conceit, dialect now becomes justifiable in a public domain. This is best 

illustrated by the PCI wall-posters written by Pasolini for his local section in 1949.67 

There, a series of direct propaganda attacks on De Gasperi and the DC, and stirring 

calls for peace - often cast in religious vocabulary ('e vero che i ricchi incoscienti 

saranno puniti da Dio') - are accompanied by several short, strikingly simple moral 

fables, in dialect. Each has a trite but strong political point to make, and reinforces it 

by appealing in dialect to the folk-wisdom of the peasant. Thus in 'La cuarduta dal 

bo', the poor are like the oxen who, if they only knew they were being led to 

slaughter, would never be held by such a weak yoke. 

Also in 1949, Pasolini began to formulate an attitude towards the role of the 

intellectual in the party. In a speech written for the first 'Congresso della Federazione 

comunista di Pordenone' , but never given,68 he set out the vocation of the 'letterato 

moderno' as a bourgeois 'disposto a tradire la sua classe sociale' , as demonstrated by 

Gide, Proust, Joyce and Eliot. The ambivalence of this position, however, complicates 

the adherence of the intellectual to a workers' movement: 'non sempre chi e a sinistra 

in letteratura e a sinistra in politica ecc.; c'e dunque un doppio gioco di rapporti tra 

1' avanguardismo letterario e l' avanguardismo politico'. The intellectual must modify 

the 'esame introspettivo, interiore, diaristico' and 'la ginnastica vitale dell'uomo di 

pensiero' by effecting an entry into history, a 'presa di coscienza' in full materialist 

sense, and then he remains literarily 'completamente libero', and politically ' un leale 

compagno'. Both in its admiration for modernism and its refusal to 'suonare il piffero 

della rivoluzione', Pasolini's position is closer to Vittorini's in his famous 1946 debate 

67 Reproduced in Betti, 1977, 73-95, and Guagnini, 1976, 19-29. 

68 It was published as 'Un intervento rimandato' in the 'bollettino' of the congress, 
Per la pace e per ii lavoro, and later in Rinascita, n.43, 4 November 1977: p.48 (Cadioli, 
1985, 107-10). 
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with Togliatti in Politecnico, than to a party line which had tightened further since 

then.69 But the tension between the subjective and the ideological is already 

apparent, as is a growing understanding of himself in the general category of Marxist 

intellectual. 

The incursions into a restricted public arena, in the crescendo of activism from 

1943-49, entail a displacement, but not a repression of the subjectivity in language and 

culture. Real repression comes in the form of an external apparatus (the law), and a 

political institution (the PCI), which cuts off in its prime this first politicisation of the 

self, and creates an in-built hostility between the Private and Public (or res publica), 

and a necessary loss of control. And that the loss of political identity should also 

entail a dismissal from teaching shows the extent of incursion into the artisanal, 

pedagogical, protagonistic identity which had matured in Pasolini over the previous 

years. 

2.3 Officina, 1955-59 

The four years of Officina 70 represent both the apotheosis and the nascent 

disintegration of the model of cultural inscription encountered in Pasolini's work thus 

69 Pasolini never got over an intense personal dislike of Vittorini (Lettere, II, 
351,378). 

70 References are to Ferretti, 1975. What follows owes much to his 'Saggio 
introduttivo', although I dissent from some of his emphases, and in particular his repeated 
attack on Officina's literariness, despite its declared function as 'fascicolo bimestrale di 
poesia'. 
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far; that is, the identification with an in-group or category which extends the 

subjective into a public arena with minimal risk of a loss of autonomy. The periodical 

began as the resuscitation of the Eredi project, with Leonetti and Roversi as co

editors, 71 and it is no coincidence that the group reformed as the dominant cultural 

debate of the intervening years - over neo-realism and 'impegno' - was dying out. 

Despite the perception of the need for a socio-political reinterpretation of culture - a 

need Officina nobly failed to satisfy, according to Ferretti - the element of 

retrospection as a reaction to stagnation was also clearly active. What Ferretti calls 

the 'polemica su due fronti', Officina's systematic assault on both neo-realism and 

'novecentismo', on both 'impegno' and 'l'autosufficienza dell'intellettuale' - or indeed 

its rejection of the validity of such oppositions - finds its most fertile moments in the 

reevaluation of the 'Ottocento' (Pasolini's 'Pascoli' , Leonetti's 'Leopardi' , Roversi's 

'Manzoni' and Scalia's 'Un paradigma: l'attualita di De Sanctis ' ). Pasolini seemed to 

follow a supra-ideological policy in arranging collaborators for the periodical.72 He 

effected an undiscriminating combination of his Officina in-group and his immediate 

circle of personal, intellectual friends in Rome, unhindered by qualms of aesthetic 

differences.73 Casting his net as widely as possible in this manner, the constant 

imperative to reinforce the collective stability of the group was satisfied, as were the 

demands of 'market' success for a product of this nature. Officina was never, of 

71 For the short-lived second series in 1959, the three original editors were joined 
by Franco Fortini, Angelo Romano and Gianni Scalia. 

72 Pasolini denied to Ferretti that he had any non-collegiate control over the selection 
and approaching of 'ospiti', despite Leonetti's affinnation to the contrary (1975, 33-34). 

73 Outside contributors, excluding the six editors of the second series, were Gadda, 
A. Bertolucci, Luzi, Caproni, Bassani, Garboli, Sbarbaro, Volponi, C. Vivaldi, M. Ferretti, 
Rebora, Sciascia, Penna, Arbasino, Pagliarini, Sanguineti, Rondi, M. Diacano, M. 
Straniero (the last six in Pasolini's 'Piccola antologia sperimentale', nn.9-10, June 1957), 
Calvino, Ungaretti, Moravia. 
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course, commercially viable, even with the support of Bompiani for the second series, 

as the necessary historical conditions - the rapid expansion of the culture industry in 

the late 1950s - were not yet established.74 Rather, Pasolini's policy is an extension 

of the drive for success in the sense already discussed; not a psychological fact, but a 

metaphor for expansionary activity in the arena of high culture, untroubled by 

incidentals of aesthetic or ideological coherence. The confidence of Pasolini' s 

position is demonstrated by his 'Piccola antologia sperimentale', where he takes on the 

role of analyst (and therefore outsider or progenitor, both 'other' in some respect) of 

new poetry. Sanguineti's damning riposte to the idea of the anthology ('Una polemica 

in prosa', n.11, November 1957) marks both an emblematic break for Pasolini, 

foreshadowing his almost complete intellectual marginalisation in the generation 

dominated by Sanguineti and the 'neo-avanguardia', and, in its clear-cut refusal to be 

'included', a challenge to the safety-in-eclecticism policy promoted by Officina in 

general. The collapse of editorial consensus in 1958-59, leading to the demise of the 

· review by the second issue of the second series, and in particular the hostility of 

Fortini's dissent (significantly based on an absolute insistence that 'le strutture del 

discorso [della rivista], la sua costruzione, la sua resistenza linguistica e logica 

debbono essere oggetto di verifica e di elaborazione collettiva' ,75 that is that there 

be an internal coherence to Officina's line), whilst not in any way causally linked to 

Sanguineti's outburst, can be seen as deriving from the same inherent instability of the 

74 See Ferretti, 1979; Forgacs, 1990. Officina actually produced around 600 copies 
of each issue (and up to 1,000 for the second series) - twice the number of a sirniliarly 
organised left-wing review such as Ragionamenti, but much less than backed organs such 
as ll contemporaneo. Subscribers were in the main other journals and colleagues. In the 
'Fonda manoscritti di autori contemporanei' at Pavia, the substantial Officina 'carteggio' 
contains a balance sheet by Roversi for nn.1-7 : 'spese £636,802 - incassi £149,600 - copie 
vendute 136'. 

75 Taken from a 'relazione interna' of May 1958, in Ferretti, 1975, 437. 
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eclectic approach. The fierce exchanges between Pasolini and several PCI 

intellectuals, over questions of 'prospettivismo' and realism, sparked off by 'La 

posizione' (n.6, April 1956) and stretching beyond Officina into Il contemporaneo and 

Pasolini's Vie nuove column,76 merely emphasises the growing hostility which had 

infiltrated the 'safe-haven' of the cultural sphere. It is for this reason that 1958/9 

marks such an important moment of rupture. For, ironically, the permanently 

sustained series of visible legal assaults on his freedom, begun in 1960 with the 

prosecution of Accattone, was preceded by a dismantling of the discursive loci of 

expression within high culture which had previously guaranteed an autonomy to the 

speaking subject. The epigrams in 'Umiliato e offeso' (n.s., n.1, March-April 1959, 

then in part in Religione) are bitter rejections of a wide range of literary-cultural 

figures, indicative of the crisis of the subject confirmed by 'A me'. The discourses of 

culture now turn against the subject, not yet denying the material space and means for 

expression, but questioning its legitimacy and authority. 

The strategy of eclecticism, however, is not exclusively detrimental. On both 

the poetic and the intellectual level, it points to a model which combines tradition and 

experiment, as exemplified by the critical concern for the 'Ottocento' mentioned 

above. In terms of poetics, the equivalent of eclecticism is the much-touted Pasolinian 

'pastiche'. By intercalating pre-existent styles and registers to create a dynamic new 

whole, in a state of permanent transition, here from imitation to creation (past to 

future) , he fixes a linguistic practice which transcends policies of rupture. It is a 

tactic which leads to some contradiction,77 and involves a shift from the emphasis 

76 See Salinari in Vie nuove, 16 July 1960, 23 September, 28 October, 16 November 
1961; and Pasolini, ibid. 23 July 1960, 9, 16, 30 November 1961. 

77 For example, Pascoli is both 'antinovecentesco' and the source of 'la lingua 
poetica di questo secolo' (138). 
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on 'purezza' and 'moralita' of his earliest cultural writings. Here, impurity and 
oN€ 

linguistic contamination?' all (55-58). He adapts from Contini, 1951, the notion of 

'plurilinguismo antipetrarchesco' to express this promotion of the un-poetic, or at least 

non-lyrical, possibilities of poetry. 

In fact, Contini and Spitzerian Stylkritik mark the bridging point between the 

dominant literariness of Officina and its pretences as an organ of cultural ideology. 

By arriving at cultural-ideological conclusions via stylistic analyses, the supposed 

forced alternative between ideology and isolation, 'impegno' and 'ermetismo', is 

bypassed. Again, models of the past are recouped, and together with a raised 'auto

coscienza', they transcend a static status quo. The function of the intellectual 

developed in Officina - a Romantic 'sodalizio letterario', based on pre-industrial 

models, an anachronism by 1959, according to Ferretti (110) - is not in fact as 

irrelevant to the problems of the new intellectual as it may seem. It rejects the new 

notion of the 'intellettuale scientifico' or 'tecnico', which will be championed in 

literary milieux by II menabo of Calvino and Vittorini.78 However, the 

interdisciplinary vitality of II menabo is more than compatible with the eclecticism of 

Officina. Although the rigorous interdisciplinary analysis favoured by Fortini (see 

p.48 above) proved unworkable, the group did promote an ideological reinterpretation 

of the primacy of the poetic through a concentration on the texture of language rather 

than on in-depth, scholarly analysis. The promotion of the textual or synthetic above 

the analytical conforms to a process typical of a wide range of intellectual currents in 

78 Published in 10 issues, 1959-67, II menabo was supported by several of those 
involved in Officina, including Calvino himself, but also Fortini, Scalia and Leonetti (see 
note 69 above). See Vittorini, 1967, for his notes on a new 'rationalist' tension in 
literature. On the development of the 'intellettuale tecnico' and the cultural operator, as 
new intellectual functions, see Prandstaller, 1972; Romano, 1977; Caesar and Hainsworth, 
1984, 25-33. 



the period shortly after Officina, from the early structuralist critiques, the 'nouveau 

roman' and 'nouvelle vague', to Antonioni and the 'neo-avanguardia'. Fortini 

conceded in 197 4 that Pasolini did indeed. represent a forerunner of the Marxist 

structuralism of the 1960s.79 
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A foundation stone of the group's campaign against 'il novecentismo' was the 

accusation of 'ontologismo letterario' levelled at its practitioners and critics. Scalia 

later defined what was meant by ontology in this context: 

La critica ontologica era il riflesso della poesia considerata come 
ontologia: assolutezza, autogenesi, autosufficienza, integrale 
'autonomia' extrarazionale ed extracomunicativa [ ... ] In sostanza: La 
concezione della poesia come religio e della critica come atto rituale 
[ ... ]. (1961, 40,43)80 

Pasolini's opening article, 'Pascoli', begins: 

Si consideri la stupenda possibilita di 'descrizione' che presenta il 
fenomeno stilistico pascoliano, per un gruppo di ideologi, come e il 
nostro, che si definisce fuori dal campo d'una morale ontologicalmente 
letteraria, tipica del Novecento. 'Descrizione' anzitutto oggettiva, da 
laboratorio [ ... ] e poi, per una sua intima forza paradigmatica, soggettiva 
e di tendenza. (135) 

The anti-ontologism and anti-psychology finds a middle way in the methodology of 

the 'descrizione da laboratorio'.81 Essentially literary-technical, the descriptive 

moment provides an intellectual complement to the poetics of continuity (against 

rupture) mentioned above. For in the rejection of absolute discontinuity, and the 

79 See Ferretti, 1975, 23. For other positive assessments of Officina in the context 
of post-war Italian cultural history, see Pautasso, 1961; Scalia, 1961; Siciliano, 1965, 47-
61. 

80 Scalia here distances himself from Ojficina, arguing for 'il rifiuto decisivo 
dell'eclettismo che e sostanziale agnosticismo etico-politico e indifferentismo scientifico'. 
He will later find a role for the evolved form of eclecticism in Pasolini when he 
champions the latter as an 'intellettuale disorganico' in his 1973-75 polemics, to be 
'translated' by a ' scientific' collaborator into a more substantial form of discourse (Scalia, 
1978). 

81 Cf. 'Da ontologica la critica si fece metodologica', Scalia, 1961, 39. 
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prioritisation of method over ideology, the subject reasserts its freedom to choose, or 

to choose not to choose. Ferretti judges the non-choice harshly: 

un atteggiamento di gusto, una dichiarazione di etica personale [ ... ] una 
sostanziale diffidenza e insofferenza per le stesse categorie storiche 
dell"avanguardia' (e della discontinuita, rottura con la tradizione, 
antistoricismo, rifiuto delle mediazioni) e della 'militanza' culturale e 
letteraria. (31) 

But the contradictions created by this lack of categorical resolution82 function 

beyond the crypto-liberal-humanism constantly uncovered by Ferretti. Coupled with 

the high level of 'consapevolezza' of the complexities of the ideological and historical 

challenges presented to the subject (75-76), a critical methodology which encompasses 

antithesis creates a space for subjective expression through criticism. 

Officina finished because the plurality of the subjective autonomies at the very 

heart of its project (and particularly Pasolini's), would not coalesce into any 

programme of cultural ideology, which it had also aspired to formulate. This and the 

historical context dictated that a method of working through eclectic plurality to 

ideology could no longer be sustained. The conditions for a return to and 

development of Pasolini ' s implicit strategy in Officina are only to be found in the 

1970s. For now, the closure of 1958-59 is all too clear: 

Ora sento, in me, un sapore di pioggia appena caduta, 
ogni vivacita della vita ha uno sfondo di pianto: 

solo una ·forza confusa mi dice che un nuovo tempo 
comincia per tutti e ci obbliga a essere nuovi.83 

82 See Capizzi, 1971 . 

83 'Ai redattori di "Officina"', 375, and later Religione, 258. 
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2.4 Vie nuove, 1960-65 

The 'Dialoghi con i lettori' in Vie nuove lasted from May 1960 until September 1965, 

including a long break from December 1962 to October 1964. Vie nuove was a PCI 

weekly, founded in 1946, with a declared pedagogic ambition to educate and inform 

party members, but also to provide an alternative to the expanding commercial 

magazine sector. It was highly successful in these terms, running series on 'I grandi 

Italiani' (17 figures from Federico II to Gramsci) and 'I grandi dell'umanita' (Dante, 

Christ, Lenin, Marx, Einstein etc.) in 1958, and yet, using modern formats and 

language, growing to a peak readership of 350,000 in 1952.84 Already a regular 

contributor - covering a Moscow Festival of Youth, and even the 1960 Rome 

Olympics - Pasolini was given the task of responding to readers' letters on any topic 

from existentialism to drugs to Brigitte Bardot. The extent of official PCI approval of 

his role as party pedagogue to the questioning masses was never made clear, and 

conflict inevitably arose with the editorial board, particularly after the departure of the 

instigator of the column, Maria Antonietta Macciocchi, after 4 November 1961.85 

This was the first strongly defined, autonomous 'sede' to accommodate Pasolini, and 

his first committed and sustained attempt at public dialogue with a visible interlocutor, 

in which the latter addresses a query to the strong subject - the knowing, pedagogic 

subject - whose reply is both a provisional response and an invitation to further 

questions. 

In theory at least, the dialogue form protects the subject from the industrial 

alienation of cultural exchange, whilst simultaneously strengthening the personal 

84 
On Vie nuove, see Gundle, 1991; Isnenghi, 1983, 159-62. Gundle shows how the 

~agazine moved into relative decline at the end of the 1950s. However, its party-based 
distribution network meant that its circulation remained high. 

85 
According to Macciocchi, she left because of an attempt by Togliatti to remove 

Pasolini's column from Vie nuove (Macciocchi, 1980a, 32). 
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authority/autonomy of the voice, and thus is in part a return to the intimacy and 

pedagogical militancy of 'l' Academiuta'. In practice, the column becomes a vehicle 

for the evolution of a deepening crisis of subjectivity, whose locus is beyond the 

pages of Vie nuove, and which overwhelms the self-sufficient project of the 'dialoghi'. 

The vacillating register resulting from this intrusion gives the column a dynamic 

uneasiness which reflects Pasolini's new-found, and often extreme ambivalence 

towards culture and the cultural arena. 

The nature of the communication desired is demonstrated by his insistence in 

several early articles that he does not wish to talk about himself. 'Vorrei evitare di 

parlare troppo di me';86 'Mi vergogno di parlare di me' (3 December 1960, 87); 'mi 

obbliga a fare della mia opera e di me oggetto di discussione, cosa che io vorrei 

evitare il piu possibile' (29 October 1964, 257). Nevertheless, these remarks do not 

disguise the intensely personal or autobiographical tone of many of the articles. The 

most obvious examples are the discussions of his own work-in-progress with the 

readers, who thus become privileged recipients of the author's immediate and intimate 

reactions. The second and third articles of all, in June 1960, were taken up with 

extracts from Ceneri and Una vita violenta, indicating a wish for the readers to 

become familiar with and address themselves to Pasolini the writer-artist above all 

else. The implicit view of the poet as the intermediary between the people and the 

party cadres, through the conceit of his own identification with the immediacy (non

intellectuality) of the workers, is a variation on a Gramscian theme of the organic 

intellectual. More important in terms of emotional investment, however, are the 

86 From 'Realismo e neopurismo' in Vie nuove, n.30, 30 July 1960, later in Le belle 
bandiere, 60. All further references will be given in brackets, with the date of the article 
followed by the location in the anthology, if appropriate. The titles of the articles were 

· editorial. 
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discussions of recently or not-yet published works, such as Accattone (1 July 1961), 

Mamma Roma (4,18 October 1962), Vangelo (29 October, 19 November 1964 etc.), 

and most importantly of all, the complete working through of the original conception 

of Uccellacci e uccellini (29 April to 20 May 1965). These show an appreciation of 

the intimate nature of the exchange involved, which is lost when his articles respond 

to high-level intellectual figures or journals, such as Carlo Salinari (16 November 

1961), or Lucio Lombardo Radice (26 July 1962) or Mondo nuovo (22 October 64). 

On a literally autobiographical level, several replies consist of narratives of 

Pasolini' s own past, often in contradiction with his other versions of the same events 

or period. 87 This may be an effect of the ideological pressure of his position 

although, more probably, it is an example of a constant in his poetic practice, the 

reinterpretation and reformulation of the past as a key to the present and future. Such 

minor inconsistencies are significant only in so far as they show a concerted 

' 
modulating of the self, in order to accommodate or be accommodated by the form and 

. arena of the dialogue. They echo explicit expressions of concern as to the inadequacy 

of his personal responses. ' So bene che le mie lettere su Vie nuove sono piene di 

difetti' (22 December 1962, 238); or, in reply to an accusation that his letters are 

monologues, 'l'egoismo che mi protegge nel mio vero lavoro [fa sl che] questa rubrica 

di Vie nuove e spesso una faticosa interruzione' (3 June 1965, 342). The latter points 

to a further peculiarity of the column, its declared subordination to other areas of 

discourse. Covering as it does the period of his first experiences of directing, and of 

the deleterious power of the scandalous print media, Vie nuove is . for a time all that 

remains of the 'safe-haven' culture had represented. Hence whilst, on the one hand, it 

87 See, for example, on his joining the 'Partito d'Azione' in 1945, the articles of 8 
and 15 July 1961, and cf. Lettere, I, 201; or the literary autobiography of 16 July 1960; 

· or the description of his non-Christian upbringing, 20 October 1964. 
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clearly represents a return to a pedagogical mode of interaction, Pasolini makes clear 

his ambivalence over the authority that might be encumbent upon him: 

E' vero che noi abbiamo bisogno di 'miti' e 'autorita', e colui che, 
attraverso l'industria culturale o l'appoggio di una corrente di opinione 
o l'organizzazione di un partito oil caso, diventa un 'mito', 
'un'autorita', acquisisce nuovi doveri verso se stesso e verso gli altri 
[his examples are Guttuso and C.Levi]. Forse un po' anch'io ormai: ma 
lasciatemi ancora qualche anno di lavoro e di studio per imparare a 
farlo meglio, a trovare meglio il punto di coincidenza tra autorita e 
sincerita. (15 October 1964, 250) 

Concern over the status of the project spills over into concern over the status of the 

self, both in and beyond Vie nuove. His defence of his own coherence rests on an 

extension of the policy of eclecticism, contradiction and pastiche found in Officina. 

He identifies absolutely that policy with the poetic, and himself with both: 'in 

definitiva io sono protetto dalle mie contraddizioni' (ibid. 251); 'a un artista va 

lasciato il diritto all' errore almeno in quanto contraddizione o ipotesi precoce o 

ritardata' (3 December 1964, 269). Hence he is able to defend himself when read 

over-literally, as in the controversy caused by his claim that Marxism had become a 

ritualised church (26 July 1962, 210-15). In a device which will be used in much of 

his polemical writing up to the final 'scritti corsari', he describes his struggle as 

'ideale' (not literal) to be 'integrated' via his other works.88 Once more, the notion 

of the incomplete text, in permanent transition, re-emerges and is identified with the 

poetic. 

The conflation of the poetic with the expressive, in the discussion of Chaplin's 

Modern Times (10 December 1964, 273ff.), and that of the 'cinema d'auteur' with 

'necessita culturale' (4 October 1962, 231), develops an idea of subjectivity in its 

88 Cf. SC, 1-2; and the disingenuous denial, after much hostile response, that his 
. proposals to abolish school and television were meant literally (LL, 165-78 and 

Volgar' eloquio ). 

111 
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relation to culture. In the former article, the notion of the expressive is contrasted 

with the 'comunicativo-funzionale o tecnico', using a Crocean distinction that was the 

basis of the influential historico-linguistk broadside 'Nuove questioni linguistiche' .89 

The shift to a technical neo-capitalist culture leaves the artist with the desperate task 

of simply retaining an arena for expression: 'Egli [l'artista] non deve tacere nulla, ,,..- -· - -

perche in un artista il peccato piu grande e l'omissione - essendo la sua funzione 

l'esprimere, e dunque l'esprimere e tutto' (3 December 1964, 269). Furthermore, the 

artist has a quasi-contractual obligation to express the truth: 'Non pensa il giomalista 

borghese, nemmeno per un istante a servire la verita: a essere in qualche modo onesto: 

cioe personale' (15 October 1960, 77). 'Impegno', therefore, is no longer a tactical 

subordination to ideology, but this very drive for organic expression in an historical 

moment of rupture. What he calls the 'momenta di "zero" storico' (3 December 1964, 

271) does not however imply a break with history, the future 'non [parte] da zero, ma 

dalla sommita delle esperienze culturali e storiche vissute anche a rovescio, come 

. delusione' (ibid.).90 

The impulse to total and truthful expression on the part of the intellectual finds 

several examples in Pasolini' s sustained explorations of taboo issues, starting from one 

of the earliest articles (25 June 1960), which discusses erotic literature, 'gallismo 

meridionale', prostitution and women's rights, and sexual taboos of the left.91 As 

well as confronting moral-political issues, such as youth - as ever - racism, illiteracy 

89 Rinascita, n.51, 26 December 1964: pp.19-22 (then EE, 9-28). Linguistic 
homologisation is seen as brought about finally and ironically by the priority of the 
communicative efficiency over the expressive potential of language. 

90 On 'impegno' see also 26 August 1965, 359, where he rejects the idea of total 
freedom 'senza confronti' as bourgeois, illusory and instrumental; and 18 June 1960. 

91 This derives more from Freudian reading, which also informs many other areas 
of the column, than from any real sympathy for feminism. P 
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and fascism,92 he clashed with the editors of Vie nuove itself over his comments on 

the crisis in Marxism, and on the Catholic-Marxist dialogue encouraged by John 

XXIII' s papacy and Vatican II, to the extent that Ferretti includes an article on the 

Church censored by the 'direzione' in December 1964 (pp.266-68). 

On the question of Marxism and tradition, Pasolini repeats the formulation of 

his new 'impegno' - progress through awareness of history as crisis: 'Andare avanti 

significa mettere in crisi quello che c'e dietro, sempre' (18 February 1965, 302); 

'Solo la rivoluzione puo salvare la tradizione: solo i marxisti amano il passato' (18 

October 1962, 234). Similarly, he describes his own status within literary history as a 

' scontro-fusione' between a politics of revolution (Marxist and prospective), and an 

aesthetics of decadentism 'per quanto modificata' (retrospective).93 Poetry is 

located beyond the present - in his misused terminology, it is 'diacronica' (18 March 

1965, 310). These parallel modes of insertion of the subject into time each point to a 

dynamic of permanent transition. The writer, commodified by culture industry (6 

December 1962, 243), is no longer a sacred oracle, but is potentially still bound up 

with the prophetic in his/her relationship with time. Furthermore, the culture industry 

itself artificially reconstructs the ' aura '94 of art, encouraging, within limits, the 

traditional role of the artist as an instrument for the manipulation of consumer desire. 

92 The theorisation of a 'nuovo fascismo' in the polemics of 1973-75, was far from 
new, at least terminologically. See 20 August 1960, 67-68. 

93 Elsewhere he denies having anything in common with a series of decadent 'poetes 
maudits' from Villon to Rimbaud; 'lo non ho nulla ache fare, ne psicologicamente, ne 
biograficamente, ne stilisticamente con i poeti, pur grandi, che lei ha citato' (28 
December 1961, 182). He also strongly rejects the 'esaltazione dell'io' typical of the 
decadents (22 July 1961, 144), in apparent contradiction with much of his poetic 
practice, but not if the latter is seen as an anti-heroic shoring-up of the self, rather than 
a celebration of its superiority. 

94 See Benjamin, 1973. 
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Pasolini, however, did not fit the limits. His creation as a 'personaggio 

pubblico', as a victim on a public stage, brought a profoundly suffered loss of 

subjective autonomy which informs and pr~cedes the 'dialoghi'. A series of tortured 

confessions reveals the true penetration of the object-culture, which cuts off 

definitively the strategy of shifting absorption as the guarantor of the stability of the 

subject. 

The key word for his own analysis of his bound subjectivity is 'mistificazione' : 

Mettiti un po' nei miei panni, e cerca di capire esistenzialmente 
l'esperienza di uno che viene sistematicamente, regolarmente, 
atrocemente mistificato. 
(16 November 1961, 165) 

la mistificazione della mia opera [e] una mistificazione totale, completa, 
irrimediabile. (10 May 1962, 205) 

The agent of that 'mistificazione' is 'il potere industriale e [il] susseguente 

conformismo statale' (ibid. 203). The name given to the former by the latter is 

success:95 

Ecco che cos'e il successo: una vita mistificata dagli altri, che toma 
mistificata a te, e finisce col trasformarti veramente [ ... ] So cosa signica 
essere guardati come bestie rare, essere dati in pasto senza 
discriminazione all'odio (e assai piu raramente alla simpatia), essere 
continuamente, sistematicamente falsificati. (15 October 1960, 77-78) 

11 successo e, per una vita morale e sentimentale, qualcosa di orrendo, e 
basta. (6 September 1962, 219) 

The result is a loss of control over his work, attacked not only by an invisible 

oligarchy, but also by a (manipulated) public: 

lo non posso permettermi di sbagliare un 'opera; sono ridotto a questo 
[ ... ] Le masse [ ... ] sono come dei re. E io di fronte a questi re, ormai, 
sono un po' come un giullare che se sbaglia un motto viene condannato 
a morte. (12 July 1962, 208) 

95 The ambition for success in Pasolini's cultural subjectivity has already been noted, 
but now it is only destructive. 
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But, more seriously still, the subject becomes alienated from its very self: ' io cerco di 

lottare, donchisciottescamente, contra questa fatalita che mi t~ e a me stesso ' (6 

September 1962, 219). 

It is a grim panorama, limited largely to 1960-62, and partly due to the absurd 

trial for attempted armed robbery of 1961. But the atmosphere of crisis is sustained 

throughout, as each new film brings further controversy and publicity. The final 

article (30 September 1965, 364-67) expresses regret at the lack of a role for a 

Marxist intellectual outside the party, but more importantly, perceives an historical 

fracture which simply leaves Pasolini at a loss as to how to sustain the subjectivity

within-history, which is his defining state, when history has turned in on itself (what 

he calls ' la nuova preistoria' in his poetry) and will tolerate only the inscription of 

commodified, reified, subjugated subjects. 

2.5 Nuovi argomenti, 1966-75 

The end of Pasolini' s collaboration with Vie nuove coincided with, and was partly 

caused by, his decision to co-edit a new series of Nuovi argomenti. Founded in 1953 

by Moravia and Alberto Caracci, Nuovi argomenti had been a cultural-political review 

similar in many of its aims to O.fficina, seeking a broadly left-wing, cultural and 

ideological renewal to salvage the by-now worn optimism and vigour of post-war 

debate. It was centred on the Roman intellectual milieu of which Moravia was the 

dominant figure, and, like Officina, it looked to ask fundamental questions - often 

through its hallmark, the questionnaire or 'inchiesta' - about the issues it confronted, 
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rather than make dogmatic prescriptions. Unlike Officina, it did not normally accept 

poetry, but a major exception to this rule was the publication in nn.17-18 (November 

1955 - February 1956) of 'Le ceneri di Gramsci', after the strong insistence of first 

Elsa Morante, and then Moravia (see Siciliano, 1981a2
, 252). 

In the early sixties, the impetus of the review had been dented somewhat by 

the success and high-profile of the Gruppo '63 and its own journals, such as Il V erri, 

Quaderni Piacentini and even, although not strictly adherent to the 'neo-avanguardia', 

Il menabo,96 and hence the launch in 1965 of a 'nuova serie'. Siciliano (1981a2, 

363-64) describes how Pasolini was even more keen to realise the project than 

Moravia himself, arranging for backing first from Riuniti, and then from his own 

long-term publisher Livio Garzanti.97 The new series was more literary than the 

old, and more intent on the promotion of new writing. For Pasolini, the experience of 

mass-communication through Vie nuove, even if the 'mass' was of a very focused, 

orthodox kind, was suspended, and Nuovi argomenti represented a return to some of 

his unacknowledged roles in Officina; that of patron, and of eclectic co-ordinator of 

ideas and responses. If the rejection of his 'Piccola antologia sperimentale' by 

Sanguineti had marked a point of rupture with an emergent generation of poets, Nuovi 

argomenti saw Pasolini discovering a third generation in poets such as Dario Bellezza, 

Giorgio Manacorda, Silvana Mangini and Renzo Paris, and promoting other 

established voices such as Attilio Bertolucci and Amelia Rosselli. Another one of the 

96 Quaderni piacentini was founded in 1962, /I Verri , founded in 1956 and edited 
by L. Anceschi, became the major organ of the 'neo-avanguardia' . 

97 Although cf. 'Della rivista ho parlato salutariamente con Moravia: pare che un 
primo numero sia pronto ' (Lettere, II, 602). The letters are however notably unreliable 
in documenting Pasolini's life in Rome during this period as he was in daily personal 
contact with the circle around Moravia and Morante. 
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third generation, Enzo Siciliano, was editorial assistant, and would later become a full 

editor after the death of Carrocci in 1972.98 

Pasolini's optimism for the new series is evident in a letter to Leonetti from 

late 1965: 'comincia dunque una nuova epoca. Ede quindi necessaria una nuova 

rivista' .99 But his most extended expression of intent is to be found in two letters 

from November 1965 and January 1966, lOO in which he implores Fortini to become 

a regular contributor. In the first, he describes the review as 'questa tribuna libera', as 

'la sede delle autonome ricerche di un gruppo di amici-nemici': 

I nuovi 'Nuovi argomenti' non sono dunque una rivista, come noi 
l'abbiamo concepita finora: sono la sede per la costituzione di una 
futura rivista possibile. Percio cominciamo non da zero, ma dai punti 
in cui ognuno di noi si trova: [ ... ] il lavoro in comune - svolto 'a 
puntate' nella stessa sede - in ricerche parallele - finira forse con lo 
stabilire un reale equilibrio: o la convergenza su certi problemi e certe 
soluzioni, o la definitiva divergenza. Lascieremo [sic] insomma tutto 
aperto, in questa 'costituente'. 

l;Iis enthusiasm for the project is based on its tentative and pluralistic openness, and 

this is reaffirmed in his 'invito alla collaborazione', placed in appendix to the first 

issue, where he repeats his formulation of the journal as a collaboration of 

autonomous voices who have in common only the perception of a crisis and the 'sede ' 

in which to resolve it. There is no programme apart from 'la necessita di ricominciare 

98 Several of these figures (Siciliano, Manacorda, Bellezza) later became important 
critics and champions of Pasolini ' s work, as did other contributors (Zanzotto) and 
members of the Roman circle (Betti). Gian Carlo Ferretti and Walter Siti, although not 
involved in Nuovi argomenti, were first in touch with Pasolini in this period (Lettere, II, 
550,655,674,705). 

99 Lettere, II, 598. The sense of a new era is a strong underlying motif of 
Uccellacci e uccellini, completed in January 1966. 

lOO Lettere, II, 600-1,605-6. The exchange was continued in a third letter of January 
1966 (609) in which Pasolini seems to imply that Fortini had offered a series of 'lettere 
aperte', and indeed, his name appears in Pasolini's list of contributors in the 'invito alla 

. collaborazione' in the first issue. On the remarkable relationship between Fortini and 
Pasolini, see Luperini, 1981; Th tine, 1990, 157-86. 
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tutto daccapo'. There is no journal as such: 'la nostra e anzitutto "una rivista che 

serve a preparare una rivista"' .101 Even the decision to place these pseudo

manifestoes at the end of the journal displays a desire for continuity and unclamorous 

renewal, rather than any more forceful break. 

The trajectory of Pasolini's involvement with Nuovi argomenti seems to fall 

into two periods before and after 1970. From 1966 until 1970, he contributed a steady 

stream of articles, poems and plays to the journal, and his hand is clearly behind 

several of the unsigned editorials which often adapt his theoretical, aesthetic thought 

to political issues.102 A series of essays - two collectively entitled 'Laboratorio' 

(n.1),103 'La lingua scritta dell'azione'(n.2), 104 'La fine dell'avanguardia' (nn.3-

4), which provoked fierce debate, 'La paura del naturalismo' (n.6),105 'Cio che e 

neo-zdanovismo e cio che non lo e' (n.12), '11 cinema impopolare' (n.20) - and '11 PCI 

ai giovani! ! ' (n.10), were later included in EE. Indeed, a letter of June 1966 to Livio 

101 See 'Appendice: due note per l'invito alla collaborazione', Nuovi argomenti, n.s., 
n.1, January:-March 1966: 231-36. The first of the 'due note' is by Moravia, who claims 
that little has changed between the old and the new series. Both are dominated by 'una 
effettiva presa sul reale, comunque e con qualunque mezzo ottenuta' . In the past that 
'impegno' had coincided with Marxism, but now that coincidence was in crisis and 
required renewal. Pasolini felt uneasy about Moravia's attitude. See his second letter to 
Fortini: '(tieni conto, ti prego, piu del mio preamboletto che di quello di Moravia)' 
(Lettere, II, 605). The formula 'una rivista per preparare una rivista' had first been used 
by Pasolini in his last Vie nuove 'Dialogo'. 

102 See for example '11 presidente Johnson sogna', n.2, April-June 1966: 3-7, or 
'Napalm LTD', n.9, January-March 1968: 3-6. 

103 'Appunti en poete [sic] per una linguistica marxista' and 'La sceneggiatura come 
"struttura che vuole essere altra struttura"'. 

104 Later 'La lingua scritta della realta'. Much of the issue is dedicated to papers 
given at the Pesaro cinema festival of 1966, including a strong attack on Pasolini's 
semiology from Sattini, 1966. These festivals were central to Pasolini's developing 
interest in semiotics and film theory. 

105 Later partly entitled 'Osservazioni del piano-sequenza'. 
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Garzanti suggests that EE, originally entitled Laboratorio, l06 was first conceived of 

as an anthology of his Nuovi argomenti pieces: 'per questa primavera, io penserei [ ... ] 

a "Laboratorio" (volume di saggi e poesie .saggistiche - la questione linguistica e tutte 

le altre cose che ho scritto e andro scrivendo per Nuovi argomenti)' (Lettere, II, 617). 

The letter to Garzanti is one of ten from January 1966 to June 1967, and 

together they indicate that the start of Pasolini's involvement with Nuovi argomenti 

coincided with a period of intense creative activity. Within these months, and these 

letters, plans for many of the projects which were to dominate the final decade of his 

life are sketched. Apart from Laboratorio, he succeeds in starting a 'collana' of 

screenplays ('Film e discussioni') and film theory (again 'Laboratorio') with Giacomo 

Gambetti, including his own work, and that of Marco Bellocchio, Sergio Citti, Godard, 

Bazin and Metz; he makes a draft of San Paolo; he refers frequently to Bestemmia, a 

screenplay or novel in verse, and to an anthology of all his poetry ('un atto conclusivo 

di un rnio "periodo" letterario per aprime un altro', ibid.); he completes the 

' trattamenti' of both Teorema and Edipo; he makes further progress on La divina 

mimesis, known at this stage as Frammenti or Memorie pratiche; a first very vague 

reference to Petralia; and a planned book of ' fumetti' growing out of his cinema work 

with Toto. His greatest enthusiasm is reserved for the six verse-dramas, written or 

conceived during and after his month-long convalescence from an ulcer operation 

(March-April 1966), and his subsequent plans for a new 'teatro della parola' and a 

series of classical works to be staged by the Teatro Stabile di Torino, translated by 

himself, Moravia, Leonetti, Siciliano, Morante, Bertolucci, Piovene and others. Nuovi 

106 Laboratorio was a title Pasolini went to some lengths to preserve. It may 
indicate a return, with a certain 'aggiornamento', to the model of the 'officina'. 
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argomenti is at the heart of this new lease of creative life. In another letter to 

Garzanti, he writes complaining of the delay in distribution of an issue of the journal: 

cio mi allarma perche vi ho pubblicato una cosa a cui tengo moltissimo, 
e da cui dipende tutto i1 mio lavoro futuro: cioe il 'Manifesto per un 
nuovo teatro' [ ... ]. Il nuovo teatro, poi, sara oltre che teatro anche 
movimento culturale e in qualche modo politico (una componente di 
una vera 'Nuova Sinistra' ecc. : e 'Nuovi argomenti' ne sara l'organo). 
(Lettere , II, 634) 

As well as the manifesto, he published two of his plays in Nuovi argomenti, Pilade 

and Affabulazione (see below, Bibliography 1.6). 

After the publication of Rosa (1964), Pasolini wrote no significant poetry for 

several years. In a note to 'Il PCI ai giovani! ! ' he describes himself as 'un poeta che 

da alcuni anni non scrive piu versi e ha deciso di non scriverne piu' .107 He had 

done much to promote younger poets' work in Nuovi argomenti, but had only 

published some old poems of his own written in 1963 in n.6 (' Israele'), as a comment 

,on the Six-Day War of 1967. However, after the furore over 'Il PCI ai giovani!!' , he 

began to present new work regularly, and for much of 1969 and 1970, he ceased to 

publish essays here and contributes almost exclusively poetry. All of 'L'enigma di 

Pio XII' (n.11), 'Trasumanar e organizzar' (n.13), 'Poemi zoppicanti' (n.16), 'Poesia 

della tradizione' (n.17), 'La restaurazione di sinistra' (n.18) and 'Manifestar' (n.20) 

would become part of Trasumanar (1971). Whatever the significance of the return to 
'--

poetry on an aesthetic level, it clearly represents a final flourish of activity within the 

confines of this version of the fraternal intellectual group, but also a certain 

107 'Note (importanti)' to 'Il PCI ai giovani!!', n.10, April-June 1968: 23. The 
poem, although intended for Nuovi argomenti, had already been published in L' Espresso, 
16 June 1968, under the editorial title 'Vi odio, cari studenti!'. It was from that base that 
it became something of a cause celebre of the 1968 student movement. Cf. 'quei miei 
versi, che avevo scritto per una rivista "per pochi", "Nuovi argomenti", erano stati 
proditoriamente pubblicati da un rotocalco, "L'Espresso" (io avevo dato il mio consenso 
solo per qualche estrattci)' (ll caos, 171). 
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withdrawal from cultural politics. Solitude will return as a constant theme of the 

Tempo illustrato columns in 1969, in the wake of persecution and controversy over 

both Teorema and Porcile. The extent to which the arena provided by Tempo 

illustrato supersedes aspects of Nuovi argomenti's function as an arena for self

expression and confession is further indicated by several articles in the former on film 

theory, and, perhaps most strikingly, by a public exchange of letters on the matter 

between Moravia and Pasolini in Tempo illustrato and not in the journal they jointly 

edited.108 

Other aspects of Pasolini's activity, the state of Nuovi argomenti, and its 

position in the context of the cultural status quo, reinforce the sense of a withdrawal 

or modulation of role after 1970. The publication of Trasumanar, and thus an 

acknowledgement that the period of new poetic creativity had in turn come to an end, 

followed the forced end of the column in Tempo illustrato in January 1970 (see 2.6 

below), and the start of the long location-work for the filming of Il Decameron. The 

Garzanti 'tascabile' anthology, Poesie, first planned in 1967, finally appeared in 1970 

also. Furthermore, n.21 of Nuovi argomenti (January-March 1971) explicitly declares 

the end of an era for the journal, and a return to a more conventional format of 

literary criticism and creative new writing which it has retained ever since. In an 

'Editoriale per i Nuovi argomenti 1971 (Appunti)', there is an acknowledgment that 

the journal has survived the 'diluvio', or 'caos' of the 1960s, as observer, and is now 

faced with a 'vuoto'. The new direction will simply aim to 'riempire il vuoto', to 

'mantenere il disordine ' , but in a more stable manner. The none-too hidden subtext of 

lOS See Il caos, 200-10. The argument was sparked off by one of Moravia's regular 
film reviews (of Fellini's Satyricon) for L' Espresso. Pasolini's choice to address his 
colleague through the 'rotocalco' shows both an awareness of difference of audience 
between the two fora, and a diminished faith in the efficacy of Nuovi argomenti for such 
intellectual exchange. 
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the editorial refers of course to the generally perceived demise of the 'neo

avanguardia' in the wake of the 'autunno caldo' and the nascent 'anni di piombo'. 

Pasolini's long crusade against the generation of the 'neo-avanguardia' had lost its 

object, and thus that role which had created sta~ility through hostile isolation during 

much of the decade foundered in turn. In this context, two articles are particularly 

significant in that they show him reasserting that model by constructing a new 

adversarial target: the damning review of Montale's Satura (n.21); 109 and the only 

signed article before his death, a prologue to the first Nuovi argomenti 'inchiesta' in 

the new series, entitled '8 domande sull'estremismo' (n.31, January-February 1973: 5-

105). The latter was a version of a lecture he had given for ARCI, in April 1972, on 

'E.M.: estremismo morale o estremismo metapolitico'. It opens and closes on notes of 

crisis: 

Prima di tutto devo dire che non mi trovo in un momento molto felice 
della mia vita di intellettuale: sento vagamente, per esempio, che qui le 
mie parole suonano senza i caratteri ne della novita ne dell'autorita. 
(ibid.) 

Ho cominciato con un accenno al mio caso personale, e con un altro 
accenno al mio caso personale voglio finire. Trovo scritto in un libro 
che sto leggendo [ ... ]: 'Chi semina virtu raccoglie la fama, chi dice la 
verita raccoglie l'odio' [ ... ] Sento che chi mi odia (senza calore) sono i 
Salamini. (17) 

He casts himself as Cassandra, condemned by his insight into truth to be rejected by 

those closest to him ('i Salamini'). But evidently the melancholy of these statements 

is also a rhetoric of self-reinforcement through positioning a perceived enemy as 

'other'. 

109 He also wrote a poem whose unnamed target is clearly Montale: 'Outis', n.27, May-June 1972: 146-48. 
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The new policy after n.21 was clearly successful, as the journal reverted to a 

'bimestrale' from n.25, January-February 1972, but Pasolini contributed little. 110 

Other openly conflictual and much wider arenas drew Pasolini inexorably away from 

it. This last contribution to the journal coincides precisely with his first articles for 

the 'tribuna libera' in Corriere de/la sera, which inaugurated the 'Scritti corsari' and 

would be his last public stage. 111 Nuovi argomenti, during the first period in 

particular, acted as a reliable 'sede' in a way which Pasolini had described hopefully 

to Fortini at its inception. It provided a forum for the limited dissemination of a 

series of ideas on a varied range of topics, and it contrasts sharply with the periods of 

withdrawal from poetry, of persecution, judicial and otherwise, and of lack of creative 

direction with which it coincided. In its stability then, it has something in common 

with the role played by Officina, however Nuovi argomenti itself, and its constituent 

parts, lacked meaning in their project in a way that Officina did not. The conjunction 

of ideas and people failed, and indeed never aspired, to achieve a synthesis. It lacked 

an ideological corporate identity, and for ten years acted as background noise to other 

prominent, 'meaningful ' activity. As a result, Pasolini succeeded more than anywhere 

else in not appropriating a platform or a group to his obsessive exploration of the self, 

and the journal laid the basis for its own commercial viability. 

110 He wrote an anonynous editorial note to explain the shift to more frequent 
editions in n.26, which appeals to the need to combat ever more the dangers of 'neo
zdanovismo' and 'ogni manierismo politico e culturale'. 

111 The first, 'Contro i capelli lunghi ' , appeared .on 7 January 1973. Only two 
others followed in 1973, but the rate increased greatly during 1974 and 1975 (see Lettere, 
II, 748-49). 
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2.6 Tempo illustrato, 1968-70 

The weekly column entitled '11 caos', for Tempo illustrato112 (6 November 1968 to 

24 January 1970), fits neatly into the last ·part of the first period of Nuovi argomenti, 

but is a very different case. Tempo illustrato113 was a mass-circulation weekly, 

like Vie nuove, but without the explicit political dogma of the latter. The rules of 

party orthodoxy, which Pasolini adhered to as an ambivalent and transgressive 

'compagno di strada' of the PCI, were here replaced by rules of consumption. Tempo 

illustrato had a long history as a major player in the popular magazine market, having 

been founded irt 1939 and re-formed in 1946, after which it quickly became a 

pioneering vehicle for the introduction of American-style glossy journalism of 

magazines Sl;]Ch as Life, Look or Paris-Match to the Italian market. 114 At the time 

of Pasolini 's collaboration, its circulation was falling but remained around 

300,000.115 Arturo Tofanelli, editor since 1946, retained the mosaic or 

anthological structure to the magazine, which relied on a variety of 'firme di primo 

piano ' not linked by any commonly held attitudes , and Pasolini 's role was a 

continuation of that already played at various times by Bontempelli, Malaparte and 

Quasimodo. · Unlike the Vie nuove column, here there is little direct interchange with 

readers. 116 '11 caos' is largely a column of thoughts, offered ex cathedra, valuable 

112 Page references are to Il caos, unless otherwise stated. 

113 Also known as Tempo, but not to be confused with the daily II Tempo. 

114 Ajello characterises the post-1946 Tempo illustrato as 'la svolta piu visibile 
nell'assetto industriale della stampa periodica' (1976, 190). 

115 Ajello (1976, 244) quotes the often unreliable IAD (lstituto Accertamento 
Diffusione) figures for the following years: 1964 - 334,000; 1968 - 288,000; 1972 -
290,503. Ferretti (in II caos, 7) quotes figures estimating a distribution to 400,000 
families , and thus a readership of 1,600,000. 

116 There are some exceptions: n.36, 3 September 1968, where a reader regrets 
Pasolini's move from Vie nuove to Tempo illustrato and in fact predicts that he will 
end up in Corriere de/la sera (55); n.52, 21 December 1968; n.22 (31 May), n.27 (5 
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because of the authority of the 'firma', and the most common form of exchange is 

rhetorical polemic with other public figures, of 'firme' .117 The consequent 

detachment restricts the sense of intersubjective reinforcement offered by dialogue, but 

also acts to liberate and extend Pasolini's field of enquiry, opening up the hesitant 

possibility of a forceful maverick voice which will be further crystallised in SC and 

U. Hence, he engages with a series of important political and cultural events and 

institutions, from the Premio Strega and the Venice Festival to the 'centro-sinistra' 

government and Nenni; from the student movements in Italy to Vietnam and the 

American 'New Left' to Alexander Panagulis, Rudi Dutschke and Jan Palach in 

Europe; there are even articles on the moon-landings. The every day, 'cronaca' nature 

and range of these issues make of the column for Pasolini 'un fronte di piccole 

battaglie quotidiane' (215) which abandon the high ground of revolutionary 

subversiveness for more attainable targets. 

The function of 'Il caos' as a mediating period between the pessimism and 

self-marginalisation of the public self in the early 1960s, and the public moraliser of 

the mid-1970s is emphasised by Ferretti, who notes the nascent polemics against 

superstructural cultural institutions such as school, the Church and television, as well 

as extended engagement with the 'problem' of youth, and consumerism: ' i filoni 

fondamentali del "Caos" [ ... ] tendono invece ad anticipare sempre piu chiaramente la 

stagione "corsara"' (12). However, there are more tensions and discontinuities in this 

further reincarnation of the public self than such smooth progress might imply. The 

July), n.35 (30 August), n. 40 (4 October), n.41 (11 October), all in 1969, in dialogue 
with/about prisoners in Parma; n.2 (10 January), n.3 (17 January), n.4 (24 January), the 
final three columns in 1970. 

117 These include 'presidente del consiglio' Giovanni Leone, Moravia, Silvana 
Mangano, Arpino, Pampaloni, Zeffirelli, Soldati, Fellini, Macciocchi, Arbasino, Visconti, Anna Magnani. 
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voice of 'l'intellettuale corsaro' will be more forceful and more subversive, and will 

create a powerful instrument for resistance out of the compromise with the organs of 

consumerist culture begun here. 

Pasolini's typical rhetorical tricks recur. He protects himself against easy 

refutations by declaring 'ho sempre detto e ripetuto che sono un dilettante' (222). He 

attempts similarly to distinguish himself from the cerebral through a physical 'gettare 

il nostro corpo nella lotta' (237). He continues his familiar imagery of solitude and 

exclusion (37,118,173). And he constantly slips from politics into self-analysis, and 

regularly regrets it: 'ho poi parlato troppo di me' (215), 'si, sono "egocentrico" [ ... ] 

come tutti gli autori' (222). But there is a new quality to his writing, engendered by 

the nature of the 'sede' and formulated in the earliest articles, which heralds a new 

complexity of understanding of the medium in which he is working and the need to 

exploit it through its own structures. The opening piece, entitled '11 perche di questa 

rubrica' (35-40), stakes his claim as an authority who denies authority and protection, 

and who reformulates the traditional role of the intellectual with a new cynicism: 'io 

approfitto delle strutture capitalistiche per esprimermi: e lo faccio, percio, cinicamente' 

(38; and cf.50). If the goal of self-expression remains ('l'esprimersi [ ... ] e sempre 

meraviglioso' , 199), the new awareness of the need to acknowledge and exploit an 

intrinsically hostile medium with irony, cynically, produces the most extensive 

analysis yet of that culture industry. The authority which he shuns is generalised into 

principle: 'l'autorita, infatti, e sempre terrore' (37).118 Particularly in 1968, the 

terminology of terror and terrorism recurs regularly as indicative of the repressive 

mechanisms of power, from left and right. The attempt to prevent the showing of 

films at Venice was 'terrorismo' (48); Morante's long poem Il mondo salvato dai 

118 The subtitle of '11 caos' was 'Contro il terrore' (35,37). 



. z· is a blow struck against cultural terrorism (51-52); terror is the partner of ,agazzin 

. 11·on in public opinion (94 ). Terroristic structures of power are monologistic, res1gna 

and hence television (105) and the moon-landings (192-93) are given as typical 

authoritarian instances. Under these vague, totalising notions of 'terrore' , 'autorita' 

and 'potere', Pasolini assimilates the actually repressive - such as the continuing 

sequestration of Teorema despite its acquittal (117) - with institutional and cultural 

. H b f M 119 h '"l . ' apparatuses of integration. e orrows rom arcuse anot er term, 1 s1stema , 

which either marginalises or integrates the intellectual: 

l'intellettuale e un reietto, nel senso che il sistema lo relega al di fuori di se stesso, lo cataloga, lo discrimina, gli affibbia un cartello 
segnaletico: onde: o renderlo dannato, o integrarlo. (97) 
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The alternatives are deeply pessimistic, and are reiterated elsewhere in the formulation 

of his own role as the 'buffone di corte' who is not only reduced to total dependency 

and thus loss of autonomy ('l' intellettuale e dove l'industria culturale lo colloca: 

ptrche e come il mercato lo vuole', 41), but who is more seriously 'incapace di fare 

vcra esperienza e capace solo di vegliare sulla sua coscienza' (93). But at other 

points, the system is not so all-embracing as to eliminate altogether the possibility of 

knowledge and experience of reality which for Pasolini is a radical challenge to the 

consumerist status quo. Knowledge is inevitably mediated - ' la realta [ ... ] potremo 

sempre conoscerla "attraverso" il sistema, mai "al di la" del sistema' (55) - but in this 

dynamic of integration, a positive potential is mapped out. The system works 

vertically, monologically and through abstraction, but leaves freedom for change and 

119 r 
098 

According to Gerard, Pasolini was introduced to Mqtuse by Fortini in 1957 froml, 33!· If the vocabulary of 'critical theory' begins to info17J1 the articles of 1968, Apnl 1969, they show a marked shift towards the anthrop<fgical works of Jung, of ~s and Eliade. The combination of these two discourses, leading to the proclamation p~ ;utazione antropologica' in Italy brought about by the homologisation of neo-Ita ism, will be a founding intuition of the 1973-75 articles. 
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subversion on the converse horizontal, dialogical and concrete levels: 'cio che e male 

in astratto (l'assimilazione del sistema) e bene in concreto (il rapporto col singolo)' 

(56). Poetry equally survives the system because of its intrinsic resistance to modes 

of consumption: 'La poesia [ ... ] none merce perche none consumabile' (100). Poetry . 

is neither produced nor consumed, except in a brief interval between writing and 

reading: 'io "faccio" un libro [ ... ] "come un vecchio artigiano" che "fa" vasi, sedie, 

stivali' (49). The return of the artisanal model, and hence a recourse to humanist 

values (cf.193), at the same time as Pasolini is producing his most uncrafted poetry, is 

not so contradictory as it might first appear once the full impact of the emphasis on 

action, on 'fare', with particular reference to the student movements, is appreciated. 

Pasolini is far more positive towards the students than any of the polemic over 'TI PCI 

ai giovani!!' might suggest. They are seen as anti-elite, mass movements (77), 'giuste 

e oggettive' in their accusations against their elders (216), and are even coupled with 
' the mythical moment of revolutionary potential for Pasolini and the Italian left in 

general: 'la Resistenza e il Movimento Studentesco sono le due uniche esperienze 

democratiche-rivoluzionarie del popolo italiano' (59). But the profoundest moment of 

epiphany comes in an article from December 1969, 'Fare e pensare' (229-31), where 

the governing image and structuring principle of Trasumanar is worked through. An 

idea read in Potere operaio - 'solo chi si da praticamente a "organizzare" la lotta [ ... ] 

si trova veramente nel corso rivoluzionario' (229) - works to exclude the intellectual, 

whose revolutionariness had always consisted in words, or in 'la sua pura e semplice 

presenza': 120 

Ho capito di colpo che cosa e oggi il Movimento Studentesco. Esso e un movimento politico la cui ascesi consiste nel fare. (230) 

12° Cf. 'l'opera di un'autore e come la faccia di un negro. E' con la sua stessa presenza, con il suo "esserci" che e rivoluzionale' (99). 
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The aspiration to 'il fare' or praxis as mystical, transcendent and revolutionary, is the 

impetus behind the modification of the poet's role in accepting the 'sede' of 'Il caos' . 

If poetry can become action, and the poet-intellectual an 'actor' or 'organiser', it can 

bypass or 'cut across' the system, and preclude reification. Hence, the assertion of an 

artisanal model for poetry is emblematic of a dual dynamic in Pasolini's conceptual 

framework - both retrogressive ('battaglie di retroguardia', 101) and, or in order to be, 

progressive and revolutionary. The dual-projected nature of the ethics of action is 

thus conterminous with an attempt to resist the dehistoricisation brought about by neo

capitalism, to salvage from bourgeois conservationism 'la sacralita del passato' (147): 

il futuro si presenta come [ ... ] privo di promesse e di 'domani ', vissuto 
interamente 'qui', da un uomo come mens momentanea, immunizzato 
dall'angoscia della storia [ ... ] il tempo sta per divenire un 'continuum' 
senza principio ne fine (se non puramente fenomenici) come per gli 
uomini della preistoria. (159-60) 

This is clearly a further formulation of the image of 'la nuova preistoria' which 

featured in Rosa, and hence, like many aspects of '11 caos', a continuation of earlier 

features, from its introversion and paranoia to its vibrant energy. But the proximity of 

a nascent socio-anthropological critique to wide-ranging 'interventi' on topics of 

'attualita' points to a potential synthesis between poetry, or at least poetic discourse, 

and political, subversive action. The realisation of that synthesis still awaits the final 

recreation of the seif as a disembodied, mythical voice-of-truth achieved in 1973-75, 

which is most clearly adumbrated in one of the unpublished pieces, where Pasolini 

describes his position as 'il ruolo della Cassandra'. Indeed, the power of this 

developing position clearly contributed to the cessation of the column. After the 

retirement of Tofanelli, Tempo illustrato was edited by Nicola Cattedra from 17 May 

1969. Naldini (1989, 348) quotes the new 'direttore', writing on 20 January 1970: 
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La rubrica non appare perche Lei affronta temi specificamente politici, 
anzi direi tecnicamente politici che non rientrano nella tematica del 
'Caos'. 

2.7 Corriere della sera (and others), 1973-75 

Pasolini returned to Tempo illustrato with a weekly series of book reviews from 26 

November 1972 to 24 January 1975.121 His choice of an eclectic range of books 

to review - from contemporary Italian prose and poetry to anthropology to Italian and 

foreign classics such as Strindberg, Dostoyevsky and Manzoni - indicates an important 

resuscitation of literary energies and interests confirmed by the project of Petrolio, 

begun in earnest in 1974, the continuing elaboration of the verse-plays and ifi. the new 

poetic vein of the re-written NG and the 'Italo-Friulan' poems of 'Tetro entusiasmo', 

first published in La stampa (16 December 1973). But such renewed literary interest 

is conditioned by and feeds into the dominant and more public mode of the 'corsaro' 

or 'luterano' in the period 1973-75, which has indeed come to overshadow the whole 

of Pasolini's other work through its dramatic political and rhetorical impact on the 

socio-cultural debate over Italy's modernisation. The articles for Corriere della sera, 

and related pieces for Paese sera, Il mondo, Epoca, Rinascita, L' Europeo, Panorama 

and Tempo illustrato, which go to make up SC and LL, 122 began on 7 January 

121 Collected in Descrizioni di descrizioni, except for the fourteen already in the 
'Documenti e allegati' section of SC. 

122 The books also include a number of 'inediti ' , a preface to a selection of 
'sentenze della sacra rota' (SC, 34-38), and the address to the 'Partito Radicale' 
conference, read out by Marco Pannella two days after his death (LL, 185-95). Articles 
are_ ref erred to by their original newspaper titles and followed in brackets by the title as 
given in SC, if any different. The editors of LL have standardised the titles as explained 
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1973 with 'Contro i capelli lunghi' ('11 "Discorso" dei capelli'), but, as Siciliano notes 

(198la2, 444-48), only acquired their extraordinary provocatory momentum with 'Gli 

italiani non sono piu quelli ' ('Studio sulla rivoluzione antropologica in Italia', 10 June 

1974), which declared a transformation so profound that '[un fascista e un antifascista] 

sono culturalmente, psicologicamente, e, quel che e piu impressionante, fisicamente, 

interscambiabili' (SC, 42). In a crescendo of radical fervour over the course of 1974 

and 1975, Pasolini elaborated a damning critique of a homologised, hedonistic and 

pseudo-permissive Italian society, attacking the DC, elements of the PCI, several 

respected intellectuals and writers, and, of course, the Church and the Pope (Paul VI). 

It is to the sheer power and awkward grace of this Pasolini that Italian political culture 

has regularly returned since his death, whether over the kidnapping of Aldo 

Moro, 123 or his proximity to the MSI, 124 or recently, his knowledge or intuition 

of the truth about the grand conspiracy around 'Gladio' and the ' strategia della 

tensione ' .125 But at the moment of apotheosis of the public role of the subject as 

freewheeling maverick, neither marginalised nor neutralised, the nature of the 

subjective work in the texts undergoes a substantial and unexpected transformation, so 

as to work for its own atteqluation, and this transformation accounts for both the 

resonance and fertility of the new voice, and the constant misreading of it by 

Pasolini' s closest and most direct interlocutors. 

on p.206. 

123 See Sciascia, 1978, 11-16; Siciliano, 1981a2, 521 (note 76). 

124 See, for example, Pepe, 1988; Forcella, 1988. 

125 Cf. '11 romanzo delle stragi' ('Che cos'e questo golpe?', SC, 88-93), and Asor 
Rosa, 1990. 

II 

I 
I 
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The substance of Pasolini's arguments and, to some extent, his style in 

expounding them have been analysed extensively.126 But less has been written on 

the position of the subject and its method of textual promotion. The articles 

accumulate momentum by reiterating keywords, and by appropriating and transforming 

their meaning. The new meaning, produced by a new context or a new perspective, 

thus injects a vitality into worn concepts and creates a diachronic dynamic for the 

words themselves which reflects Pasolini's more substantive contention that there had 

been a qualitative leap in conditions of being since the years of the 'economic 

miracle'. Indeed, the failure to perceive transformations of political reality, and to 

respond adequately, is the primary accusation against the stultified ruling DC and the 

Church, whose power no longer obtains despite their belief that nothing has altered 

(SC, 34-38, 77-87; U, 114-23). 

The link between meaning and social transformation is evident in the on-going 

interest in semiotics as a method of deciphering non-linguistic systems. Hence the 

early articles of SC 'read' semiotically the unexpressed meanings of faces, and of long 

hair as it developed gradually from a token of rebellion towards a declaration of 

quasi-fascist vacuity (5-11 ; and cf. LL, 34-63), or, in the Barthesian '11 folle slogan dei 

jeans Jesus' (' Analisi linguistica di uno slogan' , 17 May 1973, SC, 12-16), the 

meaning of the slogan 'non avrai altri jeans all 'infuori di me' . In each case, meaning 

is dependent on context and is subject to radical change, depending on the recipient. 

The recurrent keywords are similarly reread, transformed or translated into a new 

language by the new reality: 127 tolleranza (SC, 199-200) becomes a false and 

126 See, for example, Caesar, 1985; Ferretti, 1976, 86-100; Golino, 1985, 187-204; 
Romano, 1977, 162-84; Roversi, 1985; Scalia, 1978; Zanzotto, 1977. 

127 In the following paragraph, the keywords are italicised. One reference, which 
is either comprehensive or single and representative, is given for each. 

I 
I 
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monovalent force which conceals compulsion and actually reinforces difference and 

prejudice; Jascismo (SC, 143-45)\ is split into the crude historically repressive regime 

of the 'ventennio', which was reactionary and pernicious but under which the plurality 

of cultures and languages and the validity of opposition survived, and the nuovo 

fascismo (SC, 50) or nuovo potere (SC, 45-6), which is more insidious, elusive and 

destructive, and which assimilates and homologises (omologazione, SC, 45) all -

including previous forms of anti-fascism - through consumerist levelling, and through 

neo-capitalist sviluppo (SC, 175-78), which has no regard for the more pluralistic and 

experiential progresso (ibid.). Hence, the subproletariat are now indistinguishable in 

their desires and in their bodies from the bourgeoisie - there has been a mutazione 

antropologica (SC, 41), or a genocidio (SC, 226), 128 or, more poetically, 'la 

scomparsa delle lucciole' (SC, 128-34). The radical responses to this catastrophe also 

cluster around keywords and ideas. Most notably, Pasolini instigates a campaign for ii 

Processo (LL, 107-51) of the Christian Democrat leaders, the courtesans of the 

Palazzo (LL, 92-98). But he also returns regularly to (Lutheran) proposals for the 

reform of the Church ('dovrebbe passare all' opposizione', SC, 80), to the pernicious 

influence of television and schools on language and society (LL, 168-71 ), 129 and to 

the politics of sexuality, from his opposition to abortion (SC, 98-127) to his clearest 

statements yet on homosexuality (SC, 197-210). At several points (SC, 20, 73) 

Pasolini acknowledges that, in fact, only parts of what he has to say are original - the 

Frankfurt School continues to be an unspoken and only half-familiar precursor - but 

he insists on the importance of saying them where he does - in Italy, on the front page 

128 See Caesar, 1985, 58, on the sources of this term. 

129 Schools, television and the survival of dialects are the pricipal subjects of the 
debate at a school in Lecce, published posthumously as Volgar' eloquio. 
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of Corriere de/la sera - and in the way he does. The terms of the debate which he 

instigated, and which attracted an astonishing range of interlocutors, 130 are set by 

his reiterative and consecutive style, so that words and concepts follows rhythms of 

prominence and eclipse over the course of two years. However, this striking level of 

self-projection and control is achieved through a high pitch of hostility and a sharp 

reduction in the frequency of self-analysis or introversion, which was the norm in so 

much earlier activity. 

Of the relatively few occasions when Pasolini does talk about himself, the most 

numerous are from specific replies to counter-attacks on his ideas and his person - by 

Moravia (SC, 105-7, 56-57), Calvino (SC, 51-52), Franco Rodano (SC, 117-18), Leo 

Valiani (LL, 125) and in general (LL, 158) - which are often presented as tiresome 

deviations, or necessary pedagogic corrections. The paradigmatic example is 'Pasolini 

replica sull'aborto' ('Sacer', SC, 105-9), where he defends his ideas against Moravia's 

accusation that they all derive from his (atypical) personal experience, and are thus 

eccentric to general reality. Pasolini replies that many, including Moravia in his way, 

are horrified by what he has simply observed: 

In quanto cittadino, e vero, ne [dal consumismo] sono toccato come te, 
e subisco come te una violenza che mi offende (e in questo siamo 
affratellati, possiamo pensare insieme a un esilio comune). (107) 

But he perforce invests a further degree of himself in his experience of the cataclysm 

of homologisation: 

ma come persona (tu lo sai bene) io sono infinitamente piu coinvolto di 
te. 11 consumismo consiste infatti in un vero e proprio cataclisma 
antropologico: e io vivo esistenzialmente, tale cataclisma [ ... ] nei miei 
giorni, nelle forme della mia esistenza, nel mio corpo. [ ... ] E' da questa 

130 These included M. Ferrara, F. Ferrarotti, Calvino, De Mauro, Moravia, Sciascia, 
Ginzburg, Fortini, G. Bocca, Eco, Manganelli, F. Rodano, Pannella, Andreotti, L. Valiani, 
~- Firpo, ranged across the spectrum of newspapers and magazines from L' osservatore 
romano, to ii manifesto, to L' Espresso. 



esperienza, esistenziale, diretta, concreta, corporea, che nascono in 
co1usione tutti i miei discorsi ideologici. (ibid.) 
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The extra degree of investment as 'persona' manifests itself in the displacement or 

sublimation of subjectivity. The 'io' of these articles - the 'sujet de l'enonciation' - is 

no longer a diffuse subject with a history autonomous from the text, but is all but 

exclusively focused on the reinforcement of the 'sujet de l'enonce', of the textual 'io' 

and the rhetoric of its campaign. Hence, when unreconstructed self-obsevation does 

occur, it often reveals the latent personal investment in general statements elsewhere: 

the third paragraph of the 'trattatello pedagogico' to Gennariello, 'Ancora sul tuo 

pedagogo' (U, 23-26), is in fact a reiteration of his general usage of the keyword 

'tolleranza', prefaced by the simple personal declaration 'sono, cioe, un tollerato'; 

similarly the previous section, 'Come devi immaginarmi' (19-22), is an impassioned 

restatement of several of the 'corsaro' themes, after a paragraph of warning about 'cio 

eh~ la gente dice di me' . The treatment of the term 'scandalo' is particularly 

noteworthy, given its paramount importance as a figure in Pasolini's work from as 

early as 'La Crocifissione' (L' usignolo, 86). Here, the self is no longer a giver of 

scandal, but a receiver: 'cio e scandaloso. E io sono scandalizzato' (SC, 140). He is 

thus guilty of all the banality and conformist wrong-headedness of those whom he had 

previously scandalised (SC, 97; U, 139), and his attempt at action, or praxis, through 

writing - 'e l' agire che qualifica' (U, 97) - constantly risks being mere reaction.131 

The force and particularity of the subject is, then, strengthened by what 

amounts to a radical challenge to the role of the intellectual, a theme which becomes 

more prominent in U, acquiring its own set of keywords. In SC, Pasolini had 

131 See also SC, 51-52, where he denies Calvino's accusation of nostalgia for 
'l 'Italietta', recounting his long experience of 'linciaggio', a keyword familiar from Vie 
nuove and now transformed under the new 'potere' (cf. SC, 71-76). 



formulated the need for the intellectual constantly to question and to move on from 

received opinion: 

il proprio modo di essere intellettuali: consistente prima di tutto nel 
dovere di rimettere sempre in discussione la propria funzione, 
specialmente la dove essa pare piu indiscutibile: cioe i presupposti di 
illuminismo, di laicita, di razionalismo. (126) 

In the first of the 'lettere luterane ' proper, 'Abiura dalla Trilogia della vita', he 
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develops this dynamic image into an ambivalent response to failure and change - the 

sort of response he consistently accuses the DC and the Church of failing to achieve: 

Il crollo del presente implica anche il crollo del passato. [ ... ] Mi e 
davanti - pian piano senza piu alternative - il presente. Riadatto il mio 
impegno ad una maggiore leggibilita (Salo?). (73,76) 

The enigmatic 'Salo?' 132 leaves the full negativity of this response suspended and 

throws emphasis on the open-ended dynamic of 'riadattamento' , which recurs several 

times in ensuing articles (LL, 75,80,127) and is characterised as necessary, but also 

degrading - 'un patteggiamento col male'. Its relationship to the earlier dynamic is 

clear: 

bisogna avere la forza di 'riadattarsi ' [ ... ] di abbandonare - del proprio 
bagaglio di idee - proprio le idee chiave, le idee piu certe, le idee piu 
consolatrici. (125) 

The constant modulation of position allows the intellectual to appreciate the 'Insieme' 

rather than follow the political expedient of self-serving 'separazione dei fenomeni' 

. (LL, 109,148). In contrast to the 'piccole battaglie quotidiane' of 'Il caos', Pasolini 

instructs Gennariello, 'bisogna avere la forza della critica totale' (LL, 28). The 

capacity to see beyond the immediate to a macrocosmic picture echoes the interest in 

transformations of meaning and languages already noted. The intellectual, despite a 

lack of ' scientific ' (i.e., materialist; LL, 184) knowledge, is privileged through such 

132 The film's premiere was in Paris on 22 November 1975. 
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intuition, which may be translated into scientific language by others. 133 The 

elusive and polyvalent potential of this position echoes the insidious ubiquity of the 

'nuovo potere', which is the cause of the 'adattamento'; it is, in other words, a subtle 

elaboration of the 'cinismo' of 'Il caos '. In response to the amorphous and 

contradictory conditions of power - 'condizioni ambigue, contraddittorie, frustranti, 

ingloriose, odiose' (SC, 28) - the subject apes and exploits equivalent features in itself. 

Against the permanent presence of the new reality, the struggle of the intellectual must 

be both 'anticipato' and 'estremamente ritardato' (SC, 28; and cf. LL, 40). Against its 
d 

ungraspable nature, intellectuals must render themselves 'continuamente irric01f cibili 

[ ... ] e continuare imperterriti, ostinati, etemamente contrari, a pretendere, a volere, a 

identificarvi col diverso; a scandalizzare; a bestemrniare' (LL, 195).134 

By being unrec~sable - elusive, in permanent movement, present in and 

through the past and future, positive and negative, apocalyptic and integrated - the 

'radical' Pasolini delineates a position as a subject which, for the first time since the 

1950s, is one of limited control and centrality, at least within the ambit of the 

homologisin:g system.135 He is constantly misread by his interlocutors - they claim 

to 'recognise' him - but he sets the terms of the dialogue, even if through paranoia, 

133 The idea of translation (LL, 184) as an interaction between different modes of 
expression and intervention is an extension of the 'Nota introduttiva' of SC (1-2), where 
the reader's 'fervore filologico' is called upon to 'rimettere insieme', 'ricongiungere passi 
lontani che pero si integrano', 'organizzare i momenti contraddittori', 'eliminare 
incoerenze', 'ricostruire ' (cf. SC, 8,148). See also Lettere, II, 748-49, Scalia, 1978; and 
Wagstaff, 1985, 123-24 on its role in EE. 

134 Rinaldi derives the title of his study, 'L 'irriconoscibile Pasolini', from this 
exhortation to the PR, but does not explore its implications in great depth (1990, 38). 

135 Valesio, 1980/1, argues that Pasolini remains a 'symptom' of the events he 
records, rather than an agent or 'sign' with actual control. But this ignores the limited, 
but significant, agency constructed around the rhetoric of his 'interventi' and his 
'irriconoscibilita'. 



negation and negativity. The remarkable ability to infiltrate and influence the 

apparently autonomous voices of his critics, both journalistic and, elsewhere, 

literary, 136 is emblematic of a flawed subjective strength, independent of obsessive 

self-scrutiny, which represents the final twist in the trajectory of the cultural 

operations of the subject. 

* 

The close, textual nature of the preceding analysis makes simple conclusions 

invidious. However, some broad suggestions can be proffered. Pasolini's cultural 
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0-' 
activism can convtently be divided between the periods before and after 1958. Before 

1958, the work of subjectivity follows a model of shifting absorption of the modes 

and hierarchies of cultural expression, which consolidates the intellectual range and 

apparent cohesion of the aspirant subject, and identifies an in-group of interlocutors 

who act as mutual guarantors of literary and political validity and autonomy within 

various arenas. The imitation and adoption of other idioms and forms, and the 

subordination to the group, does not threaten the position of the subject within an 

imagined idea of 'culture', but instead constitutes a sort of Bildung in the 'metier' of 

the intellectual. 

After 1958, this aspirant subjectivity becomes ever-more suffered or tragic. 

The linear, unproblematic projection of the aspirant becomes the va/cillating forward 

projection of a subject no longer fully present to itself. The relationship with the 

'sede' becomes one of compromise and negativity ('non aver mai paura [ ... ]'). The 

136 On the influence of his style and ideas on the media reaction to his death, see Gordon, 1993. On his exceptional symbiotic relationship with his critics, see, among others, Rinaldi, 1990, 11-13. 
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horizontal and reinforcing in-group is replaced by hostile self-assertion or by the 

vertical, condescending relation of the self to a mass audience, both of which create a 

unitary, but isolated and weak subject, prone to change and determined by a form and 

a position in tum subject to overwhelming socio-cultural determinants. However, 

some agency remains and thus some potential for positive resistance. The 'sujet de 

l'enonciation', by dint of its very instability, can only modify and exploit the 

predetermined nature of the 'sede', and thus turn the latter in on itself and against 

itself, mapping its forms and effects onto a 'sujet de l'enonce' which is liberated and 

vitalised within the conditions of its production. The 'sujet de l'enonce' is therefore 
C 

not only a textual product, but also a fution of the action of intervention, and here 

Pasolini' s desire to conflate praxis with writing is satisfied, even if at a price. This 

mapping is the work of subjectivity, and its processes transcend both the 'sujejtt de 

l'enonciation' and the living self. In this sense, the opinions of the author - often 

contradictory, easily refutable, eccentric and objectionable - are secondary to the 

possibility of a tragic, but potentially fertile response to the apparatuses of cultural subjection. 

Part II goes on to investigate the equivalent processes of mapping in an arena 

in which relations of subjectivity are traditionally, if perhaps deceptively, seen as 

privileged and protected - that of lyric poetry. 



. I 

I ! 

PART II 
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'Un'identita da farsi'. Poetic strategies of subjectivity 

lo vivo ingenuamente la mia tragedia nel suo farsi. 

Pasolini' s poetry is dedicated in large part to the exploration of problems and anxieties 
of subjectivity, not so much as a means of authentic self-expression, but as an 

unrestricted space for the construction of multiple and simultaneous strategies of self

inscription. In theory, the speaking subject contains and controls through writing that 
which it would otherwise be subject to. A subject of speech may thus be constructed 

as authentic expression, but also as narrative - of experience, of poetic development -

or as a (fictional) character in discursive dialogue or dramatic interaction with 

others. 1 In practice, the construction-work is beset by complications as the subject is 

permanently in conflict with itself and external discourses resist and challenge its 

unproblematic agency. Hence poetry alternates between being a privileged arena for 

the free work of subjectivity, and another extraneous discourse of restriction and 

subjection. The subject vacillates in its degree of awareness and power of resistance. 

The following analysis of Pasolini ' s poetry has been divided into four sections. 
Each examines in tum the range of his poetry between 1941 and 1975 from the 

perspective of a particular textual stragegy for the elaboration of subjectivity. 

1 The three constructs - expression, narrative, dialogue - coincide broadly with the most traditional (pseudo-Aristotelian) genre-distinctions between lyric, epic and dramatic. See Genette, 1979. 

I I 
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1) The first section looks at the autobiographical subject, which writes its own history 

in fragments of poetic narratives constructed at various temporal levels. 

Autobiography is here a textual function rather than a generic distinction, and thus 

loses its pretension to authentic record. Instead, poetic memory and experience of 

time allow for a formal distortion of experience into a lyricised 'narrative', whose 

very distortions are the predicates of subjectivity. The traditional lyric nature of 

poetry is thus maintained and modulated into modes of subjective narrative. 

2) The second strategy is more discursive, centred on the external apparatuses which 

define and determine the self and its position in a reality. The self is written into an 

idea of history and a cluster of cognate and satellite notions, from ideology to myth, 

which articulate the polyvalent nature of that idea. The first two strategies represent 

complementary poles in the field of the subject's work, and potential synthesis 

between them is a fundamental source of the poetry ' s dynamism. 
' 

3) The third strategy consists of the (re)figuration of the speaking subject in 

secondary, fictional or indeed mythical subjects that are both objects of projective 

desire, and of 'misprisions' or 'misrecognitions ' ,2 which work to produce a subject of 

speech. These figures of identification formally rely on a quality of identity as 

'sameness' more than as ' selfhood',3 and hence found a tendency to analogy and 

equivalence which produces an epistemological amplification of the possibilities of 

subjectivity. 

4) The fourth derives from the third, and is concerned with the dual figuration of the 

father and of the body of the subject. Unresolved Oedipal hostility ·towards the father 

2 The term 'misprision ' is taken from Bloom, 1973, and 'misrecognition' from 
Althusser, 1971, who adapts it from Lacan. See Belsey, 1980, 56-63. 

. 
3 See Ricoeur, 1991. On identification as a psychoanalytical dynamic, see Laplanche and Pontalis, 19734, 187-92. 
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forms the latter gradually into a non-specific Father, whom the subject fears 

embodying in tum. The body of the subject traces the absent body of the father by its 

simple presence - only the Name of the Father is present - and delimits the entry of 

the subject into ideology. Hence, it will be seen how the body and the father combine 

to determine the traumatic experience of ideology, displaced towards a radical praxis. 

These sections do not pretend to be exclusive or exhaustive, but to provide a 

matrix for reading the processes of subjective work. They do not, for example, 

include an aspect which might be said to subtend them all, the experimental, 

intertextual development of poetic form. The history of the subject is constantly 

measured in 'maestri' - intellectual or poetic precursors from Provern;al troubadours4 

to Gadda; culture, in the footsteps of Gramsci, is perceived as an ideological 

phenomenon, from Dante's 'plurilinguismo'5 to Pascoli's semi-popular forms6 to 

dialect poetry and popular song;7 and the poets themselves are figured as literary 

fathers, to be appropriated, distorted and resisted in a strictly Bloomian anxiety of 

influence. Intertextuality of this kind tempers and mediates the struggle for subjective 

plenitude, creating a tension within the very possibility of autonomous language 

between expression of the self and subordination to the other. 

Furthermore, intertextuality is reinforced by Pasolini ' s intratextuality, his 

constant citation and modulation of his own poetic texts. Both reject imitation and 

repetition, and experiment with old forms, contradict, counteract and create new forms 

4 See Infurma, 1985; Cacciari, 1987. 

5 Derived from Contini, 1951. Pasolini's relationship with Dante is extensive and 
highly complex. See Barberi Squarotti, 1978, 181-206; Vazzana, 1979; Bertolini, 1988. 

6 See 'Pascoli' (Passione e ideologia, 263-71); 'Pascoli e Montale' (II portico della 
morte, 5-13 ); Borghello, 1986. 

7 See Poesia dialettale de/ novecento, Canzoniere italiano. 
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of language, imagery and style. The key to the strjegies of subjectivity in his poetry 

lies in the potential energy of such polyvalent modulations which mark out a matrix 

for the work of subjectivity in language, and which this part will attempt to trace. 

I 

I 
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1. 'Who is Me'. The Impulse to Autobiography 

The 1970 Garzanti 'tascabile' selection of Pasolini's Poesie is prefaced by a brief 

prose account of the author's life and work, entitled 'Al lettore nuovo'. It is for all 

intents and purposes an autobiography offered as a 'user's guide' to the poetry which 

follows, and as such, it asserts the hermeneutic importance of autobiography as an 

archaeological substratum to the poetic voice.8 An earlier version, begun in August 

1966, is in the form of a poem, entitled 'Poeta delle ceneri', or 'Who is me'.9 The 

eccentric autobiographical function at work in his other poetry is here laid bare. 

Whereas traditional autobiography has been dependent on narrative fiction, 10 here 

the poet re-moulds emblematic moments of his past into a formally subjective account 

of time, which is precisely at odds with the demands of traditional narrative patterns. 

8 It is unique in Pasolini's work in conforming to strict genre-definitions of 
autobiography, such as in Lejeune's 'recit retrospectif [ ... ] de sa propre existence' (1975, 
14). Its position and function also create a contract between author and reader which is 
a form of Lejeune's 'pacte autobiographique'. Pasolini regularly provided critical guides 
to his own work. See, for example, 'Poesia dialettale del novecento' (Passione e 
ideologia, 5-134 [128,132-34]); 'Pasolini recensisce Pasolini' (// giorno, 3 June 1971, 
then II portico de/la morte, 281-85); 'Calderon' (Tempo, 18 November 1973, then 
Descrizioni di descrizioni, 212-16). 

9 Nuovi Argomenti, n.s., nn.67-68, July-December 1980: 3-29, with a note by 
E.Siciliano. References are given to this version. Siciliano (27) suggests that the poem 
was a product of Pasolini's first stay in New York in July 1966 - hence references to 
America, the English subtitle, and the couching of the poem in terms of an interview (cf. 
'La disperata vitalita' in Rosa) - and that he only attempted later to adapt it for the 
Garzanti anthology. But it is worth noting that as early as April 1966, Pasolini had in 
mind the idea of an anthology and thus perhaps also the 'user's guide' function for 'Poeta 
delle ceneri' (Lettere, II, 612). Cf. 'io non sto che facendo un poema/ bio-bibliografico' 
(10). 

lO Most famously asserted by Frye, 1968, 307: 'Autobiography is another form 
which merges with the novel by a series of insensible gradations. Most autobiographies 
are inspired by a creative, and therefore fictional, impulse to select only those events and 
experiences in the writer's life that go to build up an integrated pattern'. 

II 
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The expression and perception of experience informs the history of experience to 

create a hybrid where the lyric overlays narrative. The poem' s account of the flight to 

Rome in 1950 acknowledges this indirectly and justifies it by ironic recourse to 

psychopathology: 

Ho vissuto quella 
pagina di romanzo, l'unica della mia vita: 
per il resto, 
son vissuto dentro una lirica, come ogni ossesso. (7) 

The structure of this poem is governed by implicit or explicit questions from a 

journalist, and by a chronological sequence of sorts, but also by a progression along 

channels of the founding motifs of Pasolini's work where autobiography, metaphor 

and myth combine. It opens with his birth 'in una citta piena di portici' - image 

replacing information, as Bologna is never named - and moves swiftly over his 

mother, father, brother, his first poems and Friuli which then dilate to fill the first 

section of the poem. Other events are similarly dilated further on: the trial for armed 

robbery in Circeo, and for La ricotta, his 'opere future ', from Teorema to 

A.ffabulazione. There is also a striking contraction of certain events which produces a 

lapidary tone of momentous importance. His 'conversion' to Marxism is a case in 

point. An extended description of the Friulan peasants ends thus: 

Fu cosi che_io seppi ch'erano braccianti, 
e che dunque c'erano padroni. 
Fui dalla parte dei braccianti, e lessi Marx. (8) 

The incisive preterite verbs, which indicate stability, but also become markers of loss 

and absence, are a recurrent feature of Pasolini's self-creation in poetry. 

Finally, the poem is marked by a fluid and organic relationship between the 

autobiographical past, in its lyricised and provisional form, and the consideration of 

the present and the future, as both an extension of the project of self-definition and as 

a generalising expansion beyond the 'vie individuelle' : 

I I 
I 
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in quanto poeta saro poeta di cose. 
Le azioni della vita saranno solo comunicate, 
e saranno esse, la poesia. (26) 
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The unfinished patchwork of 'Poeta delle ceneri' is, like much of Pasolini's 

poetry after 1964, deliberately diffuse and unpoetic. He repeats three times within 

three pages (14-16) variations on the refrain 'ho raccontato queste cose/ in uno stile 

non poetico/ perche tu non mi leggessi come si legge un poeta'. But the open 

combination of autobio~ aphical effects works as a guide to the often latent and even 

involuntary11 lyric autobiography in the mainstream of his work, which comes to 

function as, to borrow Genette's term, an 'architexte' (1979), a submerged, but 

immanent category upon which the surface discourse of the text positions itself, and 

through which the text contains and even controls its own interpretation. 

It is possible to identify in the representations of the self in Pasolini's poetry a 

primary autobiographical subject at work which adheres partially to Lejeune's 

model. 12 At strategic points within poems, within collections, and within the span 

of his literary career, the poet deploys techniques such as those in 'Poeta delle ceneri', 

and their development gives some indication of the varying prominence of the 

subject's concern to derive meaning from its own history. 13 These will be 

11 See Bellocchio, 1989; Larivaille, 1985, 107. 

12 Although Lejeune states categorically, 'l'autobiographie, elle, ne comporte pas de 
degres: c'est tout ou rien' (1975, 25). 

13 Rinaldi, 1990, 100, sees Pasolini's career alternating between 'grandi fasi 
autobiografiche [ ... ] e violentissime fasi di spersonalizzazione del discorso poetico'. 
Rinaldi's phases correlate interestingly with the alternation of historical stasis and 
mobility in Larivaille, 1985. 
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distinguished in turn from a secondary autobiography of self-portraiture, which 

portrays the experienced present as the subject perceives it and itself. 14 
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The incidence of primary and secondary autobiography in MG is minimal. The 

speaking subject slips with ease between first, second and third persons. 15 The 

immersion of the self in the figures and landscape of an idealised Friuli allows for 

little distinction between the self and its symbiotic, pre-linguistic context, let alone the 

necessary split within the self which precedes self-knowledge of any kind. 16 The 

first part of the book is non-narrative, and the figurative 'io' is immersed in singing 

dialect cadences. In the second part, the poetry turns sharply towards popular

narrative form, but it deliberately aims for a folkloric, archetypal and thus non

subjective register. The poem 'El testament Coran' is a fictional autobiography of an 

innocent orphan 'gardon ' who is captured and executed in 1944 by the Germans.17 

His ' testament' is his political defiance of his executioners and of death: 

Lassi in reditat la me imadin 
ta la cosientha dai siors [ ... ] 
Coi todescs no ai vut timour 

14 Starobinski, 1971, 285, states '[the conditions of autobiography] require that the 
work be a narrative and not merely a description. Biography is not portrait; or if it is a 
kind of portrait it ·adds time and movement'. However, the distinction is not absolute. 
Howarth, 1980, 104-5, discusses the autobiographical strategies of Rembrandt and Van 
Gogh created by sequences of self-portraits which form their own secondary narrative, 
and goes on to use these examples as a particular model for poetic autobiography. 

15 Benveniste, 1966, locates the foundation of subjectivity in the contingency of the 
first-person singular and the status of the interlocutor as 'you', or 'not-I': 'c'est dans et 
par le langage que l'homme se constitue comme sujet [ ... ] Est "ego" qui dit "ego"' (259-
60). The third person indicates a lack of or faulty subjectivity: it is a non-person (251-
57). 

16 There is a split in 'Mostru o pavea?' (61-62), but it is ludic and ambiguous rather 
than tragic. 

17 For Santato, 1980, 83, he is 'il primo personaggio realistico pasoliniano'. 



de lassa la me dovenetha. 
Viva el coragiu, el dolour 
e la nothentha dei puareth. (120) 18 
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Death is closely related here to the possiblity of creating a meaning out of life, which 

is identical to both the formulation of a legacy and the project of autobiography, and 

this relation will be a constant undercurrent in Pasolini's poetry. Through it, poetry 

acquires a negativity, becoming a trace of an absent self, who narrates his life in 

writing because of a lack of presence to himself and reality. 19 Here, however, the 

execution of the boy unproblematically amplifies his presence, making him a tragic 

emblem of his own condition, just as throughout MG death is not negative, but an 

integral force in a natural cycle of being.20 

Other instances of autobiography in MG are a posteriori reflections of the 

fabric of the Friulan idyll. Already at this early stage, much of Pasolini's poetry is 

nostalgic and memorial. Indeed, even the extant poems written before the publication 

18 'Lascio in eredita la mia immagine nella coscienza dei ricchi [ ... ] Coi tedeschi 
non ho avuto paura di lasciare la mia giovinezza. Viva il coraggio, il dolore e 
l'innocenza dei poveri!' (Pasolini's translation). For some alternative translations of the 
Friulan verse, see Belardi and Faggin, 1987, 162-99. Belardi's introduction is critical 
of Pasolini's grasp of Friulan and his self-promotion in the context of Friulan culture (9-
34). However, that the author intended his translations to be literary versions is clear 
from his 1954 'Nota' to MG: 'le versioni in italiano [ ... ] fanno parte insieme, e qualche 
volta parte integrante, del testo poetico' (157). Compare also 'imbarlumida' and variants 
in '11 nini muart' (8), 'O me donzel' (11) and Lettere, I, 88. 

19 This raises a cluster of problems relating to autobiography, but also to the nature 
of meaning and the subject's position in language. See Mehlman, 1974, and Fleishman, 
1983, 27-35. De Man, 1979, 930, provides a characteristically enigmatic formulation of 
negativity: 'Autobiography veils a defacement of the mind of which it is itself the cause' . 
Kristeva, 1974, 28,100-54, following Lacan, writes extensively of the predication of the 
subject in language and meaning on a negativity, and on a submission of pleasure or 
fullness to a perception of lack, deriving from Freud's death drive. Fleishman puts it 
thus: 'Each autobiographical utterance embalms the author in his own prose, marking his 
passage into a form that both surrenders him to death and yet preserves his name, acts 
and words' (1983, 33). Cf. Sanguineti, 1975, on Pasolini as 'uno scrittore postumo' . 

2° Cf. 'Li letanis dal biel ff II' (13); 'Romancerillo II' (29). 
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of Poesie a Casarsa in various letters confirm the fundamentally nostalgic or 

estranged perspective of Pasolini's poetry. The seminal notion of this period is 

formulated in the title of a July 1941 poem, 'Nostalgia del tempo presente'.21 The 

present is experienced in a state of permanent alienation in space ('volontario esilio'; . 

'io sempre e altrove di me stesso', Lettere, I, 111,119), and in time: 

Quando rievochero, sospeso il canto, 
i lenti giorni e la mite solagna 
di codesti compiuti, intatti e trapassati 
gesti d'uomo che vive [ ... ] (ibid. 55) 

Premature nostalgia is already a token of exclusion ('io sono precluso', 75) and the 

negative is always already a condition of the illusion of Friuli, only available through 
\._ 

memory and return. Hence Rinaldi, 1982, 5, can describe the early work as 'un 

Bildungsroman costruito come tale nel momenta stesso dell'attualita, degli 

avvenimenti'. The strength of illusion in MG is due to the dynamic of nostalgia in the 

retrospective gathering of self-representations and self-sublimations into an ideal 

narrative of the poet's lost Friulan experience. A series of self-portraits creates a 

tertiary autobiography, an illusory history of the self as represented in language and 

poetic form, as apparent in the epigraphs to 'Suite furlana' - 'Mi juventud, veinte afios 

en tierra de Castilla (Machado)' (37) - and to 'Tornant al pals' - 'Ou sont les neiges 

d'antan (Villon)' .(17) - and also throughout the 'Appendice' section. Written after the 

move to Rome, 'Appendice' is a leave-taking of the lyric idyll. It touches on several 

autobiographical notes, from a nostalgia for a Casarsa beyond time ('Li ciampanis dal 

Gloria', 85; 'Lunis', 93-94) to a Proustian reawakening of the senses of the past ('I 

vecius savours', 89-90) and memory ('Il luzour', 91-92) to an overlapping 

21 Lettere, I, 52. The formula is repeated on 85,108. Poems in this volume are at: 20-21, 29-31, 42-43 (to Franco Farolfi); 48-52, 55-61, 64-67, 73-77, 84-91, 106-7, 111-B, 116-21, 130-32, 164-65 (all to Serra, Leonetti and Roversi - the Eredi group in Bologna); 94-95, 217 (to others). On these, see Brevini, 1981, Serra, 1985. 
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personification of Friuli and song as companions of the past ('Cansion', 97-98). The 

sub-section 'Congedo' finally cancels the former self in a melancholic assertion of 

irrevocable change: 

A e dut finit, dut: 
un Friul eh' al vif scunussut 

cu la me zoventut 
di la dal timp ('Lunis', 94) 

Ades sf eh' a eis 
di scaturissi 
vuardant fis, 
par di la dai dis, 
il df ch'jo i eri 

un frut, ades che chel frut veri 
no soj pf jo ('De loinh', 95)22 

L' usignolo moves into a more open stage of autobiographical self-exposure. If 

MG chronicles the experience of a timeless childhood, couched in the poetry of the 

imaginary, L' usignolo records the concurrent development towards the insitutional, 

authoritarian and symbolic - towards adulthood. The bridge between the two is made 

by several internal transformations: of the Christian liturgy from primitive ritual to 

hostile source of blasphemy; of poetic language from a pure, pre-linguistic litany to 

the monumental weight of Italian; of sex from the unproblematic sensuality and 

fertility of all things to a source of trauma and exclusion. In this context, 

autobiography and self-portraiture become more articulated. Retrospection is 

strategically deployed in an effort to grasp and transform the present. In 'Lingua' (65-

22 'Tutto e finito, tutto: un Friuli che vive sconosciuto con la rnia gioventu, al di la 
del tempo'; 'Adesso sf che c'e da spaventarsi guardando fisso, al di la dei giorni in cui 
ero ragazzo, adesso che quel ragazzo vero non sono piu io'. The division of the self 
from the former self is a fundamental feature of autobiographical discourse. It marks the 
doubling which is a sine qua non for a cluster of events, from entry into language, the 
symbolic order, and thus subjecthood itself. 



67), the poet attempts to project return into the future as a defence against the stolid 

institutionlisation of poetry: 

Ripercorro a ritroso il mio carnmino:. 
privo di te ['orribile statua' = Lingua] com'e dolce il paesaggio 
padano, senza ombra di miraggi! [ ... ] 
Senza la tua minaccia d'alabastro 
rivivro gli slanci per mia madre,[ ... ] 
Riprovero stupori senza ombra 
per l 'orologio, il topo, la fionda ( 66) 

The contracted preterite formulae, seen above in 'Poe ta delle ceneri', emerge 

here as tokens of rupture and lack. They are not units of a coherent sequence, but 

fragments embedded in other forms of discourse like fossils in stone: 

Non a me ma al rnio sesso 
era promesso l 'Eden. 
lo bevvi la sua gioia. 
Fu promesso: e fu dato. 
Non posso piu morire 
di pura pri vazione ('Baruch', 81) 

Finche, segreto al mondo il cuore e al cuore 
il mondo, ardevo di timidi entusiasrni 
e di orgogliosi orgasmi, 
fu un romanzo il mio vivere d'errori ... 
('Madrigali a Dio IV', 104) 
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These non-sequential, non-diegetic autobiographical fragments make metaphorical 

incisions into past experience under the formal trace of autobiography. The sources of 

the metaphorical languages which transform or 'transubstantiate' (Fleishman, 1983, 

33) experience vary, but in L' usignolo the language of Christianity dominates. 

Another idiom, which will be important for the poetry of the 1950s, is landscape, first 

explored in 'L'Italia'. 'Capitolo II' begins with the poet's own birth ('Nel Ventidue, 

anno immerso nel secolo', 91), moves on to a description of Bologna, Parma, the 

[colli] Euganei and Rome, and finally returns to himself: 'dal Ventidue al Cinquanta, 

anni pervasi/ di sola memoria, tu, Italia mattutina ... ' (92). The language of landscape 

poetry is deployed as a sublimated narrative of the poet's own memory and 
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experience. The use of auxiliary idioms, such as landscape and litany, as vehicles for 

self-expression facilitates the fluid transpositions between, and dilations of, different 

themes within single poems which will characterise the Pasolinian 'poemetto' . 

Alongside retrospection, introversion also comes to the fore in L' usignolo more 

than in MG.23 Both are primarily present in the poetry written after the political 

awakening of 1947-49 and the trauma of 1949-50. Before 1947, the poetry of 

L' usignolo is very close to the dialect material. 24 Hence, the nascent tendency for 

self-examination in the section '11 pianto della rosa' (1946), brought about by the loss 

of faith in the sanctity of religion and language, 25 remains cast in the language of 

the myth of Narcissus which suffuses the first part of MG. Even the verse form is 

still based on the 'villotta', the only poetic form which originates in Friuli.26 

Nevertheless, evidence of a split subject, through a doubling self-awareness, and of 

death, closure and transgression, is rife: 

No, non ti rassegni 
a saperti per sempre 
nelle appartate tenebre 
dove non hai ritegni [ ... ] 

L'illecito t'e in cuore 
e solo esso vale, 
ridi del naturale 
millenario pudore. ('L'illecito', 46) 

Ho la calma di un morto ('Himnus [sic] ad nocturnum', 61) 

23 Fortini, 1987a, 137, describes the poems of L'usignolo as 'autoritratti in costume' . 
24 Santato, 1980, 46, refers to 'l'osmosi tra due "forme" linguistiche autonome'. 

Rinaldi, 1982, 6-7, notes the practical difficulty of tracing whether the 'prime stesure' of 
the early poems were in dialect or Italian. 

25 There are signs of this crisis earlier: 'E vuole che Cristo lo faccia peccare', 'La Chiesa VII', 30. 

26 See Gregor, 1975, 34, and 155-56 on Pasolini and the 'Academiuta'. 
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No, col mio onesto cuore non mi alleo. 
E' troppo puro, ha il freddo della morte, 
e voi [angeli], che non sfruttate il suo ardore 
ingenuo, i suoi richiami perentori, 
avete la speranza che lo ascolti 
questo ladro di se che io sono. 
('Dies irae', 71) 
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'Dies irae' ends with a terrified premonition of death as the ultimate separation from 

the previously integrated self and the world: 

... 0 Dio, c'e 
gia in me il mio fantasma, il mio automa, 
che mi soppiantera, nel vecchio aroma 
della mia stanza, del paese, e ahime, 
del mondo, quasi increato ancora, 

a cui il morto, ormai, non si appassiona. (ibid.) 

One final effect of the hybridisation of forms between autobiography, self

portraiture and Catholic liturgy and scripture is the emergence of a particular register 

of confession.27 Pasolini's obsession with Christianity and the 'sacralita' of the real 

leaves a strong element of confession in many of his self-explorations. In contrast to 

the stark preterites above, the confessional register is characterised by a succession of 

actions in the present or near-past. 'Lingua' ends with just such a sequence, where 

tones of guilt and innocence are synthesised into a collage of archetypal Oedipal 

motifs: 

No, non ho madre, non ho sesso, 
ho ucciso il padre col silenzio, 
amo la mia pazzia di acqua e assenzio, 
amo il mio giallo viso di ragazzo, 
le innocenze che fingo e l 'isterismo 

27 Frye, 1968, 307, brackets all autobiography under a so-called 'confession form'. Fleishman, 1983, 14-15, argues convincingly against this sort of assimilation, since apologia, self-promotion, (psycho)analysis and self-concealment are all equivalent forms . For an eclectic account of confessional discourse in European culture, see Tambling, 1990. On autobiography as analysis, see Jay, 1984, who also discusses examples of autobiography as concealment by Barthes and Nabokov. On Pasolini's 'desiderio immoderato di confessione' (Asor Rosa, 19693, 349), see Sicilano, 1980. 
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che celo nell' eresia o lo scisma 
del mio gergo, amo la mia col pa [ ... ] ( 67) 

The climax to L' usignolo, the ten short lyrics entitled 'La scoperta di Marx' 

(115-26), is a distillation of the secondary autobiographical narrative created by the 

broad sequence of the collection. It moves from birth (I: 'Fuori del tempo e nato'), to 

the mother (II: 'o ingenua sposa/ e infante genitrice '),28 through childhood to the 

traumatic entry into the 'mondo ragionato/ spietata istituzione', the 'ansia dell'esilio', 

time and language themselves (VIII), also seen as portents of death (I), into collective 

history (X) - hence the discovery of the title. The model of a self-querying, 

autobiographical sequence of lyric fragments, dispersed across a number of auxiliary 

discourses, is here given its most concentrated realisation to-date. 

Ceneri is in stark contrast to L' usignolo. Formally, it represents a radical 

departure from the lyric, and even narrative, towards discourse.29 Shot through with 

tensions between the self and political, social and physical reality, the book tends to 

avoid the directly autobiographical or self-descriptive. Other, more extrovert strategies 

are employed to import the subjective into the canvas of the poetry 's object: 

28 The original title of 'La scoperta di Marx' was '[Al]La ricerca di mia madre' (Boyer, 1987, 98; Naldini, 1989, 136). Indeed the sequence narrates the substitution of the maternal self with the self-in-history as the mother becomes 'non soggetto ma 
oggetto' (IX), object of questions as Gramsci will be later. It was published in a 
shortened form almost identical to the final version as 'Canzonette', Itinerari, 3-4, July
August 1953 (see Lettere, I, 398; Rinaldi, 1982, 68-70; Santato, 1980, 138-43). There 
is some debate over the dating, following a claim by Bandini, 1977, 37-38, that it was written later than 1949, but see Siti, 1981, 155-57. · 

29 The most striking formal innovation in Ceneri is the adoption of the Dantesque and 'Ottocento' (Pascoli and Carducci) ' terzina'. On these formal and metrical aspects, see Asor Rosa, 19693, 381-86, 392-93; Siti, 1972; Mannino, 1973. There are obvious parallels with Officina's anti-hermeticist return to the 'Ottocento'. On 'novecentismo' and 'tradizione anti-tradizionale', see Santato, 1986a, and Siciliano, 1965, 63-64. Jewell, 1992, deals with similar issues through an analysis of genre. 
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'Comizio' and 'Quadri friulani' locate the subject in contextual figurations; the title 

poem attempts a self-definition through its famous assertion of a split subjectivity ('lo 

scandalo del contraddirmi'),30 but also does .so through projection; 'Recit' recalls the 

God of L' usignolo ('sento come sono, ricordo come fui/ visto dallo sguardo 

improvviso di Lui', 86), and acknowledges 'il mio male, il mio// essere diverso' (87). 

But the major exception is the first three sections of 'Il pianto della scavatrice', where 

a powerful autobiographical and memorial narrative describes the Bildung of the poet, 

the process of learning and transformation operated on him by the 'stupenda e misera 

citta' of Rome. By emphasising the duration and the process of learning, and also the 

pedagogical agency of the city, the poem acquires a tone of on-going, pseudo-religious 

revelation. The poet is let in on a series of universal cognitive truths of which he had 

previously been deprived:31 

Stupenda e misera citta, 
che m'hai insegnato cio che allegri e feroci 
gli · uomini imparano bambini 

[ ... ] come 
andare duri e pronti nella ressa 

delle strade, rivolgersi a un altro uomo 
senza tremare [ ... ] 

a di~endermi, a offendere, ad avere 
il mondo davanti agli occhi e non 
soltanto in cuore, a capire 

che pochi conoscono le passioni 

3° Fortini, 1987a, 132-33, followed by Ferretti, 19742 and 1976, defined the central 
figure of speech and underlying pattern of Pasolini's work as 'sineciosi', the governing 
of two contradictory objects by a single verb. Pasolini himself adopted the term, entitling 
a section of Trasumanar 'Sineciosi della diaspora' (689-714). The OED has no English 
equivalent: Friedrich, 1982, incorrectly uses 'synchysis'. 

31 The poem opens with an aphoristic statement of the importance of immediate 
knowledge: 'Solo l'amare, solo il conoscere/ conta, non l'aver amato,/ non l'aver 
conosciuto' (93). 
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in cui sono vissuto. (94-95) 

This urban pedagogy is juxtaposed with more immediate impressions of the 'borgate', 

and the whole comes to signify a growth beyond the purely subjective, and hence a 

plenitude and harmony of the subject: 

Un'anima in me, che non era solo mia [ ... ] 
cresceva, nutrita dall' allegria 

di chi amava, anche se non riamato. [ ... ] 

Ero al centro del mondo (98) 

Hardship ('povero come un gatto del Colosseo', 97) is revealed as a vital freedom: 

... Ah, giorni di Rebibbia, 
che io credevo persi in una luce 

di necessita, e che ora so cosi liberi! (103) 

The third section builds via an entry into history and ideology ('Marx o Gobetti, 

Gramsci o Crocej furono vivi nelle vive esperienze', 104), and the revelation of a 

'mite, violento rivoluzionario' (ibid.), to a high rhetorical climax: 'un uomo fioriva' 

(ibid.). The narrative towards progressive understanding of the world32 has none of 

the negativity of autobiography as separation. This is autobiography at its most 

heroic. 

'11 pianto' was written in 1956, contemporary with the composition of the early 

parts of Religione, where autobiography and self-portraiture come to the fore _ 

again.33 An echo of the idealised autobiography of '11 pianto' can be found in 'A 

un figlio non nato' (255) where the self is a harmonised combination of intrinsic and 

acquired qualities: 

32 Cf. 'Nel restare/ dentro !'inferno, con marmoreal/ volonta di capirlo, e da cercare/ la salvezza', 'Picasso', 30. 

33 Rinaldi, 1982, 129-35, reads Religione as a failed attempt to reintroduce 
autobiography into the 'imaginary' world of Ceneri. 
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- mitezza, salute e entusiasmo che ho avuto nascendo [ ... ] 
- amare, forza e coscienza che ho acquistato vivendo 

The two long, semi-narrative poems, 'La ricchezza' and 'La religione del mio 

tempo', both develop the image of the 'borgate' as a correlative for the poet's 

condition. Material poverty is compared in 'La ricchezza' to 'wealth' of knowledge 

and thought; the vitality of the 'ragazzi' to the excessive 'passione' of the poet ('E' 

l'io che brucia', 157). The final section, describing a screening of Roma citta aperta, 

produces a full autobiographical reassessment of the past. It opens with a lapidary 

'Chi fui? ', and struggles to position the self in the historical context of the Resistance. 

But unlike the euphoria of part of '11 pianto della scavatrice', the emblems of the past 

are all turned to the negative. The language of poetry was one of the 'inganni/ 

istituiti, [le] dovute illusioni' (195). Dialect showed only the 'indecente/ chiarezza 

d'una lingua che evidenzia/ la volonta a non essere' (ibid.). There is the by-now 

familiar idealised interval of the Resistance, the heroic death of the poet's brother (cf. 

'Aun ragazzo'), and the birth of a new hope for justice which is his political 

awakening, and this crescendo is marked by the refrain 'ed era pura luce'. But all is 

nullified by the present, and by hindsight. The autobiography ends with a void, and a 

new intense solitude: 

tutta quella luce, 
per cui vivemmo, fu soltanto un sogno 
ingiustificato, inoggettivo, fonte 
ora di solitarie, vergognose lacrime. ( 199) 

All that remains in this void are the three 'ossessioni' running through the poem, 

tokens of an overdetermination which turns the subject in on itself and cuts it off from 

the world: 'testimoniare, amare, guadagnare '. 

'La religione del mio tempo' covers similar ground, less extensively, in 

fragments of a similar kind: 'Fu una breve passione'; 'e morta un'epoca della nostra 
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esistenza,/ che in un mondo destinato a umiliare// fu luce morale e resistenza' (220, 

240). 

The negativity and sense of crisis which cap these two poems is dramatically 

augmented in the second and third sections, written between 1958 and 1960 and 

evidence of the general crisis in Pasolini's operation culturally, politically and 

aesthetically. The epigrams portray a self unable to understand or control the world or 

himself. Distortion of the self in self-portrayal is the subject of 'Ai critici cattolici' 

(249), whereas 'A Barberi Squarotti' laments and celebrates his own 'mania d'analisi 

[ ... ] la mia pesta maniera con piglio da celicola [ ... ] la mia ingenua passione [ ... ] la 

mia sincerita' (256). The sense of death is explicit in 'Ai redattori di "Officina"' 

('passo come un morto tra i vivi', 258), and in 'A me' he describes himself as 

'inaridita d' amarezza' (254 ). 34 

The third section, 'Poesie incivili', develops the crisis through violent self

scrutiny. Autobiography returns in its most distorted form yet. It either makes a 

mockery of experience as learning by its trite formulae: 

Da Cristo a Croce, che cammino consolante! 
E poi la speranza della Rivoluzione. 
E ora eccomi qui (314) 

Or it is pervaded by death, which is now more than a mere figure of loss: 'Yengo da 

tee tomo ate [ ... ] Mi fai ora davvero paura,/ perche mi sei davvero vicina' 

('Frammento alla morte', 303-4). The link between the confessional mode and death 

(Tambling, 1990, 105) is explicit: 

La furia di confessione, 
prima, poi la furia della chiarezza: 
era date [= l.a morte] che nasceva (303) 

34 Cf. 'e aridita/ il suo ardore', 'L'umile Italia', 43. 
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'Al sole' (209-302) shares a sense of death ('ogni strada e finita, anche la mia./ 

Come ogni vecchio, io lo nego: sola/ consolazione per chi, se trema, muore', 302), 

and conflates once more the autobiographical with the cognitive through its alternating 

refrain 'Ho saputo, eccome ho saputo! [ ... ] Non so ora, quak sia/ il problema'.35 

The 'io' of the present seems crushed by 'aridita' (' questo inferno/ di aridita', 'La 

rabbia', 308, and cf. 'A me'), and by a terrifying anger ('A quasi quarant'anni,/ io mi 

trovo alla rabbia [ ... ] non avro mai pace' (ibid.); ' la mia vita, disperata che abbia/ solo 

ferocia il mondo, la mia anima rabbia', '11 glicine', 315). There is a gulf between the 

self and its place in history: 

11 confine tra la storia e l'io 
si fende torto come un ebbro abisso ('11 glicine', 312) 

The crisis encompasses forms of self-examination. From this point on, Pasolini's 

poetry will gradually disintegrate formally, and similarly, the possibilty of 

autobiography in the way it has developed thus far seems terminally challenged. 

Modes of self-portraiture will develop and expand as the self is dispersed across an 

ever-more impinging present, whereas autobiography survives only as a parody or 

pastiche of itself. And one final element of 'Poesie incivili' points forward to Rosa 

and beyond - the vocabulary of success, victory and defeat. Pasolini's desire to 

succeed is repeatedlY- seen as having led to a pyrrhic victory: 

Intransigenza e dolore 
erano sola garanzia di qualche vittoria 
[ ... ] l 'angoscia non e piu 

35 Cognitive dissonance was already a marker of separation in 'Memorie' (L'usigno/o, 75-78), through the break with the mother: 'tu di me conosci/ gli abbandoni [ ... ] Ne ignori una rassegnazione'; 'non so nulla e tutto della tua floridezza'. The theme remains important throughout Religione. 'A un ragazzo' interrogates the young boy's tragic desire for innocent knowledge, when what he desires to know is always tainted, and hence unknowable. Both 'La ricchezza' and 'Religione del mio tempo' reiterate the theme: 'supino/ nella sete di sapere, nell'ansia di capirej che non ha, nella vita, mai fine' (185); 'mi sforzo a capire ogni cosa' (230). And cf. 'La disperata vitalita' (Rosa, 450). 
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segno di vittoria (' Al sole', 302) 

sono nel rogo, gioco la carta di fuoco, 
e vinco [ ... ] 
ho fatto fortuna ('Frammento alla morte ' , 303-4) 

La lotta e terminata 
con la vittoria. ('La rabbia', 308) 

son qui a ragionare di sconfitta ('11 glicine', 311) 

per ognuno il conquistare 
la vita e una tacita scommessa che lo fa 
cieco padrone di tutto cio che sa (ibid. 314)36 
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The confused sense of failure through success, of a compromised autonomy brought 

about by the very process of growth celebrated in '11 pianto della scavatrice', leads to 

an increasingly ironical and negative poetry in which there seems ever-less point in 

remaking the self into new meaning at each tum, and ever more temptation simply to 

display the self in raw, unformed state. 

In an interview with Camon, Pasolini asserted that Rosa represented a new 

departure for his poetry: 

11 libro ha la forma interna, anche se non estema, di un diario [ ... ] 
facendo un diario, mi son rappresentato volta a volta completamente 
immerso nel pensiero o nell'umore in cui mi trovavo scrivendo. E' la 
forma diaristica del libro quella che fa si che le contraddizioni vengano 
rese estreme, mai conciliate, mai smussate, se non alla fine del libro. 
(1965, 195:.96)37 

36 The image of life as 'gioco' is already in 'Un Cristo' (L'usignolo, 68); later, in 'La persecuzione' (Rosa, 387-88), the 'gioco' is closely followed by ideas of victory and defeat. See Santato, 1980, 129,300. Rinaldi, 1982, hostile to late Pasolini, turns the terms against him, describing Rosa as 'goffo' (208), Trasumanar as 'ridicolo' or 'risibile' (346,348). 'Chana (sporca)' (Trasumanar, 650) condemns the desire for success: 'la massima vergogna [ ... ] consiste [ ... ]/ nel restare ambigui o almeno contradditori/ tra la tentazione di escludersi e la ricerca del successo'. 

37 The diary form is fundamental to Pasolini's early work. See, for example, Diarii, I pianti - a day-by-day record of the agony of his grandmother in 1944, Dal diario, ( 1945-1947), Roma 1950: Diario and Sonetto primaverile; also '1950-1951' and '1951' 
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And indeed, a great deal of the book consists of daily record. 'Poesie mondane' is a 

slightly expanded version of the 'Poesie di Mamma Roma' (Mamma Roma, 153-60); 

'Pietro II' is a record of the trial of La ricotta for blasphemy in March 1963; 'Israele' 

and 'L'alba meridionale' are meditations on Pasolini's abortive trip to Israel and 

Jordan (27 June to 11 July 1963) to find locations for Vangelo. These poems contain 

little retrospection, and continue the model of fragmented negativity in self

representation encountered earlier. 'Poesie mondane' includes the poem recited in part 

by Orson Welles in La ricotta, which begins and ends with bald acknowledgements of 

the poet's anachronistic irrelevance: 

lo sono una forza del Passaro. 
Solo nella tradizione e il mio amore. [ ... ] 
E io, feto adulto, mi aggiro 
piu modemo di ogni modemo 
a cercare fratelli che non sono piu. (344) 

The final poem of the sequence provides a powerful image of destruction: 'Osservo 

me stesso massacrato col sereno/ coraggio d'uno scienziato' (346). 'L' Alba 

meridionale' has the refrain 'manca qualcosa' , and picks up the image of 'aridita' 

from Religione: 

Credendomi inaridito per sempre, [ ... ] 
continuando a scrivere (quando 
allora il silenzio sarebbe meglio) 
riempio l'aridita con una libidine, · 
a sua volta arbitraria, d 'azione, [ ... ] (509)38 

(see Bibliography 1.1). Santato, 1980, 35-111, systematically integrates all these works into a strict chronological analysis. The form was evidently an on-going strand of poetic activity up to his first years in Rome, and hence resurfaces naturally, even if substantially transformed in Rosa. Pasolini's own prose diary, the so-called 'quademi rossi ' , is used extensively by Naldini, 1989. Parts of this diary make up the source material for the posthumous novels Atti impuri and Amado mio. 

38 Cf. '(lo? lo sono aridito e superato)', 'Vittoria' , 539. 
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Other motifs from Religione are also developed. The assertion of knowledge 

as a key to subjective plenitude reaches incoherent fever-pitch in the rambling 'Poema 

per un verso di Shakespeare'. The 'verso', which Pasolini gives as 'Cio che hai 

saputo hai saputo: il resto non lo saprai', has been identified as Iago's last words: 

Demand me nothing: what you know you know: 
From this time forth I never will speak word. 39 

The formal chaos of the poem is countered by veiled returns and responses to this 

source, and denial of the possibility of further knowledge: 

Non lo sapro? E allora che senso ha avuto una vita che non e 
altro che passato e con esso nasce ogni giorno, come un 
rosaio? (427) 

The motif branches out into other familiar themes, of victory and defeat ('se io so 

tutta l'infinita ch'e dietro a me,/ fatale perche esistente, saro vincitore', 428), of 

history ('Scienza della storia, aiutami! ', 428). The former recurs in the final poem of 

the book, 'Vittoria', in the tone of disillusionment with the 'centro-sinistra' ('CHE LA 

RIVOLUZIONE DIVENTA ARIDITA // s'E SENZA MAI VITTORIA .. .', 544).40 In this poem 

of disappointment and guilt - the refrain is a confessional, Christological 'Prendo su di 

me la colpa [ .. .]' - there is a return to the autobiographical subject, with references to 

the war, Friuli, the Resistance and the death of Guido. But the past is seen, here as 

throughout, as a dis~ontinuous and untenable dead-end. 'Poema per un verso di 

Shakespeare' ends with one of Pasolini's most famous statements of self-denial: 

'NESSUNO DEi PROBLEM! DEGLI ANNI CINQUANTA 
M'IMPORTA Pill! TRADISCO I LIVIDI MORALIST! CHE HANNO FATTO 

DEL SOCIALISMO UN CATTOLICESIMO 

39 Othello, V ,ii. There is perhaps some connection between this citation and the 
1966 film-episode, La terra vista dalla Luna, based on Othello. For a detailed 
philological account of the poem, see Onofri, 1984. 

40 On the 'centro-sinistra' see also the poem 'Lettera a Nenni', Avanti!, 31 
December 1961. 

'I 
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UGUALMENTE NOIOSO! [ ... ] 
ABIURO DAL RIDICOLO DECENNIO! ' (439)41 

The new reality is the profoundly alienating consumerist culture industry: 

Ah, non potro piu resistere ai ricatti 
dell' operazione che non ha uguale, 
credo, a fare dei miei pensieri, dei miei atti, 

altro da cio che sono: a trasfonnare 
alle radici la mia povera persona: 
e, caro Attilio, il patto industriale. ('La Guinea', 332) 

What remains of the autobiographical impulse, as has been suggested, is distorted into 

pastiche, which often implies a pastiche of the possible forms of self-narration. The 

poem 'Coccodrillo', written for the American journal Avant Garde in 1968, but only 

published in Duflot, 1981, 240-49,42 takes its title from the journalistic slang for 

obituary, and is another attempt at a pastiche-account of his own life. Apart from a 

tone of posthumous, ironic despair, it is remarkable for its recurrent inability to realise 

its 9wn beginning. Variations on the refrain 'recommen~ons' interrupt the flow of 

retrospection no less than nine times. 'La disperata vitalita' , like 'Poeta delle ceneri ' , 

parodies the interview form,43 and contains a 'tavola sinottica' which sums up his 

41 In Camon, 1965, 196, Pasolini qualifies this much-quoted statement: 'Ma questa abiura va letta come si legge una poesia [ ... ] Quell ' abiura e fondamentalmente vera [ ... ] mail "tono" di quell'abiura e poetico e non reale e mi suggerisce termini eccessivamente carichi di rancore e -di nuove speranze' . A similar gloss can be found in 'Poeta delle ceneri': 'Vi ho falsamente abiurato dall 'impegno,/ ma perche so che l'impegno e inderogabile,/ e oggi piu che mai ' (10-11) . 

42 Quotations are given from the French version. The conceit of interpreting one's life from after death recurs in Orgia, 505-9, and is theorised in EE, 241. 
43 Between 1956 and 1975, Rinaldi, 1982, 452-60, records over 230 single and four book-length interviews. The interview form provides precisely a consumerist distortion of the autobiographical impulse. The interviewee is asked to confess and analyse his past to explain his present and future. But only superficial and schematic images, which will sell the subject as caricature and comodity, are acceptable. In 'La disperata vitalita' the poet accepts the compromise ('io voli ~amente martirizzato', 451) for fear of silence. For Pasolini's highly ambivalent attitud e to interviews, see his own preface to Duflot, 1981 , 7-10, and parodies in Teorema , 176-79,193-96, and La ricotta. 
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life in typically formulaic, preterite terms. The interviewee becomes ever-more 

incoherent (' ... [balbetto,/ preso da impeti di morte ]', 457), slips into the third person 

(463) - Benveniste's non-person - and ends .with a stammering 'lo? [ ... ] lo?' (469). 

All that remains is the elusive 'disperata vitalita'.44 

Both 'Poesia in forma di rosa' and 'Nuova poesia in forma di rosa' similarly 

play on form for particular effect. The 'imbarazzanti calligrammes' of the latter 

lament the self's marginalisation ('svegliandomi/ mi sono trovato ai margini', 473), 

but more significantly, undermines a basic premise of autobiography by denying 

change: 

il vero dolore e capire una realta: questo mio essere 
di nuovo nel '63 cio che fui nel '43 
[ ... ] ogni uomo ha un'epoca sola 
nella vita (ibid.) 

The first is more subtle in its formalism. It is not calligrammatic, but uses a highly 

fra~tured 'terzina' form,45 describing five petals of a rose ('Uno e Cinquino') which 
C 

combine to charf terise, give form to, but also conceal his existence. The petals 

represent respectively his repeated confession of error ('Ho sbagliato tutto' , 371), the 

realisation that 'la Vita ha un'occasione SOLA./ lo l'ho perduta tutta' (375), his 

obsession with love and sex, his lack of love, and the 'delusione' of the movement of 

history. The rose ~ad been a recurrent image in L' usignolo and MG,46 and thus its 

44 As Gerard, 1983, 47, and Trento, 1990, 81, both note, the term 'disperata vitalita' is taken from one of Pasolini 's 'maestri', Roberto Longhi, 1973, 733. Critics have seen the phrase as emblematic of large parts of Pasolini ' s work: for example, Ferretti, 1976, Betti, 1980. 

45 Cf. 'La disperata vitalita', 451: 'Versi, versi, scrivo!, versi! [ ... ]/ Versi NON Pill IN TERZINE'. 

46 See for example MG, 31,80-81; L'usignolo, 23,41ff.,79; and later Religione 72,159-69; Rosa, 151. The rose is of course a traditional poetic topos. David, 1970, 556-62, reads it psychoanalytically as loaded with sexual desire. See also Jewell, 1982, and Yannucci, 1985. 
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transformation into a token of fragile multiplicity and negativity of the self represents 

a significant loss of the power of non-mediated, imaginary poetry. The petals are torn 

away in turn to reveal loss and lack, obsession a.nd error. 

The refuge in disintegrating 'terzine', chaotic semi-prose and 'calligrammes' is 

symptomatic of an increasing obsession with poetic form, reflecting the overwhelming 

crisis in the self's 'aridita' in relation to reality: 

non mi resta 
che fare oggetto della mia poesia la poesia (510) 

A similar preoccupation with the failing role of poetry is found in 'La mancanza di 

richiesta di poesia', which again morbidly emphasises the poet's anachronistic status: 

'Tu con le Ceneri di Gramsci ingiallisci' ( 409). And this obsession will dominate 

much of Trasumanar. 

Anxiety accompanies uncertainty over the self's position. Part of 'La 

ricchezza' had been a description of a dream-home ('lo sogno, la mia casa, sul 

Gianicolo [ ... ]', 180-81), but 'La ricerca di una casa' here is occasion for tortured 

imagery of exclusion and death. 'La persecuzione' builds up the theme of exclusion 

and solitude already in 'Al principe' (Religione , 252) and later in 'Versi da 

testamento' (Trasumanar, 652-53). The most powerful synthesis is in 'La realta', 

where the crisis in poe~ ('quando scrivo/ poesia e per difendermi e lottare,/ 

compromettendomi, rinunciando// a ogni mia antica dignita' , 352) leads to an 

attempted return to confession ('Eccomi nel chiarore di un vecchio aprile,/ a 

confessarmi' , 353), and to a series of configurations of his past - again his father, his 

mother, his homosexuality and general marginalisation, the landscape - which are 

worked and reworked into a network of poetic tensions. The whole record of the self 

and its relation to reality is crowned in the final terzina by the labelling of such self

scrutiny as merely a precondition of the essence of what he desires to represent: 



Solo detto questo, o urlato, la mia sorte 
si potra liberare; e cominciare 
il mio discorso sopra la realta (368)47 
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Trasumanar brings renewed emphasis on the loss of role for the self and for 

the self as poet, but by now, very few autobiographical fragments are to be found.48 

'Richiesta di lavoro' combines the two, echoing 'Mancanza di richiesta di poesia' . 

Pasolini refutes his former practice of writing poetry for posterity: 

Ero tolemaico ( essendo un ragazzo) 
e contavo l 'etemita per l' appunto in secoli. 
Consideravo la terra il centro del mondo; 
la poesia il centro della terra. 
[ ... ] Ora [ ... ] la vocazione e vacante. (558) 

This is the endpoint of a parabola which began with the youthful ambition for literary 

success of a highly traditional kind, as evinced in his early letters and journalism, and 

which developed into the ambivalent imagery of success and victory after 1960. Now 

the whole poetic project has been displaced away from the traditional Romantic one of 

insight and self-exploration towards 'poesie su ordinazione: ordigni', determined by 

the demand and. supply laws of an economic infrastructure: 'smetto di essere poeta 

originale che costa mancanza/ di liberta' (616). The new project also transforms the 

diary element of earlier work into a public record, or 'cronaca': hence 'Patmos', on 

47 Cf. 'Nota', Passione e ideologia, 488: '"Passione e ideologia": questo e non 
vuole costituire un'endiadi (passione ideologica o appassionata ideologia), se non come 
significato appena secondario. Ne una concomitanza, ossia: "Passione e nel tempo stesso 
ideologia". Vuol essere invece, se non proprio avversativo, almeno disgiuntivo: nel senso 
che pone una graduazione cronologica: "Prima passione e poi ideologia", o meglio "Prima passione ma poi ideologia'". 

48 In 'Pasolini recensisce Pasolini', he notes that Trasumanar includes 'un diario 
privato, in cui Pasolini parla delle sue giomate, per lo piu, nere, mescolando alle angosce 
- ma anchi ai piaceri, andiamo! - i problemi "metalinguistici" e sociali del fare poesia' 
(ll portico della morte, 281). Rinaldi damns the book as 'non-poesia', which 'mette alla 
berlina, una dopo l'altra, tutte le sue fedi precedenti, o meglio, la possibilita di fame 
poesia' (1982, 343,347-48). 
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the bombing of Piazza Fontana in Milan, followed by a series of poems on the student 

movements and the incipient 'anni di piombo'; 'Egli o tu' on the death of Bobby 

Kennedy; 'Dutschke', 'Panagulis'; 'Poema politico' and its 'Riassunto' about Nixon. 

The subject is not absent from these pieces - it is profoundly implicated in the student 

movements, and identifies in turn with Kennedy, who is repeatedly addressed in both 

second and third person, Dutschke and Panagulis - nor is the personal diary form 

entirely abandoned - viz the cycle of poems for Maria Callas. But the subject has lost 

all of that 'antica mia dignita' which came from a control over the language and 

object of its poetry: the 'io' now speaks in 'questo mio parlar da buffone' (556). 

Death and rebirth, formerly part of an animistic cycle, are now reduced to the 

palingenetic 'nascita di un nuovo tipo di buffone'. This has both linguistic and formal 

consequences. Language is devalued and diluted, and ultimately reduced to noise: 

io conosco e voglio l'inutilita di ogni parola ('11 gracco', 601) 

E cosi vado verso il balbettio 
- che contiene ogni lingua -
ridendo 
('Proposito di scrivere una poesia intitolata "I primi sei canti del Purgatorio"', 
604) 

Vorrei mimare l 'ecolalia, essere fatico, fatico, 
e cosi esprimere, al grado piu basso, il tutto. 
('Propositi di leggerezza', 610) 

However, silence as an adequate response is precluded: 

Ho paura della liberta che mi verrebbe dal tacere 
('Libro libero', 694)49 

49 The paradoxical notion of 'liberta', already present in Rosa ('litto d'una liberta 
che mi ha massacrato', 'La realta', 359), is investigated more fully in 'Manifestar 
(appunti)' (732-34). See also EE, 269. 
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Formally, the culture-industrial pastiche in Rosa is extended as can be seen in 

the five poems entitled 'Comunicato all' ANSA' ,50 addressed to the national press 
agency. The precarious status of the self as poet, and of poetry and' language, is 
reflected in the provisional nature of so much of the collection. This had already 
begun in 'Progetto di opere future ' and 'Poeta delle ceneri', with their descriptions of 
work in progress, but here it is taken to extremes. Poems are rewritten, in one case 
three times ('La restaurazione di sinistra') , summarised ('Riassunto per un "Digest" 
del "Poema politico"'), left in note form ('Manifestar (appunti)'), added to ('Coda alle 
cose successe ecc. '). Again, this formal chaos primarily contrasts to a traditional view 
of poetry as a craft, a product of careful, but hidden reworking. By leaving uncovered 
the raw process or work, the texts reflect the self' s desire to avoid stasis. 

The final collection of poetry published during Pasolini ' s lifetime, NG, was 
another 'rifacimento'. It returns to the language and poems of MG to annihilate them 
systematically through a disillusioned updating. As a retrospective rewriting, this act 
might be seen as autobiographical: as a cancelling of the past and of the validity of 
history, it might also be taken as anti-autobiographical par excellence.51 The only 
major recourse to autobiography is in the rewritten poem 'Suite furlana', where the 
poet struggles in vain to capture an elusive self-image: 

50 There are three more in 'Poesie di Pier Paolo Pasolini scritte durante la lavorazione di Medea' (Medea, 109-47). This film-diary, contemporary to much of Trasumanar, shares many of the characteristics of the latter: there is another 'Preghiera su comrnissione'; there are, variously, self-castigation ('A un'ora e cinquanta da New York', 111), self-damnation ('Lungo le rive dell'Eufrate', 121) and extensive descriptions of the poet's 'third-world' surroundings in Cappadocia, Turkey ('Tarso, da lontano'; 'Lokanta'; 'Callas'; 'Dopopranzo nella regione di Kayseri'). 
51 Critical opinion on NG has been overwhelmingly negative. Ferretti, 1976, 96, calls it 'troppo calcolato'; Rinaldi, 1982, 357, 'un falso rifles so, un esercizio svuotato'. Santato, 1980, 299, explains its unpoetic tone as a polemical declaration of 'l'inutilita della poesia'. 



I fai par vuardami tal spieli 
par jodi se che jo i soj stat, 
ma il spieli al si mouf coma n' aga 
e a si mouf se ch'i soj doventat. (214-15)52 

He once more casts himself before his father in guilt ('il lari' - 'il ladro'), and his 
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mother in rapt attention; as an exile in Rome, and as a writer who 'al serif i dis da la 

so vita'.53 But the writing is undone, as is the life, in the final section: 'e invessi di 

scrivi al scansela/ parse ch'a no'l ha 'na storia' .54 

There are other moments where the remake is autobiographical, but the original 

was not ('Li letanis dal biel ff I', 12,172; '11 di da la me muart', 65-66,226-27). 

'Tomant al pais (Quinta variante)' (186) is more epitaph than autobiography. The 

final section, 'Tetro entusiasmo', written in a mixture of Friulan and Italian, is more 

contemporary and political. 'Versi sottili come righe di pioggia' (252-54) exploits the 

chasm between received opinion and Pasolini's own position by an impersonal 

condemnation of all he holds dear and an ironic embracing of the destruction of 

vitality by banal bourgeois 'progressismo'. The portrait of society is also one in 

which the self is 'disperatamente interessato', but, as a 'misero e impotente Socrate' , 

unable to impinge upon it. The book ends on a moving, but as always ambiguous 

note of closure when he abrogates his 'impegno' to a new interlocutor, a young 

fascist: 

Hie desinit cantus. Ciapiti 
tu, su li spalis, chistu zeit plen. 
Jo i no pos, nissun no capires 
il scandul. [ ... ] 

52 'Faccio per guardarrni nello specchio per vedere che cosa sono stato: ma lo 
specchio si muove come un'acqua, e si muove cio che io sono diventato'. 

53 'scrive i giomi della sua vita'. 

54 'e invece di scrivere, cancella, perche non ha una storia'. 
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Ciapiti su chistu peis, fantat ch'i ti mi odiis (259)55 

The trajectory of self-representation ends here in denial - of the self as the appropriate 

speaking subject of poetry; of the ideological impetus which, however pessimistically, 

informed the history of his poetry since 1947; and thus, finally, of the very possiblity 

of poetry itself: - 'Hie desinit cantus '. 

55 'Hie desinit cantus. Prenditi tu, sulle spalle, questo fardello. lo non posso: 
nessuno ne capirebbe lo scandalo. [ .. . ] Prrti tu questo peso, ragazzo che mi odii'. 
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2. 'Pura luce'. A Vision of History 

La crise ideologique est un pleonasme. L'ideologie qui ne mettait pas en crise n'en est pas 
une. (Duflot, 1970, 47) 

As already noted, the pre-discursive, pre-historical idyll of Friuli is built on nostalgic 

return, and hence on a latent idea of history. The pre-historical is constructed as a 

repressed but constitutive subconscious for the speaking subject through the entry into 

history which MG and L' usignolo construct as a narrative. 

The first part of MG eschews the historical altogether, in its choice of dialect 

and verse form, in its intimate and semi-mythological strategies of self-inscription, and 

in its descriptive tone.56 The childhood realm is in a state of timeless suspension: 

I no jot un Passat 

Ma doma a.ins scuris 
e nos dismintiadis 
e passions soteradis 
ta un timp sensa i dis ('La not di maj', 46) 

Un Friul ch'al vif scunussut 
cu la me zoventut 

di la dal timp, ta un timp 
sdrumat dal vint. ('Lunis', 94)57 

The entry into history is represented in the second part by the marked shift 

from lyric to popufar narrative, particularly in 'Romancero': 'Il vecchio testamento' 

brings together three different levels of mythologising discourse, creating a hybrid 

myth-history within which there is no hierarchy between the subjective and the 

56 O'Neill, 1975, 346-53, finds traces of history even in the first part of MG. On 
the choice of Friulan, see also O'Neill, 1970; Guagnini, 1976 and 1982; Fido, 1978; 
Brevini, 1979; De Mauro, 1985. 

57 ' io non vedo un Passato. Ma solo anni oscuri e notti dimenticate e passioni 
sepolte in un tempo senza giorni'; 'un Friuli che vive sconosciuto con la mia gioventu, 
al di la del tempo, in un tempo rovesciato dal vento'. 

I I 
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his torical.58 The narrative and strongly historical level is an account of the civil 

war, shaped by the titles of the three sections '11 quaranta quatri', '11 quaranta sine ' 

and 'La miej zoventut' . The first poem describes the Nazi occupation, the second 

their departure, and the third a new departure as the 'meglio gioventu' leaves Friuli 

for adventure in the world. Even this most documentary level tends towards the 

mythical, however, through the war-song '11 ponte di Perati', which stands as an 

epigraph to the entire second part of the book: 

Sul ponte di Bassano bandiera nera 
la meglio gioventu va soto tera 59 

History is given a clear documentary frame, but remains unspecific and unnamed, 

creating a fable-like tone. The second level reinforces the first by drawing on a range 

of topoi from earlier poetry and hence connotations of timeless harmony, expressed 

through the poet's personal voice. Description is more sustained and realistic, but 

conditioned by a familiar lyric tone: 

In tai bores li ciampanis a botizein di fiesta 
par li cors ben netadis par la ciampagna fres-cia, 
la che trops di fruti ch'a ghi slus la stressa 
par galeriis di vencs a van legris a messa (150)60 

58 
Santato, 1980, 179, notes 'passato e presente sono in Pasolini, prima che due tempi storici, due forme dell' es sere'. 

59 
See Santato, 1980, 101. There is clearly a close relation between the second part of 

~G and Pasolini's Canzoniere italiano. The introduction to that volume (Passione e 
tdeologia, 135-259) is mostly divided along regional lines, but ends with a section on 'Poesia 
folclorica e canti militari' (248-59), which provides many of the models for both 'I Colus' 
anct 'Il Vecchio testamento'. See also 'Il canto popolare' (1954, and then Ceneri, 15-20). 

60 'S . b h. 1 · m org 1 e campane suonano a festa, per le coru ben spazzate, per la fresca 
Campagna, dove sciami di bambine, con la treccia che gli luce, per gallerie di venchi, vanno allegre a messa'. 

I 

11 
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'I Colus' also combines the level of historical narrative with the subjective history of 

the family of the poet's mother, Susanna (nee Colussi).61 But 'Il vecchio 

testamento' adds a third level parallel to the . Christian liturgy of L' usignolo. The 

'Nota' at the end of the book informs us that 'ne "Il quaranta quattro" e "Il quaranta 

cinque" i versi finali [ ... ] sono tradotti liberamente dalla Bibbia' (157). The adaptation 

of a biblical text has obvious resonance in Vangelo and the screenplay San Paolo, but 

here it affords the historical narrative a transhistorical resonance. The quotation above 

paraphrases Jeremiah, creating in the contemporary context a myth-history built in 

tum on the imagery of the earlier poetry of subjective myth. Such syntheses are 

fundamental to Pasolini's appropriation of an idea of history. 

The parabola of L' usignolo follows a parallel course. At its start, the sense of 

an absolute, mythical time is given expression through the emblem-characters of the 

dialogues in 'L'usignolo' ('Ah, vedo che sono ombre i vostri anni!', 15). There is a 

deliberate attempt here to make the vocabularies of the animistic countryside and of 

religious devotion harmonise on a level of pure non-institutional spirituality: 

Gente del Rosario, passato e maggio ... Egli solo resta a cantare le 
litanie del povero ragazzo appoggiato alla Fonte dell' Acqua Santa. 
Ormai quelle rose sono lontane, nuvole d'incenso nella rosa perduta. 
(23)62 

This early practice_ of juxtaposing the sacred and the profane or real by transformative 

analogy will be developed in the 'contaminatio' of the Roman novels and films, and 

in the anthropological readings of history in the cycle of mythical films of the late 

61 For the family history on which 'I Colus' is based, see Naldini, 1989, 5-6. 
62 The same ahistorical harmony will be an object of intense nostalgia in later work 

('La religione del mio tempo', 217). Cf. Ferretti's 'religione evangelico-viscerale' 
(19742, 163-85), one pole of the ubiquitous duality discerned in Pasolini's work. For 
Santato, 1980, 121, Pasolini's religion is 'suggestione, emozione estetica, immagine'. For 
David, 1970, 558, the Church, and fascism, are both 'cattive sublimazioni dell 'Eros'. On 
Pasolini and religion, see Lazagna, 1970; Fantuzzi, 1976. 

I 
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sixties. But here, the immediate effect is to create a pre-history for the metanarrative 

of L' usignolo, preparing a shift into history via an awareness of time, language and 

Christianity as institutions at odds with the apparent spontaneity of the earlier style. 

Even more so than with MG, L'usignolo is formed as a controlled narrative, and hence 

the entry into history coincides with the parallel entry into autobiography discussed 

above. First, in '11 pianto della rosa', a sense of sin and regeneration indicates the 

transition from an imaginary world into a symbolic one: 

nel grembo del Presente 
dove la mia vita 
nascendo si ascolta ('La sorgente', 57) 

Si, sono animato 
dalla felicita 
di sentire l'ardore 
che fa di me un NATO ('Bestemmia', 59) 

The 'Lingua' and 'Paolo e Baruch' sections mark the first intuition of the 

tragic consequences of the dichotomy between self and history, and between self and 

pre-history, and the intimation of death as an aspect of history. Transcendence of the 

imaginary is encapsulated in the epigraph to the 'Lingua' section, taken from 

Leopardi's Zibaldone: 'l'uomo resta attonito di vedere verificata nel caso proprio la 

regola generale' .63 

'Madrigali ~ Dio IV' finds in both language and the present a limit and a 

necessary repetition which itself becomes a herald of death: 

il biancore muto 
di quest'ultima pagina, il presente 
disilluso, una sola 
parola, una sola 
parola ripete pazzatamente. (104)64 

63 Also in Poesie, 1945, 28; Ajfabulazione, 224; Orgia, 572. On Pasolini and 
Leopardi, see Mannino, 1973, 13-24; Banda, 1990a. 

64 On repetition, see Santato, 1980, 235; Zanzotto, 1984. 
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Finally 'La scoperta di Marx', as noted above, is a 'summum' of the rupture 

between the pre-history of the self, and the self-in-history after ideological awakening. 

New terms acquire prominence here for the first time, such as ' coscienza' (117,122), 

'ragione ' (121,126) and 'istituzione' (121). But despite the apparently politicised 

position, ' storia' remains more an absolute of time, place and being than a vessel of 

transformation: 'la nostra storia! morsa/ di puro amore, forza/ razionale e divina' (X, 

126). Even within a vision of history and ideology, then, traces of the imaginary 

remain, causing an oscillation between idealist and materialist models of history. The 

resonance of the oscillation is the trace of subjective work. 

'La scoperta di Marx' records an emotive transition from ideological innocence 

to a nascent historical 'coscienza'. The plaquette Roma 1950. Diario65 is a record 

of a second transition between Friuli and the 'borgate' of Rome, which again shifts 

the poet' s position in historical time. It is also a coming to terms with the 'castigo' of 

expulsion and the end of youth: 

Adulto? Mai - mai, come l'esistenza 
che non matura - resta sempre acerba ( 1) 

Non so dare un addio, una condanna, 
un avvertimento: tutto resta 
uguale, distante al bene e al male (5) 

Ragazzo m! ridesto, e mi ritrovo 
vecchio (8) 

The sequence of the poems moves towards a possibility of renewal through the first 

encounter with the Roman landscape, and its 'passi festivi': 

penso che non e tutto, il mio passato; 
penso che la mia esistenza si rinnova, 
se mi ritrovo aperto a questo puro 
passo che valica le tenebre (9) 

65 Reproduced in Oldcom, 1980/1, 113-19. Reference is given by number. 
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The final poem powerfully contrasts his previous, introverted experience of time and 

space with that of the city: 

Questo muovermi ... in giomi tutti fuori 
dal tempo che pateva dedicato 
a me, senza ritomi e senza soste, 
spazio tutto colmo del mio stato, 
quasi un'estensione della vita 
mia, del mio calore, del mio corpo ... 
e s'e interrotto ... Sono in un altro tempo, 
un tempo che dispone i suoi mattini 
in questa strada che io guardo, ignoto, 
in questa gente frutto d'altra storia ... (15)66 

The 'altra storia' lies at the heart of Ceneri. The eleven poems explore the 

ramifications of a new vision of history, making it a high point of what Moravia 

called Pasolini's 'poesia civile di sinistra' .67 

Running through Ceneri are two complementary strands of history, conjoined 

by the dominant image of 'luce', and carried by the parallel explorations of the 

'sottoproletariato romano' and the poet in relation to them. The first two poems, 

'L'Appennino' and '11 canto popolare', each emphasise one of the strands. In the 

former, the geographical sweep of 'L'Italia' is modified by architectural and 

sculptural emblems - in particular the 'palpebre chiuse' of Jacopo della Quercia's 

funeral monument for Ilaria del Carretto in Lucca.68 The poem rediscovers the 

elusiveness, absen~e and yet unchanging permanence of central Italy on the banks of 

66 Oldcom, 1980/1, 118, notes the circularity of ripeness imagery between 1 ('resta 
sempre acerba') and 15. On Pasolini's 'rifiuto della maturita', see Fortini, 1987b, 208-17. 
Santato, 1980, 17 6-77, sees in '11 pianto della scavatrice' a final overcoming of the 
reluctance to become an adult. '1950-1951' shows the darker traumas of transition: the 
base landscape ('escrementi e spianate/ nere di fango', 763); exclusion (753,758,761,764); 
the instability and insignificance of man (762,764). 

67 Moravia, 1980; 1980/1 . For a more sophisticated account, see Ferrarotti, 1977. 

. 68 Santato, 1980, 158, traces the 'chiuse palpebre' to Ungaretti's 'Memoria d'Ofelia 
d' Alba' (Sentimento de/ tempo). On Pasolini and Ungaretti, see Siciliano, 1979. 
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the Aniene in the 'borgate'. Time and space, but also the power of history, work to 

exclude these zones, and in Rome, temporal and eternal power are symbolised by the 

Church: 

Un esercito accampato nell'attesa 
di farsi cristiano nella cristiana 
citta, occupa una marcita distesa 

d'erba sozza nell'accesa campagna: 
scendere anch' e~li dentro la borghese 
luce spera ( 11 )6 

From early in L' usignolo, imagery of Christianity had been closely tied to imagery of 

light, partly in response to the biblical tradition. The two sequences 'L'usignolo' and 

'La Chiesa' are linked by a continuing epigraph from John's Gospel: 'lo non sono la 

luce [ ... ] ma sono per render testimonianza alla luce' (15,23). Imagery of light recurs 

frequently in the early devotional pieces 70 where it indicates -the grace and 

revelation, but also a magical quality of the landscape. In Ceneri, the associations are 
' 
expanded and corrupted to include the light of reason, and hence a bourgeois vision of 

history.71 Here, cut off from light like Ilaria's eyes, the 'esercito' becomes an ironic 

reincarnation of Italy itself (' Jacopo con Ilaria scolpi I 'Italia', 8), but only by 

remaining 'preumano', and silent: 

[ ognuno] chiude nell 'incoscienza 
le palpebre, si perde in un popolo 
il cui clamore non e che silenzio (14)72 

69 See Part I, 2.1. Asor Rosa, 19693, 374-75, takes 'l' attesa' as a key term in the 
development towards history. Rinaldi, 1990, 34, sees a general 'vertigine delle strutture', 
'un' attesa attraversata continuamente dal futuro, sempre riproiettata in avanti'. 

70 See 'La passione V' (10); 'L'usignolo III' (17); 'Alba' (31); 'Davide' (33). 
71 Cf. the epigraph to Leopardi's 'La ginestra' , also from St John: 'Egli uomini 

vollero piuttosto le tenebre che la luce' . 

72 The image of noise as a marker of pre-linguistic and hence a/pre-historic vitality 
recurs in 'Recit' - 'Meridionali voci, risa di vecchio gente/ hanno allora un clamore che 
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'II canto popolare' moves the imagery of light and history towards a more 

active, but also more idealist notion. Here, popular song is a vessel for an essential 

'race-memory', a history from which the alienated bourgeois poet is excluded: 

non abbiamo nozione 
vera di chi e partecipe alla storia 
solo per orale, magica esperienza; 
e vive puro, non oltre la memoria 
della generazione in cui presenza 
della vitae la sua vita perentoria. (18) 

The 'ragazzo del popolo che cant[a]' embodies the constant renewal of the world, 

which transcends dialectical renewal: 

Nella tua incoscienza e la coscienza 
che in te la storia vuole [ ... ] 
E ormai, forse, altra scelta non ha 
che dare alla sua ansia di giustizia 
la forza della tua felicita, 
e alla luce di un tempo che inizia 
la luce di chi e cio che non sa. (20) 

Pasolini denies the Marxian rejection of the 'Lumpenproletariat' by suggesting that 

there is a force beyond political consciousness, within the vitality of the 'borgate', 

which is potentially liberating. History as both a force for materialist progress and a 

vehicle of bourgeois hegemony is a negative and hostile agency which overcomes the 

individual agent: 

Ma come io possiedo la storia 
essa mi possiede; ne sono illuminato: 

ma ache serve la luce? ('Le ceneri di Gramsci', 74)73 

la storia non sente' (85) - and in 'Le ceneri di Gramsci' - 'questa/ ronzante pausa in cui la vita tace' (78). Cf. 'La ricchezza', 153. 

73 Later, Pasolini explicitly turns against the Marxist dialectic as a model for history, whilst never renouncing Marxism. (Arecco, 1972, 175; Gardair, 1971: 'Jene crois plus a la dialectique') . Fortini, 1987b, 214, criticises 'il suo messaggio piu semplice e chiaro e terribile: antitesi senza dialettica'; Bonfiglioli, 1988, 9, notes, 'l'intera sua opera puo essere interpretata come contestazione della dialettica'. 
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'L'umile Italia' develops the sweep of 'L'Appennino' by following the 

perspective of swallows in flight over Italy. Flight opens up new mythical 

perspectives on time, where history and pre-history are synthesised (in a new dialectic, 

perhaps): 

Ah, non e il tempo della storia [ ... ] 
non sono questi gli alti, incolori 
luoghi di una patria divenuta 
coscienza oltre la memoria. 
Ma dove meglio riconoscerli 
che in questi antichissimi incanti 
in cui sono piu vicini? Fossili 
d'un'esistenza che ai commossi 
occhi, non si svela, si canta? (47) 

The link between poetry, the 'canto popolare' of the 'ragazzo' above, and the 

'(in)canto' of the 'rondini' is clear. All are catalysts for the intuition of a profound 

history on a sublime scale. 

The 'rondini ' - 'umilissima voce/ dell'umile Italia' (46) - also pick up on the 

sense of national identity in 'L' Appennino' , which is an important source of 

subjectivity in history.74 Rome stands emblematically for the State, as well as for 

the Church: 

impotente 
la Roma del potere ne sente, 
ancora plebe, l'ansia nazionale (45)75 

The self creates a negative Other to the (bourgeois, historical) centre of the state, by 

positioning the marginal underclasses and their language as a secondary centre for 

74 The na1ve euphoria of these early, non-nostalgic encounters with the nation is 
captured in 'Poeta delle ceneri' (9): 'Mi pareva che I 'Italia, la sua descrizione e il suo 
destinoj dipendesse da quello che io ne scrivevoj in quei versi intrisi di realta 
immediata,/ non piu nostalgica' . 

75 Asor Rosa, 19693, 378, notes that Pasolini uses such political terminology for the 
first time in his poetry here. The pairing of Church and State, through the dual 
symbolism of Rome, recurs several times in Religione. 
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elaboration of identity. The declaration in 'II pianto della scavatrice', 'ero al centro 

del mondo' (98), invokes just such an alternative, as does the oblique perspective on 

the 'ventre campestre d'Italia' (147) in several poems. 

The technique creates tension through the simultaneous attempt to define the 

subject by exclusion from the centre, and to posit an authentic essence of Italy, 

marginalised by accidents of history. Hence in Rosa, there is at once a 'vera Italia, 

fuori dalle tenebre' (399) and an 'Italia vera, nazione/ a me cosf lontana' (507). 

An idea of Italy - its centre and margins, its surface power and essence -

develops into a more general idea of national, or even racial identity: 

Chi non la conoscera, questa superstite terra 
come ci potra capire? (Religione, 268) 

la fatalita di essere esistenza 
inalienabile, razza (Rosa, 358) 

The potential for collective identification will soon be transferred to the mythology of 

Africa and the Third World.76 But the first phase of Pasolini's vision of national 

identity ends with the damning 'Alla mia nazione' (Religione , 279), where Italy is 

deprived of all meaning and existence: 

e cosa sei? [ ... ] 
Proprio perche tu sei esistita, ora non esisti, 

proprio perche fosti cosciente, sei incosciente.[ ... ] 
Sprofonda in_ questo tuo bel mare, libera il mondo 

'Picasso' and 'Le ceneri di Gramsci' deal more directly with the position of the 

subject in relation to forces of history. Picasso partakes of the 'furia di capire' which 

was so important for the autobiographical project above, and also fulfills the 

Johannine role of 'testimone' (24) in relation to the 'scandalo e festa' of the world he 

76 There is also an elusive strand of imagery of Europe, which begins in the 
'felibrige' of the 'Academiuta', becomes a category for identification in the poem 
'Europa' (Dai diario, (1945-47), 27-32), and reappears in 'Israele' and 'L'alba 
meridionale', in Rosa. 
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p~ trays, and in these aspects the artist and poet coincide in their search for 'questo 

esprimersi che rende/ alla luce [ ... ] la nostra confusione' (27-28). But Picasso errs 

from a truly popular art when he substitutes the .time of his own imagination for the 

time of the noise of the 'feste', of the city: 

esce 
tra il popolo e da in un tempo inesistente: 
finto, coi mezzi stessi della vecchia stessa 

sua fantasia.[ ... ] Assente 

e da qui il popolo: il cui brusio tace 
in queste tele, in queste sale, quanto 
fuori esplode felice per le placide 

strade festive, in un comune canto 
eh' empie rioni e cieli, borghi e valli 
lungo l'Italia, [ ... ] (29-30)77 

This passage repeats in brief the visual and aural picture of the city and its quality of 

time first sketched in Roma 1950. Diario. 'Le ceneri' uses similar imagery of light 

and noise: 'E' un brusio la vita' (80). The poem ends with a tragic acknowledgement 

of the self trapped in bourgeois history, despite his inclination towards 'incoscienza' , 

and despite the absence of myth and renewal from that history: 

io, col cuore cosciente 

di chi soltanto nella storia ha vita, 
potro mai piu GOn pura passione operare, 
se so che la nostra storia e finita? (80) 

The cry of the digger in '11 pianto della scavatrice ' provides the crowning 

image of the pain and tragedy of history in Ceneri.78 The triumphalism of the early 

77 On 'Picasso', see Siti, 1980, 207-13. Asor Rosa, 19693, 393, sees the 'volonta 
di capire' as illusory and limited to mimesis. 

78 The 'pianto' is another image originating in L'usignolo and MG and transformed 
in the new 'poesia civile' . See, for example, 'Corots', '11 lujar' (MG, 23,70), the section 
'11 pianto della rosa' (L'usignolo) and the plaquette / pianti. In the violence of the 
'pianto della scavatrice', echoing the 'latrati' of 'Recit' (86), there are already seeds of 
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sections had placed the poet at the centre of the history of the margins, but the cry of 

the machine interrupts and recalls the tragic nature of real change: 

Piange cio che ha 
fine e ricornincia. [ ... ] 

Piange cio che muta, anche 
per farsi rnigliore. La luce 
del futuro non cessa un solo istante 

di ferirci (114) 

Hence linear history - the transformation of the past into the future - undermines the 

aspiration to a mythical history derived from the vital force and the 'luce poetica' of 

the underclasses. But linear history contains its own non-nostalgic force, which is also 

present here in the topos of hope: 'il loro [gli operai] rosso straccio di speranza' 

(ibid.) , as it was in 'Le ceneri' : 'Corne i poveri povero, mi attacco/ come loro a 

urnilianti speranze' (73).79 

The entry into history, explored as a category between the material and the 

ideal in Ceneri, is accompanied by on-going treatments of secondary themes already 

found in L' usignolo. The Church, and its ideological cognate, the Party, are 

prominent in the poems written during 1956, in particular 'Terra di lavoro' and 'Una 

polernica in versi'. These poems, together with 'Comizio' and 'Recit' - judged by 

many critics to be the weakest in the collection80 - show the medium of poetry 

the next incarnation in the 'urlo della Magnani' in 'La ricchezza' (Re ligione, 189), which soon becomes the poet's own: 'Avrei voluto urlare, e ero rnuto' (218), and then the 'grido' of 'La rabbia' (307), the 'urlo' of 'La realta' (Rosa, 368), and the incoherent 'ecolalia' of Traswnanar (610). See also Teorema, 199-200. A parallel aural sequence can be traced from the bird-songs and popular songs of MG and II canto popolare to the third-world music of Rosa and Trasumanar, and the sublime voice of Callas in Traswnanar. 

79 See Asor Rosa, 19693, 372. 

so Asor Rosa, 19693, 406-9; Ferretti, 19742, 287-88; Santato, 1980, 174,180. Rinaldi, 1982, 117-23 is more positive. 
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being deployed as discourse,81 intervening in immediate political issues, and 

addressing specific interlocutors. Poetry becomes critique, not by precluding the 

subjective, but by assimilating its dialogic nature. The polemic of the title poem, the 

epigrams and 'In morte del realismo' in Religione, and the 'poesie-interventi' of the 

1960s take their start from here. 

'La ricchezza' attempts to bring together all the topoi of 'poesia civile' in a 

narrative sequence. Through imagery of light, literal and metaphorical, and the 

mediation of another icon of the Renaissance (Piero's 'Legend of the True Cross'), an 
associative transfer is created - from the 'luce' of the frescoes to the 'ragazzi [ ... che] 

non sanno/ che luce e nel mondo intomo a loro' (165). The near-revelatory quality of 
the light reinforces the subsequent 'annunciation' of a new order sprung from the 

'rifiuti del mondo': 

nasce 
un nuovo mondo: nascono leggi nuove 
dove non c 'e piu legge; nasce un nuovo 
onore dove onore e il disonore... (178) 

The figure of paradox is sustained throughout ('La loro speranza [e] nel non avere 

speranza', 179), becoming the basis for the mythical history in which the 

'sottoproletari' live, between pre-history and the new order: 

E come se Roma o il mondo avesse inizio 
in questa vecchia sera, in questi odori 
millenari (185) 

And again, as in Ceneri, the subject is placed in a dual role, as witness and agent: 

'Testimone e partecipe di questa/ bassezza e miseria' (ibid.). He is positioned 

81 Cf. Benveniste's well-known distinction between 'histoire' and 'discours' (1966, 242). For Agosti, 1982, poetry is intrinsically anti-discursive, and hence Pasolini's attempt to create discourse in poetry represents a radical critique of both poetry and discourse. Fortini, 1977 a, 17 6, takes the opposite view, seeing the total identification between self and word as 'un atteggiamento lirico che, diffuso ed espanso, che non trovava mai la resistenza, l'irreducibilita di un oggetto'. 
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between a contiguity underscored by separation ('Li osservo questi uomini, educati/ ad 

altra vita che la mia: frutti/ d'una storia tanto di versa', 187), and a similarity which 

the subject promotes and desires: 

Al raffinato e al sottoproletario spetta 
la stessa ordinazione gerarchica 
dei sentimenti: entrambi fuori dalla storia (188)82 

The desire for 'ricchezza' is equivalent in both,83 as is the quality of obsessive 

'speranza' - 'estetizzante, in me, in essi anarchica' (ibid.) - which defies the limits of 

their reality, and is hence transgressive. The trace of ideology in 'speranza', already 

seen in Ceneri, draws a link between this present and the myth-history of the 

Resistance, evoked by Roma citta aperta. Anna Magnani's cry of despair as she is 

shot down by the Germans is an emblem ('quasi emblema ormai', 189), not only of an 

historical moment, but of a poetry which precisely re-imports such history to 

transform the present: it is emblematic of the subjective expression of history through 

art: 

l'urlo della Magnani, 
sotto le ciocche disordinatamente assolute, 
risuona nella disperate panoramiche, 
e nelle occhiate vive e mute 
si addensa il senso della tragedia. 
E' li che si dissolve e si mutila 
il presente, e assorda il canto degli aedi. (189-90) 

The recollection centres once again on imagery of light, from the flickering screen ('le 

immagini assolate') to the mystical light of innocence ('ed era pura luce') to 

82 See Friedrich, 1982, 34. Several critics note a failure to sustain the necessary 
polarity of the dual role: Asor Rosa, 19693, 395-96, Rinaldi, 1982, 100-3. 

83 In the following poem 'A un ragazzo', 'la ricchezza' is explicitly assimilated to 
those institutions which govern and condition the self: '[ ... ] ogni atto che ti preesiste, 
Chiesa/ e Stato, Ricchezza e Poverta [ ... ]' (205). 
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ideological enlightenment which encompasses 'coscienza' and 'speranza' in a 

precarious vision of future salvation-cum-revolution: 

Quella luce era speranza di giustizia [ ... ] 
La luce e sempre uguale ad altra luce. 
Poi vario: da luce divento incerta alba [ ... ] 
Nella storia la giustizia fu coscienza 
d'una umana divisione di ricchezza, 
e la speranza ebbe nuova luce. (197) 
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This is clearly another vision of a subjective and collective entry into history. Only at 

that point of entry, where the transitional, suspended status of being in time produces 

a real dynamic of future transformation, is survival possible.84 The self depends on 

an historical process of permanent revolution, refigured in later poetry in the 

obsessively provisional nature of poetic form. Formal instability thus compensates for 

a loss of the mobility in the homologisation of neo-capitalism. 85 

The second and third sections of Religione prefigure almost all the major 

formulations of the historical in Rosa and in Trasumanar. The epigrams transform 

certain poetic insights and patterns of the first part, and of Ceneri, into polemical 

political positions. 'Ai redattori di "Officina"' (258) , 'A Bertolucci' (268) and 'A 

Bompiani' (278) suggest in tum the opening of a brutal new era, which will require a 

new language of opposition, will reduce the countryside to 'non essere' , and will bring 

with it 'l'ultima novita, l' autentica/ luce di questa nazione', fascism. 'Ad alcuni 

84 'Sopravvivenza' is another temporal motif, indicating a residue of past plenitude, associated with maternal pre-adulthood, and a separation from full, base vitality. See, for example, Ceneri, 78 ('non vita, ma sopravvivenza' ); Religione, 241,268; Rosa, 334,347. A poem written for the film La rabbia about Marilyn Monroe is a paean to her 'bellezza sopravvissuta dal mondo anticoj richiesta dal mondo fu turo, posseduta/ dal mondo 
presente' ('Voce in poesia', in De Giusti, 1979, 122). See also Volgar' eloquio, 31. 

85 'A un ragazzo' also outlines a transitional or transversal relation with history. The boy is precluded from knowledge and hence history, but tends with curiosity towards a knowledge of history which will destroy his innocence as the force of history had 
destroyed Guido. The poet is caught between his desire to enlighten the boy and the impossibility of knowledge without death. 
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radicali' (251) and 'Ai letterati contemporanei' (267) describe a consequent schism 

between the self and intellectuals. They are biographically prophetic and poetically 

blunt, showing poetry itself as dependent on .institutions and apparatuses of control, 

from State to Church to Party, and thus undergoing similar commodification. The 

ideological problems of writing are explored in depth in both 'In morte del realismo' 

and 'La reazione stilistica', where the lost cause of realism is mourned as 'quello stile 

[che] voleva darvi la storia' (285). The 'Poesie incivili' develop this historical 

pessimism whilst returning to more substantial poetic form and language. For the first 

time, the term 'nuovo capitale', soon to become 'neo-capitalismo', occurs: 

non so se posso tornare [ ... ] 
all' ombra di una nuova lotta, e ai sordidi 
inviti del nuovo capitale, gia padrone (' Al sole', 300) 

E [la massa] s'assesta la dove il Nuovo Capitale vuole. 
('11 glicine', 315) 

Alsq for the first time, the successor to the 'borgate', which will dominate Pasolini's 

work from the early sixties until his death, is evoked at the end of 'Frammento alla 

morte': 

E ora. .. ah, il deserto assordato 
dal vento, lo stupendo e immondo 
sole dell' Africa che illumina il mondo. 

Africa! Unic;,l mia 
alternativa .............. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (305)86 

Here and in Rosa, Africa stands for the profound alienation from the national identity 

of neo-capitalist Italy. It is a symbolic space, and is at various stages filled by Asia, 

Israel, Latin America, even Australia (NG, 187), all of which embody the increasingly 

86 Passing references to Africa are to be found earlier (Ceneri, 44,99; Religione, 169). 'Frammento alla morte' is contemporary with Pasolini's preface to the 1961 anthology Letteratura negra, where he compares black poetry to poetry of the Resistance. See Salinari, 1967, 374-47. 
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distorted search for the Other upon which to fix an idea of collective 

identification. 87 

Alongside these glimmers of future directions, the modulations in the idea of 

history continue. Within the searing condemnation of the 'reazione stilistica', 

language, reason, hope and history are all seen as distorted and misread. The 

materialist vision of history, which excluded the underclasses by bourgeois control, at 

least retained a faith in future reappropriation of history by forces of 'reality' or 

'purity', to use Pasolini's essentialist terms. But here, the future (of history) is turned 

in on itself: 

No, la storia 
che sara non e come quella che e stata. 
Non consente giudizi, non consente ordini, 
e realta irrealizzata. (297) 

The future continues in 'Al sole' to underscore the schism between the self and the 

new. world: 'negando il mondo nego le sue nuove ere' (302). The split bursts to the 

fore in the climax to the book, 'Il glicine', where the materialist vision of history 

cracks ('[mi sento vittima] d'una storia apocalittica/ non di questa storia' , 164), and 

new guides are needed: 

Vico, o Croce, o Freud, mi soccorrono, 
ma con la sola suggestione 
del mito, del}a scienza, nella mia abulia. 
Non Marx. (165) 

The split opens a daunting abyss between the self and history, denying the possibility 

of positional harmony or synthesis between the two poles: 

tra il corpo e la storia, c'e questa 

87 On Africa as an idea, see Arbasino, 1971, 355, where Pasolini explains his use 
of the term Bandung as 'un senhal geografico per comprendervi la fisicita dei "regni di 
fame", il fetore da pecora del mondo che mangia i suoi prodotti (il riferimento al fatto 
storico [ ... ] e marginale e casuale)'. On Pasolini's Third World, see Bongie, 1991, 188-
228. 
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musicalita che stona, 
stupenda, in cui cio ch'e finito 
e cio che comincia e uguale, e resta 
tale nei secoli: dato dell' esistenza. (312)88 

Rosa picks up the future-projected dynamic of 'Poesie incivili' and transforms 

it into an obsessive refrain (Rinaldi, 1982, 202), a unifying undercurrent of its 

increasingly dispersed poetic discourse. Various formulations and metaphors are used 

to express this vision of the future, but they are all focused on the cusp between the 

end of history and the beginning of another which allows a dynamic vitality in a 

negative reiteration of the threshold between non-history and history which was the 

focus of earlier work. 

Prophecy, or pseudo-prophecy, of an apocalyptic or personal kind is one of the 

key elements of the new relation to history. In 'Poema per un verso di Shakespeare', 

history is up-turned - 'storia e profeziaj dico follemente' (435) - and the paradox is 

developed through the 'scienza della storia! Mostruosa schematicita/ che prevede, di 

cio che fu, ogni forma' (428). In 'La disperata vitalita', prophecy is ridiculed: 

io posso scrivere Temi e Treni 
e anche Profezie; 

da poeta civile, ah sf, sempre!(468) 

This poem also shows the future-oriented perspective infiltrating the past and the 

possibility of return: 

Lacrime incredibili! Non solo 
per quello .che perdevo [ ... ] 

88 For an earlier example of imagery of musical discord, see 'Ballata del delirio', L' usignolo, 111. The importance of music as a metaphor and model for stylistic practices in Pasolini's work is evident in Atti impuri, 105, where he first formulates a poetics of pastiche: 'la vera necessaria novita consisterebbe nella vera e propria tecnica musicale [ ... ]. Apporterei delle nuove note "stonate" e per indicarle dovrei indicare nuovi segni. Improvvisamente, nell' attimo piu snervante e tenero della melodia, dovrebbero intervenire delle stonature scelte e dosate con estrema razionalita [ ... ] Oltre, s'intende, ai disaccordi. Farei un pastiche fantastico' . 
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ma per quello che avrei perso! (454-55) 

The optimistic continuity apparently implicit in the shift away from nostalgia is here 

revealed as false, predicated on loss and rupture. Section VII ( 465-66) of the poem 
f"' 

takes the negativity to exzemes in a parable of an unborn child, 'puro' and therefore 

'maledetto', tragically prescient of life as a pre-history of death. 

The end of history is, in 'Poesie mondane' as in '11 glicine', apocalyptic: 

Ela fine 
del Mondo e gia accaduta: [ ... ] 
Ah, sacro Novecento, regione dell'anima 
in cui l 'Apocalisse e un vecchio evento! (345) 

The future is so distant ('quando gli Anni Sessanta/ saranno perduti come il Mille', 

358) that only skeletons remain, without trace of consciousness. The impact on the 

subject is clear: it is an imagery of dissolution of the self. 

The new history is given several faces . In 'Profezia', couched in the mythical 

narrative of the invasion from Africa of hoardes led by the legendary 'Ali dagli occhi 

azzurri', the new era is a 'nuova cristianita' (416); in 'Vittoria' it is simply 'la storia 

crudelmente nuova' (540; cf. 'La nuova storia' ); in 'Poesie mondane' again, and in 

'La nuova storia', simply 'modernita'; in 'Poema per un verso di Shakespeare' 'Neo-

Capitalismo' is a new 'Barocco' to follow the classicism of high capitalism (432). 

But by far the most insistent formulation, and perhaps the key image of Rosa, is the 

idea of 'la nuova Preistoria' .89 

The term is firs t coined at the end of 'Poesia in forma di rosa' as an expression 

of the failure of history to effect any real change. New life exists only in potential, 

time collapses: 

89 'Una disperata vitalita ' (452) suggests that 'Una nuova preistoria' was one of the 
working titles for the book. Rinaldi, 1982, 98, relates the term to a Marxian distinction 
between 'Geschichte' and 'Vorgeschichte' . 
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Solo chi non e nato, vive! 
Vive perche vivra, e tutto sara suo, 
e suo, fu suo! (379) 
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This is the 'Nuova Preistoria' . It partakes of the imaginary, womb-like imagery of 

Poesia a Casarsa, and of the primitive 'pre-historical' countryside of Friuli, but is 

recast through separation and negativity. The formula recurs next in 'Pietro II' where 

the figure of the poet-Pope-martyr in his isolation and devotion, is an emblem of a 

new cycle of history.90 In 'La disperata vitalita' it forms part of the ' tavola 

sinottica' of section VIII, and is also to be found in 'Poema per un verso di 

Shakespeare' , 'Alba meridionale' and 'Progetto di opere future'. It subtends and 

subverts the diary form of the collection, based on record and sequence, casting it into 

a half-light of unrealised history or reality, and at the same time opening new axes of 

temporal analogies, which also inform films of this period such as La ricotta and 

Vangelo. 

Trasumanar has much less of a coherent and unified vision of history than 

Rosa. Vaguely intuited new concepts, such as 'metastoria' (571 ,588), fail to take root. 

If anything, the praxis of poetry as critique, outlined in 'Libro libero' (694-95), is 

more significant than formulae or turns of phrase. Familiar models do recur. There is 

extensive immersion in the landscape of the Third World and utopian attempts to 

escape the confines of history and of (political) consciousness, blamed on the 

prospective nature of power: 

l 'idea del potere non ci sarebbe se non ci fosse l'idea del domani; 
non solo, ma senza il domani, la coscienza non avrebbe 
giustificazioni. 
Caro Dio, 
facci vivere come gli uccelli de/ cielo e i gigli dei campi. 
('Preghiera su commissione', 595) 

90 No Pope takes the name of the first, thus there is no Pietro II. 
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The vocabulary of the Apocalypse, hinted at in some poems in the previous collection, 

is amplified in 'Patmos' by extensive reference to Revelation in the violent, ironic 

vision of the dead from Piazza Fontana. This vision of another end of history ends 

with another biblical image: 

la porta della storia e una Porta Stretta 
infilarsi dentro costa una spaventosa fatica 
c'e chi rinuncia e da in giro il culo 
e chi non ci rinuncia [ ... ] 
e chi vuole entrarci a tutti i costi, a gomitate ma con dignita; 
ma son tutti li davanti a quella Porta. (665)91 

The moment of entry into history, a threshold of founding importance in Pasolini's 

poetic enterprise, is here reduced to anarchy and farce. It is no longer a journey 

towards a light of revelation, but a bitter, cynical struggle to which all are condemned. 

The vocabulary of Christianity is also violently manipulated in Pius XII's 

imagined monologue, 'L 'enigma di Pio XII'. The Pope represents the epitome of 

institutional religion, which has retained the dogmas of 'fede' and ' speranza', but lost 

the Pauline capacity to understand the mystical workings of 'carita'. In this, he is 

seen to coincide with the world of the 'nuova preistoria' : 

Essa e dunque Nuova Legge: fede e speranza contano (continuano 
a contare): la concretezza della carita e ... e ... perditempo ... 
sentimenta~ismo (562) 

Institutions - a recurrent concern of Trasumanar - retain an ambiguous relation to 

'carita': 

la carita [e] il contrario di ogni istituzione!! 
Pero la carita sa che le istituzioni sono anch 'esse commoventi [ ... ] 
anche il Partito Comunista, in quanto Chiesa, e commovente. (564) 

91 The reference to the Bible and to Gide is evident. But there is also perhaps 
something of Kafka's 'Vor dem Gesetz', given the parallels between History in Pasolini's 
vision and the Law in Kafka's Talmudic parable. Kafka appears in both 'Israele' and 
'Progetto di opere future' (Rosa, 487,528). 
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The Party, as institution and as orthodoxy, lies at the heart of 'Restaurazione di 

sinistra' and its variants, 'L 'ortodossia' and its 'Rifacimento' , and 'Trasumanar e 

organizzar', with its revolutionary, but also Pau_line ideal of the collective and 

institutional as a vehicle for transcen¥ nce: 

Non a caso ho sulla schiena la mano sacra e untuosa di San Paolo 
che mi spinge a questo passo. 
La contemporaneita temporale del trasumanar none l'organizzar? 
('Trasumanar e organizzar', 623) 
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All reiterate the integration of apparently revolutionary and subversive movements into 

the structures of institutions, and hence into the ineffectual. And these poems form 

the basis for the expression in poetry of Pasolini's ambivalent political encounter with 

the 1968 student movements, and the 'autunno caldo' of 1969. However, the 

dominant mode of that encounter was less political than subjectively psychoanalytical, 

as for Pasolini it became a confrontation between himself as 'padre' and the ' figli' 

who opposed him (see section 4 below). 

Some of the M edea poems extend the treatment of historical themes in 

Trasumanar. ' Callas' contains a refutation of the dialectic, replaced by a model of 

anthropological and quasi-mystical origin: 

Le due cose furono (e sono) sempre contemporanee. 
I superamenti, le sintesi! sono illusioni [ ... ] La tesi 
e l'antitesi convivono con la sintesi: ecco 
la vera trinita dell'uomo ne prelogico ne logico, 
ma reale [ ... ] 
La storia non c'e, diciamo, c'e la sostanza: che e apparizione (133) 

'The e mele' transfers the intuition of the 'nuova preistoria' to the context of 

the Turkish landscape (130-32), where the 'seconda preistoria' becomes 'un'attesa 

della ragione', as it is in Pilade, and to some extent Medea also. 'Comfunicato 

all' ANSA (nazional-popolare)' and 'Ancora sull'orso' (127-29) continue a debate over 

the impossibility of popular art in an era of mass consumption, and the appropriate 
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response, which is already to be found in 'Progetto di opere future' ('non ha piu 

senso/ che un'aristocratica, e ahi, impopolare opposizione', 531). Here the debate is 

an internal one, between a self which desires the possibility of return and one which 

denies return, in an attempt to salvage the linear progression of history from 'il tempo 

dell eternita'. 

The same concern with the nature and role of return features in NG. Its object 

is as much the dynamic of return itself as the endpoint of returning: 

i no plans parse che chel mond a no'l torna pi, 
ma i plans parse che il so torna al e finit. 
('Ciant da li ciampanis', 187)92 

Hence, in 'Tornant al pais', the final three 'varianti' on the third section are a 

catalogue of patterns of return, from the nostalgia for return in the fifth and final 

'variante' ( 'e a no a ciatat pi nuja/ pi dols di chel torna', 18693) to the confession 

that return is impossible as 'A mi vevin puartat/ via prima di nassi' ('Quarta variante', 

18594
) to the twisting paradoxes of the third variant: 

Par un eh' al ama il mond 
ta la forma che il timp 
al ghi a dat, cu' l torna 
sempri cunpain, muri 
voul dizi pierdilu. 
Conservalu cussi, 
voul dizi savej 
di podej sempri torna, 
tal so ziru di muart. ( 184 )95 

92 'non piango perche quel mondo non torna piu, ma piango perche il suo tornare e finito'. 

93 'e non ha trovato mai nulla di piu dolce che quel tornare' . 

94 'Mi avevano portato via prima di nascere'. 

95 'Per chi ama il mondo nella forma che il tempo gli ha dato col tornare uguale a 
se stesso, morire vuol dire perderlo. Conservarlo cosi vuol dire sapere di poter sempre 
tomare nel suo giro di morte'. 
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Return is predicated on the dynamic of death, at once innocent and destructive. It has 

0 lost its meaning, and is now asrciated with a time which is not in motion: 

No bisugna movisi 
par torna. 

Cui eh' al si mouf, si mouf ~ar na strada dreta 
e sensa fin. 6 

Indeed, the refrain which links the third part of 'Tornant al pais' to its first and second 

variant is 'il timp a no'l si mouf' ('il tempo non si muove'). Static time, imbued with 

the possibility of return, is at once consolatory and hostile: '11 pf gran dolour/ al era la 

pi granda/ consolassion' (182).97 Present, active time, by contrast, is the destructive 

modernity attacked in the 'scritti corsari': 

da deis mil a.ins ti eris 
coma ch'al a da essi un zovin: 
altris deis ains, e ogni misteri al e cambiat. 
('David (Terza Variante)', 179)98 

The anthropological change perceived by Pasolini in his final three years is at 

the heart ofthe final non-retrospective section, 'Tetro entusiasmo'. In the heat of 

polemic, the poems become further weapons for critique, but in a more lucid and 

studiedly simple manner and form than in Trasumanar. Hence, 'Domande di un 

comunista comune' takes on Amendola and the 'compromesso storico' in quatrains of 

'settenari' and 'endecasillabi' (248-50); 'Versi sottili come righe di pioggia' offers an 

ironic litany of dogmatic condemnation (251-53). There is a new, political necessity 

for return, despite the compromise of nostalgia: 'I plans un mond muart./ Ma i no soj 

96 'Ciants di un muart', 205: 'Non bisogna muoversi per tornare. Chi si muove, si muove per una strada dritta e senza fine'. And cf. 'La seconda forma del tempo non ha fine' (206). 

97 '11 piu grande dolore era la piu grande consolazione'. 
98 'da diecirnila anni tu eri come deve essere un giovane: altri dieci anni, e ogni mistero e cambiato'. Cf. the denial of return and nostalgia in the 'Abiura dalla "Trilogia della vita"', LL, 71-76 (73). 
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muart jo ch 'i lu plans' ('Significato del rimpianto', 237).99 'Poesia popolare' offers 

a list of the errors made by those who naively thought change would come for so little 

('mil francs/ di pi in sacheta' - 'mille lire di piu in saccoccia', 239), or in so little 

time. And furthermore: 

abbiamo fatto anche un altro sba/glio. 
Abbiamo creduto che questo cambiamento 

dovesse essere tutta la nuova storia. 
Invece grazie a Dio si puo tornare 
indietro. Anzi, si deve tornare 
indietro. (240) 

Transformation is possible, and indeed error is itself a force for change: 'Storia, fa che 

facciamo/ ancora un altro sbaglio .. .' (ibid.). 100 The two prose pieces 'Appunto per 

una poesia in lappone' (241) and 'Appunto per una poesia in terrone' (245) repeat the 

same insight: 'bisogna rifiutare lo "sviluppo"'; 'bisognera tornare indietro a 

ricominciare daccapo' .101 

In one sense at least, then, the 'Seconda forma della Meglio gioventu' is not a 

totally pessimistic annihilation of the poetic origin of the self, as is often claimed. If 

the poems which remake MG attempt and fail to discover a tenable role for nostalgia 

and return, and hence record a rupture between history as ideal cycle and history as 

material progress, that failure seems to provide the premise for another synthesis 

99 'Piango un mondo morto. Ma non son morto io che lo piango'. 

lOO Cf. 'E' all 'errore/ che io vi spingo, al religioso/ errore' ('Una polemica in versi' , 
Ceneri, 120). In Rosa, error is catastrophic: 'Ho sbagliato tutto!' (371). 

101 Cf. Descrizioni di descrizioni, 308: 'nella storia [ ... ] non esiste l'avanti o 
l'indietro' . 
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between history and return in 'Tetro entusiasmo', through the crusading voice of 

renewed polemical critique. 102 
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. 
102 

On NG as paradigmatic for the whole trajectory of Pasolini's work, see Friedrich, 
1982, 37; Sehrawy, 1985. 
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3. 'Un folle identiftcarsi'. Figuring the Self 

La nostra vita e un folle identificarsi 
con coloro che qualcosa di immensamente nostro 
ci mette accanto 
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MG and L' usignolo are made up of a network of figurations, all more or less directly 

envisioned as self-projections; The founding figuration of Pasolini's poetry combines 

projection with the purely self-contemplative, through an identification with the 

mythical embodiment of reflexivity, Narcissus. 103 'Poesie a Casarsa' and 'Suite 

Furlana', and, perhaps more surprisingly, '11 pianto della rosa' and some other poems 

in L'usignolo, are manuals of narcissism.104 The second poem of MG, 'Il nini 

muart', introduces. the myth alongside some of the associated imagery which surrounds 

and amplifies it later: 

Sera imbarlumida, tal fosshl 
a cres l' aga, na femina plena 
a ciamina pal ciamp. 

Jo ti recuardi, Narcfs, ti vevis il colour 
da la sera, quand li ciamfanis 
a sunin di muart. (8) 10 

Narcissus is inserted into the archetypal elements of the Friulan landscape: the peculiar 

light of the evening, the fertile and natural interaction between woman and nature, the 

103 For a general account of the myth of Narcissus and its role in literature, see Vinge, 1967. Most critics have discussed narcissism in Pasolini' s work: see Asar Rosa, 19693, 365-70; David, 1970, 556-62; Santato, 1980, 11-13,56; Rinaldi, 1982, 9,35-41. Ferretti, 19742, is the major exception. 

104 Santato, 1980, 113-43, tends to exaggerate the role of Narcissus in 
L'usignolo. Rinaldi, 1982, 36, calls 'Suite furlana' 'il piu vasto manuale poetico del novecento sui misteri di Narciso' . 

105 'Sera luminosa, nel fosso cresce l'acqua, una donna incinta cammina peril campo. lo ti ricordo, Narciso, avevi il colore della sera, quando le campane suonano a morte' . 
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young boys, the mechanisms of memory and the ritual, Christian-cum-animistic vision 

of death. These elements recur obsessively in the rest of the book, and in particular 

the imagery of the boys: almost every poem presents a variation on this figure, which 

itself becomes mythicised through repetition.106 The poet compiles a lexicon of 

dialect terms for the young, including 'nini' (8), 'fantassut' (9), 'donzel' (11), 'biel ff' 

(12), 'frut' (15), 'zovin' (16), 'soranel' (27), 'zovinut' (73). The fluidity and sexual 

indeterminacy of the landscape allows these terms to be feminised with little loss of 

identificatory impulse and, in turn, the feminine figures are assimilated to the image of 

the child-mother, who is the poet's most intimate interlocutor. The first young girl 

appears in 'Tornant al pais' (17), and 'Aleluja III' (21) introduces the figure of the 

child-mother: 'to mari tal soreli/ a tornava fruta' .107 'Romancerillo' (28-29) gives 

a voice to the mother-figure. 'La domenia uliva' (30-35) splits her into the 'madre' 

and the 'madre-fanciulla', each in dialogue with the 'figlio'. The dialogue not only 

interweaves the two mother-figures, but also conflates the seasonal cycle of nature, 

embodied by the olive-selling girl, with the liturgical cycle which marks Easter 

Sunday. Precisely the same synthesis is to be found in 'La messa', 'L'annunciazione' 

and 'Litania' (L' usignolo, 32,35-39), where the 'madre-fanciulla' slips into the 

iconography and litany of the Virgin Mary.108 But in 'La domenia uliva', the 

106 A 1941 poem '11 flauto magico' (Lettere, I, 29-31) contains a prototype for 
the figure of Narcissus in the 'pied piper', who narrates to himself ('fanciullo adulto'), 
and the train of children whom he leads out of childhood, his nostalgia for his own 
'fanciullezza perduta [ ... ] violenta e sensuale', recalled by the enchanting music of his 
pipe. Cf. Teorema, 93. 

107 'Biondo, tua madre nel sole tornava fanciulla'. 

108 Another point of suture between these two idioms is found in the recurrent 
imagery of 'cam pane', or 'campanili' , as the call to worship, but also to the 'feste 
contandine'; and, in '11 nini muart', 'Ciants di un muart' (39) or 'In memoriam' 
(L'usignolo, 13-14), as a death-knell. This represents another instance of early 
Leopardism and/or Pascolism. See also 'Ciant da li ciampanis' (19), 'Aleluja IV' 
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figure of the son, in his obsessive, iterative introversion, recalls the figure of 

Narcissus: 

FI' Jo i no sai di crous! 
Pierdut ta la me v6us 
i sint soul la me v6us 
i cianti la me v6us. (33) 109 
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The mother-figure also comes to the fore in two poems near the end of 'Suite furlana', 

'Sera di estat' (77) and 'Suspir di me mari ta na rosa' (80-81). Both draw the mother 

into a language of desire, and hence once more recall the shadow of self-desire in the 

son: 

Al aia bussat doma ... 
so mari? Epur a disin 
i so vuj: bussaimi! (77) 

Dutis dos dismintiadis, 
la mari e la rosa ! 
Zint cui sa dula 
al ni a dismintiadis. (81)110 

The traces of the original myth are minimal here, relying on an ambiguity of person in 

the first case, and the absence of the son-self substituted with his objects of desire, the 

mother and the rose, in the second: But as they follow a sustained sequence of 

(22), 'Romancerillo' (28), 'Li ciampanis dal Gloria' (85) and 'Fiesta' (107-8), where 
the bells are emblems of political protest: and cf. 'Alle campane di Orvieto' 
(Religione, 273). 

l09 'Figlio: lo non so di croci! Perduto nella mia voce, sento solo la mia voce, 
canto la mia voce'. The dialogue continues with the son denying a voice in tum to 
the sky, the years, bodies and w omen, and finally reiterating 'SOUL LA ME VOUS', 
thus setting out the determinants of the narcissistic voice as nature, time or memory, . 
the body and desire. 

110 Respectively: 'Ha baciato solo ... sua madre? Eppure dicono i suoi occhi: 
baciatemi'; 'Tutte due dimenticate, la madre e la rosa! Andando chissa dove ci ha 
dimenticate ' .. 
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Narcissus poems, they only confirm the formative role of sexual desire and 

identification in the subjective significance of the myth. 111 
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The strongest and most frequent marker for the figure of Narcissus is imagery 

of reflection, which is loaded with associations of insight into the self, of desire and of 

representation, whilst remaining within the physical-mythical landscape. The 'aga' of 

'11 nini muart' heralds this motif, but its first open occurrence is in 'O me donzel' 

(11): 

.. . I nas 
tal spieli da la roja 

In chel spieli Ciasarsa 
- coma i pras di rosada -
di timp antic a trima. 112 

Reflection embodies the natural mutability of the landscape, transforming the 

landscape ('a trima') via an analogical inscription of myth ('timp antic'). In the 

following poem, 'Li letanis dal biel ff', an actual mirror performs another 

transformation: 

Ciantant al me spieli 
ciantant mi peteni. 
Al rit tal me vuli 
il Diaul peciadour. 

Sunait, mes ciampanis, 
parailu indavour! - (1 4)113 

111 On the mother-figure, see Asor Rosa, 19693, 361-64. 

112 'Nasco nello specchio della roggia. In questo specchio Casarsa - come i prati 
di rugiada - trema di tempo antico' . The sound of the word 'rosada' was, in 
Pasolini's own mythicising account, the magical catalyst to his first intuition of the 
poetic potential of Friulan 'di ea da l'aga' (EE, 62-63). 

113 'Cantando al mio specchio, cantando mi pettino. Ride nel mio occhio il 
Diavolo peccatore. Suonate, mie campane, cacciatelo indietro!' See also '11 diaul cu 
la mari' (63-64), which finds a close parallel in L'usignolo ('Sermone del diavolo', 
44-45: 'Vai allo specchio e guardi/ me, il Diavolo'). On the figure of the devil, and 
its origin in Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Lautreamont, see Santato, 1980, 122. 
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The oscillating gaze of the self goes on to encompass the sun, rain, leaves, crickets, 

but simultaneously 'il me cuarp/ di quan'ch'i eri frut' . In other words, simple 

reflexivity is extended to include metaphorical identification, whilst remaining under 

the aegis of the look of the self. 

Mirror and water imagery recur in 'La not di maj' (46-47), 'Tal cour di un 

frut' (48-50), 'Cansoneta' (51). Each contains interesting secondary imagery which 

constantly resurfaces in subsequent work: the first makes a connection between 

Narcissus and Christ - 'un fil di vous [ ... ] ch'al ven ju da la crous' ('un filo di voce 

[ ... ] che scende dalla croce'); the second is populated with birds - chaffinches, pigeons 

and siskins ('lujars' - 'lucherini '); the third with the 'viole' .114 These three poems 

also prepare for the 'Danze' sub-section of 'Suite furlana', which represents the 

culmination of the myth in MG. The bucolic mixture of self and nature, bound by a 

desiring, reflected gaze, shapes the familiar images. The poem 'Suite furlana' is cast 

as a mini-narrative of a boy searching for his own mirror-image behind the glass, 'par 

jodi s'a e un cuarp che Forma' ('per vedere see un corpo quella Forma', 53). He 

finds only the wall, with its spider's web, and, returning to the mirror, only a 'barlun 

tal veri' ('barlume di vetro'). The 'frut' becomes 'jo frut' ('io fanciullo'), and instead 

of himself, he finds behind the mirror memories of the 'muarta ciampagna', of the 

bells, of his 'mari fruta', all governed by the elusive, insubstantial 'barlun' , yet 

another image of light. The following four poems - three 'Danse di Narcis' and a 

'Pastorela di Narcis' (55-60) - all develop in form and imagery the scene of bucolic 

innocence. The second and third 'Danse' work as variations on the first, picking up 

again on the 'viole ' and on the dawn, but also on the self as desiring subject: 

Jo i soj neri di amour 

114 Fortini, 1987a, 137, labels L'usignolo as Pasolini's 'maniera viola' . 

'I ' 

. I 
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ne frut ne rosigoul 
dut anteir coma un flour 
i brami sensa sen. (755)115 

The 'Pastorela' has the boy-self gazing on and becoming a young girl, who 

then takes on the identity of the mother. The slippage between desiring to have and 

desiring to be, which is the key to the role of the mother in the Narcissus poetry, as in 

Freudian patterns of narcissism, 116 is evident here: 'e al so post i soj jo' ('e al suo 

posto sono io', 60). The rewritten 'O me donzel' in NG acknowledges the ambiguity 

in this slippage: 

I volevi essi me mari 
ch'a mi amava, ma 
i no volevi ama me stes. (171) 117 

In the final sub-section of 'Suite furlana', 'Lieder', specific reference to 

Narcissus disappears, but the secondary markers of the myth recur and indeed 

dominate the section. There are poems describing birds, evening and dawn, qualities 

of light, and love, which create a primary canvas of description, but which are infused 

with sensuality by association with the (self-)desiring self. 

115 'lo sono nero di amore, ne fanciullo ne usignolo, tutto intero come un fiore, desiderio senza desiderio'. The last line is a clear example of the Italian acting as a 'parte integrante dei-testo poetico' ('Nota' , 157), rendering the original more paradoxical. 

116 See Laplanche and Pontalis, 19734, 261-65. There are also strong parallels between Lacan's notion of the mirror stage (1966) as an extension of primary narcissism, and Pasolini ' s constant recourse to imagery of mirrors and reflection. For a dense, Lacanian reading of Pasolini, see Perrella, 1979. 
117 'Volevo essere mia madre che mi amava, ma non volevo amare me stesso'. 'Memorie' (L' usignolo, 75-78), narrates the same split between the self and the mother ('ho compiuto il viaggio/ che tu non hai compiuto'), and, like 'O me donzel', locates the origin of narcissistic (homosexual) desire in that trauma. In general, the importance of the figure of Narcissus is much diminished in NG, which owes more to St Paul (199, 214-21), and the mirror is reduced to an agent of stasis - 'fer coma un toe di glas' ('fermo come un pezzo di ghiaccio' , 214). 
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In L' usignolo, the most frequent marker of Narcissus is still imagery of 

reflection (Rinaldi, 1982, 55-62). In 'In memoriam' (13), the poet searches for the 

dead boy in his own image: 'Cerchero/ nell'acqua [ ... ] il tuo viso di morto'. 'Himnus 

ad noctumum' (61) has the mirror as a symbol of inertia and death: 

Ho la calma di un morto: 
guardo il letto che attende 
le mie membra e lo specchio 
che mi riflette assorto. 

And in the final poem of the 'Tragiques' section, 'Ballata del delirio' (111 -13), which 

acts as a closure of the book before 'La scoperta di Marx', the mirror returns as 

definitively negative. The self is a prisoner of his reflection, and thus no longer 

within reality: 

ormai sono vivo nello specchio, 
sono la mia immagine immersa 
nella vita di luce cieca 
nello specchio del giovinetto 
prigioniero del lume terso. 

Sono dentro lo specchio muto (111-12) 

The final disintegration sees 'lo specchio in frantumi', echoed by the splitting of 

words and fragmentation of lines. 

The two poems from '11 pianto della rosa' which invoke 'Narciso' by name -

'Solitudine' (47-48) and '11 Narciso e la rosa' (51-52) - also prepare for the 

disintegration of the myth as a vehicle for identification and inscription. The former 

marks a split with Narcissus, who becomes a token of otherness, leaving the self in an 

onanistic isolation, in a darkness no longer illuminated by the 'barlume': 

Disprezzo e tenerezza 
verso di te, Narciso, [ ... ] 

imprendibile 
nel tuo esistere puro, 
ingenuo, e conscio, vivi: 
anche a me sei oscuro. 
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The latter is even more explicit. Narcissus is denied three times: 'Non Narciso [ ... ] 

No, Narciso non c'entra [ ... ] contempliamo insieme/ l'assenza di Narciso'. The 

mirror is simply a reflection of light, not a token of being, at best a metaphor for a 

poetry or desire of nature which excludes the self: 

Moralita o poesia 
o bellezza, non so, 
protendo questa rosa 
a rispecchiarsi sola.118 

The sublimation of narcissistic desire into the possibility of a non-subjective poetry 

precisely parallels the pattern in 'Lingua' of an entry into the symbolic order of poetry 

'in lingua', and hence into a permanently negative state. Narcissus is for the first time 

a vehicle of nostalgia for untroubled harmony between self, language, nature and 

desire: 

Saro il Narciso fiore che si specchia 
amante senza amore, con l' orecchia 
distratta dalle voci che l' amore 
senza parole inventa peril fiore. (66) 

There is one further aspect of the myth in L' usignolo which is important for 

future work: the nexus between Narcissus and Christ as images of the self. Already 

an undercurrent in 'La not di maj', the figure of Christ and the Church dominate the 

section 'L'usignolo della Chiesa Cattolica' (Rinaldi, 1982, 25-29)~ In 'L'usignolo V' 

(19), the image of the 'giovane' is reflected not in any ordinary water, but in 'Acqua 

Santa'. 'La passione' shows Christ in much the same light as Narcissus, despite the 

emphasis on suffering and physical death. 119 Christ, like Narcissus, is at once a 

figure of a young boy ('lo fui fanciullo/ e oggi muoio', 6) and a young girl ('il tuo 

118 Traces of Narcissus in '1950-1951' also have a demythicising quality. The 
mirror is no longer a dynamic agent, but rather a source of ' terrore ': ' s' incolla in uno 
specchio abbacinato/ il mio viso, ,senza sangue, di tisico./ lo tremo' (760,754). 

119 On 'passione' as central to Pasolini 's work, see Leonelli, 1986. 
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corpo/ di giovinetta', 7); he is as a bird ('un uccelletto/ insanguinato', 11); he is 

associated with dawn ('i corpi/ color d'alba', 7), with flowers ('sangue di viole [ ... ] 

Fiore fiorente', 9),120 with the morning dew (8) and the poet (ibid.). The two 

figures come together again in 'La Chiesa VIII': 

La Chiesa ferita si e aperta le piaghe con le Sue mani, e un lago 
di sangue le e caduto ai piedi. Ed essa prima di morire ha fatto di quel 
lago uno specchio, e un lampo ha illuminato la Sua immagine dentro il 
sangue. E' solo quell'immagine riflessa che noi preghiamo! (30) 

The mirror is again a token of absence, and is one of the earliest signs of the hostile 

denial of the Church of which the book is in part the narrative. Much later, in 'L'ex

vita', identification of the self with the figure of Christ retains an echo of Narcissus 

imagery in its self-contemplative stance: 

In un debole lezzo di macello 
vedo l 'immagine del mio corpo: 
seminudo, ignorato, quasi morto. 
E' cosf che mi volevo crocifisso ( 108) 

The image of Christ on the Cross is elevated to primary significance in 'La 

Crocifissione' (85-86). Christ is exposed to the light of the sun, nude and bloody and 

under the gaze of all ('sguardi che Lo bruciano [ ... ] il sole e gli sguardi!'). In the 

public suffering and humiliation of ' il povero Cristo ' the self finds a synthesis 

between the private, reflexive, desire-laden figures of Christ and Narcissus, and a 

public ethic fundamental to the future politico-cultural role of the self: 

Bisogna esporsi (questo insegna 
il povero Cristo inchiodato?) 
la chiarezza del cuore e degna 
di ogni schemo, di ogni peccato 
di ogni piu nuda passione ... [ ... ] 

12° Cf. 'Le primule ' (106-7) where the poet at once disturbs and identifies with 
the primroses: 'lo turbo il pudore delle primule [ ... ] mi assomigliano. La lorn 
vergogna/ e la mia impudicizia, ii lorn sogno/ ha candide innocenze come il mio'. 
'Primule' are also primary-school children (Golino, 1985, 239; Greene, 1990, 235). 
The trend figuring the self in flowers continues in '11 glicine' (Religione, 309-15). 
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Noi staremo offerti sulla croce [ ... ] 
per testimoniare lo scandalo. 121 

The topoi of exposition, nudity, scandal, humiliation and martyrdom all emerge here 

by way of the figuration of the self in Christ, thus transcending the Christ of the 

'Chiesa Cattolica' to create a new Authority for trangression. 122 The ideological 

potential of such an identification, already implicit in 'noi staremo', is immediately 

evident in poems such as 'Vegnera el vero Cristo' (MG, 114). 

There are two secondary, but significant techniques of figuration at work in 

this first phase which might be termed respectively archetypal, and expressionist or 

mannerist. The archetypal figurations are those unspecified characters or objects 

which are assigned a poetic voice, and which partake of and represent aspects of both 

self and other. The eight dialogues of 'L'usignolo' (15-22) offer an extended example 

of the self dispersed and fragmented amongst various characters, from the 

'giovinetto/a' or 'fanciullo' or 'giovane' or 'ragazzo' to the more elusive 'straniero', 

'cardellino' , 'alba' , 'sera', 'morto' and 'usignolo'. Several are already familiar, but 

here, and often in MG, they are located between the real, the mythical and the 

subjective - partial glimpses of a volatile self. These enigmatic dialogues are not 

dramatic, but rather have a texture or rhythm of sensuality and of essence which 

shapes them as archetypal predicates of subjectivity. Similarly, the self is repeatedly 

121 On crucifixion throufut Pasolini ' s work, see Imberty, 1981. 

122 The 'quaderni rossi' describe the section of a book entitled 'Un'anima', 
which is clearly an early draft of 'Lingua', thus: 'Tutto questo e stato scritto ad ogni 
modo a un solo fine: quello di ottenere un 'autorizzazione. lo chiedevo a Dio di 
autorizzarmi a peccare!' (quoted in Lettere, I, xcix-c). Adam, another transgressive 
figure of Christ, according to a theological, but also Dantesque tradition, is used as a 
latent figure for the self in both 'L'illecito' ('gusti il frutto proibito', 45) and 'Baruch' 
('Non a me ma al mio sesso/ era promesso l'Eden', 81). 
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labelled as a criminal, or more commonly, and perhaps with yet another reference to 

the crucifixion, as a thief, and the vocabulary of guilt seems less confessional than 

juridical. In MG, the thief is to be found in '11 diaul cu la mari IV' (64) and 'Laris' 

('Ladri', 72); in L'usignolo in '11 canto degli angeli' (69), 'Dies irae' (71) and 

'Memorie' (75), and vocabulary of punishment in 'Baruch' (82-83) and 'Madrigali a 

Dio III' (103). The term 'reo', both moral and juridical, occurs three times in the 

'Lingua' section alone. 123 

The expressionist, or mannerist, 124 technique is of a somewhat different 

nature than others discussed here, and has already been touched upon in earlier 

sections. Figuration of the self need not only imply a projection of the self onto other 

sentient figures; it can also consist of a predication of subjectivity onto a particular 

discourse. In Pasolini's case, the poetry of landscape is imbued with a subjective 

'way of seeing' which is itself a secondary figuration of the subject. In particular, 

there is a tendency to read landscape as a Longhian 'moto di forme' .125 Thus, a 

particular technique develops which owes little to mimetic realism, relying instead on 

123 The actual trial of 1949 is echoed in Roma (1950). Diario and '1950-1951', 
in the recurrent terms 'castigo' and 'condanna', and the first sustained figuration of 
the self as 'escluso'. It is tempting to draw parallels with Genet, or his 
'autobiography' by Sartre, 1952, where the young Jean is castigated and formed as an 
outsider by the accusation 'tu es un voleur [ ... ] J'ai decide d'etre ce que le crime a fait 
de moi', 23,64. Such a comparison would seem more justified than the more generic 
ones caused by the homosexuality and/or scandalousness of both (see, for example, 
Moravia, 1989). On the implications of Saint Genet for autobiography, see Mehlman, 
1974, 167-87. 

124 The terms recur frequently in critics: Siti, 1989; Fortini, 1977a, 170-89; 
1987a, 132-44; Mengaldo, 1978, 782. They generally imply an excess of tension 
between matter and form, although they are not necessarily pejorative. On mannerism · 
in literature see Revue de la litterature comparee, 1982. 

125 From Pasolini ' s review of Longhi, 1973 (Descrizioni di descrizioni, 251-55 
[255]). On Longhi and Pasolini, see Gerard, 1983; Santato, 1985; Trento, 1990; 
Marchesini, 1992. 
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sequences of motifs and shafts of light and imagery, to suggest the essence of a 

reality, but also myth, and a figuring self. Elements can already be found in 'Ciants 

di un muart III' ('O forma dal stalij cui cops blancs di neif', 40), but 'L 'Italia' 

(L'usignolo, 87-98) represents the first full fruition, and the model for 'L' Appennino' 

and 'La ricchezza', followed by strategic reappearance and modulations in a series of 

descriptive excursions in later works. 'L'Italia' sweeps from location to location in 

Italy via analogies between certain micro-elements: in 'capitolo I', the play of sunlight 

and shadow, the sounds of birds, trains and speech; in 'capitolo V', the various 'feste'. 

Many simply extend the motifs of the Friulan landscape by way of both 

autobiographical association and formal modulations across space and time. 

· The technique is most apparent when the patterns of description are derived 

from art history itself. The dense evocations of 'Ilaria' and 'Bonifacio' in 

'L' Appennino', and of Piero's frescoes in 'La ricchezza', both focus metonymically on 

fragments of their object - the 'palpebre', the lines and colours of the battle-scene -

and use them as metaphorical vessels - for the history of Italy, or for the vitality of its 

margins. Artists appear regularly elsewhere, particularly in Rosa. 126 'Picasso' and 

'Quadri friulani' both experiment with ways of seeing, setting the self against another 

eye - the 'pura angoscia e pura gioia' (26) of one, and the 'solenni, festanti colori' 

(63) of the other. 'La Guinea' opens with a sensuous immersion in the landscape, via 

memories of colour, brush-stroke and sculpted form. The synthesis is, precisely, 'il 

gusto/ del dolce e grande manierismo' (329). 

126 Correggio and others in 'La Guinea' , Masaccio and Pontormo in 'Poesie mondane', Giotto in 'Poema per un verso di Shakespeare'. Similar use is made of cinematographic references, such as Godard and Belmondo in 'La disperata vitalita I'. 



There are other instances of Pasolini' s own painting practice emerging in 

poetry as a source of ways of seeing, and in particular, his eccentric method of 

extracting colour from plants:127 

Potrei 
anche tornare alla stupenda fase 

della pittura ... Semo gia i cinque o sei 
miei colori amati profumare acuti 
('La ricerca di una casa', 350-51) 
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Several poems are structured on sequences of colours as here, 128 and 'Ciants da li 

ciampanis' (NG, 187) contains the paradigmatic statement of their metonymic power: . 

I no rimplans 'na realtat ma il so valour. 
I no rimplans un mond ma il so colour.129 

Conversely, at moments of crisis, colour tends to dissolve (Religione, 159,163). 

The formal patterns create a profound, ontological link with the real, without 

recourse to mimesis, whilst also representing reality necessarily imprinted with an 

expression of subjectivity. Any loss of intimacy with the patterns is thus a sign of 

profound crisis: 

disamore, mistero, e miseria 
dei sensi, mi rendono nemiche 

le forme del mondo, che fino a ieri 
erano la mia ragione d' esistere. 
('Il pianto della scavatrice' 93) 

127 See the description given in the screenplay of La ricotta (Alf dagli occhi. 
azzurri, 480), and also/ disegni, and Zigaina, 1987, 43-61. 

128 See 'Il rosso di Guttuso'; and Yannucci, 1985, for a compendium of 
Pasolini' s use of colour. 

129 'N . . 1 ' ·1 1 N . . d ·1 on nmpiango una rea ta ma 1 suo va ore. on nmpiango un mon o ma 1 
suo colore'.. 
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Successive drafts of the Ceneri poems gradually camouflaged the work of 

subjectivity with an eye to creating a more political and 'civic ' poetry.130 The 

attenuation is relative, however, and there are major exceptions, not least the central 

'Le ceneri di Gramsci' itself, preceded by 'Quadri friulani' - a return to Friuli and 

self-contemplation - and followed by 'Recit' - with its traumatic suffering of 

'diversita' - and the autobiographical sections of 'Il pianto della scavatrice' .131 

And even beyond these, a knowledge of the pre-history of the figures of Pasolini's 

·poetry · allows us to discern latent workings of the subject at several other points. 

The transposition from the 'frut furlan' to the 'ragazzo di vita' is obviously one 

point of preservation of the figures of earlier poetry. The urban landscape produces 

new figures and new archetypes to describe the self therein. For example, the 

'scavatrice ' , whose cry is an emblem of tragic change and of the city, is also a vehicle 

of identification between the self and the desolate landscape: 

Perche dentro in me e lo stesso senso 
di giomate per sempre inadempite 
che e nel morto firmamento 

in cui sbianca questa scavatrice? (102) 

The 'feste ' in Friuli are reformulated in images of the self in a crowd in Ceneri. And 

again, it is turned to the negative. In 'Le ceneri di Gramsci ', the crowd, the sound of 

'Testaccio' , is absent, a filtering noise which disrupts the desired consonance between 

the poet and Gramsci. Even more explicitly, 'Comizio' describes the journey of the 

130 Siti, 1981; Rinaldi, 1990, 113. · Rinaldi, 1982, 92-95, sees the subject in 
Ceneri as a 'fantasma', akin to the passive, interpellated cinema-spectator. 

131 Following Pasolini's own division of Ceneri ('Al lettore nuovo', 10-11), some 
critics have taken the structure of the book as organic to the duality of its content. See 
Ferretti, 19742

, 268-70; Santato, 1980, 155-56. 



poet through a meeting of (neo-)fascists in Piazza di Spagna, and disturbingly 

discovers in fascism an aspect of the self: 

Ecco chi sono gli esemplari vivi, 
vivi, di una parte di noi che, morta, 
ci aveva illuso d'essere nuovi - privi 

d'essa per sempre (37)132 
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The young boy and the crowd are now a source of troubled desire, of desire tempered 

by self-denial and disapproval. A similar operation transforms the image of flight. In 

'L'umile Italia' (41-51), the 'rondini' represent all the birds, and by extension the 

landscape, of Fruili, or of central Italy. 133 But, in Rome, the voice of the 'rondini' 

goes unheard: 

Qui, nella campagna romana, 
tra le mozze, allegre case arabe 
e i tuguri, la quotidiana 
voce della rondine non cala, 
dal cielo alla contrada umana, 
a stordirla d'animale festa [ ... ] 

[Qui ... ] senza 
rondini, di cani urla la sera. (43-44) 

The swallows follow the same trajectory as the poet, and their song is a correlative for 

the subject's self-expression. The 'rondine' is another figuration of the self. 134 

132 Siti, 1981, 163-65, shows how an earlier version, 'Notte a Piazza di Spagna', 
addresses the fascists themselves at length, prefiguring 'Saluto e augurio' (NG, 255-
59). Fascism is an integral part of Tommasino' s story in Una vita violenta, who 
moves from 'missino' to 'democristiano' to 'comunista' in a smooth parabola of 
political martyrdom; See also 'A Bompiani' (Religione,. 298); 'Poesie mondane' 
(Rosa, 346), 'ho pie ta per i giovani fascisti' . 

133 For 'rondini' in MG, see '11 diaul cu la mari' (63); 'Or di not' (78); 'Un rap 
di ua' (88). 

134 The figuring of the self in flight continues in Rosa, in 'Poesie mondane ' 
(346), 'La nuova storia' (407-14) and 'Poema per un verso di Shakespeare' (425-39). 
Rinaldi, 1990, 161, sees in the latter a degenaration of the trope into cinematographic 
pastiche. 
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'Una polemica in versi', part of a debate on 'prospettivismo', would be an 

unlikely arena for poetic strategies of subjective figuration, were it not for the tension 

between the subjective and the ideological, and between the role of poetry as political 

or passionate, already established in 'Le ceneri di Gramsci'. The figure of Gramsci is, 

as several critics have pointed out, not historical, but a Gramsci 'misread' by Pasolini 

as a way of building a secondary self. 135 This is the first example of direct 

misprision of a contemporary figure, and is based on the model of 'La crocifissione ', 

in whose Christ the topos of scandal ('lo scandalo del contraddirmi', 73) in 'Le 

ceneri' originates. Gramsci is tentatively assimilated into the poet's schema of himself 

by way of a series of plaintive questions which structure the poem: 

Non puoi, 
lo vedi?, che riposare in questo sito 
estraneo, ancora confinato. (68) 

Mi chiederai tu, morto disadomo, 
d'abbandonare questa disperata 
passione di essere nel mondo? (77) 

Another question, as he nervously approaches the tombstone ('tra speranza/ e vecchia 

sfiducia', 71) hints at the even more radical misreading, or even betrayal, of Gramsci 

which is to follow: 

(0 e qualcosa 
di diverso, forse ,- di piu estasiato 

e anche di piu umile, ebbra simbiosi 
d ' adolescente di sesso con morte ... ) (ib id.) 

The trace of Narcissus returns here, as does the bucolic, or dionysiac sexuality of the 

Friulan idyll, and the 'ebbra simbiosi' prefigures a later 'ebbro peccare' (75), which 

135 Asor Rosa, 19693, 398, calls him a 'Silvia marxistizzata'; Rinaldi, 1982, 129, a 'Gramsci-fantasma' . See also Santato, 1980, 168. Pasolini himself wrote to Calvino 'devi prendere le "Ceneri di Gramsci" come un mio fatto personale, non come un fatto paradigmatico' (Lettere, II, 175). On Pasolini's ideological relationship with Gramsci, see Buci-Glucksmann, 1980; Macciocchi, 1980a, 30-31; Sillanpoa, 1981. 
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deviates the poet's gaze onto a second figure in the Protestant Cemetery who all but 

dislodges Gramsci as a figure for the self and his 'disperata passione', Shelley. The 

emphasis on the foreignness of the cemetery, and hence on Gramsci's continuing 

exile, is a product of images of English 'noia patrizia', the 'giardino gramo/ e nobile' , 

'laiche iscrizioni' and imagined 'orizzonti dove inglesi selve coronano/ laghi spersi nel 

cielo'. The crescendo of images, amid echoes of English graveyard poetry, culminates 

in a quotation in English: " 'And O ye Fountains ... " - le pie/ invocazioni ... ' (70). 136 · 

And after the climactic confrontation with Gramsci and the split self in section IV, the 

poem returns in section V to a high-flown invocation of the vitality and intensity of 

Shelley: 

Ah, come 
capisco [ ... ] l'anima il cui graffito suona 

Shelley ... Come capisco il vortice 
dei sentimenti, il capriccio [ ... ] 

che lo inghiotti nel cieco 
celeste del Tirreno; la camale 
gioia dell 'avventura, estetica 

e puerile: (75-6)137 

There follows another sweep over sites of Italy, bird-like as in 'L'umile Italia', only to 

be sadly interrupted by the second of the tentative. questions to Gramsci quoted above. 

It is, in other words, Shelley - and, no doubt, a misread Shelley, perhaps confused 

136 As perhaps the 'laghi spersi' suggest, the quotation is from Wordsworth: 
'And 0, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves,/ Forebode not any severing of our 
loves!' ('Ode: Intimations of Immortality froni Recollections of Early Childhood' , 
1802-4, 11.187-88), and not as suggested by Jewell, 1987, and others, and as 
encouraged by the context, from Shelley. Foscolo's 'Dei sepolcri' was, of course, the 

· most important transposition into Italian of the graveyard genre, and Pasolini's early 
letters show his profound influence (Lettere, I, 83, 96). There is no evidence that 
Pasolini read English, but the 'Academiuta' anthology of translations into Friulan in II 
Stroligut, n.1, August 1945, included some of Wordsworth by B.Bruni. · 

137 Shelley is also named in 'L'Italia' (L'usignolo, 93). 



with Wordsworth - who occupies the position of self-figuration in 'Le ceneri di 

Gramsci', and not so much Gramsci who is all but overwhelmed by the still

narcissistic reflexivity of the speaking subject. 
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Religione reverses the attenuation of the self of Ceneri , but there is little 

substantial return to self-figuration. There is an extension of the experience of the self 

in the urban crowd in 'La ricchezza II' (160-63), with its descriptions of city mornings 

and bus-rides, and in the scene in Red Square in 'La religione del mio tempo' (83-84). 

The figures of the 'ragazzi' recur in the inquisitive, idealised innocence of Bernardo 

Bertolucci in 'Aun ragazzo', and in the pair espied from the poet' s house who run 

through the long meditations of 'La religione del mio tempo'. And 'La ricchezza V', 

as noted above, sets out explicitly the perceived elective affinity between the 

'raffinato' and the 'sottoproletario' (188). Certain literary names emerge in the 

autobiographical section of 'La religione ': 'Shakespeare, Tommaseo, Carducci ... -// 

facevano d 'ogni mia fibra un solo tremito' (217); 'Pascale i Canti del Popolo Greco' 

(219). But these are no more than cyphers. Similarly, the 'amaro scherzo 

shakespeariano' of ' In morte del realismo.1 38 is a play for effect and attention, and 

the sequence of contemporary literary figures featured there and in 'La reazione 

stilistica' (Gadda, Moravia, Levi, Bassani, Morante, Calvino) are little more than 

names dropped. There is some attempt to build a group identity ('Sono solo,/ siete 

soli', 296), and to an extent, this may be read as a realised initiative derived from the 

questioning of 'Le ceneri' and 'Polemica in versi'. Certain of the epigrams follow 

this line with more interesting results, often turning the addressee into another 

· 138 Pasolini read out the poem at the presentation of the 'Premio Strega' finalists 
on 27 June 1960, in the presence of Cassola, among others. The poem is a sustained 
pastiche of Mark Anthony's funeral oration for Julius Caesar, with 'realism' as the 
slain hero, and Cassola cast as Brutus. 
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figuration of the self, so 'A me' becomes the displaced paradigm of the genre.139 

The notorious 'A un Papa' (260) amplifies the violence of its polemic against Pius XII 

by deploying the vocabulary of sin and the imag~ry of vitality of the poor, which both 

served the poet's own self-projections in the past. 'Alla Francia' (259) offers the best 

example of this tendency: 

Ho la lieta sorpresa di veder che assomiglio 
a Sekou Toure, il presidente della Guinea: 

il naso schiacciato e gli occhi vivi. 
Anche lui risalito al grigiore della storia 

di baratri di puro spirito selvaggio: 
negro proprio come era biondo Rimbaud. 

Forse a chi e nato nella selva, da pura madre, 
a essere solo, a nutrire solo gioia, 

tocca rendersi conto della vita reale: 
rinunciare a obbedire al sesso per pensare, 

finire d'essere fanciullo per diventare cittadino, 
tradire gli Dei per lottare con Marx! 

The poem is worth quoting in full for its systematic assimilation - or again misprision 

- of another figure into the poet's own self-image. Toure is assigned anideal 

biography to coincide with that of the subject, and is then elevated to the status of a 

'Gramsci redivivo', a figure who aspires to move from 'passione' to ' ideologia' 

through a renunciation of desire. The two halves of the poem - description and 

mythicisation (11.1-6), followed by hypothesis and apotheosis (11.7-12) - present an 

ideal paradigm for figur.ation. 140 

Finally in Religione, it is worth noting indications of a move from literary 

paradigms to cinematic ones. One of the most striking myths of 'La ricchezza' is that 

139 The loss of autonomy which the epigram entails is confirmed by the repeated 
recourse, in 'N uovi epigrammi', to doubts over existence itself. 'Esistere' or 
'l'esistenza' occur eight times. 

140 On 'Alla Francia', see Richter, 1977. 

. I. 
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around Roma citta aperta, which is assigned a Proustian value in memory and 

meanmg: 

Subito, alle prime inquadrature, 
mi travolge e rapisce ... l'intermittence 
du coeur. (189) 

And also in 'La ricchezza' there is a glimpsed evocation of Chaplin: 'un pur triste 

chapliniano riso' (194), which will recur often later.141 Figuration in the next two 

collections is~ on sustained images of the self in the other, but on just such 

glimpses and on a more ambiguous and ironic 'casting' of the self in a performative 

role.142 

The key to Rosa is in the growing power of external discourses to determine 

and distort the processes of subjective figuration. The speaking subject is diminished 

and alienated from the subject of speech: 

Onde non io, ma colui che comunico, 
trae la disperata conclusione, 
di essere il reietto di un raduno 

di altri ('La realta', 359-60)143 

Narcissism only occurs now as a token of loss of differentiation, or a pastiche 

of earlier idioms: 

oh come 

141 See Rosa, 397,501,528; and 'Il motivo di Charlot' (see Bibliography 1.1.b). 
For Buster Keaton, see Medea, 145; for Harold Lloyd, see Rosa, 399. All clearly 
prefigure the films with Toto, and the increasingly Chaplinesque silent comedy of 
Ninetto. 

142 Already in 1959, Fortini, 1987a, 142, noted, 'Pasolini recita e lo sa'. In his 
own 1963 epigram, 'Per Pasolini' (Fortini, 1966, 105), the same judgement is fiercely 
poeticised: 'Ormai se ti dico buongiomo ho paura dell' eco/ tu, disperato teatro, 
sontuosa rovina' . 

. 143 See also 'Poesia in forma di rosa': '[il] soave poeta, quel mio omonimo/ che 
ancora hail mio nome' (371), and cf. Benveniste's already cited definition of the third 
person as a non-person. 



sa ognuno - nello sbandamento 
che rende tutti uguali [ ... ] 

- mostrarsi contento 
di se. Narcissismo! sola forza 
consolatoria, sola salvezza! ('Poesie mondane', 342) 
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(Verita evanescente della situazione domestica, l'ossessione narcissica 
[ ... ] ecc. ecc.) 
('Poema per un verso di Shakespeare', 403)144 

Even the 'vocation' to be Christ-like is ironised by subordination to the crowd: 

Prendo tutta su di me le colpa (vecchia 
mia vocazione, inconfessata, facile fatica) 
della disperata nostra debolezza 

per cui milioni di noi, con una vita 
in comune, non furono in grado 
di andare fino in fondo. E' finita, 

trallalla, cantiamo [ ... ] ('Vittoria', 537) 

The imagery of Christ in 'Pietro II', derived from the images in La ricotta, spills over 

from description and narrative (396-7) into self-figuration when it becomes a token of 

the persecution and demystification of the self: 'il sangue di Cristo si e fatto ceralacca/ 

la ceralacca polvere, la polvere omissis' ( 400-1). The destructive power of the crowd 

itself figures the controlling other. The self is regularly pictured lost and alone, in 

groups, or vast crowds ('La persecuzione' , 381-89), and the imagery of the crowd is 

almost macabre: 'La radiosa Appia/ che formicola di migliaia di insetti/ - gli uomini 

d'oggi' (344-45). 

The crowd is only one of several old tropes to be distorted: poems of devotion 

to the 'madre', such as 'Supplica a mia madre ' (347), are tinged with anxiety, and are 

set against violent revisions of the ideal image, such as 'Ballata delle madri' (325-27), 

where 'madri' are 'vili', 'mediocri', ' servili' and 'feroci', responsible for the 

144 See also 'La couvade' (Medea, 138), ' Il narcissismo tramortito - a cui e stato 
dato piu volte/ con l'olio santo l'ultimo addio - rinasce'. 

I: I 
I 1,1 
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neutralising confonnism and ideological integration of their children (Rinaldi, 1982, 

211-13). The self is even deprived of the essential link to physical reality, the 

landscape: 

esse [le strade] non sono rnio posses so, mio paesaf ro, 
mia intimita, ma appartengono ad altri (402)1 

The trial of La ricotta reduces the self to a puppet of the media, and the 

judiciary. The poet's interlocutors become the 'punters' ('scomettitori, puntate sulla 

condanna', 399), just as in 'La disperata vitalita' it will be the culture industry, in the 

form of the inane interviewer. These external forces are now the agents in refiguring 

the self ('gli osceni sogni della stampa borghese [ ... ] m'hanno ridotto a Diavolo', 400). 

Inevitably, then, Rosa sees an increment in the image of the self as the 'diverso' or 

'escluso' , but all possibility of positive difference is overridden by negative 

'diversita' .146 The second half of 'La realta' picks up from its autobiographical · 

impulse to launch · an anguished meditation on exclusion, on homosexuality and 

difference: 

Nulla e piu terribile 
della diversita. Esposta ogni momenta 
· - gridata senza fine - eccezione 

incessante - follia sfrenata 
come un incendio - contraddizione 
da cui ogni giustizia e sconsacrata (367) 

And it also introduces the single most important self-figuration in the book, the self as 

'Ebreo': 

E cerco alleanze che non hanno altra ragione 

145 Cf. 'La realta', 356, 'i pendii, i colli, l'erba millenaria [ ... ] tutto questo/ 
nasconde me': landscape is no longer a mode of self-inscription and self-expression, 
but a token of absence and concealment. · 

146 Rinaldi, 1990, 167-68, distinguishes between 'lo straniero' and 'lo straniato'. 

I!,' 
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d'essere, come rivalsa, o contropartita, 
che diversita, mitezza e impotente violenza: 
gli Ebrei ... , i Negri ... ogni umanita bandita (360)147 

In 'La disperata vitalita', a further working title for the book is given as "'Monologo 

sugli Ebrei"' ( 452). But it is in the 'Israele' section that the texture of the figure is 

most carefully considered. In the piece beginning ' ... Kafka poi avra supposto' (487-

88), the poet identifies with the trauma still alive in Israel from the Holocaust, and 

also with a sense of exile from and nostalgia for Europe. The next poem emphasises 

still further this rapport: 

Tomate, ah tomate nella vostra Europa. 
Un transfert tremendo di me in voi, 
mi fa sentire la vostra nostalgia 
che voi non sentite, e a me da un dolore 
che sconvolge ogni rapporto con la realta. 
L 'Europa non e piu mia! ( 490) 

Israel and the Jews, as perceived and misread by Pasolini, seem suspended between a 

corrupt Europe and a fully differentiated Third World. 'Israele' moves from complete . 

identification ('Ha la faccia/ uguale a quella di noi ebrei ', 492) to disillusionment with 

the bourgeois presence even there: 'Ma sono Ebrei. Perche si comportano/ cosi come 

figli di borghesi ariani [? ... ] L'ebreo per cultura ed elezione, adesso/ li guarda deluso' 

(495-96). 

The model of Jews as Europe's exiles, risking an horrific mimesis of European 

neo-capitalism because of their exile, and of the self as profoundly Judaic in an 

antique, perhaps biblical sense, shapes the otherwise fragmented poem 'Progetto di 

opere future' (519-31). Even the impulse for a new creative energy seems to derive 

from this identity ('io Ebreo offeso da pieta/ ritrovo una crudele freschezza 

147 Ferretti, 1976, 29, notes a lack of intimacy in the rapport, which he sees as politically motivated. This is the first full intuition of an elective affinity with Jews, but cf. 'll canto degli angeli' (L'usignolo, 69): 'Come gli Ebrei ho anch'io il mio vitello/ d'oro'. 

I I 
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d'apprendista', 520). And the self finds models in a litany of great Jewish figures: 

Marx, Freud, Proust, Einstein, Chaplin and Kafka - 'oh popolazione dei miei fratelli' 

(528). Nostalgia for Europe becomes nostalgia for . 'l'europa romanza, occitanica' 

(ibid.), a mythical Europe, which opens a perspective for a future return: 

Ergo, aspettando che porti 
un nuovo Grande Ebreo un nuovo TUTIO E [ ... ] 

bisogna deludere, nel nostro piccolo (529) 

The figure of the Jew runs on into Trasumanar, despite the break after 1964 in 

writing poetry. 148 In 'Egli o tu', the poet is 'di nazionalita israeliana' and 'il 

buffone ebreo' (5,7). And in the poem-review of Elsa Morante's Il mondo salvato dai 

ragazzini (577-93), Elsa is a matriarchal Jew 'col Talmud nella pancia' (577). 

'L'enigma di Pio XII' adopts the voice of the Pope 'scandalously', to force him to 

justify the Vatican's silence and inaction over the Holocaust. Pius, himself a distorted 

projection of the tortured contradictions of the · self and a · symbol of the 

institutionalised Church, identifies in tum with Paul, with Paul's betrayers, with the 

Jews and finally with Hitler: 

lo so che tradisco la chiesa di Paolo [ ... ] 
Lo so per ii semplice fatto che sono ridivenuto un Ebreo [ ... ] 
Fede e speranza trionfano di nuovo nel Terzo Reich 
come nei tempi antichi. 
La mancanza di carita non e che un semplice peccato 
(il mio stesso [ ... ]) (563;567)149 

148 See also the plays, all begun in 1966, between the publication of Rosa and 
the first poems of Trasumanar. In Calderon, for example, the heroic and enigmatic 
Sigismondo is Jewish. · Porcile is centred on the thinly veiled respectability of two 
German industrialists who made their names exploiting the Nazi death camps, and 
features the archetypal heretical Jew Spinoza (482-91). See also Teorema, 87-92. 

149 
. The figure of St Paul recurs in the poem 'Trasumanar e organizzar' (623), 

and is of course the subject of San Paolo. 

I, ii 
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The Church, a Pauline institution, becomes a symbol of all institutions, from the 

bourgeois 'Legge', which for Pius is a Jewish invention, to the pseudo-prophetic 

causes of the Kennedys' deaths and of Vietnam, to the PCI. And the poem ends 

playing grotesquely between the third Reich and the third Heaven in a phrase which is 

repeated in several other poems in Trasumanar: 

Potrei parlare di UNO che e stato rapito al Terzo Cielo: 
invece parlo di un uomo debole: fondatore di Chiese. (568) 

Other figures which recur in Trasumanar are largely tired versions of earlier 

dynamism. There is a new pattern to the poetry of centrifugal disunity, and poetic 

extremism. The self is no longer 'escluso', but cannot deviate from the 'cultura della 

diversita' (Ferretti, 1976, 75-76). Identification is now with the extreme opposites of 

the self, Pius XII and Nixon ('Poema politico', 705-8), and is carried off as 

performance. The scandal-giving youth is present as a trope, but only as a mediated 

and dependent image for Morante's 'Pazzariello' (589); and scandal as a political 

strategy is no longer tenable, except as a performance ('Il gracco', 601-3). 

Communication is blocked, and so is communication of the self: 

cosi viene liquidato il mio narcisismo. 
Che ne e di esso? 

Ho perso la compagnia di un sentimento. 
0, meglio, della 'forma di una vita' (la mia) 
('La nascita di un nuovo tipo di buffone ', 599) 

The 'buffone' itself is a new pseudo-archetypal role, signifying the loss of autonomy 

to create roles for the self. 

However, one pattern recurs and is developed to a new intensity, via a 

transformative political reality. In 'Il piagnisteo di cui parlava Marx' (633-34; and cf. 

Rosa, 405), the poet is again caught in a crowd, this time in Recife, Brazil: 

Essi sono la che agiscono [ ... ] 
In una sola mattinata ho trovato una patria piena di innocenti 
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e non mi muovo, non oso andare tra di loro 

The crowd is, then, a token of political resistance and action, and the self is fixed still, 

inert and thus excluded from action. The same exclusion from the radical collective 

marks 'La raccolta dei cadaveri', where it is precisely the 'cell' structure of the 

revolutionaries which alienates: 

un covo di giovani rivoluzionari; 
non lontano da Regina Coeli; 
io, frequentatore di covi [ ... ] 
Ora mi trovo a disagio nelle tane; tra i gruppi minoritari (666) 

The apposition of the self and collective groups, divided by the impossiblity of 

communication, is also the structurillg principle of 'Mirmicolalia' (569-72), which 

alternates between a 'mirmicoeffare coi coatti' and a 'piu ragionevole' dialogue with 

law students. But the confrontation with the students in Trasumanar (and other texts 

of the same period), in which the self once more attempts to appropriate, through 

active misprision, a figure in history and ideology, cannot be fully appreciated without 

insertion into a more long-standing drama of figuration - the emblematic conflict 

between the father and the son, which is governed by a writing of the body and of 

desire as much as by ideology. 
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4. 'Mio corpo insepolto'. The Body of the Father 

In both MG and L' usignolo, the figure of the father appears only a handful of times, 

and in Ceneri, only once. 150 The governing Oedipal strategy of these texts is 

summed up in 'Lingua': 'ho ucciso il padre col silenzio' (69). The father is literally 

written out of the subject's 'nostalgia del tempo presente' by his absence, whereas, as 

we have seen, the mother takes up a central and fluid position in the canvas of self

expression.151 On those occasions when the father does appear, however, the seeds 

of a far more imposing presence can be discerned.152 In 'Litania', a sequence 

imbued with devotion to the mother and to her chastity, the father is simply the agent 

of violation and impurity: 'non v'ha violato/ mano di padre' (38). But already the self 

is signed with sin and transgressive desire: 'Su ridestiamoci,/ che il nostro cuore vuole 

peccare' (39). Hence, there is already an affinity between the father and the subject as 

dual agents of impurity. The trauma which the rare references to the father explore is 

the problem of coming to terms with, and becoming, the father. The 'words' of the 

150 The father is also absent from the cluster of works written shortly after the move to Rome, Roma (l<JSO). Diario, '1950-1951' and '1951 '. 
151 Poesie a Casarsa was in fact dedicated to 'mio padre', but he later explained that the dedication, like the title of the book, was chosen 'per conformismo' ('Poeta delle ceneri', 4 ). 'Poe ta delle ceneri' also confirms the Oedipal force of their hostility: 'la nostra inimicizia faceva parte del destino, era fuori di noi'. In 

'Coccodrillo', he insists, however, that the conformism itself was 'd'origine matemelle et non pas paternelle' (Duflot, 1981, 242, and cf. 'Ballata delle madri', Rosa, 325-27). MG and NG are dedicated to Contini. 

152 Ferretti, 1985, 85, detects a seachange after Pasolini's father's death, 'sf da potersi non arbitrariamente distinguere una grande "stagione materna" da un'altrettanto grande "stagione paterna"'. For Contini, 1980, 344-45, the conflict between father and son is the 'disputa fondamentale' in Pasolini. See also Golino, 1985, 142-48,260-62 and passim. 
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bell in 'Tornant al pafs III' (18), which govern its rewriting in NG (181 -86), see 

fathers in their sons, in an analogy which is at once a token of the pre-historical lack 

of differentiation in Friulan life, and also a quiet harbinger of future anxiety: 

'11 timp a no'l si mouf: 
jot il ridi dai paris, 
coma tai ramis la plo1a, 
tai vuj dai so frutfns' 53 

'I padri' represent the weight of unchanging millennial tradition, manifested elsewhere 

in a disturbing, at times morbid control over the young boys, who are the defining 

figures of the landscape, by the phantasms of their ancestors: 

li lour [i paris] peraulis claris 
a ti vf vin tal sen. 

A son peraulis muartis ('La domenia uliva', 34)154 

Dove sono volati gli anni che dividono il corpo di questi ragazzi da 
quello dei loro padri? [ ... ] 
0 piccolo servo! Corpo di tuo padre, labbra di tuo padre, petto di tuo 
padre, che morte risuona nel tuo canto, che vita nel tuo quiete non 
esistere? ('Le albe', 5) 

And in both these poems, the image of the unseen father in whom the son lives, or 

whose death the son embodies, spills over into Christian imagery. The analogy 

between 'i padri' and 'il Padre' is most explicit in 'Baruch VI': 

(I padri e il Padre .. . 
gli uni simili a noi, 
l' altro simile al padre ... 
ed il padre e cattolico) [ ... ] 
11 figlio si ribella 
(e nasconde il peccato), 
diverra cattolico 
nel tempo ideale (82) 

153 "'Il tempo non si muove; guarda il riso dei padri, come nei rami la pioggia, 
negli occhi dei fanciulli'" . 

154
. 'le loro [i padri] parole chiare ti [figlio] vivono nel petto. Sono parole 

morte'. 
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And also explicit here is the pattern whereby the rebellion of the son against the father 

is only a hidden mechanism for the transformation in turn of the son into the 

father. 155, The denial of identification with the father is a subtext of the alternative 

identification with the mother, or the boy, or the attempt to dismantle the hierarchies 

of time which distinguish father and boy, or mother and girl. If the father is always 

already within the son, then the trauma of becoming is debarred. In Ceneri, where the 

self is deliberately marginalised, the single occurrence of the figure of the father is 

one of denial: '[Tu] in quel maggio italiano [ ... ] dei nostri padri - non padre, ma 

umile/ fratello' ('Le ceneri di Gramsci', Ceneri, 68). 156 

The body in MG is a transubstantial vehicle for the expression of sexual desire, 

and of an ontological desire for the real. It is written across the landscape, in part 

human and in part elemental. The Narcissus poems of 'Suite furlana' are imbued with 

imagery of the body, which, in reflection, becomes water. And it can also be 

reformed by and as the other elements, fire, air and earth: 

11 Tilimfnt, cu 'l stradon di sfalt, 
e li planuris verdulinis, 

cu li boschetis flapis e il zal 
dai ciamps di blava, fra il mar 

e la montagna: 
dut ardeva ta la me ciar frutina. 

Al era un fouc il mal. 
('Un rap di ua', 88) 

il me cor al e di aria 
e tai me vuj a rit la int ('Mi contenti', 109) 

155 Cf. 'Nuova poesia in forma di rosa' (Rosa, 474), where the sons are destined 
to 'ripetere a uno a uno gli atti del padre,/ anzi, a ricreare il padre in terra'. 

156 The brother, whether specifically with reference to Guido or not, is a 
constantly recurrent figure throughout Pasolini's work. Its usual political connotations 
are amplified by contrast with the hierarchical hostility to the father, as in this 
quotation, and by the tragic association of loss ('Appendice alla "Religione": una 
luce', 241-44, 'Poesie mondane', 344). 



Rit, tu, zovin · lizeir, 
sintfnt in tal to cuarp 
la ciera cialda e scura · 
e il fresc, clar seil. ('A Rosari', 44)157 
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These elemental metamorphoses are often images of dissolution, but also of release 

and ecstatic sublimation: 'i soj zovin, vif, bandunat/ cu'l cuarp ch'al si cunsuma' 

(67). 158 The sublimation is at once sexual and spiritual. The 'cuarp di Stiefin' 

('corpo di Stefano', 42), the body of 'Davide' (L'usignolo, 33-34), and of the myriad 

other young boys, are objects of a particular kind of 'amore' which is desiring but 

also transformative, through which the self physically penetrates his surroundings. 

This force, which is often equated with the force of song, and hence poetry, is the 

profound meaning of the 'rustic amour' of 'Dedica' (7). 159 The spiritual side to 

this 'amour' is an undercurrent in MG ('jo i soj un spirt di amour' - 'io sono uno 

spirito d'amore', 19), but comes to the fore in the religious crisis of L'usignolo. The 

body is here imbued with intimations of mortality, as in two poems already 

mentioned, 'Le albe' and 'Davide' .160 And along with the reality of death, these 

157 Respectively: 'Il Tagliamento, con lo stradone asfaltato, e le pianure 
verdognole, con le boschine appassite e il giallo dei campi di granoturco, fra il mare e 
la montagna: tutto ardeva nella mia carne di bambino. 11 male era un fuoco'; 'Anche il 
mio cuore e di aria e nei miei occhi ride la gente'; 'Ridi, tu, giovane leggero, 
sentendo nel tuo corpo 1~ terra calda e scura e il fresco, chiaro cielo'. 

158 'Sono giovane, vivo, abbandonato, col corpo che si consuma'. The dissolution 
of the bodily self into an element of landscape recurs in the poetry of summer 1941 
and 1942. See, for example, the title image of 'Sciogliersi di canto al mattino' , the 
closing lines of 'La tempesta' ( ' lo mi disperdo [ ... ]') and the poem 'Divengo la sera' 
(Lettere, I, 91,94-95,86). 

159 De Mauro, 1985, 12, points out that 'rustic' was not included in the Pirona 
dictionary of Friulan until 1967, and was probably coined by Pasolini. 

160 A similar motif recurs in Poesie and/ pianti. See, for example in the latter, 
· poem XXIV, which ends 'questo mio corpo immortalel tocchera/ l' incredibile morte' 
(30). Another important parallel is with the image of the body as a token of the past, 
and the passage of time, which is already in MG: see, for example, 'Li letanis dal biel 
ff III' (15) and 'La not di maj IV' (47). In both, the figure of the father is also 
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two poems also contain images of fathers or fatherhood. Furthermore, the sexual 

aspect of the body is no longer sublime, but guilt-laden, in poems such as 'Lingua' 

('arno la rnia colpa' , 67) and the sequence 'La verginita', where traces of taboos such 

as incest and masturbation are overlaid with a vocabulary of shame and sin.161 

Where the body becomes suffering and death or guilt, it becomes an object, and the 

figure of the father displaces the imaginary (maternal) subject. This is most evident in 

the two climactic points of the representation of Christ in L'usignolo, 'La passione' 

(6-12) and 'La Crocifissione' (85-86). In the former, heavy emphasis is laid on the 

body of Christ Incarnate, and on the physical suffering ('passione') of that body .. And 

the latter makes explicit the barely implicit sensuality of Christ's suffering in its 

summation of the crucifixion: 'morte, sesso e gogna'. The central image of exposure 

in the poem ('bisogna esporsi') is itself an image of the body, as is conveyed by the 

physical intensity of the adjectives, all prominent rhyme-words: 

Perche Cristo fu ESPOSTO in Croce? 
Oh scossa del cuore al nudo 

· corpo del giovinetto ... atroce 
offesa al suo pudore crudo ... (85)162 

The body becomes a meeting point for several restrictive discourses. It is a burden 

('un corpo che m' ingombra' , 117) and a limitation ('Poco piu che corpo [ ... ]' , 113), 

present. 

161 Santato, 1980, 57, calls this 'l' osservazione inquieta, ossessiva del corpo'. 

162 The violence associated with 'nudo' here, and also in 'Lingua' and 'L'ex 
vita ' (108), resurfaces in later poetry. See, for example, 'Recit' and '11 pianto della 
scavatrice II' in Ceneri, where the 'ragazzi' and their 'borgo' are in tum described as 
'nudi/o' (83,100); 'Poesie mondane' - 'terrificante come ogni nudita' - and 'La · 
persecuzione' - 'atrocemente nudo' - (Rosa, 344, 388); Teorema, 190-91. See above 
p.3. The direct relationship between the clarion call of 'La Crocifissione' -
' testimoniare lo scandalo' - and the body resurfaces in 'La ricchezza 2' (Religione, 
158): 'ardente/ legna di questa antica ansia/ di testimoniare - la came'. 



'Memorie' (75-78) is the actual source of the complex ambiguity of 

. around the body made clear: c1esu-es 

Mi innamoro dei corpi 
che hanno la mia came 
di figlio - col grembo 
che brucia di pudore -
i corpi misteriosi 
d'una bellezza pura [ ... ], 
corpi spenti dai tremiti 
della came [ ... ], 
i corpi dei figli 
coi calzoni felici, 
col bruno o il biondo 
delle madri nei passi, 
e un troppo grande amore, 
nel cuore, per il mondo. (77"-78) 
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This is homosexual desire laid bare, but a homosexual desire of a particular kind 

which gathers a series of motifs around the significance of the body. The 'amore per 

il mondo' is the same 'rustic amour' of 'Dedica'. The appeal to the mother, and to 

rhc purity and spirituality in the 'figli', is an attempt to sublimate carnal desire into 

their 'amore per il mondo' which is the transformative life-force of the ideal world of 

The near-absence of the father from Ceneri is echoed by a diminution of the 

sensuality of experience. Where a poetry of desire does emerge, it varies little from 

the earlier work, despite the new context. The sense of an 'amore peril mondo', and 

hence a desire for the present/presence of the physical world, sµrvives in the aphoristic 

opening to 'II pianto della scavatrice', 'Solo l'amare [ ... ] conta, non l'aver amato' 

(93), and is explicit in 'Le ceneri di Gramsci': 

semi accade 

di amare il mondo non e che per violento 
e ingenuo amore sensuale (72) 



but only in 'Memorie' (75-78) is the actual source of the complex ambiguity of 

desires around the body made clear: 

Mi innamoro dei corpi 
che hanno la mia carne 
di figlio .. col grembo 
che brucia di pudore -
i corpi misteriosi 
d'una bellezza pura [ ... ], 
corpi spenti dai tremiti 
della came [ ... ], 
i corpi dei figli 
coi calzoni felici, 
col bruno o il biondo 
delle madri nei passi, 
e un troppo grande amore, 
nel cuore, per il mondo. (77--78) 

174 

This is homose.xual desire laid bare, but a homosexual desire of a particular kind 

which gathers a series of motifs around the significance of the body. The 'amore per 

il mondo' is the same 'rustic amour' of 'Dedica'. The appeal to the mother, and to 

the purity and spirituality in the 'figli', is an attempt to sublimate carnal desire into 

their 'amore per il mondo' which is the transformative life-force of the ideal world of 

Friuli. 

The near-absence of the father from Ceneri is echoed by a diminution of the 

sensuality of experience. Where a poetry of desire does emerge, it varies little from 

the earlier work, despite the new context. The sense of an 'amore peril mondo', and 

hence a desire for the present/presence of the physical world, sµrvives in the aphoristic 

opening to 'Il pianto della scavatrice', 'Solo l'amare [ ... ] conta, non l'aver amato' 

(93), and is explicit in 'Le ceneri di Gramsci': 

semi accade 

di amare il mondo non e che per violento 
e ingenuo amore sensuale (72) 
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Ecstatic dissolution of the body, and hence the self, returns in 'Quadri friulani', which 

recreates the dionysian evening 'feste' using the same elemental imagery of violent 

passion: 

Ti ricordi quella sera a Ruda? 
Quel nostro darsi, insieme, a un gioco 
di pura passione [ ... ]? 

Era una lotta 
bruciante di se stessa, ma il suo fuoco 

si spandeva oltre noi (57) 

And further on in the poem, the sublimation implicit in 'darsi' is articulated in a 

description of Zigaina's painting of 'spettri del caldo sesso/ adolescente' .163 

One final locus of sexuality in Ceneri, again originating in earlier poetry, 

embodies the exclusion and solitude of the city. Both 'Recit' and '11 pianto della 

scavatrice' narrate a journey through the city which finishes with an exhausted return 

to a closed, cool and dark room. In the dark, the body and its sensuality and mortality . 

become, .a vessel for all the experiences of the outside world, as they had done in the 

night poems of '11 non credo' in L' usignolo (54-62): 

Entro e mi rinchiudo, muto e spento come 
un impiccato solo col suo corpo e il suo nome 
('Recit ' , 86) 

Perhaps the earliest image of this space is in Dai Diario (1945-47), where several 

familiar motifs - history, Narcissus , quality of light, the body and 'nudita' - come 

together: 

E nell 'interno della morta casa 
di Casarsa, sorridi tu, 0 Cosciente, 
e nel tuo sguardo fisso, di maniaco, 
io leggo la mia storia. Ecco qui 
la stanza, tomba dei tepori e delle 

163 Cf. 'ebbra simbiosi/ d 'adolescente di sesso con morte .. .' ('Le ceneri di 
Gramsci', 71). 

I'! 
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tetre solitudini del mio corpo; 
lo specchio dove guardo, intenditore, 
gli scorci del mio viso; il letto senza 
fantasmi, nudo, a cui la nuda luce 
da candori di gesso, e che il tuo riso 
sospende nel passato. (26) 
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'La religione del mio tempo' is also built upon the locus of the closed room, 

from where the two 'ragazzi' are espied and desired. But there is little of the charged 

sensuality of other portraits of objects of desire: 'il dono/ disperato del sesso, e 
andato/ tutto in fumo' (215). The poet is here a 'vecchio santo', as in 'Al sole' he is 

'come ogni vecchio' (302). Hence the possibility of a split between the self and the 

object of his desire - represented emblematically by the distance between them in 'La 

religione del mio tempo' - begins to surface. In 'A un ragazzo', the melancholic tone 

derives in part from the acknowledgement that the poet is divided from the boy by his 

experience of history, and can only communicate as a father-figure, not a brother. 

The epigram 'A un figlio non nato' (255), where the self is again cast as father, 

extends the division in 'A un ragazzo'. The description of sexual intercourse in the 

'borgate' landscape, again linking desire to paternity in a way unexpected for Pasolini, 

culminates in a resigned acceptance of the loss of the 'primo e unico figlio non nato' : 

' non ho dolore/ che tu non possa mai esser qui,.in questo mondo' . The division 

between knowledge and-innocence has become absolute, that between 'nascita' and 

'non nascita' .164 

164 The prostitute in this epigram ac ts dually as, on the one hand, ari emblematic 
part of the landscape, and hence less as an object of heterosexual desire than an 
element of 'borgata' vitality (see also 'La ricchezza 4', 178-79; 'Poema per un verso 

· di Shakespeare', Rosa, 429; 'La strada delle puttane' , Trasumanar, 645) and, on the 
other hand, as a mute medium for dialogue between the self and the phantasm of the 
'figlio non nato'. In either case, she does not exist as an autonomous subject. The 
prostitute is a central figure of much of Pasolini's narrative work, in prose and film. 

· For a discussion of her highly ambiguous nature and function; see Philipps, 1992. 
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The sensual vitality and immediacy of the world of the 'borgate' remains the 

strongest correlative of the sexual: 

in un mondo che non ha altri varchi 
che verso il sesso e il cuore, 
altra profondita che nei sensi. 
In cui la gioia e gioia, il dolore dolore. (188) 

But the inclination towards a physical 'amore per i1 mondo' has already degenerated 

into the hysterical: 'Ede amore - voglia disperata/ dei sensi, lucido isterismo' (158). 

The split self inherent in hysteria manifests itself in the dramatic 'abisso tra corpo e 

storia' in 'II glicine' (313), which heralds the explosion of sexuality and paternity, and 

poetic form, in Rosa. 165 

All the poetic work around the body, the father and the desiring subject, up to 

and including Religione, seems in retrospect a prologue to their treatment in Rosa and 

Trasumanar. And there are also a number of pivotal, uncollected and formally diverse 

compositions, written during the same period, which are crucial stages in the 

formation of the father and the body. 

The first of those uncollected pieces, which uses the father for the first time as 

a phantasm of terror which inhabits the actual father, is 'E 1 'Africa?' , written in 

January 1963 and later included in the unrealised screenplay Il padre selvaggio (58-

61). It deals with the pain of the failure to bring the film-project to fruition, and the 

poet - 'adolescente vestito/ dalla madre ' - finds himself standing before the castigating 

figure of Alfredo Bini, his film producer. Bini is transformed into the poet' s father 

165 'Progetto di opere future': 'la via/ della Verita passa anche attraverso i piu 
orrendi/ luoghi [ ... ] dell'isteria' (522). On hysteria, see Laplanche and Pontalis, 
19734, 177-80. The figure of the hysteric has more currency in feminist literary 
studies - see, for example Cixous and Clement, 1975 - but one can find parallels in 
Pasolini' s position. On the significance of the body-history split as a dichotomy 
between 'essere' and 'dover essere', see Sicilano, 1965, 72; Brevini, 1981, 493. 

I I 
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'non nominato [ ... ] dal dicembre del cinquantanove, anno in cui morf', 166 and is 

then reincarnated as the father - 'padre ormai non solo mio, padre nient' altro che 

padre' - or a category of thought in which the real father represents 'vecchie verita' 

acquired through suffering. This vision of Bini as the father is a momentary one -

'ma subito rifu il mio coetaneo goriziano' - but it is an important development which 

dramatically amplifies the potential significance of the father-figure, and is a key to 

the diffusion of the theme in Rosa. 

The relation of the self to the father in Rosa is one of unprecedented volatility 

and uncertainty. The pathological, or perhaps hysterical, emphasis on defining the self 

in terms of father and son is only matched by the oscillation between opposite 

conditions: 

riflette la mia lingua una fantasia 
di figlio che non sara mai padre (352) 

i padri - mia coetanea, nera razza (354) 

i miei coetanei, i figli (356) 

'i miei padri crearono 
una condizione padronale, 
e qui comando io' (412) 

sono miei figli [sic], 
gli unici di cui potrei dirmi padre ( 494) 

non so, 'effettivamente' , essere padre, padrone [ ... ] 
Padre, che cosa mi sta succedendo? (504) 

The trope of contradiction is here elevated to new intensity, and resolution is 

precluded more than ever. However, the figure of the father is also elevated to a 

category of being. 167 The subject does not adopt the mask or role of the father or 

166 Pasolini's father actually died on the night of 19-20 December 1958 (Lettere , 
II, 404). 'Poeta delle ceneri' (3) makes the same mistake. 

167 The son is also elevated to semi-mythical status ('Profezia', 415). 

I 
I 
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the son, but instead inscribes itself into the autonomous, mythical dyad between Father 

and Son, or fathers and sons. 

In the final poem of the book, 'Vittoria' , the categories are simply transposed 

into a political discourse, such that the PCI, or the communist intellectual, becomes 

the father, and the worker the son. But the communists are strangely failed father

figures - 'ombre di compagni [ ... ] voi, padri/ senza nome' (537) - and the 'giovanotti' 

have in their eyes 'qualcos'altro che amore' (539). The mapping of desire and the 

paternal onto the political is not complete · here, but the poem moves towards such a 

synthesis. 

The violent energy of the 'padre-figlio' pair feeds into and is fed by the 

equally violent praxis of the body in Rosa, by what 'L'alba meridionale' terms 'la 

pace/ che l'Erotomania vuole peril suo Inferno' (499). Even the confusion between 

roles is related on a number of occasions to a hierarchy of desire, and once more, the 

elusive 'amore peril mondo ': 

In realta, io, sono il ragazzo, loro 
gli adulti. lo, che per l 'eccesso della mia presenza 

non ho mai varcato il confine tra l' amore 
per la vita e la vita ... [ ... ] 

e il mondo 
che io amo in lui [ ... ] 

le generazioni, 
il corpo, il sesso ('La realta', 355) 

But this love which is 'pura sensualita' ('Le belle bandiere', 444) is evidence of a 

lack, a desire for the vitality of the object, which the self does not possess. More than 

simple love, this is then the origin of what Pasolini will later call his fetish for reality, 

or for life, and it is signalled both by the inverted hierarchy between father and son, 

and by other parallel inversions and negativities: 'tutto il mondo e mio corpo 

1, 
I 
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insepolto' (442). Most important·of these signals is the role of the libido in 

subjugating the self to the power of desire, but also in renewing the impulse to death 

through the desire for vitality. The rule of the libido in all its ambiguity is formulated 

in 'La real ta' , via a typical Dantesque calque: 

lo sono un uomo libero! Candido cibo 
della liberta e il pianto: ebbene piangero. 
E' il prezzo del mio 'libito far licito' (357) 

e 
'Poesif mondane ' includes a meditation on ' l'idea di fare un film sul tuo 

suicidio', which dwells on grotesque details of bodily destruction, and is also 

accompanied by a disturbing erotic impulse: 

e sesso, grandezza 
della libidine, sua soavita ... 
11 protagonista e macellato; [ ... ] 
Una spaccatura gli scende dal palato 
allo sterno, e irradia dei tremiti 
per tutto il corpo (340) ·. 

The libido in this condition becomes a channel for a reified sexuality, for repetition of 

acts which ' sono divenuti monumenti di pietra/ che a migliaia affollano la mia 

solitudine' (445). In Jerusalem (' libidine a Gerusalemme', 'L 'alba meridionale', 499), 

the spiritual is overwhelmed by the sexual in its reified form: 'non c'era altro 

commercio che quello del sesso' (500). 168 And back in the Italian south, the libido 

in its arbitrary repetitiveness continues to dominate: 'tutto questo ammassandomi come 

in una lista,/ atto di libidine piu atto di libidine' (509). 

The impulse to repetition partakes of both aspects of the libido which generates 

it - the vital impulse and the death impulse. In 'La realta ', the encounter between 

lacking desire and the 'sesso integro' of the 'giovinetti' is only vital if repeated: 'E 

168 The 'commercio' of sex is also part of the neo-capitalist ' nuova preistoria': 
'vero,. il Possesso,/ pretestuale, il Sesso' ('Poesie mondane', 340), prefiguring 
Pasolini's Marcusian attitudes of the 1970s. 
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mille volte questo atto e da ripetere:/ perche, non ripeterlo, significa provare/ la morte' 

(356-7). 'La disperata vitalita III' builds to a description of masturbation which is 

cast in similar terms, and which again is an act .of a reified narcissistic libido devoid 

of a real object or economy, but also a necessary affirmation of the subject's vitality: 

sono corso [ ... ] al cimitero vecchio [ ... ] 
a compiere, e a ripetere, fino al sangue 
I' atto piu dolce della vita, 
io solo (455-56) 

The 'figliale/ sadismo, masochismo' (359), which the analogy of blood to sex 

. suggests, also closes the poem quoted from 'L'alba meridionale' ('la came vuole 

sangue', 510; and cf. Orgia, 536) and colours the struggle in 'Poe ma per un verso di . 

Shakespeare' which 'si potrebbe essere incerti se e coito, sonno o duello 

all'ultimo sangue' (428). 

The rule of the libido produces a new level of synthesis between sex and death. 

The original formulation in 'La realta' - 'libito far licito' - is followed by another 

dramatic declaration: · '.fesso, morte, passione politic?'J [ ... ] La mia vita/ non possiede 

altro' (358). In this trinity, for which the self remains 'figlio', and through which the 

violence and introverted negativity of the libidinal impulse is sublimated into ideology, 

but an ideology ruled by 'passione' and thus equally prone to violence andreification, 

the uncertain role of the self written as the father-son's body is encapsulated. 

Alongside the identification with the Jews of Israel runs just such a conflictual, 

political desire for the 'disereditati [ ... ] figli' of the Palestinian-Jordanians (502). 169 

Two further motifs in Rosa are worth noting. On the one hand, discourses of 

the body are not exclusively sexual. There is an undercurrent of physical violence 

169 See also 'Coccodrillo' (Duflot, 1981, 244), 'Egli o tu ' (Trasumanar, 555): 'un · 
ebreo di elezione/ (ma che puo amare came araba, esclusivamente)'. 
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which is best illustrated by the fear of 'linciaggio' looming over the persecuted figure 

of the 'di verso'. In 'Poesie mondane', the poet opposes 'mitezza' to 'mistificazione' : 

Guardo con l 'occhio 
d'un'immagine gli addetti al linciaggio. 
Osservo me stesso massacrato (346) 

Similarly, 'La persecuzione' provokes a particular 'angoscia del linciaggio' (385), and 

'La couvade' (Medea, 137-39) narrates a tense encounter with 'un gruppetto di 

pericolosi fascisti' where violence is fatalistically risked and averted by chance. The 

death inherent in the body as a corollary to Eros is not, then, simply an idea or an 

image of negativity. The sense of mutilation is lived as immediate.170 On the · 

other hand, the figures of the body seen and desired in the 'ragazzi' are constantly 

perceived through a Longhian 'way of seeing' (see above p.153) as forms in 

movement, embodiments of pattern and energy, as much as bodies, just as for the 

landscape. 171 

Another uncollected poem, 'Teoria dei due paradisi', which was later adapted 

in Teo re ma, 7 4-79, is a seminal document of the transformation of the real father into 

symbol, or category of being. Their very pseudo-mathematical structure and meaning 

. point to the deployment of synthetic systems rather than to organic mimesis in dealing 

with reality. The 'teoria' is a corrective reading of the ostensibly autobiographical 

fact of the self' s obsession with the mother since earliest childhood. The poem asserts 

that there was an even earlier period, the 'primo paradiso', which was under the sign 

of the father. But there is very little room afforded here to autobiography. Each 

'character' - the 'padre' and the 'Primo Padre', the · 'madre' and the 'madri', the 

170 On ' linciaggio', see Dadoun, 1980, and Rinaldi, 1990, 157, who relates it to 
suicide and 'mistificazione' . 

171 On the relation between bodies of boys and a decadentist vision of classical 
sculpture, see Trento, 1990. 
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'bambino' who is split into Cain and Abel - and each of the loci of this parable - the 

'primo' and 'secondo paradiso', both lost, and the 'primo' and 'secondo inferno' - are 

cyphers, stripped bare of ornament and description, and relentlessly reiterated in a 

hybrid of Old Testament, tragic and scientific styles. The masquerade, set in such a 

clearly allegorical or anagogical context is in essence identical to Teorema, where the 

texts con,stantly insist that temporal sequence and realistic description are irrelevant, 

and that the members of the family are immediately recognisable as archetypes. The 

'ospite' mysteriously releases repressed transgressive desire in each of the characters, 

and then withdraws, leaving each to compensate for his absence with secondary 

objects of desire (Teorema, 95-107). Desire is always formulated through the body 

(42,67,81-2), and through the dual role of the 'ospite' as father and mother in one (29-

30,38,46,73). With the exception of Emilia, all the characters attempt to substitute the 

compromised father's body, which is then sublimated into failed art (Pietro), catatonic 

inertia (Odetta) and arbitrary sexual encounters (Lucia). However, Paolo, the father -

only named when his authority has dissolved through his bodily desire (80) -

sublimates his desire into a radical ideological response, giving his factory to his 

workers and literally exposing himself as a statement of scandal (cf. 'La 

Crocifissione' ). 

The transformation of the father through desire is also the archetypal moment 

examined in the play Affabulazione, where the 'scandalo' is in the reversal of the 

'normal' father-son conflict. The father gradually becomes the son ('il padre sei tu./ 

lo sono il bambino', 223, and cf. 192,208,218), desiring to be killed, not to kill. The 

eventual murder of the son is constantly prefigured by the disquieting presence of the 

body of the son to the father: 

E' la presenza stessa del figlio, infatti, 
che mette in scompiglio la societa. 

I 
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11 membro fresco, umile, assetato, 
scandalizza per se stesso (266) 
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Indeed, the play openrwith a mysterious dream in which the father experiences a 

shadowy premonition of desire through a glimpse of the phantasm of the son's 

body.172 

A.ffabulazione reverses and intensifies the trauma of becoming the father. The 

two very different poems, 'Coccodrillo' and '11 PCI ai giovani! ! ', retain the unstable 

dynamic between father and son, and continue the displacement towards a political 

praxis. The former contains an analysis of 'l' Autorite [ ... ] exercee par le pere-fasciste' 

(241), which is transferred to the self as he becomes father ('la premiere crise de sa 

vie', 243) and the students are both 'enfants' and 'peres' to him. The latter develops 

the polemic with the 'padri-figli borghesi' of the students, and their double potential 

as bourgeois and Marxist. 'Autorite' becomes a specifically political 'potere', and the 

means of radical change, an appropriation of the revolutionary, oppositional father, the 

PCI, rather than an aping of bourgeois power. 

Trasumanar and the poems from Medea, and to a large extent the 'rifacimenti' 

of NG, follow the line of a highly politicised poetry, in which politics is, however, 

(mis)read through the eccentric categorisations produced by earlier subjective 

mythologies and desires, 

Despite the hostility of '11 PCI ai giovani! ! ', which in fact was only partial in 

any case, there is a certain political optimism in Trasumanar around the possiblity of 

action, coupled with a pessimism over the possibility of the self's participation in it. 

172 The dream, as the converse to . 'real ta', as 'irrealta', but also a channel of 
unimpeded language of imagery, is a constant concern of Pasolini's, from the Marxian 
Sogno di una cosa to the closing line of /l Decameron. Calderon, based on La vida 
es sueiio, is the most sustained exploration of the interface between dream and reality. 
See also 'Le belle bandiere' and '11 sogno della ragione' (Rosa, 440-47,476-77); and 
Santato, 1980, 9-10. 
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The key image is familiar from 'Picasso', 'Poeta delle ceneri' and elsewhere, of 

immersion in the magma, of physical commitment to .the struggle as the only way of 

action: 

[Kennedy] hai gettato, 
come il migliore degli studenti degli Stati Uniti, 
il tuo corpo nella lotta ('Egli o tu', 557) 

I giovani gettano, sf, ii loro corpo nella Lotta 
('Charta (sporca)', 650) 

Per natura sono dentro la mischia 
per eta ne sono Juori -
l' ambiguita e ribadita dal rapporto ambiguo 
('La man che trema', 629) 

Optimism is sustained in poems such as 'L'orecchiabile' (632), which joyously recalls 

the 'ricchezza' of Religione: 

. cio che conta e il corpo; 
la cui poverta e garanzia di ricchezza 
[ ... ] mail corpo e col popolo 
il corpo e col popolo 
il corpo e col popolo 

But the self is cut off from the arena of such vitality, with his 'corpo vano come un 

sughero che fa/ che ri:fa, come se niente fosse successo' ('Appunti per un'arringa 

senza senso', 682). The bodies of the intellectuals are only vacuums: 

[Elsa] che nee di noi? Dico delle nostre attuali persone, 
che pur son viventi, presenti e vive ... [ ... ] 

I nostri corpi, Elsa, stracci bagnati, [ ... ] scompaiono 
('11 mondo salvato dai ragazzini (continuazione e fine)', 590-91) 

A similar air of decay, of a split between self and body, pervades Medea 

poems such as 'Lungo le rive dell'Eufrate' ('il sesso (proprio in quanto parte del 

corpo)/ e degradato [ ... ] ed e un po' buffo', 120) and both 'Ossessione soteriologica' 

and 'Dopopranzo nella regione di Kayseri', where the poet is simply 'un vecchio' 
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(125,135). 173 Similarly, NG is also poetry of a disembodied self. In 'Ciant da li 

ciampanis' (187), the self returns 'sensa cuarp' ('senza corpo'). In 'Li letanis dal biel 

ff III' (175), the 'veciu' ('vecchio') contemplates '-il me cuarp/ sensa etat ne pudour' 

('il mio corpo senza eta ne pudore'). 

But on a less introverted level, elements of continued faith in the essential . 

power of the body survive. Dialogue with young fascists, in 'Saluto e augurio', and 

also in 'Introduzione', is justified by the bodily authenticity of their violence: 'fasis'c 

ta l'anima e ta/ cuarp' ('fascisti nell'anima e nel corpo', 161). The book itself, 

described there as a 'cuarp drenti un cuarp' ('corpo dentro un corpo', 162) would 

seem to partake of this dubious authenticity. And one of the most powerful protest 

poems, which owes something to the famous article on the disappearance of the 

'lucciole' (SC, 128-34), is the rewrite of 'Mostru o pavea?' (222-23), where ecological 

decay and destruction of the transformative elements extends to the vitality of the 

flesh which is now 'sporcia', worm-eaten and corrupt, 'a sa ama doma che se ch'a 

costa' ('sa amare solo cio che costa' , 223). 

In 'Charta (Sporca)', optimism over the commitment to action is tempered by a 

similar decay of the body and its political potential. Even the old trope of crucifixion 

as a figure of subversion is undone: 

11 corpo (ogni corpo), coperto di croste, ed eternamente 
crocifisso 
(non c'e niente da fare!) e preso per scherzo (650) 

All the imagery of the body in these texts is already ideological, and inevitably 

once more informs and is informed by the casting of the roles of father and son. As 

in Rosa, there is never a simple attachment of one label to one body. There are 

173 Cf. 'Gerarchia' (Trasumanar, 735): 'i vecchi, alla cui categoria comincio ad . 
appartenere' . 
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inversions of roles: 'ti sono padre./ Perche, allora, ti guardo con l'occhio del figlio' 

('Dutschke', 573); and multiple associations so that the self can be 'figlio' and 

'fratello' at one moment ('11 mondo salvato dai ragazzini ' , 589), and on the threshold 

between 'padre' and 'figlio' at another: 'non abbiamo fatto infatti in tempo a essere 

cattivi figli/ che gia siamo cattivi padri' (649). In 'Sui padri' (Medea, 140), the father 

creates new fathers by default, through error and ignorance and disregard for the laws 

('insomma, questi giovani padri, ne hanno fatte di tutti i colori'). However, unlike in 

Rosa, there is a genuine attempt to develop a hierarchy of archetypal figures and thus 

an incipient analysis of power in a strictly political sense. The poem 'Gerarchia' 

(735-39), from the perspective of the· foreign yet familiar Brazil ('mia terra natale'), 

follows a Dantesque journey through 'il cerchio piu basso della Gerarchia' which is 

yet another search for sexual gratification in the impure. But here the search is 

politicised by casual confessions: 'io sono comunista, e; io sono sovversivo;/ faccio il 

soldato [ ... ] per lottare contra i sovversivi e torturarli' (736). This provokes the 

insight that power transcends simple political allegiance, and inevitably accrues to the 

category of 'i vecchi': 

Non si puo sfuggire al destino di possedere il Potere 
[ ... ] Accuso i vecchi di avere accettato la vita 
(e non potevano non accettarla, ma non ci sono 
vittime innocenti) (737)174 

Furthermore, the role of chance - 'e cosf per puro caso che un brasiliano e fascista e 

un altro sovversivo' - fixes an impenetrable force at the centre of power: 

Cosf in cima a/la Gerarchia, 
trovo I' ambiguita, ii nodo inestricabile. (738) 

The new quality of this vision of power resides in the impotence of the · 

individual, who is caught in grand 'political' discourses and determined by them and 

174 Pasolini's own footnote here simply reads 'Sartre'. 

I I 
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by their forms, and the father-son dyad is the formal matrix for expressing these 

determinants. The self remains responsible for his/her choices - hence, Sartre - but is 

ultimately unable to assign them autonomous political significance. All the poems 

which address the student movements reinforce this synthesis of the mythical and the 

political. 'Trasumanar e organizzar', 'L'ortodossia' and its 'Rifacimento', and much 

of the section 'La restaurazione di sinistra' warn that there is an arbitrary relation 

between power and protest. The paternal institution of the PCI, the new orthodoxy or 

Church, which is the only pseudo-alternative to the old one ('nessuno [ ... ] ha mai 

voluto distuggere una Chiesa', 699), the 'inquietanti analogie' (676) between the 

'ragazzi' and their fathers; and the recurrent paradox 'e tu obbedisti disobbedendo' 

(671), 'Chi obbedisce e destinato a disobbedire' (724). 175 These are all variations 

e 
on the theme of political inexorability, in which only know~ ge or 'coscienza' of the 

impossibility of meaningful action distinguishes categories from each other. 'Poesia 

della tradizione ' is the most powerful expression of the paradoxical rule of 'coscienza' 

and 'conoscenza': the students are unaware of history and of poetry, and are hence 

condemned never to exceed banal formulae and empty gestures (670-72). Throughout, 

the father remains the founding symbol of this power. 'L'orfano Von Spreti' (691-

93), 176 describes the death of a father as a liberation: 'non e cosa da tutti i giorni 

restar orfani,/ sentire nel sesso la liberazione dal padre'. But even this personal and 

sexual rite of passage is now politicised by the symbolism of the father, and by the 

importance of the boy's gestures at the funeral: 'l'intero sistema del mondo era in 

gioco'. 

175 'La disperata vitalita', 'avrai un 'infinita capcita di obbedire/ e l'infinita 
capacita di ribellarti'. (466). 

176 Count Karl-Maria von Spreti, German Ambassador to Guatemala, was 
kidnapped on 31 March 1970 and killed on 5 April by left-wing guerillas. 
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In the 'Tetro entusiasmo' section of NG, the attitude to political reality, and 

hence the deployment of images of political vision, moves on. The importance of the 

'figli-ragazzi' remains paramount, as in the 'Gennariello' section of LL, but none of 

the even compromised optimism remains: 'i piu giovani figli/ degli operai avevano 

ormai sorrisi/ borghesi' (' Significato del rimpianto', 236). The tone alternates between 

one of bitter protest and one of intimate resignation and failure: 

Ma basta con questo film neorealistico. 
Abbiamo abiurato da cio che esso rappresenta. 
('La recessione', 244) 

'Saluto e augurio' attempts to re-import the category of the father as a fertile 

political instrument, but the urgency and bitterness of the dialogue precludes it: 

[ ... ] la mari. 
I paris [ ... ]. 

ma son dutis robis dal passat. 
Vuei: difendi, conserva, prea. Tas (257)177 

A more active synthesis between the father, the body and the desiring subject 

takes place earlier in the apparently apolitical context of the poems for Maria 

Callas.178 The/ key image of these poems is of a lack, a 'vuoto del cosmo', which 

divides the subject from Maria, from the possibility of intimacy, and ultimately from 

any communication of desire. And the 'vuoto' is repeatedly identified as an absence 

of 'il padre': 

177 'la madre. I padri [ ... ] ma sono tutte cose del passato. Oggi: difendere, conservare, pregare. Taci!' 

17
.8 Contained in the last four sections of Trasumanar (and Medea), they intermingle and overlap with some of the most highly politicised poems. On Pasolini and Callas, see Clement, 1980; Siciliano, 1981a2, 403-7. On this cycle, see Rinaldi, 1982, 350-57; Cigni, 1990. Trasumanar also contains two intense lyrics for Ninetto, recalling the unpublished sequence of 118 sonnets dedicated to Ninetto, L' hobby de! sonetto (20 Au;ust 1971 - February 1973). For brief extracts and comment, see Sicilano, 1981a , 410-13. 

I I 
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Chi c 'e, in quel VUOTO DEL COSMO, 
che tu porti nei tuoi desideri e conosci? 
C'e il padre, sf, lui! ('Timor di me?', 717) 

cio che conta e lui, il Padre, sf, lui: 
lo dice uno che non lo conosce 
non ne sa nulla, non lo ha mai visto, 
non gli ha mai parlato, non l'ha mai ascoltato, 
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non l'ha mai arnato, non sa chi e, non sa se c'e ('Rifacimento', 719) 

Callas is pictured as nurtured by the presence of the Father which she attempts to find 

in the poet. For him, the lack is a terrifying weak point, where all the imperfections 

of the .self are concentrated. The absence of the father, in a manner which returns to 

the very earliest of his poetry, determines the search for a secondary Other, in himself 

or God, in the body or poetry. But the failure of each model ('al posto dell'Altro/ per 

me c 'e un Vuoto del cosmo', 718) is laid bare by the desire of Maria, and the result is 

terror: 'e lo sgomento, piu terribile, ben piu terribile/ di avere un corpo separato, nei 

regni dell'essere' (ibid.); 'il mio corpo e attratto dal pieno/ dove gia cio che regna e la 

morte' (720). Lack is written across the body of the subject who can only compensate 

with already compromised secondary plenitudes. Here, in the dichotomy between the 

subject and an idealised interlocutor, rather than in the chaotic synthesis of the 

political poetry, the desperate search for subjective plenitude finds its emblematic 

climax, or at least its most distilled confrontation with the void, the 'ossessa idea di 

un nulla lucente ' ('Progetto di opere future', Rosa, 530). 

* 
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Pasolini's poetry exhibits a remarkable range of strategic positions for the poetic 

subject, and demands of the reader a remarkable flexibility in response. Hence, · 

unitary and reductive conclusions are uneasy and largely undesirable. Instead, one can 

identify in the governing dynamic of polyvalent tension and opposition, which is 

mapped onto poetic language and form, poetic figures and discourses of desire, as well 

as the internal dualities of the subject, a redefinition of the poetic text as always 

extended towards an unattained end. This is poetry as process - 'da farsi' - which 

produces a tenuous subjective plenitude through instability, itself subject to the 

provisionality of the text, but not dependent on a formalistic metatextuality. The 

compromise is a profoundly fertile one, whereby the text cedes control to the subject, 

.but the subject is necessarily reborn and remade at every new textual tum. In each of 

the four sections above, the strategic positions elucidated here reflect this permanent 

palingenesis, whether integral or tragic. In the first, the impulse to autobiography 

produces constant reformulations of the self, governed not so much by statements or 

assertions, as by questions, which are projected towards the possibility of answers. In 

the second, the vision of history is precisely one of fluid analogy between past, 

present and future, in which all are implicated and potentially alterable within and 

through the others. The subject takes its place as a similarly fluid phenomenon in 

poetic time, with the meaning of the apparatuses of control subordinated to their 

capacity to be themselves constantly reformulated. In the third and fourth, the 

figuration of the self in others, and of desire and ideology in both the body and the 

father, are modes of inscribing the subject only and paradoxically in an economy of 

projection and transformation. It is here that the repeatedly touted Pasolinian 

contradiction, or 'sineciosi', acquires its most profound significance: as a figure which 

debars monumental an<;l coherent closure, and demands movement or some other form 
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of poetical energy in a sort of quantum physics of poetic language. The subject is 

formed and deformed in the shifts of state and in the discontinuities, so that the 

perception of image noted in Longhi seems equally well to encapsulate the modes of 

subjectivity in Pasolini's poetry - 'un moto di forme'. 



PART III 
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Tracking the Subject: Cinema and the Work of Subjectivity 

Pasolini' s move into directing films, when he began shooting Accattone in 1960, can 

be seen as the terminus ad quern of the crisis of identity opened in 1958-59, and 

discussed in Part I above. The attempt to create simulacra of innocence and 

authenticity within literary language has failed, and written language has become an 

alienating force: 

[Les] meditations poetiques ou romanesques interposaient entre la vie et 
moi une sorte de cloison symbolique, un ecran de mots. (Duflot, 1970, 
17) 

Cinema seems . to afford an immediacy and plenitude in its contact with real 

phenomena and its attenuation of symbolic representation, which in tum promises a 

parallel plenitude for the subject. The founding dynamic of Pasolini's cinema is 

therefore the triangular interaction between cinema as a new form of representation of 

reality, reality itself and the subject. Despite the compromises involved in the 

collective, institutional · and industrial mechanisms of film production, · Pasolini, as in 

parts I and II, absorbs and exploits the medium to set up a continuity within · 

discontinuity governed by the work of subjectivity. He develops a particular language 

of cinematic expression in his filmic practice, and a parallel metalanguage in his 

essays in film semiology, 1 which work in complex ways to imbricate the subject into 

1 Now in EE, section III. The best accounts of Pasolini's theoretical position are in 
Turigliatto, 1976; Costa, 1977; Sehrawy, 1983; De Lauretis, 1984, 40-52; Wagstaff, 1985. 



the image- and the sound-track of the cinema. It is this 'tracking' of the subject 

which will be followed in Part III. 
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Four categories encompass its complex workings: 1) the assertion of authority 

and processes of self-inscription; 2) the theory and practice of textual genesis; 3) the 

role of metaphor; and 4) the ontology of film-time. The discussion will show how 

each category is deployed as a vessel for the work of subjectivity and for the subject, 

in/through both theory and practice, and will suggest that their overlapping produces 

an overdetermination of the subject which tends to neutralise the dynamics, often 

analogous with previous literary or artistic practices, upon which each is based. 

Hence, in the films, the theoretical and pro-filmic complexity of the work of 

subjectivity tends to be reduced to a more iterative and reductive construct of the 

subject than ~ was encountered and investigated in Parts I and II. 
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1. Authority and Inscription 

Pasolini constantly asserts his own autonomy as an 'auteur ', and confidently declares 

his control over every aspect of his film-making: 

I never conceived of making a film which would be the work of a 
group. I've always thought of a film as the work of an author, not only 
the script and the direction, but the choice of sets and locations, the characters, even the clothes - I chose everything. (Stack, 1969, 32) 

Je ne crois pas, jusqu'aujourd'hui, a l'oeuvre collective [ ... ] un film est 
l'oeuvre d'un auteur. (Duflot, 1970, 39)2 

And even in his theoretical essays, despite the wholesale adoption of a vocabulary of 

semiology which tends to privilege the textual, he steadfastly and at times 

simplistically maintains his belief in the authorial voice: 'In quanto spettatori 

"semplici" non guardiamo tanto peril sottile [ ... ]. Noi ci identifichiamo 

semplicemente con l'autore, viviamo la sua visione' (EE, 293). 

The controlling hand is reinforced further by Pasolini's ambivalent attitude 

towards actors and acting.3 Whenever possible, he finds his actors amongst close 
2c,vut.~ personal friends, whether from the 'borgate', or the literary salons ofrs centre.4 On 

a basic level, this neo-realist bent undermines the professionalism of the director-actor 

2 On auteurism, see Wollen, 1969, 74-116; Hillier, 1985; Lapsely and Westlake, 1988, 105-28. 

3 'I am not interested in actors' (Stack, 1969, 40); 'Chiunque puo fare l'attore cinematografico' (Lodato, 1977, 76): See Bertini, 1979, 31-51. 
4 Franco and Sergio Citti, Ninetto Davoli; Ettore Garofolo and Mario Cipriani from the 'borgate'. Intellectuals and artMts used included Laura Betti (several films); Stefano D' Arrigo, Elsa Morante (Accattone); Paolo Volponi (Mamma Roma); Siciliano (La ricotta, Vangelo); Elsa De Giorgi (La ricotta, Salo); Fallaci, Moravia, Cesare Musatti, Ungaretti, Montale - who was then cut (Comizi d' amore); Bassani, Guttuso (La rabbia); Natalia Ginzbiirg, Giorgio Agamben (Vangelo); Leonetti (Ucellacci, Edipo, Nuvole); Alfonso Gatto (Vangelo, Teorema); Cesare Garboli (Teorema); Giuseppe Zigaina (Decameron) . 
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rapport, and perhaps reproduces some of the pedagogic intimacy of the Friulan period. 

Furthermore, it avoids the smooth mimesis and emotive naturalness of narrative 

cinema, or what he would later call the 'cinema di prosa' .5 However, the desire to 

exclude trained actors was far from consistently satisfied. Anna Magnani played 

'Mamma Roma', Orson Welles was the director in La ricotta, Silvana Mangano and 

Alida Valli appeared in Edipo re, Toto in Uccellacci e uccellini and the shorts Che 

cosa sono le nuvole? and La terra vista dalla luna, Terence Stamp in Teorema, Maria 
0. 

Callas in Medea, and so on to include U go Tognazzi, Pierre Clementi, Julifn Beck and 

others. The list is extensive, and indeed, 'ragazzi ' such as Franco Citti and Ninetto 

Davoli soon developed professional actors' traits after several film parts. In many 

cases, a mitigating strategy underlies this blatant conflict between words and deeds. 

· Orson Welles, for example, is used less as an actor than as a director, or, 

emblematically, the Director. On the one hand, he is used to be himself, tb bypass 

mimesis by way of direct reproduction, just as the extras in La ricotta are played by 

extras from 'Cinecitta', and just as in Pasolini 's theory, cinema reproduces 'realta tout 

court' (EE, 205). · On the other hand, Welles falls into another, more interesting 

category - the actor as cypher in apposition to his role. His very presence and fame 

as an institution informs the film with meaning by cultural association. This is very 

clear in the case of Toto, who is used precisely as a cypher for his own iconic value 

in popular culture, and only very tenuously as a fictional character in a -pastiche of the 

mock-fictions of his music-hall and film comedy roles. In both cases, the symbolism 

liberates the actor-characters to become simple vehicles for aspects of an authorial 

5 Stack, 1969, 132: 'I hate naturalness. I reconstruct everything.' 
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voice.6 Furthermore, like Toto, Ninetto and Franco Citti, across a range of films, 

come to represent themselves a motif of Pasolini's cinema, two emblematic aspects of 

his world which cut across the fiction of a work and become markers of self-

expression: 'the presence of these "mascot-faces" [F. Citti and N. Davoli ... ] thus 

became a kind of artistic signature signalling the presence of the author within his 

film' (Greene, 1990, 42).7 

Some actors, such as Magnani and Stamp, were imposed by production 

demands for a star-name (Bertini, 1979, 37). Indeed, it seems that Pasolini became 

much less dogmatic in his views after the first, traumatic conflict on this issue with 

Anna Magnani, on the set of Mamma Roma. The recorded diary included in the 

screenplay,8 details a difficult negotiating process .between actress and director, in 

which the latter insists on his right to total control and the former is asked to cede 

autonomy in interpretation. Pasolini explains in technical terms his method for · 

disrupting the coherence of the Magnani's vision of characterisation and narrative: 

lo giro a brevissime inquadrature - inquadrature che non durano piu di 
2, 3, minuti al massimo [ ... ] che poi coordino in un montaggio che e 
esattarnente quello che ho in mente prima di girare. (140) 

In effect, Pasolini truncates the pro-filmic almost entirely, and subordinates its 

supplementary subjects, its look and its technology, to a poetically pre-elaborated 

6 Similarly, Pasolini attempted to find a poet, from Yevtushenko to Ginsberg, to play 
Christ (Vangelo, 300-1). He also wanted Jacques Tari for the part of Herdhitze (Ugo 
Tognazzi) in Porcile. See Lettere, II, 653-54, where the tone of Pasolini's letter suggests 
that Tari had objected precisely to his or Hulot's being appropriated by Pasolini as a 
cypher. 

7 For Gerard, the two are 'interpretes fetiches' (1981, 43). 

8 'Le pause di M amma Roma: diario al registratore, 3-4 maggio 1962', M amma 
Roma, 133-52 (140-41, 147-49). See also Bertini, 1979,. 45-47. For an actor's account 
of a Pasolini film set, albeit hostile, see Quintavalle, 1976, which describes the making 
of Salo . . 
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'sujet de l 'enonciation'. Furthermore the effect is achieved by a subversion of the 

linear, temporal continuity of the image-track through a reliance on the compositional 

continuity of directed editing.9 

The destabilisation of mimetic acting is reinforced by a deliberate lack of 

preparation, emotional or otherwise, in the actors. Pasolini would instruct actors only 

while shooting was in progress, producing an unnatural spontaneity, such as in the 

opening scene of Accattone when a series of artificial and forcedly laughing faces 

mocks and disturbs, and supplements the oppressive sunlight which dominates the 

landscape as it will throughout the film. Similarly, the throw-away, comic refrain of 

'la corona', following the Director's call for the crown of thorns in La ricotta, is one 

of its strongest ironic and potentially blasphemous moments. 

In a 1965 interview, lO Pasolini explained how in order to achieve a suitable 

alienating effect he would feed a line to an actor ('buongiomo'), and later dub it with 

its opposite ('ti odio'). And dubbing itself is a further important element in his 

campaign against the interpretative force of acting. Out of step with the 'nouvelle 

vague' and most contemporary cinema, Pasolini not only did not regret the necessity 

for dubbing, but positively valued it as another guarantor of the unnatural dissonance 

of the whole, and of the monovalency of the speaking subject: 'I think dubbing 

enriches a character: it is part of my taste for pastiche; it raises a character out of the 

zone of naturalism' (Stack, 1969, 39).11 

9 For a further discussion of editing, see below pp.215ff, but it is worth noting here 
the striking difference from the neo-realists, to whom Pasolini is often related, but who 
tended to favour the long take, and were suspicious of montage. For Pasolini on the 
'piano-sequenza', see EE, 241-·45; on shots, ibid., 213-15. 

lO 'Interview with Pasolini by J. Blue', Film Comment, Fall 1965, cited in Bertini, 
1979, 40. 

11 See also IL caos, 200-7; Bertini, 1979, 48-50; Duflot, 1970, 119. 
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All other aspects of film-making are subject to similar scrutiny. The choice of 
(I 

music, or instruction of chosen composers, for deliberate effects of coierpoint with 

the image or narrative is a striking feature of his most succesful films. 12 Costume 

design took on an increasingly significant role with the pastiche of Renaissance 

representations of biblical figures in La ricotta and Vangelo, and later the elaborate, 

but markedly inauthentic creations for the characters of the mythical films Edipo and 

M edea. Even the careful search for locations, and the promotion of this exercise 

beyond expediency by the editing and release of Sopraluoghi in Palestina per 'II 

Vangelo secondo Matteo' (1964),13 Appunti per unfilm sull'India (1968), Appunti 

per un'Orestiade africana (1970) and Le mura di Sana,14 is evidence of a desire for 

an autocracy of a single voice over a deliberate plurality of signifying discourses. 15 

Pasolini's cinema thus forcibly tends to the non-collaborative, as Bertini (1979, 36) 

asserts: 'Il cinema di Pasolini si qualifica, pertanto, come opera di "manipulazione" e 

non di "collaborazione"'. 

12 The use of music loaded with historical significance as a form of commentary on e other axes of meaning reaches its climax in the antholoVgising range of Vangelo. After 
1965, Pasolini collaborated most regularly with Ennio :Morricone. See Bertini, 1979, 5h 
69, for the role of music generally, and ibid., 'Appendice III', for an interview with 
Morricone. 

13 Also described in the published screenplay of Vangelo, 21-24, and Rosa, 481-516. 
14 This short 'documentario in forma di un appello all'UNESCO' was released in 

197 4 from footage taken in Yemen in October 1970 during location work for II 
Decameron. The proximity of the date of release to the release of II fiore delle 'Mille 
e una notte', filmed to a much greater extent in Yemen, has led some to assume, 
wrongly, that Le mura di Sana was a product of location-work for the later film; most 
notably Naldini, 1989, 376. 

15 From Teorema on, Pasolini even acted as his own cameraman (Gerard, 1981, 
100). La ricotta is in part a parody of the relations between the director as artist and the 
problems of production and promotion. On Pasolini' s relationship with his producers and 
crew, see Bertini, 1979, 107-214. 
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Pasolini controls the pro-filmic in the expectation that, despite its diffuse 

industrial mechanisms, it will serve him as an idiom for self-expression, much as he 

had created and controlled a Friulan dialect whilst retaining, or superimposing, the 

populist ideology of the dialect enterprise. Both cinema and Friulan represented 

initially languages of a privileged, even mystical contact with reality and with the 

" self. 16 It is no surprise, then, to note a preponderance of images and topoi drawn 

directly from past aesthetic or autobiographical experience. If the rhetoric of pro

filmic control is a reductio ad unum, or at least attempts to be so, the single voice is 

filled out and reinforced with an already elaborated poetical-cultural subject through 

reflexive references. These references thus provide an entry into the filmic work of 

subjectivity and, as will be clear, pose problems of transposition and transformation 

which lead to the heart of the ambiguous project of Pasolini's self-inscription. 

Four kinds of self-reference operate, often simultaneously, in Pasolini's cinema. 

First and most apparent are his personal appearances. In docume~es such as 

Comizi d' amore and Le mura di Sana, his role as street-interviewer and voice-over are 

a direct, if not very striking, example of appropriating the filmic voice. 17 His more 

16 The difference is in the evident tension between the mass culture of cinema and 
Pasolini' s need for self-expression, as opposed to the symbiosis between self and people 
(not mass) in MG. 

17 Although MacCabe has maintained that the voice-over works as a metalanguage 
which gives a pseudo-unitary and ahistorical coherence to the self (Lapity and Westlake, 
1988, 171-72). There are three other documentaries partly or wholly attributable to 
Pasolini: the first half of La rabbia (1963), consisting of newsreel images accompanied 
by Pasolini's commentary and poems read by Bassani and Guttuso (the second half is by 
Giovanni Guareschi); Dodici dicembre, made in 1972 'da un'idea di Pier Paolo Pasolini' 
by 'Lotta Continua' in reaction to events of the 'anni di piombo' and partly filmed by 
Pasolini; and the unedited Lo sciopero degli spazzini (or Appunti per un romanzo 
sull'immondezza; Boyer, 1987, 347), made in 1970 by Pasolini for the 'Comitato cineasti 
italiani contro la repressione'. 
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sparing commentaries or interrogation of landscapes and people in Sopraluoghi, 

Appunti per un film sull' India and Appunti per un' Orestiade africana instigate a 

dialogue between himself and a reality loaded with potential meaning, or potential 

filmic articulation of meaning .. His most significant appearances are in three narrative 

films: Edipo, Il Decameron and/ racconti di Canterbury. In Edipo, Pasolini appears 

as the High Priest and spokesperson for the citizens of Thebes. His long speech is in 

fact made up of extended quotations from Sophocles, and thus his mediating dramatic 

role between Oedipus and the people is extended into a mediation between the original 

text and the film's re-reading of it. The moment of his appearance thus becomes 

'highly metacinematic' (Greene, 1990, 151), and he locates himself at the centre of a 

transformative and figural interaction between past and present which is, as will be 

seen below, fundamental to the signifying practice of his cinema. 

In both Il Decameron and / racconti di Canterbury, Pasolini casts himself 

explicitly as the author-artist figure. In the former, he plays a pupil of Giotto's, 

whose progressing work on a fresco cycle in a Neapolitan church frames the second 

half of the film. 18 The stories of the second half emerge from the bustling 

marketplace where the artist goes to find inspiration for his 'realist' art. A significant 

shot sees him observing people through a frame-viewfinder shaped by his fingers, as if 

both painter and cameraman.19 If the parallel drawn in Edipo is latent and based on 

18 There has been confusion over the identity of this figure, largely owing to the 
extension in the film of Boccaccio' s own story · concerning Giotto (V, 6) to include · the 
character played by Pasolini, who seems to be a pupil of the master. Pasolini had 
originally intended to use Giotto himself, and he tried to arrange for both Paolo Volponi 
and Sandro Penna to play him. When this proved impossible, Pasolini took on the role 
at the suggestion of Sergio Citti - according to Naldini (1989, 351) - and modestly recast 
the part. See Gerard, 1981, 86-87. 

19 The same parallel was famously drawn by Benjamin (1973, 235-40). For a clear 
analysis of the narrative structure of ll Decameron see Marcus, 1980/81. 
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poetic, or at least linguistic, factors, in the Decameron Pasolini instigates a figurative, 

triple analogy between the vivid, realistic beauty of a Giotto-esque fresco, Boccaccio's 

energetic realism, and the operation of synthesis represented by the popular and 

celebratory carnal realism of his film. He interpreted his presence thus: 

Cosa significa la mia presenza nel Decameron? Significa aver 
ideologizzato l'opera attraverso la coscienza di essa: coscienza non 
puramente estetica, ma, attraverso il veicolo della fisicita, cioe di tutto il 
mio modo di esserci, totale. (quoted in Naldini, 1989, 351) 

In other words, he saw his bodily presence as strategically deployed as a channel from 

a subjective vision to a total immersion - 'esserci' - in the modes and ideology of 

medieval realist art. 

In/ racconti di Canterbury, Pasolini is unequivocally cast as Chaucer, and his 

mediating role is similar to that in the Decameron, even if, as with much of the 

second film, the reprise is less integrated and more of a filmic 'trovata' . 

It is worth noting, however, the casual attitude taken by Pasolini towards his 

acting. As already indicated, he only stepped in to play Giotto/Giotto's pupil at the 

last minute. In Carlo Lizzani's Il gobbo (1960), he half-jokingly took on a bit-part as 

a gun-toting gangster 'Leandro 'er Monco'.20 Pasolini's lack of interest in actors, 

then, extends to his own experience. Whilst this need not diminish the evident 

importance of his appearances, it does suggest that it would be unwise to limit our 

perception of self-inscription to literal instances. Volponi as Giotto would have 

retained strong auto-referential impact, just as in Uccellacci e uccellini Franceso 

20 A still from the film was later used when Pasolini was accused, absurdly, of 
armed robbery of a petrol station in 1961 (Il tempo, 30 November 1961). See Siciliano, 
1981a2

, 302ff.; Naldini, 1989, 245ff. 



Leonetti's voice of the 'corvo' provides a strongly autobiographical slant to the 

film.21 
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The second category of self-reference consists of those autobiographical motifs 

through which Pasolini's specific experience is transposed into fictional representation, 

whether symbolically, or via substitution, fragmentation or implicit allusion. Clear 

examples from this category would include the casting of his mother, Susanna 

Pasolini, as the older Virgin Mary in Vangelo; the entrancing prologue and epilogue of 

Edipo, centred on the circumstances and locations of his birth and early childhood;22 

the director played by Orson Welles in La ricotta, whose status as an ironic, 

collapsing version of Pasolini in crisis is made explicit by his ostentatious recital of 

part of a poem from the screenplay of Mamma Roma; the crow in Uccellacci e 

uccellini, as already indicated; the unnamed colonial teacher in the unfilmed 

screenplay II padre selvaggio who conflates Pasolini's vision of the third world with 

his formative intellectual experiences as a teacher and inspirer of young poets and 

artists in the 1940s.23 The category tends to have little strategic complexity beyond 

the synecdochic transposition of a fragment of self into a unitary element of the filmic 

text. The association is often explicit - the crow is identified by an intertitle as 'un 

intellettuale di sinistra di prima de/la morte di Palmiro Togliatti' - or rooted in a 

literary experience (La ricotta, II padre selvaggio). Indeed, although this category is 

close to a literary operation of autobiographical fragmentation and transposition 

21 Some reviewers assumed the voice was Pasolini's (e.g., Biraghi, 1966). · 

22 Even within the main, pre-historic narrative of Edipo, Jocasta's dwelling was 
designed as a copy of Pasolini's mother's. See Dante Ferretti, set designer on the film, 
with Luigi Scaccianoce, interviewed in Bertini, 1979, 169. 

23 On II padre selvaggio, see Bertini, 1979, 85-105; Boogie, 1991, 211-15. 
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already discussed with reference to poetry in Part II, it acquires interest here as a 

model for cinematic expression by overcoming its initial rigidity through a denial of 

-lw its own dynamic. The implicit identification bew:teen author and Christ via mother-

Virgin Mary would be banal without the subsidiary and conflicting attraction towards 

Judas;24 the success of La ricotta lies in the collapse of the self, not in the literal 

syllogism 'I read a poem - the poem is by Pasolini - I am Pasolini'; the crow is 

similarly already a self-in-crisis - literally disembodied and later disembowelled - and 

is clearly not quite and not always a simple mouthpiece for a fixed 'auteur' . 

Through its self-negation, the second category reveals itself as a special case of 

the broader . third category, that of extended poetic identification or inscription, in 

which a sustained and multiple analogous thread between subject and substitute leaves 

the self latent, as a shadow to certain characters, at once identical and opposite. The 

example of Edipo is perhaps the most notable. If the prologue and epilogue introduce 

a strong implicit autobiographical identification, the suture between the modem and 

the ancient refracts the entire central narrative through its lens. Similarly in Medea, 

both Jason and the heroine embody the conflict involved in the move from primitive 

to civilised society, a conflict whose articulation is at the centre of Pasolini's poetic 

strategies in Ceneri, and further dominates his six verse-tragedies and the never

realised Appunti per un poema sul terzo mondo.25 The conflict in Teorema is a 

variation on the same theme, and the analysis of the theorem leaves a latent 

24 See Baranski, 1985a, 95-98. 

25 The project in its fullest form dates from 1968 where a series of pre-production 
notes sets out five episodes for the film: Paesi arabi, Africa (which probably coincides 
with ll padre selvaggio), India (location searches for this section make up Appunti per 
un film sull' India), Sud America, Nord America. The notes are in the Fondo Pasolini, . 
Rome. See Betti and Thovazzi, 1989, 195. 
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five test-cases, and indeed of the 'ospite'. In Porcile, Pasolini invests his sense of 
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'diversita' in the two heroes, Julian and the cannibal, who both challenge founding 

taboos of civilisation (again), and who both die for their difference. In Decameron, 

the self-evident identification with Giotto, or his like, implies a parallel affinity with 

the link-character of the first half of the film, Ser Ciapelletto, presented as 

homosexual, as he is also in Boccaccio,26 and a Neapolitan. Pasolini's interest in 

this character is further demonstrated by a brief 'soggetto' written as early as 1963 or 

1964, entitled Sant' lnfaf!1e, which tells of an evil scoundrel who is unwillingly sent to 

a seminary and ends up a priest, starts a 'citta di ragazzi' to help satisfy his lust, but 

is taken as virtuous for this dedication to the young, and dies accepted as a saint. The 

parallels with Ser Ciapelletto are clear, as are the elements of autobiographical 

inscripition. 27 

Perhaps the most elaborate example of sustained poetic inscription, or 

substitution, is to be found in the project for a film about St Paul. In its systematic 

up-dating of the locations of Paul's biblical wanderings, San Paolo represents a 

culmination of the process of suture of past and present already embodied in the 

structure of Edipo, and adumbrated in different ways in Vangelo, Porcile, Medea, 

Appunti per un'Orestiade · africana, Le mura di Sana and in still more attenuated, 

nostalgic fashion, throughout the trilogy. Pasolini combines elements of the textual 

26 'Delle femine era cosi vago come sono i cani de' bastoni, del contrario piu che 
alcun altro tristo uomo si dilettava', Boccaccio, 1966, 4 7. 

27 See below Bibliography 1.4b. 
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fidelity which dominated and ironically liberated Vangelo, with the appropriation of 

the figure of Paul as a figure of himself.28 As Greene comments : 

The published scenario leaves no doubt that Pasolini viewed the father 
of the Church in a deeply autobiographical light [ ... ]. Like Pasolini, this 
unhappy saint is misunderstood and mocked by the progressive 
intellectuals who should best have understood him. (1990, 178) 

San Paolo also illustrates a final, recurrent type in this third category of self

projection; what might be termed the Pasolinian pseudo-couple, which splits into two 

often schematically symbolic characters different aspects of a single original 

consciousness. Early in a first draft of the screenplay of San Paolo, written in May 

1968, there is a passage of rhetorical crescendo which culminates in a declaration of 

Paul's fundamental duality: 

Anche Paolo fu pieno di doppiezza! Ci furono due Paoli! Ci furono 
due nature in Paolo! Paolo ebbe due volti. E li vedrete: un volto duro 
e sicuro, un volto debole e smarrito; un volto sano, e un volto matto; 
[ ... ] un volto di reazionario e un volto di rivoluzionario. Cosi egli 
riprodusse la doppiezza di Dio, e diede scandalo. Anzi, da 
scandalo. 29 

The schizophrenia produced here inevitably recalls ' lo scandalo del contraddirmi' of 

'Le ceneri di Gramsci ' , and the ultimate sublimation of the self in the divine through a 

crisis of doubling, provides clear evidence of the vital role of contradiction and duality 

in his work. Actual representations of bound couples, then, take on amplified 

significance. Jason and Medea, as mentioned above, are mystically bound despite 

their profound symbolic differences, and this binding is the force which overpowers 

28 It might not be irrelevant to note that the first-person narrator of Pasolini's early 
diary-novel Atti impuri is named Paolo (Amado mio, 102), and that Pasolini was known 
amonst his 'borgate' friends as Paolo (see Edipo, 22). Similarly in Amado mio, the hero 
Desiderio perhaps recalls the author via his ancestor, the writer Pier Desiderio Pasolini 
(1844-1920). Purdon, 1977, 44, speculates on the auto-referential significance of the 
characters Pietro and Paolo in Teorema. 

29 p.14 of the first of three typescript 'stesure' of San Paolo: see Bibliography 1.4c. 
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them and leads to tragedy. It is emphasised by the mesmeric rapture which takes hold 

of Medea on first seeing Jason, and her trance-like theft of the fleece and killing of 

her brother whilst escaping - actions which break. the fundamental taboos of religion 

and family. In Porcile, the relation between Julian and the executed cannibal has 

already been alluded to. Equally, it is possible to read the couple of Davidson, the 

poet-native, and the teacher in /l padre selvaggio as a variant on the pseudo-couple, 

since the mythical-symbolic process of transformation narrated takes place along the 

axis of their mutually pedagogical interaction. 

However, by far the most explicit and sustained example of the pseudo-couple 

in Pasolini's cinema is the pairing of Toto and Ninetto Davoli, in Uccellacci e 

uccellini, but also La terra vista dalla luna, Che cosa sono le nuvole? and, 

hypothetically, Porno-teo-kolossal.30 

They are portrayed either as father and son (main part of Uccellacci e 

uccellini, La terra vista dalla luna) or as mentor/master and novice/servant (medieval 

episode of Uccellacci, Che cosa sono le nuvole?, Porno-teo-kolossal), and they 

represent a humorist variation on the 'ragazzi di vita' and their innocent 'vitalita'. 

They exist in an unreal space, between the fabulous and the miraculous, and speak in 

30 See Bibliography 1.4b. 'Porno-teo-kolossal' tells the story of a modern-day 'Re 
mago' and his servant wandering through the city-states of Sodom (Rome), Gomorrah 
(Milan), Numanzia (Paris) and Ur (somewhere in the third world) in search of the 
Messiah. The analogous up-dating of place recalls San Paolo, and there are other 
parallels with Petrolio. Epifanio, the wise king, was intended for Edoardo de Filippo and 
the servant for Ninetto, and this was the film Pasolini was working on at the time of his 
death (Naldini, 1989, 379). As early as 1967, he had had the role in mind for Toto, when 
the latter died (see Paese sera, 16 April 1967). Indeed, there were a series of projects 
involving Toto and Ninetto which never came to fruition, such as a version of Pinocchio 
(Lettere, II, cxii), and several others mentioned in a letter to Garzanti (ibid., 624-26, 
which also contains the first reference to Petrolio). Indeed Toto's death seems to have 
been a major factor in determining the radical change in Pasolini's cinema after 1967-68. 
Collaboration with Edoardo, every bit as much an institution of popular culture as Toto, 
resuscitated these works in the last year of Pasolini's life. 
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simple dialect, or indeed in mime and gesture.31 Simply by existing and 

communicating within a magical space at the centre of these stories, with muted 

connection to notions of reality, they fit into a model of self-representation and 

articulate the spoken-subject of the films. 

The dual centres in these films encourage a search for other more attenuated, 

but nonetheless important, dualities elsewhere. In Uccellacci e uccellini, a secondary 

couple can be identified in the interplay between the 'corvo' - a bird who preaches to 

men - and St Francis - a man who preaches to the birds,32 and the pairing confirms, 

as so often in Pasolini' s vision, an equivalence between Marxist and Christian 

ideologies. In La ricotta, the tragic end reveals some affinity between Orson Welles 

and Stracci, which figures exactly the profound empathy Pasolini himself felt with the 

' sottoproletari' in all their base purity. 33 

The fourth category of self-inscription, as with each of its predecessors, adds a 

further level of mediation or representation between the self and its correlative in film. 

The third category consisted of a projection of the self across a sequence of events 

experienced by a character, but it remained anchored in a bind, even if momentary or 

31 See the final scene of Uccellacci, where Toto mimes eating the crow to Ninetto; 
and communication via mime with the deaf-mute Assunta in La terra vista dalla luna. 

32 In a round-table discussion on Liliana Cavani' s Francesco da Assisi, (Bolzoni, 
1966), Pasolini rioted how his interest in St Francis derived precisely from the power of 
the image of the birds, and not from any message of Christian purity. On the overlap 
between Marxism and a certain side of Christianity, note how Francis' final speech in the 
film was taken by many to be a quote from Marx ('bisogna cambiare ii mondo'), whereas 
in fact it was largely taken from Pope Paul VI's speech to the United Nations in New 
York, 4 October 1965. The crow prefaces the medieval parable with the warning that 
resemblances to living people 'non sono affatto casuali'. 

33 The publication of Petrolio has confirmed the central importance of the pseudo
couple: the novel's hero Carlo - Pasolini's father's name - is literally split in two, into 
Carlo di Tetis and Carlo di Polis, or Carlo il primo and Carlo il secondo or Karl (13-15). 
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discontinuous, between self and character. There is, however, a simultaneous 

sublimation of expression into and across non-unitary features , such as a group of 

characters or, more significantly, a landscape or narrative, via modes of representation. 

Elements of Pasolini's own theory can illuminate here. In his fundamental essay 'Il 

cinema di poesia' (EE, 171-91), he bases his analysis of cinema on categories of 

prose-style, and in particular on a limitation which he perceives in interior monologue 

and 'style indirecte libre' . Both involve the adoption by the author of the psychology 

and language of a character other than himself, but the nature of the exercise is 

necessarily 'pretestuale [ ... ] serve a parlare, indirettamente [ ... ] in prima persona' 

(191). Hence, in practice, the other character can only be of the same cultural 

formation as the author - and in the typical case of the bourgeois author, the apparent 

projection of the self into a different self is always a device for integrating the 

'otherness' of the latter: 'la borghesia, insomma, anche nel cinema, ridentifica se 

stessa con l'intera umanita, in un interclassismo irrazionalistico ' (ibid.). As a strategy 

to combat this - although of course the theoretical formulation is a posteriori - the 

Roman novels had attempted an immersion in the culture of the underclasses via a 

philological, documentary and therefore non-stylistic process of research. The canvas 

of mores drawn in Ragazzi di vita and Una vita violenta, and much of AU dagli occhi 

azzurri, relies heavily on a 'style indirecte libre' denuded of the condescending, 

populist model of assimilation outlined in 11 cinema di poesia', based instead upon a 

non-signifying reconstruction of the noise of a certain level of reality, its presence felt 

physically or orally. Nevertheless, a subjectivity thus repressed resurfaces in · 

descriptive passages, in the literary interstices to the philological reconstruction, which 

have led many critics to talk of 'contamination' of styles in Pasolini's prose works 
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(Borghello, 1977, 145·-82). The vehicles of subjectivity are those differential technical 

selections made in the medium or the idiom of the novel as a pre-established genre. 

The transposition to cinema is, in this case, direct. Here, too, and particularly 

in the early films set in the 'borgate' (Accattone, Mamma Roma, La ricotta), it is in 

(cinematographic) technique that Pasolini inserts the subjective voice. Indeed, he 

repeatedly and disingenuously played down the switch to cinema as merely technical: 

le passage de la litterature au cinema [ ... ] n'est qu'une question de 
changement de technique. (Duflot, 1970, 16) 

L'esperienza cinematografica e quella letteraria [ ... ] sono forme 
analoghe. 11 desiderio di esprimermi attraverso il cinema rientra nel 
mio bisogno di adottare una tecnica nuova, una tecnica che rinnovi. 34 

However, the change of technique is substantial and inevitably hinges on the role of 

the subject. If the novels managed to construct a contamination of two spheres, or 

two registers, the very dynamic of contamination implies their original separability or 

autonomy. In cinema, however, the aural/oral reconstruction of the 'borgate' - the 

'noise' of the novels - becomes an audio-visual re-presentation, and the literary matrix 

of description in the novels - the technical-subjective register - is replaced by audio

visual techniques of looking or representing on film. Clearly, the two levels of audio

visual discourse overlap, and indeed may be fully congruent. Far more than in prose, 

where the writing self only explicitly enters the action in fragments, such as 'Giubileo' 

or 'Notte sull'ES' (Ali dagli occhi azzurri, 53-79), in a form akin to our more 

autobiographical first and second categories here, in film, the first person co-exists 

with and cuts across the physical landscape and its inhabitants via a manner of seeing, 

via the techniques of filming. It is for this reason that Accattone and Mamma Roma 

differ so markedly from a sort of sub-genre of 'film pasoliniani', based on his stories 

34 From an interview in Cinema nuovo, 150, 1961, quoted in Figazzolo, 1990, 1. 

I I 
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or screenplays, which were made both before and after his own debut as director. As 

Carlo Levi noted in his acute preface to the screenplay of Accattone: 'Accattone non e 
pasoliniano'. 35 

Pasolini' s own account of his earliest technical choices and development is 

articulated in an essay which accompanies the screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 

entitled, most appropriately for a subjective reading of film technique, 'Confessioni 

tecniche' (44-56). Here, he creates a sort of narrative of his intuitive learning of the 

craft, retelling stories already contained in earlier screenplays of, for example, his total 

ignorance of different 'obiettivi' and shots when he began work on Accattone, his 

misunderstanding of the term 'panoramica', his reliance on iconic sensibilities to 

construct at least a partial visual expression of the desired effects,36 his discovery of 

colour and pastiche in La ricotta, his disappointment with the 'sincerita' of Vangelo 

and his discovery of the 'meccanismo dell' analogia'. 37 The most significant 

'confession' for our purposes is that of the conflict between styles in Accattone and 

Vangelo, since in his anaysis of the · 'sacralita' of the former and the contrapuntal 

technical 'magma' of the latter, he demonstrates that the co-existence and synthesis of 

subject and object outlined above depends on a correspondent duality or willed 

35 The 'film pasoliniani' include La notte brava (M. Bolognini, 1959; Pasolini 
'soggetto' and screenplay); La giornata balorda (M. Bolognini, 1960; Pasolini co
scriptwiter); La canta delle marane (C. Mangini; documentary inspired and narrated by 
Pasolini); La commare secca (B. Bertolucci, 1962; Pasolini 'soggetto' and part of 
screenplay); Una vita violenta (P. Reusch/ B. Rondi, 1962; from Pasolini's novel; Ostia 
(S. Citti, 1970; Pasolini general collaborator ori story, script and direction); Storie 
scellerate (S. Citti, 1973; Pasolini general collaborator). See Lodato, 1977. The 
discrepancy between Pasolini's vision of his screenplays and their realisation by other 
directors in the 1950s was a factor in drawing him towards directing. 

36 The screenplay of Mamma Roma is dedicated to 'R. Longhi cui sono debitore 
della mia "fulgurazione figurativa'" . 

37 On analogy, see Armes, 1976, 158-59. 
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discrepancy between their vehicles. The separability of registers in written language is 

displaced and reformed above an audio-visual synthesis on the level of a split in the 

spectator's subjective perception of the film. 

In Accattone, Pasolini explains, the much-commented ' sacralita' was '"nel 

modo di vedere il mondo"' : nella sacralita tecnica del vederlo' (45). In practice, this 

refers to the static, frontal iconography of the film, reinforced by abrupt editing cuts 

which do not serve the classical function of constructing an imaginary point of view 

or of identification for the spectator, but simply fix images as fragments of a narrative 

and fragments of a material reality.38 A fluid sequence of shots would tend to 

reinforce a unitary narrative and undermine the importance of the materiality of the 

filmed object: 'Sacralita: frontalita. E quindi religione' (44). 

Consistent use of strong front- and back-lighting, as opposed to the traditional 

balance of key and fill light positions which cut diagonally across the object and 

create the effect of plastic three-dimensional reality,39 as well as strong natural 

sunlight,40 enhances the two-dimensional iconographic effect, as does the striking 

use of Bach's choral music. But all of these devices depend for their power on the 

counterpoint with the emphatically base, at times immoral and squalid, nature of the 

literal narrative content. When Accattone dives into the Tiber from beside one of 

38 There is very little of the standard shot-reverse-shot sequence in Accattone. 
Where the camera does express a look, as it does of the policeman following Accattone 
in the final scenes of the film, it sets up the policeman as the panoptical voyeur, like the 
spectator, but leaves him as never anything more than an embodiment of looking. The 
hero becomes an object of vision rather than the full subject or object of identification. 
A further level of mediation is to be noted in the final sequence as a pastiche of Godard's 
A bout de souff/.e (1959). Cf. 'Una disperata vitalita', Rosa, 448-50. 

39 See Bordwell and Thompson, 19903, 133-37. 

40 'In fondo fare cinema e una questione di sole' (Mamma Roma, 150). See Siti, 
1989. 
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Bemini 's angels on the Ponte Sant'Angelo, in sight of S. Pietro, and in diving 

recaptures a cruciform serenity which recalls Peter' s inverted crucifixion in Rome, the 

scene acquires expressive impact because Accattone is an archetypal 'ragazzo di vita', 

denied access to the centre and history of ' la cristiana citta' (Ceneri, 11), who offers 

himself in failed, parodied martyrdom for a bet over eating potatoes. The simple 

effect of bathos becomes a more complex token of ambiguity because the 

juxtaposition remains at the level of technical effect. Just as Pasolini' s fascination 

with faces - obsessive in Vangelo, where the peasants are a sort of human correlative 

to the landscape and to the historical and mythical elements of the Gospel story (and 

similarly in the location films) - is essential and material and never psychological, the 

juxtapositions in Accattone are never couched in effects of emotional empathy or 

outrage of the 'benpensante'. They are always aesthetic, but they are equally always a 

complex vehicle for subjective inscription into film, and into reality. 

In Vangelo, Pasolini began by filming as he had done for Accattone. But the 

sacred content of the literal, textual narrative made a 'sacralita tecnica' seem 'retorica 

e ovvia [ .. . ] pura enfasi' (46). By force of circumstance, he had to shoot a certain 

scene (the baptism of Christ) from above, and hence the iconic, or frontal, effect was 

lost. This led to a freewheeling asymmetry and diversity of camera-angles, lenses and 

movements, to 'il nuovo caos stilistico' (47) which Pasolini found wholly concordant 

with his desire to create a Gospel laden with two millennia of cultural interpretation, 

and to adopt the alien mind-set of a true believer in representing it. In other words 

his 'bisogno di sincerita' (49) is in fact a need to disperse his own voice over cultural 

moments and beliefs that are both multiple and not his. The counterpoint in this case 

is between that magmatic dispersal and the pure unity of the text of Matthew's Gospel 

which is recited it all its sacred rhetorical glory - Christ's voice is dubbed by Enrico 
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Maria Salerno - often as a sound-track over a disturbingly discontinuous sequence of 

shots, frames, locations, movements and lighting effects. The contrast is, perhaps 

appropriately, used to its most powerful degree in the climactic and most politicised 

moments of the text: Christ' s sermons on the mount and to the Pharisees. In the gap 

opened by that counterpoint, Pasolini becomes a reader of the text, not a simple scribe 

or copyist, and the film thus becomes one of self-expression.41 

Two further areas of purely technical intervention are particularly relevant to 

the role of the subject in Pasolini's work; the nature of framing and shot-composition, 

and the effect of editing. 

Pasolini' s cinematic practice is founded on a poetics of the gaze, of the look. 

It drastically reduces dialogue and promotes the visual, even to excess,42 unlike his 

' teatro di parola' in which the spoken word acquires absolute technical and ideological 

prominence.43 Pasolini's camera imposes its own look upon the spectator and the 

spoken subject of his films through its roles as both voyeur and autocrat, through its 

technique. The tendency of the camera to remain fixed and/or distant in diegetical 

scenes of action or dialogue has already been mentioned with reference to Accattone. 

However, although Pasolini's flexibility with the camera and his willingness to allow 

movement, and therefore a strong voice for the camera, increased with each film, and 

41 For Pasolini's manipulation of the Gospel text itself - not quite as whole or as 
faithful as he and others claim - see Baranski, 1985a. He told Stack that he had added 
extracts from Isaiah (1969, 91). 

42 See 'La "gag" in Chaplin' (260) and '11 cinema e la lingua orale' (270-72). 

43 See 'Manifesto per un nuovo teatro'. The theatre lacks the oneiric quality of film, 
but again the difference is not essential. Pasolini told Stack (1969, 146): 'the theatre and 
the cinema [ ... ] are the same, though they may be different techniques: both are systems 
of sign which coincide with the system of signs of reality'. The verbal theatre promoted 
in the manifesto is actually equivalent to cinema when the latter is viewed as an audio
visual technique. 
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particularly after Vangelo, later films still assign an important function to the static 

camera-eye. Thus, for example, in Porcile, during the long dialogue between Julian 

and his girlfriend Ida as they walk along the perfectly symmetrical lakeside framing 

the monumental home in the background,44 the camera is fixed at a distanced 

perspectival centre throughout. Similar use of distance is to be found in Teorema, and 

here it has the ironic effect of diluting the specificity of moments of sexual conquest 

by the 'Ospite', and of delimiting a symbolic topography which reinforces the literal 

content in cases such as the receding views of the tramlines outside the family's 

house. The distanced camera reaches its apotheosis in the final scene of Pasolini's 

final film, Salo, when two guards spy from the villa the horrific torture of the young 

prisoners, and embrace in a dance of perverse indifference. It is worth noting that this 

aspect of Pasolini's filmic style, like his attitude to 'inquadrature' (see above note 9), 
P. 

places him in direct t osition to the raw techniques of the neo-realists, who, for 

economic and aesthetic-ideological reasons, tended to favour the hand-held camera. 

As a corollary to this tendency, the architectural and/or pictorial use of the 

camera-frame derives precisely from the relative stasis of the camera. Pasolini the 

pasticheur comes to the fore here, whether the model be Piero della Francesca, 

Masaccio or Pontormo (La ricotta, Vangelo), or filmic precedents from Rossellini and 

Fellini to Chaplin, Mizoguchi and Dreyer. Even the scene from Porcile described 

above, with its strict use of the conceit of architectural symmetry as a frame for 

enigma, echoes L' Annee derniere a Marienbad (A. Resnais / A. Robbe-Grillet, 1961). 

If spatial distance and perspective work as power-generators for the gaze, there 

is a related technique of temporal duration of shots, which in 'La lingua scritta della 

realta' is described as the most 'arbitrario' element in the entire filming process (EE, 

44 The film was shot at the Palladian Villa Pisani, near Padua. 
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230). The over-sustained shot takes the viewer beyond the naturalist illusion 

engendered by the instantly decodeable rhythm of shot-reverse-shot, or 30° and 180° 

rules. The technique of many avant-garde film-makers has been to disturb radically 

this schema, and thus to jolt the preconceptions of the audience. Pasolini' s path is 

more ambiguous and more complex. On the one hand, long, apparently unmotivated 

concentration on scenes of little specific narrative importance or visual richness can be 

said to deflect the narrative and/or aesthetic function of the film. The effect recalls 

certain theories of the female as the object of the male camera-gaze, such as in 

Mulvey, 1975, who sees women in classic cinema as spectacle, as 'to be looked at', 

and demonstrates how the paradigm of the narrative function of the female is to 

suspend action, to divert the male hero from his Herculean task, and ultimately to 

submit to the advances of the plot, typically by way of a sexual submission to the 

hero himself. Filmic pleasure, in this model, resides in the suspense and deferment -

narrative and erotic - of the phrase 'in the end'. This scenario, like the status of 'to

be-looked-at-ness' in Pasolini, is based on the inherent voyeurism of the camera. The 

irony of Pasolini's usage lies in its undermining of the exploitative politics of the 

erotic (and heterosexual) gaze - his camera acts in a non-submissive, non-teleological 

version of the paradigm - whilst not obviating the anxiety and the misrecognition 

involved in the uncoded, and therefore unnatural, use of the shot.45 

On the other hand, far from developing the ideological implications of anti

naturalism, Pasolini enhances the oneiric quality of his films. It is not by chance that 

this type of shot is to be found most in the mythical films of the period . 1967-70 - also 

in many respects his most ideologically 'suspect' films, which promote a pre-historical 

and somehow ahistorical solution to the trauma of entry into history. 

45 On the erotic gaze in Pasolini see Klimke, 1987, 11-27. 
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Examples of the unnaturally long take include the crawling sequences 

following Jason and/or Medea across the desert, or from the town to the temple in 

Medea's homeland, or the lingering over the volcanic landscape in the cannibalistic 

episode of Porcile. The interaction between short portrait-takes and long, static shots 

creates a rhythm which Pasolini saw as fundamental to the 'auteuriste' identification 

of a director in his subjective autonomy: 'mentre un poeta si riconosce da un "verso" 

non e possibile riconoscere un regista da un'inquadratura o da poche inquadrature: 

occorre almeno un'intera sequenza' (EE, 289). From this assumption he elaborated in 

'Teoria delle giunte' (289-92) a notion of 'ritmemi' as an essential integrating 

semiological articulation for the 'cinemi', or cinematic phonemes (EE, 208), which 

acknowledged the spatial and temporal order of shots beyond their audio-visual 

lexicon, isolated from sequence. In reality, as he affirmed by making this theory a 

'teoria delle giunte' - in other words a theory of the infinitesimal gaps in image 

sequences caused by splicing - the 'ritmema' is created and manipulated by the editing 

process which thus governs much of what has been said about the frame or single 

shot. The lack of continuity or convention in shot-sequence is extended to the lack of 

smooth continuity in the macro-editing, which remained a constant characteristic of 

Pasolini' s films. They are marked by abruptness of beginning and ending, and by 

unexplained shifts of scene within them. In both Edipo and M edea, there is a frame 

which serves a central purpose in defining the specificity of these readings of the two 

myths. In M edea, Jason is educated and lectured at by the Centaur at intervals of 

years. The scenes are marked by sudden visual discontinuities contrasted with 

verbal/epistemological continuity in the form of the centaur's voice-over, producing an 

effect of dissonance, ~ noted in earlier films, above. Sharp, unannounced cutting 

allows for further play with time in the double portrayal of the death of the king's 



' daughter, with none of the conventional markers for dreams or fantasy (wipes, lap

dissolves etc.). 
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In both Porci/e and Teorema, there is a parallel intercut episode, only 

implicitly connected to the main part. In Teorema, this element does not consist of a 

separate narrative per se, but simply of a number of disconcerting cut-aways to a 

scene of desert wasteland, also filmed on Etna's craters used in the sub-plot of 

Porcile. It perfoms two functions in Teorema; first, it destabilises the schematic 

coherence and centred symmetry of the theorem, threatening it with emptiness and 

inexplicability; secondly, the desert is revealed ultimately as the locus of refuge of the 

Father, the telos or 'QED' to which the 'Ospite' has propelled the family. Thus the 

apparent scientificity of the theorem contains its own ultimate instability in the 

temporal and spatial interruption. 

The second part of Porcile was planned as a companion piece to Bufiuel's 

Simeon del desierto (1965), ' a stupendous film, perhaps Bufiuel's finest' (Stack, 1969, 

140). · It has a complex, over-determined rapport with the central episode, 'Porcile' 

proper, which critics have elaborated at length,46 but the important point here is that 

the stark contrasts are enhanced by the editing which links the two by juxtaposition, 

without any reference to their temporal or signifying simultaneity. This has 

widespread implications for the potential metaphorical status of film discourse - as 

opposed to the metonymic status of juxtaposition - which will be explored further 

below. 

A final note needs to be added with reference to the 1967 essay ~osservazione 

sul piano-sequenza' (EE, 241-45), where editing is equated somewhat mystically with 

46 See, for example, Arecco, 1972, 45-59; Esteve, 1976; Purdon, 1977; Gerard, 1981, 
55-58, 75-77. 
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death: 'la morte compie un fulmineo montaggio della nostra vita [ ... ] il montaggio 

opera dunque sul materiale del film [ ... ] quello che la morte opera sulla vita' (245). 

Lives only acquire meaning when over, films only when edited. The image 

emphasises the control of the editor in the creation of meaning in film, and therefore 

returns to the autocracy of Pasolini's film-making habits, and also serves to emphasise 

the final product, which other areas of his theories underrate. But at the same time 

the converse association of 'vita' or 'vitalita' is with filming, or with the genetic 
s 

proc~s of becoming or approaching meaning. Rather as in MG death interrupts the 

idyll and thrusts the subject into history where the reader is cut off from the speaking 

subject and can only gain access to his self-expression through interpretation, so here 

Pasolini acknowledges the paradox that the only communication with the spectator 

possible is one mediated by Thanatos or separation and not by Eros or unmediated 

interpenetration. Signifying, and thus expression, is a form of dying - 'O essere 

immortali e inespressi o esprimersi e morire' (251). 

The fourth category of self-inscription encompasses a range of pro-filmic 

practices, as has been shown, but it also emerges in the material reality of the image

track, when objects or events, by dint of recognised repetition, become in themselves 

tokens of a latent subjective presence. 

Earlier, when discussing the role of Franco Citti and Ninetto Davoli, their 

presence was termed a 'motif' of Pasolini's cinema.47 The term 'motif' is clearly 

caught up with 'auteur' theories, but despite the problems of the latter, they are an 

essential empirical supp_ort in an analysis of subjectivity, and Pasolini's oeuvre is 

47 . See above p.198. One or other or both appear in thirteen out of his sixteen 
fictional films. The exceptions are La ricotta, M edea and Salo. 
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particularly prone to self-citation. An outline of three of the key motifs will lead to a 

consideration of another more extrovert form of intertextuality, that of multiple 

citation and imitation or what Pasolini liked to label 'pastiche', and thence to a further 

level of genetic intertextuality. 

The dominant motifs in Pasolini's cinema are those images and acts which 

come to represent, through a form of overdetermined repetition, a series of primary or 

archetypal human impulses.48 Unlike those of traditional narrative cinema, they are 

not elements of a system of internal structural oppositions which narrative teleology 

works to resolve.49 Instead, narrative progress and resolution is undermined at 

every tum, through the fragmentation of shot-sequences, the disquieting rhythms of 

camera-time, through a denial of character-psychology and emphasis on physical 

immediacy and abrupt juxtapositions of emotional extremes, and through the unreality 

of the narrative world of each film. Pasolini constantly experiments with new settings, 

but none of his films are fully and historically present as vehicles of narrative. The 

' borgate' settings of Accattone and Mamma Roma are constructed by various means as 

pre-historical and pre-Christian. La ricotta combines this with the studied artificiality 

of the film-set and the film of the Crucifixion itself. Vangelo is the first elaborate 

attempt to combine history and the power of myth which will develop into the myth

scapes of Edipo, Mede.a, and also the cannibal part of Porcile. Uccellacci e uccellini 

is partly set in the no-man's-landscape of a universalised ' borgate', with its nonsense 

road-signs and desolate trajectories, and partly in a rich fantasy of the Middle Ages, 

48 For an invaluable stills-catalogue of these and several other motifs, see Mancini 
and Perrella, 19822

. On motifs in general, see also Klimke, 1987. 

49 Wallington, 1969, identifes a system of binary oppositions in Teorema, but as 
Nowell-Smith, 1977, points out, opposing elements in Pasolini's aesthetic fail to tabulate 
coherently along more than a single axis. Hence there is no system. 
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which will recur in the trilogy. Finally, Teorema, Porcile and to an extent Salo are all 

cut off from the conventional, realistic narrative setting by their caricatural simplicity, 

and/or pseudo-geometrical construction. In sum, Pasolini's filmic world is, in this 

sense at least, oneiric.50 But this quality does not render the filmic vision itself 

unreal or immaterial: on the contrary, Pasolini attempts to use the material weakness 

of the oneiric to subvert narrative convention and foreground the full ontological value 

of his obsessively reiterated and modulated motifs, in a series of 'grand synecdoches'. 

If this tactic works - and it is far from reliable - emphasis is thrown onto the 

essentialist, or universalising aspiration of Pasolini's films and away from the 

representational or naturalistic. There is, in other words, a shift from the denotative to 

the connotative, and this, as will be seen below, has important consequences for the 

role of metaphor. The major consequence for motifs is the freedom they are afforded 

to encompass a multiplicity of meanings and associations (connotation), which are not 

bound to the specific or the contingent (denotation). 

Death is undoubtedly the most frequent motif in Pasolini' s cinema. Each of 

his films ends with a death of some sort, apart from the Trilogia; and even there, the 

Decameron opens with a mysterious and never-explained murder,51 and/ racconti di 

Canterbury end with a Bosch-inspired vision of Hell. Only Il ft.ore delle 'Mille e una 

notte' remains a fully life-affirming vision, with the play of its mise en abyme 

50 As in his literary work, dreams are frequent and important elements in Pasolini's 
cinema, from Accattone's dream of his own death and burial to the final line of the 
Decameron: 'perche realizzare un'opera quando e cosi hello sognarla soltanto' . See 
Brunetta, 1982; Escobar, 1977. In EE, 172, Pasolini notes 'ogni sogno e un seguito di 
im-segni che hanno tutte le caratteristiche delle sequenze cinematografiche'. Metz's 
filmic 'visee' (1982, 99-147) is elaborated on a complex comparison of cinema and 
dreams akin to Pasolini's: both draw on a model of subjectivity located between object 
and image (EE, 293; Metz, 1982, 113). 

51 Brunetta, 1982, 661-62, suggests that the victim is a figure of Giotto, or Pasolini 
himself. 
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narrative structure and symmetrical resolution in the happy reunion of Zumurrud and 

Nur-ed-Din. However, from the outset, the role of death is marked as something more 

than mefe narrative closure. Accattone's dying words - 'mo sto bbene' - underline 

the arbitrary, but fundamental nature of death as accident. This is closure which 

conditions the tone of all that precedes it, without being causally connected to it.52 

A similar pattern recurs in Mamma Roma and La ricotta, and strikingly in Uccellacci 

e uccellini, where the 'corvo' is tolerated until his audience, bored and hungry, kill 

and eat him. The irony that Toto and Ninetto finally assimilate something of the 

crow's pedagogy by literally consuming it confirms the nature of death as a creator of 

vital meaning, and ultimately a shaper of being. In Che cosa sono le nuvole?, the 

puppets of Iago (Toto) and Othello (Ninetto) are left on the scrap-heap, only to 

transform the moment of death into an awestruck epiphany of the real - 'che cosa 

sono le nuvole?'. Emilia, the maid in Teorema, elects to die, buried alive as a saint, 

but creating new life in the form of a bush which grows from her tears, whereas her 

bourgeois masters find nothing in response to the 'ospite' but a living stasis 

exemplified by Odetta's catatonic coma. Medea's violent and primitive final act is, 

likewise, a reappropriation of meaning and identity in life by the power of death. The 

apparently metahistorical bias of this incessant 'thanatolatria' begins to be corrected in 

Salo, where death is restored to its fully teleological position as the ultimate effect of 

systematic violation: it denotes itself and is constructed to connote a political and 

historical critique of capitalism ('Salo') and consumerist neo-capitalism (the present). 

52 Violent, arbitrary death is familiar from both Ragazzi di vita and Una vita 
violenta. 
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Salo's implicit critique of consumption through its portrayal of perversion and 

death also points to a second major motif, that of eating.53 From Accattone's death

defying bet that he can swim the Tiber after a meal of potatoes, to Stracci's death-by

ricotta, to the greedy devouring of the crow, or of Julian by the pigs, eating stands as 

an index of often-doomed vitality, parallel to death. The trilogy, and in particular its 

first two parts, with their unabashed emphasis on bodily functions, is constantly 

engaged in hearty feasting, and at every tum, eating and drinking are bound together 

with a cycle of base values - food, death, sex, money - which originate in the Roman 

novels, but are the founding motifs of Pasolini' s cinema well beyond the Roman films . 

However, there is a less innocent connotation of eating, which is precisely born of the 

analogy between consumption and consumerism, that reaches its apotheosis in Salo in 

the eating of excrement in the 'girone della merda'. Already in La ricotta, Stracci' s 

hunger and subsequent death is in contrived counterpoint to the film-production 

industry at work on the set, and its desacralising strip-tease, and to the Mannerist 

construct of the film within the film. The critique of consumption first emerges fully 

in Porcile, where Julian's death is a figure for the machinations of his father and 

Herdhitze, and also for the destruction of Jews in the Final Solution (both Julian in the 

pig-sty and the Jews in the crematoria disappear without trace), and contrast uneasily 

with the elemental cannibalism of the film's other part. 

Sexuality and desire clearly carry many of the same multiple associations as 

food in their diegetic function. They too are indices of vitality, caught up with death 

and corrupted by bourgeois repression. But further elements accrue to them as motifs, 

owing to their impact on filming practices. The 'poetics of the gaze' noted earlier is 

also a technique which promotes the display and production of desire and the play on 

53 See Snyder, 1980, 19-20. 
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bodily form which is particularly characteristic of the films after 1967. The 'sacralita 

tecnica' of the early films becomes explicitly bound to qualities of desire - the tragic 

inexorability of desire in Teorema and Medea; the comic ubiquity and polymorphous 

perversity of desire in the trilogy; and the systematic desiccation and desecration of 

desire in Salo. 

Pasolini's obsessive deployment of these fundamental motifs creates a 

transformative dynamic which allows them not to ossify as stock symbols or static 

prerequisites of meaning, or of an authorial style. The dynamic is one of combination 

and counterpoint on the denotative level, and hence higher analogy and connotative 

innovation, and in this it relates closely to Pasolini' s understanding and use of 

'pastiche', which becomes a stylistic variant on the motif-dynamic. 

Pastiche is perhaps best illustrated by Pasolini ' s extensive and complex use of 

art and art-history as a vocabulary from which to draw elements of his film 
C 

lexicon.54 The well-documented recourse to Piero della Fran/ esca and Masaccio 

(Accattone, Vangelo), Pontormo (La ricotta) and Giotto (Il Decameron), among many 

others, shows how he made use of the qualities of the original medium and art-objects 

- staticity, plasticity, tension between form and movement, or form and narrative, 

realism - to transform the medium of film and to r e-read the source material itself. 

Thus the visually 'already-·said' is exploited for its iconic value - a quality of form and 

space in Masaccio informs the lighting and location of Accattone's 'borgata' - and 

then distilled into a metonymic essence of itself in order to contribute to the multi

faceted meaning of a film. The artificial virtuoso 'sacralita' of Mannerist forms in La 

ricotta, reinforced by the further multiple tensions between the static icon and the 

54 On Pasolini's use of art history in cinema, see Zigaina, 1987, 43-61; Santato, 
1988; Marchesini, 1992. The following paragraph is elaborated further in Gordon, 1992. 
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permanent motion of the filmed image, stands metonymically for the film's ironic 

contamination between the conventionally holy and the base purity of Stracci. Finally, 

the icon is deployed as an index, most often of the essence of essences for Pasolini, 

the Real. Thus, the work of the painter in Decameron, depicted in detail in the 

-preparation of paint, the espying of subject-material, the speeded-up image of inspired 

painting, the scaffold and the assistants, argues for a deep link between the artist and 

the physical nature of reality, 'l'agire nella realta' (EE, 210). More than just multiple 

citation and self-citation, Pasolini' s pastiche and his use of motifs are characterised by 

the metonymic shifting between levels of signification, as the medium or form of 

expression changes, and the exploitation of incomplete repetition as a model for 

complex dialectical elaboration of meaning. 
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2. Genesis and Intertextuality 

The discussion of the traces of the self in Pasolini's pro-filmic and filmic work began 

with a dynamic of reduction - the reductio ad unum of his autocratic control of the 

speaking subject - followed by (re)amplification or filling out into a specific but 

complex spoken subjective voice. Another dynamic begins with pastiche, with a 

projection of the self into and across any and all kinds of discourses or other 

subjectivities, or ideal self-images, which picture the self within the traces of its 

(potential) absence. 

To mark the transition between these two complementary dynamics - one to 

many, and many to (n)one - modes of textual genesis need to be considered. 

One of the most fascinating and stimulating essays on cinema in EE is 'La 

sceneggiatura come "struttura che vuole essere altra struttura" ' (192-201), which 

reconsiders the relationship between cinema and literature by recasting the problem in 

terms of what might now be called intertextuality.55 It analyses the structure of a 

sort of text which must needs be provisional and incomplete - the screenplay - and 

from the analysis, fundamental elucidations of Pasolini's attitude to textuality, literary 

and filmic, and the role of a textual dynamic in the signifying structures of cinema can 

be deduced. 

The screenplay, he writes, should be considered as an autonomous form, 

beyond an original literary text which may or may not exist empirically, and in 

tension towards a film which is as yet un-made, 'da farsi' . It has, in other words, 

'una volonta di forma [ ... ] un vuoto, una dinamica che non si concreta' (193). A 

55 See Kristeva, 1974; Worton and Stil\ 1990, 1-44 and passim. 
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signifier splits into a written, actual signified, and a hypothetical signified of the film 

'da farsi ', and this necessarily induces a visual, image-led reading. The screenplay's 

founding stylistic trope is its 'rozzezza e incompiutezza' (ib id.),56 and it is only 

completed by a sort of shadowy presence of a visual sign ('cinema') latent within the 

written sign ('grafema'), as the oral ('fonema') is present in the written. However, in 

the case of the 'cinema', the screenplay contains within itself the sign of 'un'altra 

langue' , an entirely separate signifying system or form (194-95): 'coglie "la forma in 

movimento"', '[e] una struttura che vuole essere altra struttura' (198). Split between 

two posited end-points, without departure or arrival, the 'sceno-testo' is pure process, 

'un processo che non procede' (199). Furthermore, its formal status is so ambiguous 

as to lack any identifiable norms of its own, and thus its system is purely a stylistic 

one.57 The only access we have to norms is via analogy with the literary norms of 

the origin (193-94).58 

This summary of the essay, which follows the jumps and irregularities in 

Pasolini' s sequence of thought, contains several points of interest. First, in his 

insistence on the formal autonomy of the screenplay as a genre or a distinct 'langue', 

he demonstrates again his insistence on the primacy of the technical as a criterion for 

dis tinction and analysis. From a biographical point of view, it can be no surprise that 

such a significant part of his writing activity after 1954 should be promoted to the 

56 The essay goes on (194-95) to a comparison with much modem poetry, which leaves the reader to 'complete' the work, or to collaborate with the text. Later, in SC, 1, he seems to elevate these insights into the 'sceneggiatura' into a governing model for subject-text-reader interaction. 

57 Pasolini's concept of style - via Contini and Spitzerian Stylkritik - is as a breaking of norms. 

58 It is unclear why the analogy does not extend logically to the norms of the other end-point, the film. 

I 1 
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status of autonomous art-form.59 In itself, this smacks of the need for self-

affirmation, but more interesting are the terms in which the promotion is cast. At 

first, these seem denigratory, and militate against apy apparent generic stability of the 

form; 'rozzezza e incompiutezza', coupled with elusive movement and change, seem 

to denote an anti-text, as much of his later poetry which projects itself into oblivion, 

or into another form, is destructive and studiedly anti-poetic. As in that case, 

however, here vocabulary of flux - 'movimento', 'processo', 'un film da farsi' - sets 

up a dialectic between the dynamic and the static, in which the former is a privileged 

tenor of potential energy, but in which the latter is always already present - 'il 

processo che non procede'; 'coglie "la forma in movimento'" (emphases added). The 

potential supersedes the actual, and the latter becomes associated with reification ('un 

vuoto che non si concreta') and ultimately death. 

This is not to say that Pasolini simply prefers the screenplay as an artistic 

form. The emphasis on the visual here, and the audio-visual in other essays,60 and 

his actual practice demonstrate the contrary. However, the possibility of extending the 

notion of textual dynamism beyond the direct contrast screenplay-film, and into areas 

connected to problems of subjectivity, is offered by another element in the essay, the 

description of the dual structural ambiguity of the screenplay as a 'volonta di forma', 

'una struttura che vuole essere altra struttura' (emphases added).61 This inscription 

59 Cf. II caos, 207 (to Moravia): 'E smettila anche di pensare che le parole nelle 
sceneggiature non abbiano un valore letterario ossia estetico. Perche cio mi offende 
personalmente'. 

60 See, for example, EE, 204. Later this emphasis is corrected: 'il cinema [ ... e] una 
lingua spaziale-temporale e non audio-visiva - se non a una prima e materiale analisi' 
(290). On the differences in EE between the essays from 1965-67, and a second group 
from 1971, see Turigliatto, 1976, 123-24. 

61 Bertini actually sees the 'sceneggiatura' as a metaphor for Pasolini's self which 
is 'dimidiato, o, meglio, partecipe di due "strutture'" (1979, 79). 
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of will or desire into a text can be taken as conterminous with the inscription of a 

subject into a text. Furthermore, the formulation strongly implies that textual desire, 

and thus subjectivity, are located only within the process of transition, within what 

Pasolini misnames as the 'diacronia'62 between the structures and languages which 

make up the ambiguous text. 'Volonta di forma' differs from 'forma' in that it lacks 

fullness of form, but also in that it is inscribed with will, or desire. A structure which 

does not desire to be another structure is a structure which does not desire. This 

truism can be mapped onto many other structures, or pairs of structures, even when 

the desired 'altra struttura' is not defined by anything beyond its otherness. Hence, 

Pasolini's poetics of pastiche can be reformulated as a variation on, or a reversal of, 

this model, wherein, for example, the filmic reconstruction of Pontormo's Deposizione 

in La ricotta desires to be and cannot be the actual image or fresco, and that within 

the tension between the two images lies the space on which subjective discourse and 

interpretation centres. The comedy derives from just such (Mannerist) tensions: the 

actors' inability to remain as still as a picture and also to express emotion, their forced 

laughter, the playing of the wrong music, the silent scream, 'basta', of the diva (Laura 

Betti). An analogous dynamic is to be found in Pasolini ' s formulation of Vangelo as 

' the life of Christ plus two thousand years of story-telling about the life of Christ ' 

(Stack, 1969, 83). There too a space - between a fixed past and the present - is 

opened, and is filled by the plenitude of 'storia' : the specificity of the film 's reading 

of the Gospel and its subjective impact are located within the filling. 

62 See, for example, EE, 198. On Pasolini's constant misuse of this term for dichotomy, and other linguistic misnomers, see De Mauro, 1985, 66-7; Segre, 1965, 80-81. The implications of this lapsus are fascinating: a desire for entry into history (diachrony) replaces the absence (dichotomy) where the subject is located. 
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More generally apparent is Pasolini's repeated desire to leave his films 

unfinished, or better, suspended in a Barthesian sense: 'I always intend [my films] to 

remain suspended' (Stack, 1969, 57); 'le message "politique" circule a travers tous 

mes films mais [ ... il] reste toujours suspendu' (Duflot, 1970, 57). A critic reviewing 

Uccellacci e uccellini at its general release in 1966 describes its end as 'volutamente 

sospeso' (Savoli, 1966).63 The same pattern recurs in Pasolini's self-portrait 'Al 

lettore nuovo', through Roman Jakobson's citation of Valery's view of poetry as 'une 

hesitation prolongee entre le sens et le son' (sic),64 which clearly presents an 

identical dynamic to that of a space held between a signifier and an uncertain 

signified, as described here. 

The most direct manifestation of this trope is in the remarkable variety of 

processes of construction in the genesis of the films. Before 1964, the relationship 

between planning and production seems straightforward, largely dominated by the 

attempt to realise as faithfully as possible the vision of the former in the latter.65 

The screenplays to Accattone, Mamrna Roma and La ricotta,66 derive from the 

world of the Roman novels and of earlier screenplays, and his transformation of them 

in filming is a stylistic one, as we have seen. The 'film-saggio' La rabbia, and the 

' film-inchiesta ' Comizi d' amore, are both somewhat muted attempts to make use of 

63 On the fly- leaf of Teorema, the novel, Pasolini described the work as 'questo 
manualetto laico, a canone sospeso'. Cf. 'ogni sistema o struttura e in realta un processo' 
(II caos, 211 ), and the use of the term 'proces ' in Kristeva, 1974. Gerard sees Pasolini' s 
as 'une pensee en perpetuel devenir' (1981, 117). 

64 For 'Al lettore nuovo', see above p.90. Cf. Jakobson, 1960, 367. 
65 Cf. Mamma Roma, 140: 'coordino in un montaggio che e esattamente quello che 

ho in mente prima di girare' . 

66 Ali da/:ei occhi azzurri, 249-464, 467-87. Versions of the first two were also 
published in book-form by Edizioni FM (through Alfredo Bini) and Rizzoli respectively. 
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the film medium for directly socio-ideological purposes, and are if anything films 

which 'desire to become' linguistic discourse ('saggio'/'inchiesta'), rather than the 

inverse. After 1964, textual status is more complex, and the filmic product cedes in 

different ways parts of its autonomy to other forms or images. The Sopraluoghi in 

Palestina are presented as complementary footage to Vangelo, and their mere 

existence, organisation and release demonstrates an interest in the prospective, 

forward-projected status of such footage. Certain techniques derive directly from 

Comizi d' amore, and will be reused with resounding success in Appunti per 

un' Orestiade africana, where the lack of a realised narrative film, and the 

sophisticated combination of narrative information for the proposed final product, pure 

observation, speculation on how narrative and landscape might be spliced together, 

and open discussion of the contemporary political relevance of the myth, powerfully 

promote the transitional form. The autonomy of this improvised form challenges its 

assumed status as signifier by drawing instability into itself as signified, and, in the 

case of a final product such as M edea, casting the film as itself a signifier of a latent 

and unstable cluster of implicit questioning discourses. Le mura di Sana repeats the 

combination of history, observation and enquiry, and makes explicit and political an 

appeal implicit in the 'trilogia della vita'. The subtitle itself ('documentario in forma 

d'un appello all'UNESCO') is of a type constantly reinvented by Pasolini, from 

'Poesia in forma di rosa' to 'sceneggiatura in forma di una poema' or 'romanzo sotto 

forma di sceneggiatura' (Lettere, II, 617, 624),67 which neatly formulates the 

transitional nature of the text in each case. To return to Vangelo and the Sopraluoghi, 

the former is the product of the latter's provisionality or its failure to discover 

required locations in the historical biblical site. This moment of failure, which 

67 The latter two both refer to 'Bestemrnia'; see Bibliography 1.4b. 
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precedes and foreshadows the technical failure und~one during the filming of 

Vangelo described above (p.214), can be seen as a founding trauma of the literal -

what is present can no longer faithfully or literally represent what is past - and leads 

to the important discovery of the analogous method - what is present can represent 

analogously what is past. It is no coincidence that this point marks the end of the 

non-problematic, or naive, transition from 'soggetto-sceneggiatura' to film. 

Vangelo in itself is a special case with regard to the relationship between text 

and film, because of Pasolini's decision to remain entirely faithful to the text of the 

Gospel: 'non ho aggiunto una battuta e non ne ho tolto nessuna' (Vangelo, 298).68 

This decision was undoubtedly responsible for the approval granted the film by 

Catholic organisations - it won the 1964 Gran Premio Uffic/io Cattolico del Cinema -

and perhaps for its perceived failure to register what the director had thought was a 

strongly divergent gamut of film styles within it. But for Pasolini, textual fidelity was 

in fact a vehicle for pastiche. Literalness liberated the visual and aural as variegated 

interpretative discourses in their own right; hence his assertion that 'la visualizzazione 

[ ... e] la lettura migliore che si possa fare di un testo' (Vangelo, 14). 

The experiment of textual fidelity was not repeated, but the underlying 

interplay between an original text and a filmic representation of it subtends the 

dominant group of adaptations in Pasolini's filmography after Vangelo : Edipo, 

Medea, Il Decameron, I racconti di Canterbury, Il Ji.ore de/le 'Mille e una notte' and 

Salo are all readings of fundamental mythical texts , as would have been San Paolo 

and Un' Orestiade africana.69 In a different sense, both Teorema and Porcile 

68 See note 41 above. 

69 Many of his screenplays from between 1954 and 1960 were adaptations: Il 
prigioniero de/la montagna (L. Trenker, 1955; novel by G. Benek), Il sole nel ventre 
(1955, unproduced; from J. Hougron), I promessi sposi (1960, unproduced; from Manzoni 
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interact with written texts by Pasolini himself: the former with the 'novel' of the same 

name (originally conceived as a play), and the latter with a play of the same name. It 

has already been noted how, in Edipo, the Sophoclean original is deployed 

strategically as a marker of authorial presence. Also, the occasional use of intertitles 

disturbs the audio-visual and therefore narrative fluidity of the film, recalling the 

textual source of the universalised, mythical world. 

Il Decameron's textual adaptation operates on several different levels. The 

most notable deviation from the letter of Boccaccio's text is the abandonment of the 

'lieta brigata' in favour of a narrative frame closely bound up in the matter of the 

stories themselves. One story, of Ser Ciapelletto, itself becomes a frame; and the 

artist played by Pasolini begins as a protagonist of his own brief story, and then 

becomes the observer of the Neapolitan market-place, from which all the subsequent 

protagonists emerge. Also, the setting in Naples, and in Neapolitan, of large parts of 

the film allows Pasolini's interest in dialect as a token of genuine popularity and 

reality to resurface. 

Salo marks an end-point in the exploration of the modes of visualisation of text 

in film, as it marks an end-point in many other senses. De Sade's Les Cent-vingt 

jours de Sodome is taken as a negative mirror-image of the founding moment of 

European bourgeois hegemony, the Enlightenment, and adopted as a cypher. Textual 

fidelity is irrelevant, as is narrative reconstruction. What matters is the immanence of 

the secondary symbolic impact of its qualities of exhaustive, repetitive, systematic, 

total perversion in the equally symbolic interpretation of the 'Repubblica Sociale 

Italiana' (Salo), and the interaction or synthesis of the two. 

- see Brunetta, 1985), II bell' Antonio (M. Bolognini, 1960; from Brancati), La giornata 
balorda (M. Bolognini, 1960; from Moravia) and La lunga notte de/ '43 (F. Vancini, 
1960; from Bassani). 
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A final, but significant level of intermediary textuality between idea and film is 

to be found in Pasolini's regular use of story-board pictures or 'fumetti' as preparatory 

aids in filming. There is evidence of this as early as Mam.ma Roma,70 and, given 

Pasolini' s activity as an artist in his youth, and his reliance on the iconography of art 

for his early filmic technique, such a practice is far from surprising. However, at that 

time, when critics generally perceive his first substantial recourse to cinematographic, 

as opposed to literary or iconographic pastiche - that is to say with Uccellacci e 

uccellini, and its clear homage to Rossellini's Francesco, giullare di Dio (1950) and 

the Fellini of La strada (1954) - a different attitude emerges to the 'disegni' . The 

opening photo in Mamma Roma shows Pasolini transferring directly from 'soggetto

sceneggiatura' to a shot-by-shot story-board. In La terra vista dalla luna, he uses 

drawings as a substitute for the screenplay, adopting a new language: 

non possedendo un linguaggio, uno stile per esprimere per iscritto, 
ver.balmente, questo tipo di comicita, sono stato costretto a scrivere la 
sceneggiatura facendola a fumetti, cioe disegnando Toto e Ninetto nelle 
varie situazioni appunto come fumetti.71 

The written screenplay, under the provisional title Il buro e la bura, is prefaced by 

advice that 'queste righe vanno lette pensando alle "comiche" di Charlot o Ridolini o 

ai fumetti di Paperino'. 72 

In the introduction Jo the catalogue of Pasolini's collected drawings, De 

Micheli comments on the 'fumetti' of La terra thus: 

70 See the photos of the director and his story-boards in Mamma Roma, 160ff. See 
also Betti and Thovazzi, 1989, 25-33. 

71 From 'Per conoscere Pasolini', an interview with RAI-TV by Leonardo Lucchetti, 
later transcribed in de Giusti, 1983, 54. Thirty-four of the comic frames are to be found 
in I disegni 1941175: plates 89-122. 

72 First page of an undated, unpaginated typescript screenplay, now in the Fondo 
Pasolini, Rome. 

I 
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Pasolini 'vede' i suoi personaggi, li segue nei gesti, nei dialoghi, nelle 
scene. 11 suo segno e rapido, vivace e rappresentativo [ ... ]. L'occhio 
del disegnatore coincide con l'occhio del regista, che irnmagina 
sequenze, primi piani, ritmi e dissolvenze. Questo gruppo di fogli 
illumina come meglio non sarebbe possibile il suo meccanismo creativo 
che sa tradurre in una successione mobilissima d'immagini l'essenza 
poetica di un racconto. (/ disegni 1941175, 15, unpaginated) 

De Micheli emphasises the position of the drawings at the cusp of two visualisations 

('l'occhio ... coincide') and the rapidity of Pasolini's tranformations, and he thus 

intuits the search for 'la forma in movimento' for which the 'fumetti' amply 

allow.73 

The fluidity of form allows Pasolini to adapt every aspect of his technique and 

choice of medium for the purposes he requires. La terra is pure fable, constructed 

around silence and mime and the miraculous resurrection of an image. A modem-day 

convenentia allows him to adopt the language of 'fumetti' as the only possible 

language to intersect both that of fairy-tale and film magic. 

The theoretical and practical status of the screenplay in Pasolini's work, and its 

consequences for his methodology of film-making, at once confirms and amplifies the 

impact of the model of self-projection examined above. The tension in form which 

opens a space for subjective insertion is common to both, and in particular to the view 

of pastiche, which encapsulates all of the models of direct inscription identified. 

Furthermore, that tension, that dual structure, is yet another, if not the fundamental, 

figure of the 'doppiezza' also discussed above. 

The sequence of the analysis has already prefigured the major areas to follow -

that of the role of metaphor and of the axis of time in determining the subjective 

73 Compare De Micheli's term ' tradurre ' with EE, 207-8, 267-69, and with Pasolini's 
notion of translatability from 'Dialet, lenga, stil' (1944) until SC, 1-2. 

1111 ,,11 j 
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status of film. The moment of discovery of the 'meccanismo dell' analogia' during the 

filming of Vangelo, mentioned more than once above, is a crucial personal revelation 

of the possibility of metaphor in film, which, together with the inscribed 'volonta di 

forma' tends to elevate Pasolini's creative practice beyond the simple poetics of the 

gaze, beyond seeing to a Wittgensteinian 'seeing as'. 
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3. Metaphor 

Pasolini saw cinema as a vehicle for linguistic renewal. It offered a new technique of 

expression which transcended the ideological impasse in which his written language 

had become caught. The basis of that ideological impasse was both ontological and 

cognitive, concerned with acquiring and articulating a link between the self and the 

real. Both the need for linguistic renewal and the cognitive effort point to the 

fundamental importance of metaphor and metaphorical patterns of thought in 

Pasolini's project and, in particular, in his work in cinema.74 

Metaphor, understood in a broad sense as the representation of one idea or unit 

in terms of another, allows for the expression of concepts which have no firm hold in 

a given language. It allows, that is, for the naming of the unknown, and thus extends 

both language itself and cognitive capacity through its reliance on otherness. Under 

this schema of language renewal, the process of extension is followed by one of 

integration, whereby the metaphorical tends to be reabsorbed into the literal through 

repeated association. Thus, to give two simple examples, the 'leaves' of a book or the 

'arms' of a chair have acquired literal validity from clear metaphorical origin. In a 

certain sense, then, the paradigm of linguistic renewal implies that the metaphorical . 

precedes the literal.75 Between the function of poetry, in particular modem poetry, 

and the function of metaphor there are substantial affinities. Poetry extends language 

· beyond itself and transforms meaning and perception through oblique association and 

74 The schematic outline of some aspects of metaphor which follows is limited 
strictly to elements which will concern this discussion. For more detailed accounts , see 
Ricoeur, 1978; Jakobson, 1988; Tambling, 1988; Whittock, 1990. 

75 See Metz, 1982, 159-60; Whittock, 1990, 7-8. 
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substitution. This, as Jakobson pointed out in a seminal essay (1988, 61), leads to a 

natural affinity between poetry and metaphor: 

Since poetry is focused upon the sign, and pragmatical prose primarily 
upon the referent, tropes and figures were studied mainly as poetic 
devices. The principle of similarity, underlies poetry. [ ... ] Thus, for 
poetry, metaphor [ ... ] is the line of least resistance. 

Similarly, metaphor by its very nature disrupts continuity and therefore tends to 

undermine the narrative function in any use of language. It conceals causality of 

connection and promotes transversal leaps or vertical deviation from a strong line of 

horizontal sequence. Thus, within the context of narrative, it imposes a strong 

interpretative role on the reader. Furthermore, metaphor's constant drive for renewal 

and for disturbing perspectives implies a tendency towards ideological disruption and 

subversion of stability and status quo. As Whittock points out, there is a tension 

created by the cognitive leap between the vehicle and tenor of any metaphor, and 

'through its tension a metaphor calls into question the ordered simplicities our 

received categories give us' (1990, 8).76 And it is on similar grounds that Kristeva 

builds her ethical defence of textuality, or textual practices, in La Revolution du 

langage poetique: 'l'ethique ne s'enonce pas, elle se pratique a perte: le texte est un 

des exemples les plus accomplis d'une telle pratique' (1974, 203). 

The crisis in Pasolini 's poetic language and cultural role which precipitated the 

shift into film can be seen, then, as a crisis in the metaphorical possibilities of the 

poetic function of language. The move is in itself of a metaphorical nature; it is an 

attempt at linguistic and cognitive renewal through a new and vital technique with 

which to perceive reality. It is in itself a disruptive reading of literature and the role 

76 Tambling, 1988, 55-57, points to important parallels with Nietzsche's notion of 
truth as deception. 
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of the intellectual in a certain historical context, following Pasolini's own model of 

transgression as an hermeneutic advance (EE, 238-40). 

However, if a second-order 'metaphoricity' of this kind subtends the choice of 

the cinematic medium, an immediate problem presents itself to the actual film artist -

the apparent impossibility of first-order metaphor within cinematic discourse: 'l'unica 

grave difficolta che uno scrittore deve affrontare per esprimersi "girando" e che nel 

cinema non esiste la metafora' (in Magrelli, 1977, 20). In an essay in the screenplay 

of Accattone, 'Cinema e lettaratura: appunti dopo "Accattone"' (17-20), he expands on 

the problem. He claims that the only sort of metaphor tenable in film is one created 

by suggestion in the spectator, through a startling and direct juxtaposition of 

images.77 The stylistic figures which are fully available to film are those derived 

from the simplest, archaic forms of literature, which he terms 'religioso-infantile', and 

from music, such as anaphora and repetition. 

Although this view was later modified substantially, Pasolini is far from being 

naive here. Several theorists of cinema have seen the necessarily literal, or at least 

strongly indexical-iconic and non-symbolic, link between objects and their 

representation on film as a block to the figurative.78 They tend to emphasise the 

specificity or ontological plenitude of the filmed object to the detriment of association 

and abstraction, and hence presence becomes the dominant factor in cinematic 

signification. However much Pasolini later adjusted his view on metaphor, he 

consistently retained an idea of cinema as an identical reproduction of reality, or at 

77 In fact he refers to 'il lettore', and below continues 'dopo aver fatto (stavo per 
dire "scritto") un film' (19). On juxtaposition as a filmic metaphor, see Whittock, 1990, 
57-59. 

78 These include Jean Mitry, Rudolf Arnheim and early Metz: cf. Whittock's 
discussion of these and others ( 1990, 20-36). 



241 least of the living perception of reality. Indeed, there is a strong tension in his films 
between metaphor's increasingly important role as a vehicle for meaning and the 
absolute value attached to the real, which will be discussed further below. 

Pasolini never articulated at length his view of metaphor in cinema, but it 
emerges as a latent interest in many of his major theoretical writings. Most notably, it 
can be said to lie at the heart of his concept of 'un cinema di poesia'; for the 
introduction or re-introduction of poetry into a cinema traditionally dominated by 
'prose' narrative can, for all the reasons outlined above, be identified with an attempt 
to create the possibilty of metaphor in cinema. In the 1965 paper entitled '11 "cinema 
di poesia"' (EE, 171-91), the discussion of the semiotic nature of literature and cinema 
and of the contrast between prose and poetry inevitably implies a discussion of 
metaphor. The writer who chooses from a lexicon of pre-established signifying units 
advances in an historical sense the cause of signification in choosing and combining 
these units. The advance is 'un'aggiunta di storicita, ossia di realta alla lingua' (173). 
Through a combination of metaphorical and metonymical processes - selection and 
combination - language as a phenomenon is expanded in history or in time. Because 
of the infinite number of units available to an audio-visual medium, cinema must first 
set up a morphological potential by making a meaningful image (' im-segno') from the 
chaos of undifferentiated reality, and this must be repeated for each film. In other 
words, the process of metaphorisation is doubled. Narrative (prose) cinema, however, 
has reduced that operation to a single one by literalising or 'deadening' the primary 
metaphorical movement from chaos to 'im-segno' through adherence to a stylistic, 
conventional lexicon. To instigate a 'cinema di poesia' is thus to redouble the 
'metaphoricity' of the filmic process. However, Pasolini points out, the objects of 
reality which .make up each 'im-segno' always retain their intense 'storia pre-
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grammaticale', so they can never be anything other than initially concrete (175).79 

Hence, in order to express concepts, or abstractions, the cinema requires a process 

which imbricates the abstract into the concrete - that is, metaphor: 

[il cinema] puo essere parabola, mai espressione concettuale diretta. [ ... ] 
mancando di lessico concettuale e astratto, e potentemente metaforico, 
anzi parte subito, a fortiori, al livello della metafora. (176, 179) 
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Little has actually changed since his earlier denial of metaphor. Because cinema is 

always presence, he now says, to be discursive and not purely reproductive there must 

needs be metaphor. 

The equation 'cinema - realta' is outlined in detail in the essay 'La lingua 

scptta della realta' (EE, 202-30), where cinema is described as a language of latent 

pre-articulate presence within actual reality - 'il momento "scritto" di una lingua 

naturale e totale, che e l'agire nella realta' (210). In other words, cinema repeats, at a 

level more immediately permeable to reality, the relation between the symbolic 

languages in which we communicate. That relation was based on the never-realised 

ur-language or 'langue', articulated into the oral, which is natural or existential, and 

the conventional or written. The written derives from both the oral and the ' langue'. 

The new relation sees the abstract 'langue' of cinema as having a written articulation 

in actual films, and, most radically, an 'oral' articulation in life itself, or ' l ' intera vita 

nel complesso delle sue azioni' (ibid.). The 'written ' language moves beyond the 

'oral' and thereby delimits the latter and brings it into awareness. Cinema similarly 

raises our consciousness of reality (cf. 236). Thus meaning is expressed through 

action or 'pragma' (211), or the material, and semiology overspills into 

phenomenology. This is apparent in Pasolini's use of the term 'oggettuale', as 

79 This is clearly a residue of those initial reservations on the possibility of the figurative in cinema. See Wagstaff, 1985, 112, on the term 'pre-grammaticale '. 
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opposed to objective, to indicate a sort of concreteness ('un ' imprescendibile 

concretezza, diciamo, oggettuale', 173) which allows itself to be a vehicle for 

'onirismo', and thus to imply a subject. The range of metaphor is thus strongly 

extended from the denotative to the connotative, and hence Pasolini's faces - already 

noted as a motif of his films - can simply connote their specificity, their 'face-ness'. 

The analogue between symbolic languages and the language of cinema implies, for 

Pasolini, that whilst the former are in a parallel, but never intersecting, relationship 

with reality and have their own self-sufficient syntactical system, the latter is 

'perpendicular' to reality, constantli achieving actual contact, but requiring a double 

and external syntactic construction to achieve meaning. This helps to explain an 

apparently confused sequence of statements in 'Battute sul cinema' (231-40). There 

he comments on an assertion by Barthes, in line with Pasolini's own earlier views, 

that cinema is a metonymic art. He first agrees with Barthes, but then reformulates 

the assertion: 'none il cinema un'arte metonimica, ma e la realta che e metonimica' 

(237). Where does this leave metaphor? Pasolini admits that the formula does not 

take into account the metaphorical nature of a 'cinema di poesia', but there is an 

important implicit role for metaphor nevertheless, as an hermeneutic instrument. It 

becomes that part of cinema which transgresses the norm of simple metonymy, and in 

so doing allows the nature of cinema and of reality as metonymic to be consciously 

elucidated. In other words, the statement acts as a corrective to any over-blown view 

of the function of metaphor in film, which at most creates the conditions for a 

perception of the mechanisms of a language, which may or may not be metaphorical, 

by violating its codes. 80 

80 See Whittock, 1990, 38-40, on Culler's distinction between first- and second-order 
systems and violations of both. 
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In a later essay, Pasolini is keen to play down the total identification of cinema 

and reality, preferring to see the codes of cinema and reality as analogous, each with 
different space-time coordinates, and each incomplete with respect to the other.81 

The idea of analogy is reiterated in another essay, 'Il rema' (293-96), whe:e the first 
of three modes of 'decifrazione cinematografica' is a 'coscienza dell' analogia col 
codice fisico-psicologico della realta'. As the term 'codice' implies,82 Pasolini is 
not talking of empirical use of analogy in films, but of structural analogies to the 
language of cinema. Although both are of significance in discussing his use of 
metaphor, they are not to be confused. 

The development of Pasolini' s concept of filmic metaphor in his theory 
indicates a desire on his part to fill its initially perceived lack as part of his project to 
reclaim cinema for poetic discourse. The fact that its expression is never wholly clear 
or central would seem to be significant in itself, confirming the role of metaphor as 
that of the poetic, as irrational, barbaric, oneiric and held at a subconscious level in 
narrative cinema (176). The raising of the poetic or metaphorical to an open level of 
'consciousness ' would seem of itself to undermine its very essence as always latent 
and transgressive, never literalised or 'true' in a Nietzschean sense. The paradox of 
this position need not, however, prevent an appreciation of the profound importance of 
the delimiting or defining effect of such transgressiveness on the nature of Pasolini's 
cinematic voice, nor undermine his complex empirical uses of metaphor. 

Before examining specific films for evidence of Pasolini's use of metaphor, a 
final but crucial area of theory needs to be considered. Above, it was argued that 
there is a substantial overlap between his conception of poetry as deployed in the 

81 'Res sunt nomina', EE, 261-66. 
82 See also '11 codice dei codici' (281-88) and 'Tabella' (297-301). 
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phrase 'il cinema di poesia', and that of metaphor, which is based on function,al 

parallels between the two. In another direction, and much more explicitly, the theory 

of the 'cinema di poesia' relies on the status of poetry as the medium of self

expression, of the subjective. The extensive investigation of the role of the 

'soggettiva', or point-of-view shot, and free indirect subjectivity dominates 'il "cinema 

di poesia"'. 83 His identification of dreams as a sequence of 'im-segni' (172) is 

based on the nature of the archetypes of 'im-segni' as 'una base diretta di sogg, ivita' 

(177). A syllogistic argument suggests that metaphor is also intimately related to the 

subjective. This possiblity is reinforced by a number of other associations. The 

problem of 'style indirecte libre' and inner monologue in cinema, which is resolved by 
-/; 

recourse to the concept of 'soggeiva indiretta libera' and ushers the notion of 'cinema 

di poesia' into existence, is stated in the same terms as the problem of abstraction: the 

inner monologue transcends the immediate and concrete, as does abstraction and, like 

the latter, the former can only be possible in cinema via metaphor. The 

characterisation of the poetic and metaphoric as equivalent to a repressed subconscious 

of a prose narrative discourse contains strong inferences, via its psychoanalytic 

vocabulary and even the use of the oneiric, that what is termed subconscious is also a 

figure of latent subjectivity. Just as reality is metonymic, and the metaphoric 

transgresses and delimits the metonymy, so the subjectivity can be said to be that 

which interrupts the diegetic or the (posited) simply referential or objective, located 

where syntagm dissolves into, or is implied by paradigm, metonymy into 

83 On the complications of Pasolini' s 'soggeti va libera indiretta', see Turigliatto, 1976; Dagrada, 1985; Wagstaff, 1985, 114-19; Greene, 1990, 116-20. 
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metaphor.84 Even in Pasolini's first articulation of the problem of metaphor the 

subjective was prominent - 'l'unica grave difficolta che uno scrittore deve affrontare 

per esprimersi girando e che nel cinema non esiste la metafora' (Magrelli, 1977, 20; 

emphasis added). 

Pasolini' s solutions to the problems of self-expression show him adjusting his 

view of metaphor to the demands of the medium, re-building the trope as a dynamic 

of transition and transgression which not only allows it a powerful defining role in the 

filmic discourse, but also figures the transience and alterity of the subject in crisis. 

A large number of his essays on the semiology of cinema cluster around the 

mid-1960s, products of the enthusiasm for semiology at the Pesaro Film Festivals after 

1964. Even within that period, it is never easy to link theory to practice directly, and 

indeed Pasolini railed against it: 

mi offendo molto che tutto quello che faccio e dico venga ricondotto a 
spiegare,il mio stile. E' un modo di esorcizzarmi, e forse di darmi 
dello stupido, [ .•. la mia teoria] non e affatto una proliferazione del mio 
fare estetico, ossia della mia 'poetica' cinematografica. Non lo e 
affatto. (232) 

It is no surprise, then, to find a different level of solution to the problem of metaphor 

in practice than to that elaborated - and then largely implicitly - in theory. Much of 

what was discusssed under the category of motif could be subsumed into a discussion 

of metaphor. The accumulative work of the motifs, which extend their connotative 

and thus metaphorical potential as they multiply their denotative referents through the 

process of incomplete repetition, is complemented by a rough parabola of density of 

84 On the dangers of confusing syntagm/paradigm on the level of discourse with metonymy/metaphor on the level of reference, see Metz, 1982, 174-91. And cf. ibid., 253-65, on the nature of censorship as the appearance of the unconscious in conscious: 'Each is "in" the other and the other is in it: the other of the other' (258). The modes of censorship - condensation and displacement - are thus traces of a supposed inexpressible absolute unconscious. 
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metaphors through his film-work, with a peak around Uccellacci e uccellini, and 

different kinds of troughs in Accattone and Salo. In Accattone, there is little elaborate 

metaphorical effect, although there is much that might be termed figural,85 including 

elements already elaborated upon above, which is built on interplay between image

track, sound-track and narrative. In Uccellacci e uccellini, the entire film is imbued 

with metaphor and its cognates symbol and allegory. The landscape and the 

characters are caught between base reality and surreal abstraction built into a discourse 

of igeolo.gy. Furthermore, the metaphorical texture is directed towards problems of 

interpretation and communication in language, upon which metaphor itself is 

founded.86 Salo concludes this parabola with its absolute introversion or reification 

of metaphor. Barthes is only the most eminent of many advocates for the view of 

Salo as irredeemable because of its overwhelming literalness: 'Pasolini's film (this, I 

think, is his own doing) is devoid of symbolism', constructed upon one 'obscene' 

analogy between decadent fascism and sadism, and immersed in the horrifically literal 

imaging of violence, which, within the narrative frame and within the signifying 

system of the film, is consistently and only itself.87 The connotative power of 

metaphor is reduced to a monovalent absolute. Furthermore, the metaphoric impact of 

the film itself reinforces and reiterates the always tendentiously literal motif-metaphor 

of consumption in relation to the consumption or consumerism of neo-capitalism. In 

Salo, not only is this painfully reiterated in the ' girone della merda' , but, as Greene 

85 Cf. 'la scrittura riperde, dunque, col cinema, la sua "natura segnica" e riacquista 
l'arcaica "natura figurale" ' (EE, 239). 

86 See Greene, 1990, 140. 

87 Barthes, 1977. See also Wahl, 1980, 81-82; Calvino, 1982; Bersani and Dutoit, 
1982, and Bersani, 1986, 51-54, 107-8. 
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points out, 'Salo's "real" message lies, precisely, in its desire to be unbearable, that is, 

its refusal to be consumed' (1990, 216-17). 

Whittock (1990, 49-69) draws up a ten-point schema for the identification of 

metaphor in films, which can be reduced to three broad types: metonymical, 
;1i compositional and transgressive. The latter includes all the tecttical aspects of 

editing and filming which distort or challenge conventions and which propel the 

spectator beyond the apparent and literal into potentially metaphorical readings. This 

category is thus the enabler of the first two, and Pasolini's films are densely packed 

with its effects, many of which have already been mentioned. The static plasticity of 

figures in Accattone is alien to traditional film, as is the emphasis on discontinuity of 

image and sound via editing, and exclusion of steps in a logical or narrative sequence, 

such as in Vangelo.88 These echo the central effect of the 'cinema di poesia' which 

is to 'far sentire la macchina' (EE, 188). The disturbing stylisation of the killing of 

Laius and of the laughing characters of Accattone and La ricotta, and indeed 

Pasolini's general, studied aesthetic of unnaturalness, are all transgressive metaphorical 

patterns. -
The metonymical and compositional types are more closely bound up with the 

detail of image and narrative. Examples from Uccellacci e uccellini will serve as an 

illustration. 

Uccellacci e uccellini is governed by two recurrent metaphorical images: the 

road and the moon. Toto and Ninetto are embarked on a Beckettian journey which 

has no end, as the film's epigraph points out - '"Dove va l'umanita? Boh!" - M·ao' . 

From the start, then, the journey is marked as representative of a human condition and 

of a mock-ideology. Furthermore, the non-teleological wandering determines the 

88 On inclusion and exclusion as a dynamic of film narrative, see 'Tetis', 97-99. 

I' 
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film's errant structure, and thus promotes other metaphorical resonances. Images of 

roads dominate the modem section of the film. The two protagonists progress along 

strange, massive half-constructed road bridges - literally roads to nowhere. And the 

entire landscape fills out the image of the road. Bizarre road signs ('Istanbul km. 

4253') and road names of the dispossessed ('Via Lillo Strappalenzuola - Scappato da 

casa a 12 anni '), the fragmented, ruined stretches of buildings isolated in open 

countryside, the almost abstract geometrical formations of lines and curves formed by 

the shapes of buildings and of the road girders (as composed by each shot): these 

aspects together create a fabulous setting for an 'ideocomic' fable. The filmic style is 

caught between the iconicity of Accattone and Vangelo89 and the symmetries of 

Teorema, as the camera consistently frames to harmonise the protagonists with the 

forms and shapes of the landscape. 

The appearance of the crow only enhances the power of the journey metaphor. 

His first words - 'Dove andate?' - articulate the question which the imagery has been 

begging from the start, without eliciting any answer (' annamo line e poi annamo 

lane'). His offer to join them - 'non mi volete come compagno di strada?' - opens up 

the meaning of the metaphor from its general associations (' il cammin di nostra 

vita'90) into politics, and also of course, autobiography. The intertitle which heralds 

the crow's appearance, and which is repeated towards the end - 'il cammino 

incomincia/ e ii viaggio e gia finito' - confirms the pattern of paradoxical strangeness 

and deceptive movement in the journey of the film. Further indications of absurdity, 

89 Pasolini cut a Giottoesque vision of Paradise seen by frate Ninetto: see Uccellacci e uccellini, 131-33. 

90 Uccellacci e uccellini, a guided journey across the decaying landscape of modernity, bears more than a little resemblance to Pasolini's 'rifacimento' of the 
Com.111:.edia, La divina mimesis, which was largely composed between 1963 and 1965 ; ( (Sici~no, 1982a2

, 352). 
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stasis and circularity permeate the film. The crow gives his 'address' in the tone of 

the road-signs, only to be mocked by his companions.91 The car of the circus 

performers does not work, even after being pushed in a circle. The circularity of 

oppression sees Toto and Ninetto chased off land, only to threaten with eviction a 

poor family - who have to deceive their children that it is still night to alleviate their 

hunger - and then be threatened in turn by the host of the 'dentisti dantisti'. Similarly, 

in the medieval episode, Francesco ('sti santi! ') orders Cicillo who orders Ninetto. 

Frate Cicillo spends two years rooted to the spot, waiting for inspiration, only to be 

thwarted by another circular paradox when he does convert the birds.92 And the 

mysterious death scene at the start of the film elicits a clear statement of the dark, 

static side of the journey metaphor - 'poveraccio passa da una morte all' altra morte'. 

The association with death is amplified by Ninetto's innocent attempt to imagine death 

by holding his breath, by the encounter with Togliatti's funeral and its effect - 'ormai 

non vi chiedo piu dove andate' - and by the death of the crow, which becomes the 

actual end of the film. 

There is another end, however, and another image of circularity in the 

metaphor of the moon. The film-titles open and close on an image of the moon. The 

first lines of the film are about the tides and the moon (Toto: 'Co' la luna nun se 

prende'). And in the final scene of the film, the father and son meet a prostitute 

called Luna, who sleeps with them in tum in the undergrowth, and who is instinctively 

and somewhat maternally attracted to them. Finally, Toto muses at one point on 

travel in space, and on Gagarin - 'quello che e andato sulla luna' (sic) - concluding 

91 He comes from 'Ideologia', and lives in 'La citta del futuro, via Carlo Marx, n.70x7'. 

92 That is, that the hawks love God, and the sparrows love God, but the hawks still kill and eat the sparrows. 
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'cammino cammino e ci si arriva'. Hence the moon is a positive end, whether or not 

its attainment is fantasy. Its half-light echoes the strange, unreal landscape; but its 

force of sexual and maternal instinct sets it apart from the over-rational, ideologising 

crow, and links it with the spiritual power of prophecy in St Francis, which the crow 

lacks ('si, un profeta! magari '). 

The studied patterning which interlaces the journey imagery with the moon and 

creates metaphorical resonances for both also extends into recurrent images of eating, 

(in)digestion and hunger; and into the extensive play on the nature of language - from 

the talking crow, to the languages of the birds, to the miming to Luna and to each 

other by Toto and Ninetto, to the acting of the circus troupe. Together they make 

Uccellacci an ideal vehicle for metaphor in film, and also the least narcissistic of 

Pasolini's filmic self-representations.93 

93 A third episode of the film, of which only eight minutes was shot ('Toto al 

circo'), is included in the screenplay ('L'uomo bianco', 65-111). It elaborates further 

the metaphors of the other parts (see Bongie, 1991, 188-91). See Bibliography 1.4. 
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4. Being and Film-Time 

In the dominant motifs and the recurrent metaphorical practices of Pasolini's films and 

his theoretical writings, two related governing figures emerge which bind the filmic 

discourse to that of the subject and its constantly frustrated desire for stability, 

plenitude and meaning. The first figure is that of the real, or, in a more distilled 

manifestation, the body,94 which is the source of the highly visual nature of 

Pasolini' s film already indicated, and which represents an axiomatic belief at the base 

of his practice: 'che io usi la scrittura o che io usi il cinema altro non faccio che 

evocare nella sua fisicita, traducendola, la Lingua della Realta' (EE, 268). The 

strength of his reliance on the axiomatic value of the Real is demonstrated by his 

refusal to modify it despite the threat it represented to the whole edifice of his 

semiological theories, as more 'professional' semioticians pointed out.95 

Contact with reality is, for Pasolini, charged with sensuality: 

Le cinema me permet de maintenir le contact avec la realite, un contact physique, charnel, je dirais meme d'ordre sensuel. (Duflot, 1970, 17) 

94 On the body in Pasolini' s literary practice as a unifying aspect in an oeuvre marked by contradiction l,lnd disunity, see Imberty, 1981. 
95 See Eco, 1968, 150-60; Garroni, 1968, 14-17, 43-44; Bettetini, 1973, 8-9, 54-57. Much of what Pasolini says is not, however, so unsemiological as it may seem. Despite examples of rhetorically categorical assertions such as 'What is the difference between cinema and reality? Practically none' (Stack, 1969, 29), his formulations invariably acknowledge the possibility that the absolute value of reality is coded, partakes of culturally determined mediation. Thus cinema is 'la lingua scritta della realta', or 'la realta non e che cinema (ie. tecnica audio-visiva) in natura' (EE, 203; emphases added). Indeed, far from shirking the notion of codes of representation, they govern a nine-fold model of articulations given in 'Tabella' (ibid., 297-301). And in direct reply to Eco's criticisms, he writes : 'tutte le mie caotiche pagine [ ... ] tendono a portare le Semiologia alla definitiva culturalizzazione della natura' (ibid., 283). The critic who has done most to rehabilitate Pasolini's theory for a post-semiologising reader is undoubtedly De Lauretis, 1980/1 and 1984, 40-52. 
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The immediacy aspired to, as in the early dialect poetry, is conterminous with 
subjective plenitude and stability, without which the contact fragments or dissolves. 
The introduction of the erotic into the ontological and phenomenological problem of 
the real defines his trajectory in the latter: 

Lamia filosofia, oil mio modo di vivere [ ... ] non mi sembra altro, poi, che un allucinato, infantile e pragmatico amore per la realta. Religioso in quanto si fonda in qualche modo, per analogia, con una sorte di immenso feticismo sessuale. (EE, 233) 

The fetish describes precisely a concentration on presence, on sheer (corpo)reality, on 
the 'oggettuale', rather than on the eroticism of absence and deferral. The object of 
fetishistic desire becomes a complement to the gazing subject, and psychoanalytically, 
that object stands for the part of the subject which it perceives itself to be lacking. 
For Klein, it is the mother's breast, for Lacan it is the phallus, but for Pasolini it 
seems to be being itself.96 By turning reality, and thus the Object as constantly 
encountered, into the Object of desire, the body validates and reinforces the subject, 
the agent of desire, and also achieves the effect of de-naturalisation: 'il mio amore 
feticistico per le cose del mondo mi impedisce di considerarle naturali' (231). In turn, 
the unnatural opens the way for ideological subversion which will resurface below in 
the consideration of the self's position in time. Here, the product of the encounter 
with the real is, at least in aspiration, a discourse of 'real' presence cut to the measure 
of the child-like or fetishistic desire of the subject.97 

It may be possible to go further than this erotic self towards a wholesale and 
somewhat transcendental identification between the self and reality. In a complex 

96 On fetishism, see Laplanche and Pontalis, 19734, 115-17. On desire in Pasolini, see Nowell-Smith, 1980. 

97 The formulation is modelled upon Mulvey's characterisation of narrative cinema as 'an illusion cut to the measure of desire' (1975, 19). 
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image used to explain how cinema and reality interact, Pasolini implicates himself as 

an emblem of the real: 

Mi e successo, insomma, quello che succederebbe a un tale che facesse 
delle ricerche sul funzionamento dello specchio. Egli si mette davanti 
allo specchio, e lo osserva, lo esamina, prende appunti: e, infine, cosa 
vede? Se stesso ... Cosl succede a chi studia il cinema: siccomej l 
cinema riproduce la realta finisce col ricondurre allo studio della realta. 
(236) 

A simple, deconstructive repositioning of the axes of comparison would indicate a 

clear desire to be within the real: the self and the real occupy parallel positions within 

the two halves of the image. Guido Fink expresses the dynamic precisely as: 

l'aspirazione principe di tutta l'opera pasoliniana [ ... ] quella di 
immedesimarsi nell 'oggetto, di annullarsi nel personaggio, di 'scendere' 
al livello della materia per sublimarla e per sublimarsi; aspirazione che 
gia tradisce la coscienza di una frattura. (1966, 422) 

The most direct evidence for this is within the significance of the frontal, iconic body 

in the early films , and the increasing obsession with the display of the body and its 

functions and textQre in later works. 98 

The second governing figure is that of the past and its re-presentation in the 

present. In carefully paradoxical manner, Pasolini uses the past as a metaphor for 

revolution in the present, perhaps by way of affinities between the past, metaphor and 

the censored - politically and psychoanalytically. All three erupt into the present in 

fragmented or distorted forin, but all three, for Pasolini, seem to be traces of an 

original, essential force for the aspiration towards the real which Fink describes above. 

In several places Pasolini states this view explicitly: 

98 Pasolini's recourse to the body as both a last locus of uncompromised reality in 
the increasingly alienated consumerist system, and as a linguistic system and locus of 
'writing' in its own right (see the expressivity of the body in the Trilogia and the body 
language of the Franciscan episode of Uccellacci e uccellini) bears comparison with the 
positions of feminist theorists such as Cixous and Irigaray. See, for example, Cixous and 
Clement, 1986; Moi, 1987; Freeman, 1988. 
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ci rivolgiamo all'Unesco in nome della scandalosa forza rivoluzionaria 
del Passato (Le mura di Sana) 

le passe est la seule critique globale du present. (Gerard, 1981, 97) 

lo sono una forza del Passato. 
Solo nella tradizione e il mio amore. 
(Mamma Roma, 160; and Rosa, 344) 

The metaphor is a function of the elaborate reconstruction of the past in the present 

which is based on the re-sacralisation of the present, and has been mentioned above. 

And in combination with the figure of the real or the body, that of the/ past leads to a 

final major area of investigation of the subject in Pasolini' s cinema, film-time. 

The construction of the author (and the spectator-as-author) as a subject in time 

is most immediately apparent in the intertextual dynamic of the many film adaptations 

after Vangelo . As already noted, Pasolini takes on and redirects texts which narrate 

founding moments of the history of civilisation, or of history itself. The specific 

meaning of each adaptation, and the concurrent subjective framework for reading it, 

reside in the action of the narrative of origin on the present perception of the 

author/spectator-subject, and vice versa. Furthermore, in cases such as Vangelo and 

Edipo, the action is mediated and dispersed by secondary readings of the original, 

which are equally acting and acted upon as historical objects.99 The subject is thus 

constructed within a temporal fi_eld which is neither linear nor monovalent, but open to 

multiple dynamics of action and interaction. 

Pasolini reads and interprets the pre-texts on film, projecting himself and his 

subjective control over the filmic process, but also necessarily over the process of 

reading, which is then in tum repeated in reverse as the spectator is constructed as the 

subject undertaking the same reading process - in other words, as the figure of 

99 Cf. 'Instead of projecting the myth [of Oedipus] on to psycho-analysis, I have re
projected psycho-analysis on the myth' (Stack, 1969, 120). 

lj 
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Pasolini, the author as subject. In Edipo, for example, Pasolini creates a 'metaphoric 

autobiography ' (Stack, 1969, 120) by specifying the look of the camera as the look of 

the child in the prologue, which then becomes the look. of the spectator, and the look 

of Oedipus. Subjectivity is propelled across barriers of history and pre-history, rooted 

in the analogy between the latter two, and in the (always temporal) processes of 

(re)reading. 

Adaptation is initially a pre-filmic choice, which conditions and often 

determines the film itself. Aspects of film-construction complement and develop the 

initial impulse towards a subject in time it provides. Despite his theorisation of a 

'cinema di poesia', Pasolini never wholly abandoned narrative in his theory or 

practice.100 Indeed, the Trilogia della vita promotes the play of narrativity in the 

source texts as a fundamental value fully analogous to the vitality and sexual freedom 

of the (pseudo)historical worlds depicted. However, narrative is undermined and 

decentred in several ways, and in so far as film narrative is a vessel for a series of 

conventions which synthesise film-time and real time, this decentering holds 

considerable implications. 

Narrative time in Pasolini ' s cinema is irredeemably split. Edipo, Il Decameron 

and/ racconti di Canterbury set up a frame of apparently real or present time to 

control the mythical-dream time and narrative-dream time, respectively, of the main 

body of the films. Uccellacci e uccellini also splits by way of a narrative excursus of 

a voice in the main part (the crow) into the parable of the Franciscan friars; La 

ricotta intercuts the black-and-white 'reality' of the film set with the garish colour and 

100 See EE, 189-91, 259. But there is a shift of emphasis: in 1965, the 'cinema di 
poesia' only deploys narrative as ' pseudo-racconti' (189) or 'alibi' (191). Later, he 
qualifies it as itself 'narrativa', and wonders if a fully lyric or poetic 'cinema di poesia' 
is possible outside avant-garde formalist pseudo-utopias. 

'1~ .... 
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iconicity of the film within the film; Che cosa sono le nuvole? has the 'reality' of the 

puppets ' backstage existence (and the further frame of the puppet-maker and dustmen) 

set against the 'fiction' of their on-stage performance of Othello; and Salo, with its 

prologue showing the drawing up of rules by the four protagonists and the rounding 

up of victims, sets up an horrific other-world where the rhythm of torture stimulated 

by the narratives of the diseuses takes over from real time and annihilates desire, 

meaning and death. Teorema and Porcile, as described above (p.219), are even more 

starkly split into two intially unconnected zones. In each case, the real-time segments 

within the films are always only apparently real and present: each sets up a dream 

within a dream, and thus II fiore de/le 'Mille e una notte ', which simply extends the 

duality of all others into a smoother mise en abyme of dream-narratives without 

apparent temporal discontinuity, could in fact stand as their epitome. 

A second group of films or screenplays, developed out of the discovery of 

metaphor through analogy in Vangelo and its potential for hyperdeterrnined reference 

to historical and aesthetic intermediaries, has a more historically and ideologically 

based duality which creates strong and explicit links and even simultaneity between 

the past and the present, between real time and film-time. In embryo, the identity of 

southern Italy to biblical Palestine - in the quality of their physical being - inaugurates 

Pasolini's most ambitious and most often unrealised projects. The Appunti per 

un' Orestiade africana, San Paolo and Porno-teo-kolossal were all planned as grand 

analogies under the sign of a radical re-evaluation of the past and an ideological 

critique of the present. Orestiade shows precisely Pasolini searching for the characters 

and locations of the Oresteia in the faces and landscapes of present-day Tanzania -

looking for mythical time in historical-political actuality. Even Le mura di Sana 

shows the .tragic counterpoint between modem, destructive capitalism and the 
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surviving residue of the ancient civilisation of Yemen, and contrasts Sana with 

Orvieto, where the residue is now engulfed by modernity. 

The overwhelming evidence of structural discontinuity in time moves the 
function of narrative itself away from sequential cause and effect towards metaphor 
effect and metanarrative. Minor disturbances of temporal sequence acquire greater 
relief and potential for metaphorical effect also. The speeded-up image track, in 
moments of La ricotta, Il Decameron and / racconti di Canterbury; the dream in 
Accattone; Medea's unannounced prophetic dream of destruction; the repetitive 

circular rhythms of Teorema and Porcile: all these and others create a time with 
multiple variants and mark the nature of narrative progression as a vehicle for 

signification. In particular, they begin to point to the importance of the transition 
between two levels of time, and of the continuing immanence of each in the other. 

The moments of transition in Pasolini' s work tend to emphasise, both 

technically and in content, the overlap between ' before' and 'after'. The modem 
prologue to Edipo is mysteriously infiltrated by the haunting pipe-music of mythical 
Thebes, before the image-track cuts away from the child's feet held by his father to 
the desert and a/the child bound by hands and feet to the shepherd's stick. In Il 

Decameron, both Ciapelletto and Giotto see or hear the stories or their characters 
before the film cuts away to Boccaccio's narratives, and are implicated in the aesthetic 
and moral values of the latter; and similarly Chaucer in / racconti di Canterbury is 
surrounded by young men who reappear in the Pardoner's Tale and others, and is 
harangued by a wife who sounds like the Wife of Bath. There is a spilling-over from 
one time into another which is at once transgressive and excessive, 101 creating a 

lOl Cf. 'c'est la demesure de cet amour [de Medee] qui m'a le plus fascine' (Duflot, 1970, 111; emphasis added). 
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powerful impulse to transformation and reinterpretation, and destabilising the apparent 

hierarchies of sequence. 

The technical nature of transition and many other features of film-time are 

clearly determined in large part by the processes of editing, as discussed above. 

Discontinuities and unconventionally extended shots, staccato jump-cuts and slow 

panning shots have been noted as typical of Pasolini's editing style, and this practice 

of montage was related to the theorising of editing as an equivalent of death in the 

construction of meaning and of lived action. A further element of Pasolini's theory 

related editing to the question of the subject in time. In his attempt to formulate an 

answer to Metz's famous question 'cinema: langue ou langage?' (Metz, 1971; and EE, 

204,231-32), Pasolini distinguished an hypothetical 'langue' - 'il cinema' - from an 

actual 'parole' - 'i films' (sic). The former is a 'tecnica audiovisiva' which does not 

exist as an object, and the latter a concretisation of the former, just as it is a written 

language of reality. Hence, 'la realta non [e], infine, che del cinema in natura' (203), 

'l'intera vita, nel complesso delle sue azioni, e un cinema naturale e vivente' (210). 

Cinema is analogous to living reality, or better, with 'l'agire nella realta', because 

both are archetypally 'un continua e infinito piano-sequenza' (233, 244): that is, 

reality is lived as a continuous present without meaning, without selection or 

combination, and necessarily-by a single sensory agent or subject of a long point-of

view shot or 'soggettiva' (241). Actual films select and combine time and space 

through editing and mise en scene, and thus create meaning by multiplying points of 

view and integrating living reality and lived reality (242-44, 265). The 'autore' is 

now the agent of selection and combination, not the subject of 'l'agire nella realta' 

(which Pasolini calls 'soggettiva esistenziale', 244), and hence the subjectivity of the 

film is at one remove from the simple 'soggettiva' - it is, in Pasolini's earlier, 

I 11 
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ambiguous terminology, a 'soggettiva libera indiretta' (179-91). Furthermore, the 
transition from cinema to film, as 'Osservazioni sul piano-sequenza' (241-45) makes 
clear, does not simply multiply the present point-of-view shots, but, crucially, 

'trasforma il presente in passato [ ... ] un passato che, per ragioni immanenti al mezzo 
cinematografico, e non per scelta estetica, ha sempre i modi del presente (e cioe un 

presente storico)' (244). 102 

Pasolini's obsessive preoccupation with the splitting of time in his film work, 
whether literally or only figuratively as a split between past and present, is therefore, 
on his own terms, always metacinematographic. He acknowledges and explores the 
overspilling of past into present and vice versa, in a medium in which time past is 
always also time present. The immanence of the past in the present in film prefigures 
and configures at one remove the immanent structures of cinema as stated above. 
Such displaced figuration at one remove is a model which explains the untenability for 
Pasolini of attempts to (re)construct in films the infinite 'piano-sequenza' of cinema. 
In an intuition familiar from both his poetic practice and the Mannerist tensions of 
pastiche, Pasolini realises that to reproduce one element in an unfamiliar context is to 
transform both its meaning and its ways of meaning. As he explains in 'Battute sul 
cinema' (234-35), if the 'piano-sequenza' is conterminous with 'l'agire nella realta' in 
cinema, in films it can only be 'naturalistico' in a way that ' realta ' and 'azione' are 
not. He can thus . substitute the 'piano-sequenza' with its apparent opposite, 

'montaggio' and split time in his film practice, because the 'linearita analitica' of 
cinema becomes in films necessarily a 'linearita \ sintetica', and because both 

conceptions are governed by different manifestations of his (subjective) desire, or 
'amore per la realta' (ibid.). Hence the vehicle of immanence is the subjectivity of the 

102 See Turigliatto, 1976, 125,150-52. 
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'author' - seen as theoretician and director conflated - and is to be located in the 

process of suture, between cinema and films (in theory) and between past and present 

(in practice), which also acts to bind the spectator into the illusion of subjective 

plenitude offered by the films as objects.103 

Returning to the films themselves, and to the diegetic role played by images of 

past and present and their intermingling, a further dimension to the subject in time 

becomes apparent in the light of these theoretical considerations. There are three 

broad models of the past: the pre-historical, mythical period of a range of films from 

Edipo, Medea and Orestiade (also Le mura di Sana and Appunti per un.film 

sull' India) to the cannibal episode of Porcile to, in a different sense, Vangelo and La 

ricotta; the early modem periods of the Trilogia della vita and the Franciscan episode 

of Uccellacci e uccellini; and the epitome of post-Enlightenment modernity in Salo, 

prefigured in the modem section of Porcile. 104 

The signifying power of the first group is best illustrated by the role of the 

centaur Chiron in M edea. In the opening section, he is shown educating the growing 

young Jason into his heritage and into the secrets of a world governed by gods and the 

mysteries of nature. The dawn-lit watery landscape which supports the static sequence 

of discontinuous poses over the period of Jason's youth sets the narrative beyond 

103 The term 'suture', derived from Lacanian usage, has been used in film theory with reference to the processes of capturing or interpellating the spectator in his/her status as a subject defined by lack and aspiring to (an illusion) of unity and integrity. See Oudart et al., 1977/8; Silverman, 1983, 194-236. 
104 Here, and in much of this section, Accattone and Mamma Roma seem to lie apart from the rest of Pasolini's films. In these first two works, with their linear and integral narratives and characters, the aesthetic of subjectivity in immanence and processes of suture between past and present seems to have little place. However, some elements do prepare for its development: the 'borgate' are depicted as a locus of pre-historical, preChristian values, and this locus is assimilated to later aesthetics in La ricotta and Uccellacci; and various effects of dissonance between literal subject-matter, style and meaning already noted are analogous to later tensions. 
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history and society, where the centaur's dual nature represents the synthesis of man, 

nature and myth. Jason is induced into a primitive wholeness which parallels the 

barbaric, sacred power of the priestess Medea, and makes their union tragically 

inevitable. However, even before Jason leaves Chiron to claim his birthright, the 

centaur is transformed into a man as Jason reaches adulthood and begins to lose the 

mystical link with nature and myth. Jason is integrated into society, and ultimately 

betrays Medea for a politic marriage, but Chiron reappears to him in a pivotal scene in 

both his incarnations as centaur and man, to warn him that he cannot deny his origin 

and his love for Medea that is its irreducible residue. Pasolini explained to Duflot 

(1981, 96) 'cette presence des deux centaures signifie que la chose sacree, une fois 

desacralisee, ne disparait pas pour autant'. Medea's final catastrophe is a figure of 

Jason's attempted suppression of 'la chose sacree' and of the original synthesis. She 

re-acquires her magical powers, long lost in the lay-culture of Corinth, only when she 

resolves to challenge the power of history (Jason's royal marriage, his lineage). She is 

thus a figure of, on the one hand, the past or pre-historical as a force of revolution or 

critique of the present, and, on the other hand, of a presence defined by action in 

synthesis with the full force of nature. The myth is transmitted to the mythical quality 

of the film as a synthesis (not analysis) of history, and hence, implicitly, myth spills 

over into ideology, and lay Corinth can become the bourgeois present. 

The same pattern of synthesis through myth operates in the second group, 

where the medieval past is 'sacred' in its experience of open sexuality and unmediated 

bodily expression - in other words, again, in its presence. 105 The body becomes a 

site for historical action, and the film the written language of that action. In the 

105 Cf. 'Tetis', 100: 'In un momento di profonda crisi culturale [ ... ] mi e sembrato che la sola real ta fosse quella del corpo'. 

I I 
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trilogy, and in Uccellacci e uccellini, the exploration of the body as an expressive 

language is paramount. The failure of the trilogy is, among other things, a failure to 

operate successfully the synthetic metaphorical transf~r to ideology which M edea and 

Uccellacci e uccellini achieve. The past remains as a literal, and thus false, construct, 
and is integrated by the present into conventional, exploitative narrative by way of its 
own overdetermined deployment of narrative patterning. 

The final examples of film-images of the past, in Porcile and Salo, produce a 

different order of synthesis. Both set up a three-way analogy which is revealed as a 
figure of pseudo-synthesis between reified order and physicality. The architectonic 

order and grandeur of the Palladian Villa Pisani where Porcile is set is parallel to the 

rational regulatory order of the four dignitaries in Salo, figures of a Sadean 

Enlightenment. The Nazism of Herdhitze is a premise for the industrial power games 
with Klotz, set in the sham respectability of the Villa; similarly the dignity of the Salo 
fascists is annihilated in their extreme perversions, which in turn, as already noted, 

become a literalised metaphor for neo-capitalist consumption. Both films are more 

sophisticated and conventional in their editing than is usual for Pasolini, and both 

modify the synthetic critique with a more analytical representation of the forms of 

modernity. The revolutionary power of the primitive, all but absent in Salo, is 

retained in Porcile by Julian's 'natural' perversion, and its metaphorical elaboration in 
the cannibal episode. 

The further dimension apparent in these instances, seen in the light of the 

consistent splitting of film-time and the theoretical elaboration of a dual metacinematic 
immanence, is in the dominant mode of synthesis (or suture) between past and present, 
and thus history and reality. Analytical ideological critique is a secondary and 

sporadic, but nonetheless important, product of this synthesis which, far from being 
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materialist in origin, is governed by the work of subjectivity. The object of nostalgia 

is less the past than the uncensored plenitude of 'l' agire nella real ta', or cinema, which 
can only ever surface as a trace of the imaginary, or .oneiric, in a mediated, symbolic 
actuality. The lived subjective agency of desire for inscription into material reality, 

for being, can thus be conflated with the concurrent desire of the subject in time to be 
inserted along a synthetic historical axis which completes the spatiaVmaterial to point 
together to a powerful aspiration to understand and in some sense control what might 

be termed the subject's full being in time. 

* 

In conclusion, the relationship between the four categories investigated is worth 

highlighting. Pasolini's cinema is built upon the identity, as he perceives it, of cinema 
and reality. Different but analogous elements or symbols of reality govern much of 

the work of subjectivity discussed above. The use of actors as cyphers for themselves 

is an extension of his perception of cinema as a language which uses reality to express 
reality. A similar pattern is found in the circularity of cinematic metaphor as itself an 

emblem for the metaphorical nature of cinema. More directly, his technical 'sacralita' , 
his fascination with faces and surfaces, and his notion of the 'oggettuale', all reflect 

the obsession with the real. And the trilogy's encounter with traditions of artistic and 

literary realism, and the reification of reality in Salo, are further stages in the same 

obsession. This makes for a fascinating multiplicity of realities on film, and a radical 
challenge to the naturalistic, conventional realism of traditional cinema. It also 

./ 
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reinforces a theoretical discourse, and a pro-filmic, genetic activity which extend the 

mechanisms of subjective work into new areas of dynamism and projective potential. 
1..tl 

However, as suggested on p.:lltabove, the tendency for cinema to reduce or complicate 

the possibilities for contamination as a vehicle of subjectivity affects the subject as 

constructed in the films. The dynamic of the quantum leap traced in Part II is 

undermined by the audio-visual constancy of the image-, sound- and time-tracks. 

Efforts to fragment them are many, but often partial and artificial. The subject is 

confined to a more repetitive· citation of itself, with less potential for meaningful 
e 

displactnent along different axes of filmic discourse, and hence it tends towards stasis. 

It is overdetermined, and the work of subjectivity relies on a macro-displacement to 

external discourses and on the latent but unsustainable analogy between the self and 

reality. This need not be taken as a qualitative indictment of the films. But it does 

suggest that cinema never became the apotheosis of self-expression to which Pasolini 

aspired when he chose it as a terminus a quo for aesthetic and subjective renewal. 



Concluding Remarks 
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Subjectivity lurks in shadows. It necessarily works through elusive and always 

implicit processes. It has no inherent form or language of its own but instead 

infiltrates ancillary idioms, discourses and signifying practices of all kinds. It can thus 

be traced in a large variety of guises, each distorted and distorting, and each new turn 

of the subject requires a new interpretative approach. These demands are evident in 

the way this study has conjoined diverse phenomena - politics, journalism, criticism, 

writing, poetry, cinema and semiology - and treated specific forms and dynamics of 

meaning in each as equivalent markers of the subjective. However such diversity and 

such elusiveness clearly reflect not only the nature of subjectivity but also the variety 

and range of Pasolini's work. Furthermore~throws into relief the internal tendency 

of his work to prompt trans-formative analogising - its experimentalism - and the 

elaborate potential for meaning assigned at every level to such patterns of 

transformation. 

The acknowledgement and subsequent analysis of the elusiveness and 

complexity of subjectivity, in particular as manifested in Pasolini, has revealed as 

inadequate or incomplete two particularly persistent threads of Pasolini's criticism. 

First, the use of antithesis, contradiction or myriad other dualities as keys to 

interpretation, first suggested by Ferretti and followed by the majority of critics since, 

stops short of appreciating the strategic complexity of such binary rhetorical positions. 

They are part of a larger economy of subjective work, which most often uses them as 

illusory markers of an aspired-to but absent strong subject. Secondly, corrective 

assertions of the sheer variety or heterogeneity of Pasolini's work, often for its own 
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sake (Santato and, to an extent Rinaldi), are tenable but incomplete, since they note 

the formal dynamic of 'sperimentalismo' but neglect the extensive impact of 

subjective work within and on the latter. 

In effect, by tracing the relationship and mutual influence between form -

understood through cultural activism, literature and cinema - and subjectivity, this 

thesis has identified in Pasolini a forceful dynamic of signification and of action 

('azione') which is best described as heterogenetic and/or autogenetic. In his work, 

meaning and action constantly reproduce or regenerate themselves in variant idioms 

and forms without following a simple linear development. They are generated through 

the energy of discontinuity and this is the quantum energy noted in Part II above. The 

dynamic of this heterogenesis depends on a constant fragmentation or diffraction of 

form s~ against meaning, and thus determines a persistent projection from the present, 

in both aesthetics and ideology, to the past and future. Such a dynamic is charged 

with risk and courts failure and compromise, again both aesthetic and ideological, but 

produces discourses of compelling force. Part III found in his cinema a continuing 

variety of figures but a weakened formal diffraction which reduced the potential for 

the work of subjectivity to transform the immediate forms of expression in cinema 

into something other. And Part I, which qualified and conditioned the aesthetic 

dynamics of Parts II and III, indicated how the locus of production or arena of 

writing, and hence of all signifying practices, can be appropriated as further 

conditioning patterns or forms which restrict and liberate expression. Finally, and 

most importantly, the dynamic is self-(re)generating in that it works to produce and 

constantly reform a self or subject(s). Indeed, the thesis investigated how the 

manifestation of the work of subjectivity (autogenesis) coincides broadly with the very 

processes of formal self-regeneration and transformation (heterogenesis). 
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Pasolini ' s work, then, is an ideal illustration of the multiplicity of subjective 

signifying levels which combine in complex ways to transcend the primacy of 

language and metalanguage. From a literary-historical perspective, his 

' sperimentalismo' of the late 1950s seemed to challenge the orthodoxies of 

'ermetismo' and 'neo-realismo' and to herald the rise of the 'neo-avanguardia'. But 

he despised and was despised by the latter (Giuliani, 1965, 5-6). Similarly his film

work was assimilated by many to the formalist innovations of the 'nouvelle vague' 

and the so-called 'second generation' of Italian post-war cinema after 1960. But 

again, in practice, he aspired to a cinema radically different from that of his 

contemporaries, rooted in absolutes of reality and expressive intensity. His own 

practice of formal patterning in different media, then, seems paradoxically to be at 

odds with other contemporary formalisms. The resolution of this paradox lies 

precisely in the particular nature of the work of subjectivity which he exemplifies, and 

its challenge to the primacy of textuality and metatextuality. His aesthetics and 

ideology of exposure - ' bisogna esporsi' - allow him to reverse the tendency of texts 

to disguise and limit the plurality of subjective work, and thus they reject the mise en 

abyme effect of formalist constructs in language which play in the minutiae of 

variation and patterning. His own ubiquitous and articulated patterning instead refers 

outwards to a more profound and irresolvable matrix, that of subjectivity. In other 

words, the work of textuality, along with a series of parallel primary operations, 

connotes the work of subjectivity and, as a result, the aesthetic, ideological and 

existential investment of Pasolini's work in both is significantly amplified and 

enriched. 

It might not be too fanciful to suggest in closing that the issues examined in 

this thesis also impinge on the problem of Pasolini as a cultural phenomenon who 

,,, 

I ,1 
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continues to fascinate, provoke and influence readers and critics through his distorted, 

mythicised image. Although in part due to the circumstances of his death, this interest 

cannot be wholly explained by them. It may be that. the capacity of his texts and his 

actions to draw into their signifying patterns a range of connoted subjective processes 

promotes a highly mediated and highly media-friendly image of the self in/as art. 

Asor Rosa, 19693, noted in Pasolini's and others' populism a thinly disguised 

'decadentismo', and many have encouraged the comparison between Pasolini and 

d' Annunzio. But the undoubted similarities need qualifying. Whereas the 

'decadentisti' aspired to the creation and control of life as a work of art, Pasolini 

instead synthesizes life or action with a formalism cut to the measure of the work of 

subjectivity, and thereby 'il suo esserci' acquires a centripetal and centrifugal force 

which works to draw us in despite ourselves. In this way, it is perhaps our 

subjectivity which he interrogates as much as his own. 
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